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Abstract 
This dissertation charts the development of ablaut phenomena in the strong verb system of 
the Gennanic languages Gothic, Old English, Old Saxon, Old High German and Old Norse. 
It traces the highly developed morphonology of the strong verbs and seeks to ascertain the 
degree to which Germanic owes its systematicity to forms evidenced in dialects from earlier 
periods of the Indo-European group. Greek and Sanskrit, two highly morphologized Indo- 
European languages, provide the basis for a comparative study of general Indo-European 
forms against the specific forms from the Germanic languages, although the inherent 
periodizational difficulties of such a comparison will be carefully considered. The nature 
and history of ablaut as an Indo-European morpheme will be investigated and considered 
(Chapter 2) before looking at the use of ablaut alternations in Sanskrit and Greek in 
particular (Chapter 3) from which basis the evidence from the Germanic languages listed 
above can be presented and evaluated (Chapter 4). Chapter 5 compares the two sets of data 
and offers suggestions for an explanation of the difficult cases in Germanic, such as the 
lengthened grade forms of Classes 4 and 5, the vowel /e2/ and the role played by 
reduplication. The nature of reduplication and its relevance for Germanic will be dealt with 
in an excursus. Chapter 6 draws strands together and looks at the system as a whole, drawing 
conclusions about the degree to which Germanic has inherited forms seen elsewhere in Indo- 
European. The appendices include a comprehensive list of the Germanic strong verbs, their 
forms and the dialects in which they are found. 
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1. Aims and General Introduction 
The title of this investigation ("The use and application of Vowel Gradation in the Germanic 
Languages") needs some clarification. The actual subject matter is more restricted than the 
title implies and I want now to explain the goals I hope will be achieved and the 
methodology I shall use in achieving them. 
To start with a simple definition that will enable me to clarify my aims and outline the 
fundamental issues (although this definition may later require some revision): ablaut' is a 
type of vowel alternation which performs a grammatical function as in English sing, sang, 
sung where it distinguishes different tense forms of the lexeme SING (vb). That my 
example is taken from a verb is central to my investigation. As will increasingly become 
clear, the verbal system in Germanic utilizes ablaut as a tense-marker to quite a complex 
extent. In all of the modern Germanic languages ablaut is used to the same end as the above 
example of English sing. Although different languages have different inventories of verbs 
which show ablaut, the core stock of verbs is similar in each of the Germanic languages. 
The Germanic verbal system therefore provides a very developed system of ablaut, and as a 
result it is on this system that I wish to concentrate my efforts, even though I am fully aware 
that ablaut relationships hold elsewhere in Germanic, for example, and especially, in 
derivation between word-groups (i. e. deverbative nouns, suffixes, etc. ). 
My airn is to try and establish the degree to which the Germanic languages use ablaut 
relationships which are inherited from Indo-European and its system of tense-formation. 
Some aspects of the Germanic ablaut system will be seen to be clearly related to patterns 
observable in earlier Indo-European languages, while others, more opaque, seem not to 
resemble observable features of these earlier languages, but may on closer examination 
indeed be seen to resemble earlier general patterns. I aim to ascertain whether the whole of 
the Germanic system derives ultimately from Indo-European prototypes, or whether 
Germanic re-models patterns from the earlier periods, or whether it, in fact, invents new 
patterns to fulfil the same purposes in verbs for which no Indo-European form provided an 
adequate model. 
With this aim in mind I shall confine myself to a study of the earliest stages of the Germanic 
branch of languages, these earliest stages clearly being closest to the indo-European 
prototypes. Thus my Germanic material will be drawn from Gothic (Go. ). Old High 
II shall use the German term throughout. since it is more succinct than the English "Vowel 
Gradation". The anglicization of the term ablaut, that is lower case, will be used throughout reflecting 
its acceptance as a universal term for the phenomenon. The term originates 
from the work of GRIMM 
in the nineteenth century, who coined it to refer to exactly the vowel alternation which 
is the basis of 
the present work. 
German (OHG), Old English (OE), Old Saxon (OS) and Old Norse (ON). These five 
languages are not contemporaneous in their surviving written documents. Gothic survives 
only in fragmentary texts from the 4th century AD, whereas OHG, Of and OS survývc in 
texts which date only as far back as the 7th century. At the other extreme, Classical Old 
Norse, the language of the sagas and Eddas, only survives in large-scale texts from the 11th 
century onwards. As a result, we must be careful not to make direct comparisons between 
these languages, but must constantly recognize the diachronic discrepancies which exist 
between the textual evidence we have of them. This is not to say that we may not make 
comparisons at all, but that we must be aware of the intervening periods between the setting 
down in written form of the various dialects; periods in which many developments nma\ have 
taken place for which there is no concrete evidence. The opacity which these time- 
differences cause makes possible widely differing theories, an overview of which I shall give 
later in this thesis as a guide to the wealth of divergent thinking that has existed and still does 
exist amongst scholars in the field of Germanic ablaut. 
I shall begin by examining the evidence from the Indo-European group. My starting-point 
for an earlier period will be Greek and Sanskrit, along with, to a lesser extent, Latin. These 
three each represent a different branch of the Indo-European tree of languages. Each of them 
also represents a stage in the development of the Indo-European languages before that 
recorded for the Germanic branch. From a comparison of Greek, Sanskrit and Latin we will 
be in a position to establish general trends holding for Indo-European languages of an early 
period. The range of languages selected for study makes no claim to exhaustiveness, but is 
determined entirely on the basis of their usefulness in enabling me to chart developments in 
ablaut relationships. The extent to which these chosen languages reflect proto-Indo- 
European is a moot point; but in a study which has as its central focus morphological and 
morphonemic comparison between dialect groups the use of dialects which are perhaps 
overburdened with morphological complexity, as in the case of Sanskrit, Greek and Latin, 
ensures a greater wealth of forms from which to extract correlations pertinent to the 
Germanic data. Evidence from other IE languages will be drawn upon where necessary and 
useful, but I make no claims to exhaustiveness in the uncovering of such evidence 
from other 
languages. This may seem unfortunate, but from the point of view of providing diverse data 
on IE ablaut, the languages I shall concentrate on are of greater importance. 
The aim of the 
study is not to establish the relationship between the IE languages I am using and 
Germanic, 
but is rather to establish what of the Germanic verbal ablaut system 
is not IE in origin, a 
question which can be dealt with to a certain extent in abstraction 
from the question of the 
genealogical affmities of the various dialect groups within 
IE. 
I shall then investigate the evidence we possess from the Germanic branch. These early 
Germanic dialects/languages will be compared with one another, bearing in mind the 
difficulties in doing so, in order to establish important trends in their verbal ablaut systems, 
so that from these trends a putative common Germanic system can be set up, which will 
reflect what is common to all dialects. The very setting-up of such a system will highlight 
problems in the development of the system within the individual languages and these 
problems will become subjects for discussion later in the investigation. Where languages 
diverge, this may be a sign of uncertainty in the modes of morphology at an earlier period of 
the development of the Germanic branch; and these uncertainties themselves will provide an 
insight into the relationship between Germanic as an enclosed group and its Indo-European 
inheritance. 
The comparison of Common Germanic with earlier Indo-European trends will, it is hoped, 
provide the evidence needed to explain the developments in the Germanic branch. With this 
evidence I shall be able to establish the nature of ablaut in Germanic and the degree to which 
it owes its structure to trends visible in Indo-European languages of an earlier period, and 
thus to an Indo-European inheritance of verbal morphology, phonology and suprasegmental 
phenomena. By the same token, what cannot be traced back to or linked with formations in 
earlier Indo-European can be ascribed to Germanic innovations. This innovation can 
subsequently be evaluated in the light of the evidence from Greek and Sanskrit in regard to a 
re-modelling along different lines of basic trends existing earlier, even if the actual forms are 
not evident in the earlier periods. 
Using this comparative methodology, it will become clear in the course of the investigation 
how systematized the Germanic verbal system of ablaut is when set against earlier Indo- 
European examples which, nevertheless, themselves provide parallels for the Germanic 
system. 
In investigating the verbal system in this way, there is one area in particular which, although 
not strictly an ablaut problem, is nevertheless inextricably linked with the development of the 
Germanic ablaut series. This is the problem and status of reduplication in Germanic as we 
find it in the seventh class of strong verbs in Gothic. How Germanic deals with 
reduplication plays an important role for 7th class verbs in the other dialects; as a result 
I 
shall, in an excursus, examine the nature of reduplication, its usage in early Indo-European 
and then its treatment in Germanic, where its fate cannot be disentangled 
from the 
appearance of the mysterious vowel /e2/. 
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This then has broadly outlined my general aims. The details of these aims will become clear 
and will present themselves as I progress through the investigation from Indo-European 
through Germanic and to an explanation of the data, following which I shall be able to pul l 
the strands together and attempt an answer to my question of the degree of innovation in 
Germanic and the concomitant problem concerning the degree of inheritance of 
morphological patterning from Indo-European. 
2. Introduction and Definition 
2.0 Ablaut and Umlaut 
Vowel Gradation is a notoriously difficult phenomenon to define concisely and exactly. It 
has been described facetiously by my supervisor as "the one regular phonological change or 
alternation left over when all the others have been explained". Though perhaps not a very 
satisfactory explanation of the situation, it does highlight the difficulties involved in trying to 
be precise about what exactly ablaut is. TRASK (1996) is more specific: he defines ablaut as: 
A morphological process expressed by a change in the quality of a vowel within a 
root or stem for purely grammatical purposes, with the vowel alternation typically 
serving as the only exponent of the grammatical distinction. English examples 
include the inflectional patterns exhibited by `strong' verbs like sing sang'sung and 
write/wrote/written. The term is most usually applied to such phenomena in the 
older Indo-European languages, in which it was grammatically central: Latin tego 
`cover' but toga `toga', Greek legö `read' but logos `word', Latin sedeö `sit' but 
sodälis `companion'; but it is also sometimes applied to similar phenomena in other 
languages. Ablaut differs from umlaut only in its historical source: originally, 
'ablaut' was applied to cases of vowel alternation for which no phonetic motivation 
could be identified. 
The idea of "residuality" contained in my opening definition is to be found here too, and it is 
this that distinguishes ablaut from umlaut, for which phonetic motivation can be identified; 
cf. TRASK (1993) on umlaut: 
A type of inflection ... as 
in tooth/teeth and mouse/mice. Umlaut differs from ablaut 
only in its historical source, and both terms are usually only used by linguists who 
are aware of the historical facts. 
These quotations from TRASK illustrate another important distinction between ablaut and 
umlaut, namely that the best examples of ablaut are to be found in the Germanic languages 
among the strong verbs, that is those verbs which do not form their past tense and their past 
participle using a dental suffix (/t, d, b or d/) between the stem and the personal and/or 
number endings; whilst in the case of umlaut the best and most intelligible examples, at least 
in English, are found in the formation of the plural for a few nouns. But the definitions are 
still not comprehensive enough for our purposes. A difficulty may be seen in the choice of 
terminology in German. The terms are so similar that they may easily be confused. 
Do the English names for these two phenomena shed any more light on the definition 
problem? Hardly. Ablaut has usually been translated in English as vowel gradation and 
umlaut as vowel mutation. Is this helpful? Chambers Twentieth Century Dictionary defines 
mutation as "discontinuous variation or sudden inheritable divergence from ancestral type". 
The etymology of the term is Latin mutare "to change", and the emphasis of the term is 
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change and variation. Gradation on the other hand has as its etymology Latin gradus "a 
step", and Chambers defines it as "a degree or step: a rising step by step: progress from one 
degree or state to another: position attained: state of being arranged in ranks". This takes us 
no further, and this is because all the definitions so far are looking at the problem from a 
synchronic perspective. In effect, this is at odds with our very definition of the term 
mutation. Mutation, as change, necessarily demands a diachronic or historical perspective in 
order to define it. Gradation, on the other hand, suggests that the alternations are not 
historically relevant; they do not, in any sense, constitute change, but rather are deliberately 
ranked alongside each other, and used according to whatever the situation demands. The 
alternations have equal standing in the grammar. The changes in mutation are a result of 
external factors, or rather of unmotivated factors, whereas the term gradation implies that 
ablaut is a result of motivated factors; or at least that is what we are led to believe. 1 
In order to start us on our way, it would be a good idea at this stage to have a brief look at 
the development of Germanic umlaut, that we may compare its development with that of 
ablaut, which I shall then elucidate. 
The type of umlaut which we see in Modem German and which is most consistently notated 
using two superscribed dots (ä, ä, ü) has a history which can be detailed with certainty from 
the written evidence we have for the Germanic languages. It derives from a regular 
phonological change in the early stages of the written languages of the Germanic branch. If 
we take for example the OHG word gast meaning "guest", a word cognate with Latin hostis 
"enemy", originally "stranger", we observe that its plural is gesti, the root vowel /a/ of the 
singular having bevome /e/ in the plural. The reason for this difference in the root vowel 
appears to be the effect of the following vowel, that is the vowel in the subsequent syllable, 
the ending. Whereas in the nominative singular form (gast) the ending seems to have been 
lost, in the plural it is still present and contains a high, front vocal element, an /i/. The 
preceding root vowel is assimilated in the direction of the following /i/, being raised to an 
/e/. During the OHG period this mutation of the root-vowel according to the quality of 
subsequent vowels is in the early stages of development. Some dialects exhibit the change 
more than others, and some words seem to be more susceptible than others: BRAUNE (1987, 
§215). Similar mutations occur in the other dialects, except in Gothic, the evidence for 
which seems to predate the onset of the change. 2 The change, of course, has two stages: 1. 
1 As we shall find out, during the course of this investigation, the origins of both phenomena may not 
be so very dissimilar, but may, in fact, result from comparable factors. 
2 This discussion of umlaut is somewhat simplified and perhaps overlooks some of the issues, but a 
detailed examination would be out of place here, where my aim is to define the change known as 
ablaut. Reference should be made to PROKOSCH (1939,107-112) who handles the changes 
in much 
greater depth linking the trends of mutation with the Germanic Vowel Shift. For 
detailed discussion of 
the mutation in the individual dialects, the reader should consult the relevant 
handbooks: C: AMPBF. Ll. 
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the phonetic stage and 2. the phonemic stage. In the first, the mutation will occur without its 
being recognized as such by the speakers; in this stage we might be less likely to encounter 
the change symbolized in texts. In the second stage the mutation is recognized as a change 
and the resultant mutated vowel is either phonemicized in its own right or is aligned with an 
existing phoneme of the same quality. At this stage we expect the mutation to be marked 
explicitly in texts. The change of /a/ > /e/ is beginning to be established in the OHG period 
the subsequent changes of /o/> /e/, and /u/ > /yI are still undefined in this period, but make 
their mark during the MHG period and later. A reason for this might be the fact that for the 
change of /a/ > /e/ the Latin alphabet, at the time, provided a symbol and the language had a 
phoneme /e/ with which the mutated vowel could be identified; whereas for mutated /o, u/ 
there was no symbol available and there was no existing phoneme with which they could be 
identified. 
What I hope to have shown here is the type of development which the term umlaut 
encompasses before now trying to show exactly what ablaut is. It will be seen that both 
terms characterize phonetic processes which later become phonological and then take up a 
position in the morphological sector of the grammar. Umlaut has become a marker in 
Modern German for plural formation as a result of its chance appearance in the plurals of 
words deriving from IE i-stem nouns. The umlaut becomes linked with the formation of the 
plural of some forms and then is extended to other words which are not historically IE i- 
stems. In this way umlaut spreads throughout the lexicon and has become morphemicized as 
a plural-marker. In the same way umlaut has become a marker of the preterite subjunctive as 
a result of its appearance in this position in the verbal conjugation because of the subjunctive 
endings originally containing an i-element. The umlaut became associated with the 
subjunctive and is now a marker for it in those verbs which show umlaut. 
2.1 Ablaut and its Extent 
Having briefly outlined the development of ablaut's sister term, umlaut, it is time to devote 
our attention to the subject at hand, in order that we may see that, to all intents and purposes, 
the two phonological changes that the terms represent are really rather comparable, their 
differences being buried in the history of the various languages and dialects concerned. We 
shall see that ablaut is found in proto-Indo-European and was then utilized by various groups 
of the IE family to carry out morphological functions at the period when the phonological 
change had become morphemicized. Having become associated with particular grammatical 
functions in the language, the vowel change, or by this time alternation, could be used to 
carry out morphological tasks. 
(1959, §190-22 1) for OE, BRAUNE (1987, §51-52) for OHG, GORDON (1990, §32-45) for ON, 
GALLEE (1910, ch. III), HOLTHAUSEN (1921, § 115) and RAUCH (1992, passim) for OS. 
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This use of vowels as a grammatical function marker is not something that is confined to the 
languages of Indo-European under investigation in the present work. The following passage 
from MEILLET (1915,133-134) shows how in Arabic a similar kind of vowel alternation is 
used in giving functional meaning to roots: 
C'est dans les expressions semitiques qu'on volt le mieux quel role peuvent jouer 
dans une grammaire Iles alternances vocaliques]. Une racine arabe nest caracterisee 
que par ses consonnes; quant aux voyelles, chaque consonne de chaque racine peut 
titre suivie de a, a, 1,1, ii, ii ou zero, snit en tout sept formes, et chacune de ces sept 
formes sert ä caracteriser la fonction grammaticale. Sort la racine arabe qtI« tuer» . son parfait actif est qatala, son imparfait actif ya-gtulu, son parfait passif qutila, son 
imparfait passifyu-qtalu, son parfait actif de troisieme espece gätala, l'imparfait 
correspondant yu-gätilu, le parfait passif giilila, l'imparfait yu-galalu, l'infinitif du 
premier type gatlun, le participe gätilun, etc. [... ] Les voyelles ne servent qu'd la 
formation des mots et a la flexion, et la signification de la racine est attachee 
seulement aux consonnes. 
In conjunction with affixes, the vowels in this Arabic example serve, as MEILLET says, to 
define the grammatical function of the verb within an utterance or sentence. This Arabic 
example is highly systematized with a large number of possible alternation patterns, and this 
system operates quite regularly throughout the language, giving roots syntactical and 
grammatical function. 3 In Indo-European, however, the vowel alternation we call ablaut is 
not quite as systematized, though it does produce a number of different alternants. 
Let us take an example from Indo-European to see exactly what shape and form these 
alternants can take. The following are from Greek and show the possibilities of ablaut 
alternation using the word rtatrlp meaning "father". The syllable in question is the second 
(itati IP). 
iratiEpa - "father" (accusative sing. ) 
itatiýp - "father" (nominative sing. ) 
iratpOS - "of father" (genitive sing. ) 
cv7tatiopa - "born of a noble father" (Adj. accusative sing. ) 
Ev7Lato p- "born of a noble father" (Adj. nominative sing. ) 
3 Arabic does not quite fit into the ablaut schematization that I shall be detailing for Indo-European. 
Arabic verbs, traditional scholarship goes, are constructed entirely of consonants; that is, the 
consonants alone are the lexeme of the verb, and the stem consists of these consonants and no vowels, 
that is, no vowel-pattern is regarded as providing the stem, or base-form, for the conjugation of a 
particular verb. The patterning of the vowels in the conjugation of Arabic verbs has provided the 
platform for autosegmental/nonconcatenative theories of morphology, especially MCCARTHY's 
prosodic morphology. For detailed discussion of this see MCCARTHY (1979 & 1981), 
BROSEL, OW/MCCART'HY (1983) and MCCARTHY/PRINCE (1990); also simplified in KATAMBA (1993, 
165-179) and SPENCER (1991,131-162). BERGENHOLT7/MUGDAN (1979,59) call this kind of vocalic 
alternation "transfixation", which likewise sees the consonants as the lexematical elements and the 
vowels as additions to the consonantal root. 
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The syllable in question in these five forms appears with a different vowel or vocalism in 
each case. The first has the IE short vowel /e/, the second the long vowel is/, the third has no 
vowel and the syllable has in effect disappeared, the fourth has IE /o/ and the fifth its long 
counterpart /o/. 
These five examples show that ablaut is a more complex phenomenon than umlaut and the 
explanation we gave for that phonological change. In the forms from Greek there are five 
possibilities of vowel for the syllable under consideration and from the evidence of the 
structure of the examples one clear explanation for the development of everything we tern 
ablaut seems impossible. What we must do, in fact, is categorize our ablaut alternations 
according to type. If we look again at the first three examples (na'Ep, iraipos, itai11p), we 
see that the differences between each of the forms is one of length of the syllable in question. 
In the first we have what we might term a full vowel /e/, in the second this vowel has been 
reduced to zero, there is no vowel, it has been lost, and in the third the full vowel has been 
lengthened to /e/. These three alternants show differences in relation to their quantity and as 
a result they are grouped under the term quantitative ablaut (Ger. Abstufung). The first 
alternant with /e/ is called the full grade (Ger. Vollstufe)4 and is the base from which the 
other alternants are derived. From it the second alternant, /0/, is derived by a process of 
reduction, the /e/ is reduced to zero: hence the terms zero-grade (Nullstufe), when the full 
grade vowel is reduced to zero, and reduced grade (Reduktionsstufe) when a vestige of the 
original vowel remains, perhaps in the shape of /; )/5. The two forms with /o/, short and long, 
show a different type of vowel, one with a different quality from /e/. An /o/ cannot be 
derived from an /e/ by any means of shortening or lengthening, rather the /o/ represents a 
change of vowel quality. Thus this type of ablaut is referred to as qualitative ablaut (Ger. 
Abtönung), and the grade of ablaut with /o/ as o-grade or sometimes deflected grade. Of 
course once deflected the new /o/ can undergo lengthening and shortening just like the /e/, 
and so we get /ö/ as in the last example. 
We must also bear in mind that the development of ablaut is supradialectal. It was present in 
the parent language and its effects are seen in all the IE daughter languages. This is an 
important distinction between it and other phonological developments and we must therefore 
beware of forms which ostensibly -show ablaut, but which actually show nothing more than 
vowel -change as a result of 
language internal mutation, the effects of which have no 
comparison in other language groups. 6 Ablaut seems to have developed in proto-Indo- 
4 Although I shall use the German term ablaut throughout, when speaking of the various grades I shall 
use the English terms, However, the reader will, of course, find the German terms in the literature on 
the subject (and not merely in works written in German). 
5 Schwa is the result of the reduction of long vowels, but see 2.2.2 for more on this and the role of 
laryngeals for long vowels and their reduction. 
6 In explaining this point I bear upon the explanation given by SEMERENYI (1990,86f. ) 
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European, so that this change could be passed on to the various groups of the language 
family, as they followed their own line of development from the parent language. 
Another example of a phonological change which appears to be a kind of ablaut but which 
does not fit into our scheme can be seen if we take the Latin forms fac-, fec-, f c-. We can 
deduce a vowel alternation through these forms, perhaps one of progressive reduction and 
subsequent raising of the vowel. However, these are all allomorphs. That is, grammatically 
and functionally, they show no difference. It is true that the second two are usually found in 
derivation, but nevertheless the phonological distinctions have been caused by a shift of 
accent within Latin itself As Latin moved from the inherited free accent7 of Indo-European 
to an accent fixed upon the initial syllable, the effect was that of a weakening of subsequent 
syllables: 8 
e. g. faciö - confectus - conficio 
(The vowel in an open syllable was reduced further than that in closed syllables. ) 
Ablaut occurs in all of the early forms of the languages of the Indo-European group, which 
would imply that it was inherited. This vowel modification from Latin only occurs in this 
way in that language and is as a result not defined as gradation as we shall discuss it in the 
present investigation. It is of interest and importance only at a language-internal level. 
It would be apposite at this point to have a look at some examples of the vowel alternations 
termed ablaut from different IE languages. 
Gk. Sýpxoµat "I see" SESopxa "I have seen" ESpaxov "I saw" 
Gk. nevOo; "suffering" nenovOa "I have suffered" EnaOov ``I suffered" 
Lat. necö "I kill" noceö "I damage" 
Lat. tegula "tile" toga "toga" 
OHG bindan "bind" Pres. band "bound" pret. sg. bundum "bound" pret. pl. 
Sk. dvesmi "I hate" dvisänti "they hate" 
In the three columns above the first represents full e-grade, the second o-grade and the third 
zero/reduced grade. The details of these examples will be dealt with later but these few 
examples show the range of forms which undergo some kind of ablaut relationship and also 
how they relate to similar examples in other IE languages. One of the clearest examples of 
7 Free accent does not mean that the accent can fall anywhere in a word at the whim of the speaker, 
but that the accent is not bound to a specific syllable in every word by the grammar of that language, 
as, for example, in Polish where the accent regularly falls on the penultimate syllable or in French on 
the last, or in German usually on the first, in contrast to languages such as English or Russian where 
the accent is not fixed but regularly falls on any syllable depending on the word itself, or the form the 
word takes in a given situation (compare the accent of discount used as a verb and as a noun). 
8 Of course at a later stage Latin developed a system of accent which relied on the weight of a syllable 
in conjunction with its position from the end of a word; it is just such vocalic phonological changes, as 
in the case of fac-%fec-, frc-, which serve to illustrate the fact that Latin must have had a different type 
of accent at an earlier but post-Indo-European point in its development. 
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how Abstufung (qualitative gradation) affected the ancient languages is shown by an 
examination of the verbum substantivuni "to be" in the various daughter languages. 
Sk. Gk9 Lat. OCS OHG OE 
äsmi sum esmb [bim] 10 eom 
asi ei es esi [bist] eart 
ästi gan est estb ist is 
smäs EaµEV sumus esmb [birum] sindon 
sthä ýazE estis este [birut] sindon 
sänti F-tai sunt setb sint sindon 
From examples such as those in the table above one can clearly see the common accentual 
distribution giving weak and strong forms. That is, if we take the Sanskrit paradigm: the 
singular forms have a strong grade of the root vowel /a/, in contrast with the plural forms 
which have lost this vowel as a result of suffix accentuation, and thus show what is termed 
weak grades. Strong grades are, therefore, ones which exhibit a full grade vowel, weal: 
grades are ones which have become subject to reduction through weakening and may show 
zero, as in the Sanskrit examples, or a weakened vowel, as we saw in the form 6naOov in the 
previous table)' In Greek the root vowel has managed to survive almost unscathed, in the 
other languages, however, the distinction between the third person singular form and the 
third person plural form shows the ancient accentuation clearly. 
In showing these examples we have, then, made a crucial correlation, namely, that there is a 
link between ablaut and the positioning of the stress in a word, although, as we shall see 
later, this link must not be over-emphasized especially in the case of Abtönung. One should 
not make the mistake of assuming out of hand that stress is responsible for all vowel 
alternations of this type. 
Accent is perhaps clearly associated with quantitative gradation; the reduction or loss of a 
vowel in an unstressed position is quite understandable. And as was seen in the above 
example of the verbum substantivum, Sanskrit provides excellent illustration of how such an 
accent-conditioned phonological change became systematized, especially throughout the 
athematic present classes of verbs. Thus: 
9 Doric has forms which are more representative of the IE inherited forms and conjugations, especially 
for the third person plural: 1st sing. iµi, 3rd sing. ýßa', Ist pl. ýjµF µý;, 3rd pl. 'vzi. A6 before 
µ is lost and causes lengthening of the vowel, thus eiµi from *ear d. 
10 The bracketed forms show suppletive tense construction. Here Old High German makes use of a 
different root to supply the required forms. OE also has the forms: No, bist, biß, beoß. 
11 The weakening of Greek /en, on/ can produce /a/ with loss of the following nasal. This a regular 
development of the reduction of a full vowel and a following nasal. 
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Root-class(I) Redupl. -class(III) nu-, u-class(V&VIII) 
dvis- "hate" hu- "sacrifice" 
Sg. 1 dvesmi 
, 
juhömi 




Pl. l dvismäs juhumäs 
2 dvisthä juhuthä 







In Greek the athematic verbs, that is those of the µt-conjugation, also have an alternation in 
the root vowel corresponding to the distribution of the strong and weak grades of the Indian 





3 tii. 9ljat 




C/6 CTý` ll (SL&A} ll 
lß'L1lS 6L&, ); 
t6'L1'J6l SLKOal 
t6tiaµEV Si&>µEv 
L6tiazE Si. SoýE 
ißiäßl Slböaal 
The distribution is directly comparable with Sanskrit: 14 
Sk. e: i Gk. rl: E/ rl: a 
o: u Gk. co: o 
The distinction between the two, however, rests on the placement of the accent. Sanskrit had 
free accent, which meant it could conceivably fall on any syllable, whereas Greek had 
conditional free accent and it could only fall on one of the last three syllables of a word, but 
was further regulated by long syllables in these positions. In the conjugation of verbs, accent 
was typically thrown as far back towards the beginning of the word as was possible under 
the rules of Greek prosody. 15 Nevertheless, in the example above the IE accent distribution, 
retained in Sanskrit, is evident from the distribution of the Greek vocalism, long vowels 
appear in syllables which would have borne the accent in Indo-European and short vowels 
show that these syllables had lost the accent in Indo-European and had been weakened as a 
result. 
12 In the weak forms of this class the normal accentuation of the termination is found with the 
exception that the accent is thrown back on to the reduplicating syllable when the termination begins 
with a vowel. 
13 One ought to add that these Greek verbs correspond to the Indian reduplicating class III. 
14 Sk. /e, o/ in fact take the place, respectively, of earlier /ai, au/ so that the alternations e. *i and w ii do, 
in fact reflect what we see in Greek. The question of Sanskrit phonology will be discussed in more 
detail in chapter 3. 
15 See 2.2.1 for a discussion of the accentual rules of Greek. 
su- "press out- 
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2.2 Pitch versus Stress in an Explanation of Ablaut 
The prevailing view amongst many grammarians in the nineteenth century regarding the 
origins of the alternation termed by GRIMM ablaut, is that the two types, qualitative and 
quantitative (both of which I defined in the preceding section), are derived from the two 
types of accent existing within the IE group of languages. It had been established that Indo- 
European exhibited the use of two types of accent, one which was based on stress, i. e. 
amplitude modulation, and one which was based on pitch, frequency modulation. This view 
is still seen in PROKOSCH (1939): 
[... ] Gradation is a reflex of the two accent types of Indo-European. Pitch accent led 
to an alternation between front and back vowels [... ] Stress accent resulted, on the 
one hand in the weakening or loss of unstressed vowels, on the other hand, under 
certain circumstances, in a lengthening of overstressed vowels. (120) 
Such an explanation of the data seems in retrospect quite understandable. As has been seen, 
the link between accent and quantitative ablaut is almost self-evident; from here it seems 
acceptable to assume that qualitative ablaut is also a result of accent patterning, and with a 
different type of accent being found in early Indo-European, it seems reasonable to assume 
that this might be the culprit. The problem with such a view as this is that the two kinds of 
accent are not quite as neatly separable as PROKOSCH, in this quotation, seems to be saying. 
Stress is not purely amplitude modulation, but may in fact have a concomitant frequency 
modulation incidental to the increased loudness. As ALLEN (1973,75) states, in those 
languages where stress is located on a syllable of low pitch, a non-native speaker is likely to 
hear the stress on a syllable of high pitch, and in reproducing the utterance will duly place 
the stress on the syllable with the highest pitch. ALLEN's example is an English speaker 
reproducing the accentual pattern of Hindi. Roman JAKOBSON (1971b, 117) has the same 
opinion that stress is often inextricably bound to pitch; this is perhaps something we might 
note in English. 
Die traditionelle Einteilung der Sprachen in solche mit dynamischer und 
solche mit musika 11 scher Betonung ist in der letzten Zeit einer 
vernichtenden phonetischen Kritik unterworfen worden. Die Autoren die behaupten, 
daß die Unterschiede in der Stärke des Stimmtones öfters ziemlich fest mit den 
Unterschieden in der Höhe des Stimmtones verbunden sind, haben vom 
phonetischen Standpunkt aus recht. (JAKOBSON 1971b, 117) 
The critical thing in these ideas is that people's perception of stress is difficult to pin down 
and identify. The fact that speakers of different languages hear accent in different parts of 
the word because of the way they perceive stress means that it is difficult to neatly 
distinguish pitch from dynamic stress. The two somehow seem to be related. 
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One attempt to try and resolve the problem of stress is the proposition of mora accent. As I 
shall now describe, this proposition redefines pitch accent as a form of stress accent working 
within a syllable. If, as JAKOBSON (1971b) suggests, we contrast the Greek forms 86ß and 
we see that they are two forms distinguished by a different type of accent-marking. The 
first has a circumflex, the second an acute indicating a rising-falling and a rising pitch 
respectively. If, as JAKOBSON, among others, proposes, we redefine the two words in the 
following way: Oo'og and Ooo'S, thereby splitting the vowel into two parts, we can show 
how the accent acts on different parts of the word just as with stress accent in other forms 
(e. g. import and import). Because of the ineluctable link which JAKOBSON sees between 
pitch and stress, his redefining the Greek accents in terms of the place in the syllable where 
stress is found to be intensified, allows him to re-analyse what had hitherto been known as 
musical accent in terms of accent based on amplitude modulation, dynamic stress. 
JAKOBSON splits the syllable into what he calls morae. One mora is defined as the length of 
a short vowel, thus the long vowels in the Greek examples above can be divided into two 
such morae. A stress on the first of these morae will automatically, due to the link between 
dynamic and musical accent, effect a rise in pitch and then a subsequent fall on the second 
mora, thus the definition of a circumflex accent as a rising-falling one, and that of an acute 
accent as a rising one with the accent on the last mora of the syllable. In extension those 
languages which display a falling-rising accent (e. g. Lithuanian) which is thus "zweigipflig" 
can be explained similarly with recourse to three morae: *CäaäC. The outcome of such a 
proposition as this is that, in terms of accent, stress and pitch are defined as, in fact, 
constituting the same thing. What we now have as a defining principle is the sphere of 
influence that an accent has, rather than physical, phonetic attributes of the accent type in 
terms of amplitude/frequency modulation. If the accent bears upon a whole syllable then we 
can call it stress accent or rather this type represents what we have called stress, if the accent 
is borne by just a part of a syllable and thus on a single mora of the syllable this represents 
what we have called pitch. As terms to differentiate between them one might propose 
syllable accent and mora accent (Silbenakzent and Morenakzent). A danger that ALLEN 
(1972,92) observes is that the proposition of mora accent is in fact a fiction and only useful 
as an analytical tool. He refers to MARTINET (1954,51) "who points out that the concept of 
mora (unlike that of vowel or syllable) does not correspond to a phonetic reality, but is a 
purely analytical device; there are languages in which the use of the mora facilitates a clear 
description of the phonology, and others in which it does not - but that is all" (ALLEN 1972, 
92). 16 
16 An actual difference between pitch and stress is seen in the way that pitch can only be effective as 
an accent marker, in fact can only exist, on those segments in a syllable which are voiced and therefore 
have a large degree of sonority. Pitch cannot be effective on voiceless consonants, in contrast to stress 
which can be effective in such an environment. 
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We have seen, then, that a definition and explanation of ablaut in the terms of PROKOSCH 
(1939), that qualitative gradation is a result of pitch accent and quantitative gradation as a 
result of stress accent, is not tenable in such a simplistic and tidy way, because pitch and 
stress are not to be neatly compartmentalized into distinct categories. On the contrary, there 
is a significant overlap between the two. Some languages make little distinction between the 
two17, whereas in others pitch plays a more important role than stress18 . 
The description of 
pitch in terms of morae is useful, perhaps, from an analytical point of view but in effect the 
problem still remains. We still have two types of accent, but now they are different species 
of the same genus rather than being separate genera as PROKOSCH would have us believe. 
However, a theory such as JAKOBSON's appears to want to deny the existence of pitch accent 
without really incorporating it into anything else; for it still remains different from what was 
originally termed stress accent. 'Silbenakzent' is not the same as `Morenakzent'. What the 
theory does do is unify the criteria used to define accent. The acoustic realizations of accent 
have perhaps been confused by the visual representations of them and this has led to too 
ready an acceptance of the notion of the opposition of dynamic and musical accent. This 
has meant that the effects and influence of accent per se on the word itself have become 
clouded in an approach that has been eager to categorize rather than investigate. 
A compromise position might be to suggest that languages can be predominantly based on 
pitch or on stress accent, since it is evident that the modulation of pitch plays a much more 
important role in some languages than in others (e. g. Chinese). This means we can reject any 
theory which assumes pitch and stress accent to be at work in the language (i. e. proto-Indo- 
European) simultaneously, which is of course logically impossible. To get round this we can 
assume that there are two periods in Indo-European important in the history of its accentual 
system. In one of them stress accent was dominant and in the other pitch. Thus accordingly 
in the one period quantitative gradation would have developed and in the second qualitative 
gradation. 
This periodizational approach to the problem of ablaut and its different manifestations is one 
which Herman HIRT (1921-1937) introduces in his Indogermanische Grammatik, criticizing 
his forerunners for sticking to a proto-Indo-European devoid of any changes. It is folly to 
presume that the assumed mother language of the group, proto-Indo-European, does not 
undergo language change in the same way as its daughters do and indeed as they show by 
their very existence. Proto-Indo-European is not a static entity but is itself subject to the 
changes languages inextricably undergo. That PIE is abstract and artificial means that we 
must be very careful in our reconstructions of the changes which we propose occur in it. but 
17 English, for example, only actively utilizes pitch change as grammatical function-carrier in sentence 
intonation. Questions for example are distinguished by the use of final rising pitch. 
18 For example in the tonal languages of the Far East, especially China. 
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it must not stop us making these propositions. If we want to give PIE any kind of credibility 
then we must treat it as one treats a living language. The reconstructions scholars propose 
for PIE can be taken or left according to one's own opinions, but these scholars must bear in 
mind the observed pattern and behaviour of language change in their propositions. 
We have now discussed the phonetic nature of accent and the role played by stress and pitch 
in producing it. Before talking exactly of the origins of each of the ablaut grades, it would 
be appropriate at this stage to devote some time to a consideration of the"IE accentual system 
as we see it in the languages under investigation in this work: Sanskrit and Greek. Although 
this may or may not represent an accurate picture of proto-Indo-European accent it will 
provide a springboard, a set of more or less stable data, from which the theories in 
explanation of the various ablaut grades can be tackled. 
2.2.1 The Indo-European Accentual System as seen in Sanskrit and Greek 
It is quite likely that in Indo-European [... ] the preponderance of the two aspects of 
accent [(stress and pitch)] varied chronologically, perhaps also geographically. 
(PROKOSCH 1939,118) 
The exact nature of the accentual system in Indo-European is difficult to pin down because 
the constituent languages of the group have such varying accentual patterns that trying to find 
something common to all of them is impossible. 
Reconstruction of the accent system in Indo-European remains one of the most 
difficult phonological problems because the branches have shifted to a variety of 
systems. (LEHMANN 1993,59) 
If we look at evidence from the earlier languages we can find corroboration in certain 
features in the later languages which support the proposition of a particular pattern. We 
know from the ancient Indian Grammarians that Sanskrit had an accentual system that gave a 
prominent role to pitch. 19 The accented syllable in a word was that with the highest pitch. 
The Indian Grammarians speak of an accented syllable as uddtta "raised" with the following 
syllable being termed svarita "ringing", which represents a falling tone. The syllable 
preceding udätta was pronounced lower than the other syllables in the word and was termed 
sannalara. All other syllables in the word are denoted anudatta "not raised". In early 
Sanskrit the accent can be borne by any syllable in the word; the accent is free. It is assumed 
that Sanskrit bears the closest relationship to the situation in late Indo-European. 20 In Greek, 
19 Cf. WHITNEY 1971, xii-xiii & 28ff. 
20 Only the very early texts of the Veda preserve the original accentual patterning, "Es ist interessant, 
daß im nachvedischen Indisch der Akzent sich so wie im Latein entwickelt hat: der neue "dynamische" 
Akzent wird durch ein Viersilbengesetz geregelt, d. h., er fällt auf die vorletzte Silbe, wenn sie lang ist, 
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on the other hand, the situation is a little cloudier. Accent is relatively free but only on the 
last three syllables of a word. In addition in the orthography of Greek three accentual 
variants are denoted2 i: Acute (ä), Circumflex (ä) and Grave (ä). Grave only occurs on the 
last syllable of a word and represents an acute accent that does not appear at the end of a 
sentence, in this way the grave has either been neutralized and the grave is merely a mark of 
where the acute would have been, or, as ALLEN (1966,9) maintains, it is then merely lower 
in pitch than. a normal acute accent. The acute accent can fall on any of the final three 
syllables. It can only rest on the antepenult if the last syllable is short. The circumflex 
appears on either of the last two syllables: on the penult if it is long and the last syllable is 
short by nature, and it may be found on the last syllable if it is long. 
In addition to the orthographical evidence provided by the two languages so far mentioned in 
this section, we can draw upon evidence form the Germanic languages to support the claim 
of a free accent in PIE. The phenomenon known as VERNER's Law points towards an accent 
in Germanic which was not bound to any specific syllable rather than fixed on the first 
syllable which is the case in the dialects of Germanic. VERNER's Law, or perhaps rather less 
provocatively for modern linguists, grammatical change, affects consonants, and takes the 
form: 
/f, 6, x, s/ =>/v, o, y, zl -\V-v 
(i. e. unvoiced fricative consonants become voiced intervocalically when followed by 
a stressed syllable) 
This change is seen in evidence from the Germanic verbal system. The OHG verb ziohan 
"pull" appears as zöh for the 1 st and 3rd person singular but forms with /g/ appear 
elsewhere, e. g. zugi 2nd sing. zugun 3rd plu. and gizogan for the past participle. The h of 
OHG represents the phoneme /x/ and the g is the reflex of the voiced fricative /y/. Similar 
alternations are seen in the verbs snidan (gisnitan), kiosan (gikoran), etc. 22 This goes to 
show that the Germanic system, at its early stage, followed the IE system of movable stress, 
as evidenced by the forms above from Sanskrit. If we compare these Germanic strong verb 
forms that have grammatical change and similar forms from the Sanskrit perfect tense, then 
we can see how the Germanic forms reflect the Sanskrit accent patterning. 
auf die drittletzte, wenn sie kurz ist, und auf die viertletzte, wenn auch die dritte kurz ist; in einigen 
Fällen wird aber auch die letzte Silbe betont. " (SZEMERENYI 1990,79) 
21 However, this in itself is problematic, because the date at which accentuation began to be marked in 
Greek texts is later than the actual composition date of the earliest texts which we possess. 
"Accentual patterns were recorded only from the third century BC, when it became difficult to 
remember the accentuation of Homeric and other texts. " (LEHMANN 1993,113) 
22 Ger. /d/ < IE /0/, Ger. /t/ < EE '/o/, Ger. /r/ here < EE /z/. The development of sibilants to /r/ is 
relatively common and can also be seen in Latin and Greek for example, flus "flower" gen. flows < 
*f osis; in Greek this rhotacism is seen in some dialects, cf. SMYTH (1956, §132). 
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Skt. Gmc. 
värtati "I turn. " werpiO "becomes" 
vavc rta "I have turned" warp "became" Sing. 
vavrtimä "we have turned" wurdum "became" Pl. 
vartänä- "turned" PP wurdan- "become" PP 
As regards position of stress therefore, we can see that in the earliest Germanic, deduced 
with the help of the evidence of VERNER's Law, a situation prevailed that reflects, at least to 
some extent, what we have been able to say about the accentual systems of Sanskrit and 
Greek. Although all the languages under discussion here have, in their own historical 
development, moved to an accentual pattern which is fixed or which is determined according 
to syllable length, the evidence and trends investigated point to a situation in late Indo- 
European in which accent was free, and which was predominantly exhibited through a 
change in pitch. Evidence for the pitch quality of the late Indo-European accentual system 
might be seen in the fact that the metre of both Greek and Sanskrit verse depends on the 
length of a syllable and not on the position of the accent, as is, for instance, the case in 
Modern English verse which marks metre predominantly through stress accent. 
2.2.2 Quantitative Gradation (Abstufung) 
2.2.2.1 Zero Grade and Reduced Grade 
From the examples of ablaut that have been given earlier in this chapter (2.1) it has been seen 
that the cases of quantitative gradation in which the vowel is reduced seem most clearly and 
evidently to be linked to accent. If we look again at the verbum substantivum in Sanskrit, 
this link will be manifestly clear: äsmi, asi, ästi, smas, sthä, sänti. The first three forms 
represent the three persons singular and the second three forms, the three persons plural. The 
singular forms all have the accent on the first syllable, the second syllable representing the 
ending identifying the person and number of the form. These first three forms all begin with 
the vowel /a/. When one compares the forms of the verb "be" form other IE languages one 
can deduce that the etymon for "be" is *es-, that is the IE root. This being the case, and 
knowing as we do that the IE vowels /a, e, o/ are represented in Sanskrit by /a/ alone (that is 
the three vowels coalesce in Sanskrit), we can see that the first syllable of the first three 
forms is the root of the Sanskrit verb "be". If we then compare the first three forms with the 
second three forms we see that this root element is missing in the second three forms. What 
we would expect are the forms *asmas, *astha and *asanti, which would exhibit the full 
root element '/as. This we do not have. What we do see, if we compare these expected 
forms with the actual forms, is interesting: *asmaslsmc s, *a. stha/sthä, *asanti/sänti. What 
we see is that the syllable which immediately follows the missing root-vowel is accented, in 
contrast to the three singular forms in which the root-vowel was accented. In contrast to the 
root accent of the singular forms the plural forms here exhibit suffix accent: the personal 
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endings bear the accent. It seems fairly clear that the position of the accent has something to 
do with the shape these forms take. The differences between singular and plural forms are 
consistent and commensurate with the differences in the placement of the accent. It is 
therefore acceptable and understandable to link the absence of the root vowel to the position 
of the accent on the suffix. Assuming that accent on the root is more likely to be the original 
pattern in early Indo-European, then the move of accent to the suffix provides the grounds 
for the lack of root-vowel in the plural forms, and we can say that reduction of a vowel is a 
result of accent shift from that vowel to elsewhere in the word, in this case to the suffix. But 
there are other examples from various of the IE languages which show that reduced grade 
does not only occur when accent moves towards the. end of the word and thus to the suffix. 
It can also be moved towards the beginning of a word as a prefix is attached to the root. So 
for example the Greek words yäv'u "knee", in which the accent is borne on the first syllable 
(the root syllable), and the word mpO vv (from npo + yövv) "kneeling, on one's knees", 
where the accent has moved to the first syllable of the word representing a prefixed 
preposition/adverb, so that the root syllable is denied its accent and is weakened and reduced 
to zero. As was mentioned earlier, in addition to this reduction to zero of a full-grade short 
vowel, there also exists what appears to be a reduction from long vowels to a succession of 
short vowels. The classic examples of this type are the IE roots *dhe-, *stä- and *dö-, "do", 
"stand" and "give" respectively. In the daughter languages they are represented, for 
example, by Greek tiifhgt., 16zajt and &&u23, Sanskrit dadhanri, stha- and dadami, Latin 
feei, stare and donum, in their full grade forms, that is with long vowels. What here appear 
to be roots with long vowels, in other forms exhibit short vowels. Here are examples from 
the passive participles of the roots in question: 
Sanskrit Greek Latin 
Kita OF-röc faclus 
sthita 6tiaTic status 
(Matta) 24 öarö flatus 
Although the forms in each of the rows in the above table are cognate and represent 
comparable parts of speech in the respective languages, they nevertheless exhibit different 
vowels in their full-grade forms. 25 However- the short vowels appear confusing at first 
glance. Certainly in the Greek and Sanskrit participles the position of accent is located on 
the final syllable; for Latin we might assume that the accent was also originally on the final 
syllable. The position of accent on the final syllable mirrors the situation we saw for the 
23 Interestingly all reduplicated present forms. See section E1.2.3.2.1. 
24 This form is added for the sake of completeness. According to WHITNEY (1971,342, §9:, '-50- it 
derives from the reduplicated root Üdad (cf present tense forms) WHITNEY (1988) also lists a 
compound passive participle form -dita which fits more neatly into the discussion in hand here, but 
which is a form that develops at a later stage in the language. 
2' Although one must take into consideration the fact that the long vowels /ä, e, ö/ fall together in 
Sanskrit to the single /A/, so that Skt. 4 can represent any of Greek and Latin /ä, eö/. 
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reduction of short vowels. It seems that the long vowels of the root have. in these 
participles, been reduced as a result of the movement of stress to the fmal syllable. And yet 
what we would perhaps be happier to find as a result is the situation as we find it in Greek. 
where each of the long vowels appears to have been shortened merely to the corresponding 
short vowel. However, the evidence above from Sanskrit and Latin seems to deny this. In 
Sanskrit we find /i/ and in Latin /a/. If we assume that Greek represents the true development 
and the other two languages here show later developments, then we must account for the fact 
that Latin and Sanskrit have levelled to one vowel, without affecting the other vowels in the 
inventory. In the case of Sanskrit this means accounting for the fact that the /i/ which 
appears in these participles does not belong to the late IE stock of vowels. As will become 
clear later in the present work /i, u/ do not function as vowels in proto-Indo-European, but are 
glides or semi-vowels. They only function as vowels when a preceding full vowel is lost 
through reduction (e. g. *Ieikw-, *IikW-; Gk. ilciR(0, iXtnov). One way around this is to 
suggest that the reduced element of a long vowel is not merely its short counterpart but 
something else. For this reason it was proposed that the result of the reduction of a long 
vowel was schwa, /«/ (in German often called the Murmelvokal), which is a vowel of 
indeterminate quality akin to the second syllable in English butter. It was then suggested that 
schwa developed in each of the IE dialects in different ways: in Greek the schwa retained 
some of the quality of the original. long vowels, so that the three short vowels appear in the 
reduced grade; in Latin and Sanskrit the schwa developed to /a/ and /i/ respectively. There 
is, however, a further explanation of these long vowels and their ablaut alternations, namely 
the laryngeal theory. 
2.2.2.1.1 Laryngeals in an Explanation of Reduced Grade Long Vowels 
In 1879 Ferdinand de SAUSSURE published an important monograph entitled Memoire sur le 
systeme primitifdes voyelles dans les langues indo-europeennes. In it he proposed that early 
Indo-European had but one quality of full vowel, /a/; and that all the other vowels were 
derived from it from the action of other sounds on it. These other sounds belonged to a 
group which he labelled "coefficients sonantiques", which were sounds which, on the one 
hand, were consonants, but on the other, could also act as vowels if in an environment where 
they alone could bear the syllable. Saussure splits /a/ into two: al and a2. In a comparison 
with the later languages, to be exact with Greek and Latin, a, corresponds to /e/ and a2 to the 
deflected grade /o/ ("Dans de certaines conditions qui ne sont pas connues, ai est remplace 
par a,; daps d'autres, mieux connues, il est expulse", SAUSSURE 1879,135; which reflects 
neatly our ablaut grades: full, deflectedlo-grade and zero grade). Although modern historical 
linguists would propose /e/ as the single original IE vowel, SAUSSURE's proposal does seem 
to have been borne out to a certain degree by work carried out at the beginning of the 
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twentieth century. Most important in this was the discovery of Hittite in the taw enties. 26 
SAUSSURE's postulation of two coefficients sonantiques, which he called A and O, seemed to 
acquire a degree of truth with the evidence that could be extracted from these newly 
discovered Hittite texts. In those places in Indo-European where SAUSSURE had suggested 
these two coefficients might appear, in Hittite was found a sound which has come to be 
transliterated in the literature as P. According to FRIEDRICH (1960,32-33) "es ist mit der 
Möglichkeit zu rechnen, daß das heth. h zwei verschiedene Laute bezeichnete". The first 
was something approaching a /k/ (although "weniger sicher belegt") and the second a "häufig 
(belegt[er]) schwach artikuliert[er Laut] (vielleicht einfach[er] KehlkopfverschluB)". 
Following his description of the quality of this sound, Friedrich gives a footnote in which he 
refers to the "an dieses P anknüpfende Laryngaltheorie". This laryngeal theory is what has 
developed out of SAUSSURE`s original proposal, a theory which, following the work of 
KURYYOWICZ (especially 1927), has gained supporters, some perhaps fanatical, 27 and has 
become generally accepted as, at the very least, a plausible possibility. Let us consider what 
the Hittite evidence shows us and then the relevance to the present argument concerning the 
reduced grade of long vowels. Although he seems somewhat sceptical of the importance of 
laryngeals2$ 
,I shall 
bear upon SZEMERENYI's (1990) discussion of the laryngeal theory in 
the following explanation. Much of the premise of the whole theory relies on a drive to 
neaten the IE phonological system. It can be seen that by far the majority of IE roots have 
the vowel /e/ as syllable-bearer (this corresponds to SAUSSURE's al). It would then seem 
acceptable to suggest that all IE roots originally had the same shape and that therefore they 
all had the same vowel (/e/), before later phonological developments caused the evolution of 
others. With this in mind SAUSSURE suggests his a, and a2, the latter being the deflected 
grade of the former, and KURY-hOWICZ suggests /e/. What can then account for those roots 
which do not have /e/? Taking up the idea of SAUSSURE's A and O, Kurylowicz likewise 
suggests sounds which affect the vowels around them but which themselves have since 
disappeared. The sounds, laryngeals (labelled here H1, H2, etc. ), could have the following 
effect: 
Hle=/e/ H2e=/a/ H3e=/o/ 
eHl = /e/ eH, = . 
/äl oH, = l0-/ 
26 Excavations in Bogazköy from 1906-1909 produced tablets with cuneiform texts, which long 
remained unidentified but were finally accepted as Indo-European in the 1920s and called Hittite. 
27 TISCHT RR (1980,496) notes this laryngeal over-enthusiasm and calls the growing laryngeal- 
hypothesizing a "geradezu epidemisch[es] Anwachsen solch alles erklärender Laute" which he believes 
has led to "einer dauerhaften Diskreditierung der Laryngaltheorie". He notes that some scholars, he 
cites PUI-'VEL (1965) and LINDEMAN (1970), have postulated as many as six laryngeals! 
28 "Die These der Laryngaltheorie, daß es nur einen Vokal gegeben habe, muß auch aus allgemeinen 
Gründen abgelehnt werden. Denn bisher ist keine Sprache gefunden worden, die nur einen Fokal 
hätte [... ] Es dürfte jedoch als Axiom gelten, daß das Indogermanische nicht Eigenschaften gehabt 
haben kann, die in keiner Sprache der Erde vorkommen. (SZEMERENYI 1990, §6.8,145) 
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H1 has no effect on a following /e/ but lengthens a preceding one, H, colours the t- o« el to 
/a, ä/ and H3 colours the vowel to /o, o/. IE roots such as *ed- "eat", *ag- "lead-, *od- 
"smell", *dhe- "do", *stä- "stand" and *dö- "give" could now be represented by the 
following in terms of laryngeals and retaining a single uniform original root vocalism: 
*Hjed-, *H2eg-, *H3ed-, *dheHj-, *steH2- and *deH3-. At this level this all seems rather 
academic and abstract, it is after all merely a re-representation in different form of the same 
information and in a way which appears to have some foundation. However, with the 
discovery of Hittite it seemed that there was at last some evidence to suggest that the 
hypothesis of these laryngeals was not quite as abstract as at first thought. In the Hittite texts 
were found the following forms: eszi, hanti, hastai meaning, respectively, "is". "forwards", 
"bone". These have correspondences in, for example, Greek: Eattt, ävtii, öaieov. The 
appearance of /h/ in the Hittite forms in exactly the position where laryngeals would have 
been proposed seemed to provide the evidence needed for laryngealists. However, the 
problem was not as simple as that, because in other cases where laryngeals were assumed, 
Hittite failed to provide the necessary confirmation. For example the Hittite equivalents of 
Lat. os "mouth", Lat. aqua "water" and Greek äirö "behind" are ais, aku(wa) and appa, 
none of which has the Ihi that, using the laryngeal theory, one would expect to account for 
the vocalism in the Latin and Greek forms. As a result of such apparent exceptions new 
laryngeals were proposed to fill the gap. Some of them left reflexes in Hittite and some did 
not, all to the cause of upholding the notion that proto-Indo-European possessed just one 
voweL`9 Whether or not this is accurate or not is not necessarily pertinent to the current 
discussion except in so far as to provide an explanation of the reduced or zero grades in 
terms of possible laryngeal interference. The proposal that what we perceive as IE long 
vowels are in fact originally short vowels and a laryngeal is interesting for us in an 
evaluation of the reduced grade. If we rewrite the IE long vowel roots which we saw earlier 
in terms of laryngeals we will see what use to us laryngeals can be. 
*dhe- *d/ieH, (Gk. iiG-%tt) 
*stä- *sleH2 (Gk. icsµt, Lat. stare) 
*dö- *deH3 (Gk. öi& ) 
This having been done, it takes no great stretch of the imagination to work out what would 
happen in the situation of accent shift to a suffix, say, in these forms. As in the zero grade 
forms that we encountered in the previous section, so too here the full grade vowel would be 
lost leaving zero grade roots consisting of the consonantal onset and the laryngeal. 
SAUSSURE saw the "coefficients sonantiques" as possible syllable bearers when the original 
syllable-bearers had disappeared through reduction. In this way the root *peitll_ and its 
29 LEHMANN (1955,112; 1993,138) claims that at the earlieast stage of Indo-European there were no 
distinct vowels at all but merely a phoneme which he calls syllabicity. 
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reduced form *pith- (Gk. neIOco, gntOov) correspond to *dheH, - and the reduced form 
*dhH1-. Thus the reduction of short vowels and the reduction of long vowels can be seen as, 
in effect, the same thing, merely skewed slightly through the effects of the laryngeals. Each 
of the three laryngeals (Hl, H2, Hy} finds a different reflex in Greek; thus the different 
reduced vowels in the forms: Oe tös, a mro c So'röc. In Latin the laryngeal reflexes appear 
uniformly as /a/ and in Sanskrit as /i/, which itself develops as a full vowel from SAUSSURE's 
group of sonant co-efficients, /i, u, r, l, m, n/. 
2.2.2.1.2 Reduction: Closing Remarks 
In conclusion to the discussion of zero/reduced grade in the Indo-European we have seen that 
it appears as a result of a shift of accent from the root syllable of the form to another syllable 
elsewhere in the word. This can either be towards the end of the word and thus perhaps 
suffixal or towards the beginning of the word and thus prefixal. We have considered the 
degree to which various vowels are reduced as a result of this accent shift, in the case of the 
short vowels they are lost completely, and in the case of the so-called long vowels the 
reduction is only partial in that a vocalic vestige remains in the shape of schwa /a/, or in 
terms of the laryngeals the result of reduction in the long vowels is the laryngeal itself which 
acts in the same way as the sonants /i, u, r, l, n, m/ in becoming syllabic when a preceding vowel 
is lost. This is the generally accepted view of the genesis of zero grade forms, irrespective of 
whether one is a laryngealist or not. 30 
It is time now to consider the other reflex of quantitative ablaut and investigate its genesis. 
2.2.2.2 Lengthened Grade 
That zero grade is a result of accentual shift seems without question; unaccented syllables are 
easily liable to loss. But how can the opposite effect, lengthening, be explained. Does it 
have anything to do with stress patterns? It might seem reasonable to assume that in the 
same way that unaccented syllables are lost, so those that still bear the stress are weighted 
perhaps more heavily and become lengthened. But in a system of stress accent there can 
only be syllables which bear the accent and those which do not: thus zero grade syllables and 
lengthened grade syllables. This system would, however, not allow for the retention of full 
grade syllables. This is clearly absurd. The available evidence speaks against it 
overwhelmingly. 
30 However, a totally different view was proposed by BORGST-ROM (1949), who suggested that 
originally all syllables were open and contained the vowel which he designated ä. By some process 
every second syllable from the end of a word was lost through reduction. Why this process should act 
in the way it does remains unidentified. In the case of *est "is", for example, one could take it back to 
a form *häsätä which by the process would become *hästä and thus to*est, but for *smes (Skt. smäs 
"we are" the process comes unstuck: *häsämäsä > *sümsä and thus *sems. 
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Let us have some examples of the type of phenomenon lengthened grade is. In substantives 
it is found in the nominative singular of nouns whose stems end in consonants, for example 
in Greek nalrlp Skt. pica "father", Greek ?v "lion", "p "donor", noq. ti v `-shepherd", 
contrasting with the accusative forms: naiepa pitaram, Xkovtia, &r pa, note. va. In 
addition there are verbal forms in various languages which exhibit lengthened grade: Lat. 
veniö - veni "I come - came", emö - emi "I buy - bought", Skt. ni - änäisam "lead -I led", kr 
- Alrsam "do -I did". It is clear that the reasons for the lengthening are not at all as evident 
as those for the appearance of the zero grade. In these examples sometimes the lengthened 
syllable bears the stress, in the nouns and in the Latin perfect tense forms, but in the Sanskrit 
examples it is the augment that is here stressed. The augment seems to be a later addition to 
Indo-European and is explained as a "prefixed adverb"31 ; it therefore follows that the 
position of the accent on the augment must be a subsequent development, and we can 
assume original root stress for these forms. 32 That the forms all originally bore the main 
stress in the word might be a factor in considering the genesis of the lengthened grade. 
There have been scholars who have ascribed the appearance of lengthened grade to what 
SZEMERENYI (1990,119) calls "lautsymbolischer oder expressiv-rhythmischer Natur1133 
This suggests that the reason for lengthening is emphasis, but emphasis through expression 
and not the kind of emphasis that mere syllable stress represents. As LOEWE (1918,49) 
writes: 
Die idg. Dehnung war meist lautsymbolischer, speziell dynamischer Natur, indem 
die Intensität der Vorstellung durch Längung des Vokals wiedergegeben wurde. 
In the language of affectation, often used in popular fiction and children's books and comics 
and also used in spoken language for effect, such a use of emotive and expressive 
lengthening is well-known and widespread, but that it was raised to the level of a morpheme 
and systematized into an ablaut system which, as we shall see later in the case of the 
31 So LEHMANN (1993,181), who ascribes to the augment the role of solidifying the tense system out 
of an earlier system based on aspectual differences. 
32 "Daß das Augment ein selbständiges Wort, wohl ein Adverb, war, geht u. a. daraus hervor, daß es 
den Akzent trägt und somit das Verb wie ein Enklitikon behandelt wird; seine Bedeutung war etwa 
'wirklich' oder 'früher, einmal' oder lokales 'da' oder beides zusammen 'illic et tune" SzEMERENYI 
(1990,322), where there is also bibliographical information for the nature of the augment. 
A look at the Sanskrit injunctive also provides evidence for the original positioning of the stress. The 
injunctive, in form, is like an unaugmented imperfect or aorist; its use encompasses the expression of 
future tense, imperativity and the expression of a wish. From the early language the injunctive begins 
to die out except in the construction of a prohibition (i. e. a negative command) with the particle and 
which reflects the OHG construction with ni (e. g. ni kuri Lat. noli + Inf. ). Some of its forms are 
taken into the imperative mood, With or without modifications. As an unaugmented mood/tense its 
stress fell on the root in contrast to the otherwise identical augmented root aorist which bore the 
stress, as we have seen, on the augmented syllable. 
33 SZEMERENYI's own italics. 
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Germanic languages, did indeed become regimented to a quite high level, is unlikely. 34 The 
true genesis of the lengthened grade is, I think, to be found elsewhere. 
One of the earliest attempts at an explanation of the lengthened grade in terms other than 
purely emphasis or affectation was given by STREITBERG (1894) in the nineteenth century. "5 
His conclusions take the following form (1894,413f. ): 
Die Erklärung der Dehnstufe ist auf folgende Weise gelungen: 
1. Gestützt auf die Theorien Möllers und Ficks[36 ] sowie auf die 
Beobachtung moderner Dialekterscheinungen haben Michels, Johansson und Bechtel 
vermutet, dass ein kurzer Vokal gedehnt wird, wenn dahinter eine Silbe 
geschwunden ist. 
2. Die Hypothese näher präzisierend hat dann Michels die Bedingung 
aufgestellt, dass der kurze Vokal, der gedehnt werden soll, den Wortton tragen muss. 
3. Da auch hierdurch das Dehnungsgebiet noch nicht genügend eingeengt 
wird, hab ich die weitre Bedingung hinzufügen müssen, dass die Dehnung nur bei 
einem betonten kurzen Vokal eintreten kann, der in offener Silbe steht. Mit andern 
Worten, dass nur betonte kurze Silben dehnungsfähig sind. 
An example of the effect of this theory (c£ SZEMERENYI 1990,118) can be seen in *pater 
which is assumed to derive from *patero, a change which causes the loss of a syllable, in 
contrast to the accusative form *paterom which becomes *paterm with syllabic /m/, where 
there is no loss of syllable, and so no lengthening. The theory shows compensatory 
lengthening whereby a lost syllable is vestigially retained in the Dehnung of the preceding 
syllable. Objections to the theory include the fact that it does not permit the primitive 
language to have monosyllables with lengthened grade; these must all have derived from 
original polysyllables which lost a syllable so causing compensatory lengthening of the 
preceding syllable. SzEMERENYI (1990,119) also notes the objection that the occurrence of 
lengthened grade in athematic verbs is to be explained by the fact that the athematic verbs 
are derived from original thematic verbs. This would, in effect, mean that all athematic 
verbs would have to have lengthening in the root syllable; the evidence speaks 
34 "Man neigt wieder mehr zu der Annahme expressiver affektischer oder symbolischer oder 
rhythmischer Dehnung, ohne sich über die Grenzen einer derartigen Möglichkeit genauere Gedanken 
zu machen" LEUMANN (1952,2). LEUMANN details the Old Indic practice called Pluti, whereby in 
questions and apostrophe the final syllable of a word is affectedly lengthened to three mora. 
LEUMANN suggests this might be the answer in an explanation of the cases of lengthened grade in 
nominal classes such as that for Gk. narr p; but "eine lautliche Erklärung der Dehnstufe als 
Ablauterscheinung vermag [er] nicht zu geben" (ibid., 16); thus a phonetic interpretation but no 
morphological one for the extended use of the lengthened grade in the morphology, especially in the 
verbal system. 
35 Although his work takes on board and modifies the position of MOLLER (1880b) and FICK (1881) 
among others. 
36 FICK (1881,1453): "Es ist überhaupt der Satz aufzustellen, daß die idg. Sprache ursprünglich keine 
auf nackte Consonanten scließende Wörter kannte; pater ist erst aus patere entstanden, welche Form 
noch ganz deutlich in naitpa erscheint, indem dies gar nicht aus patent oder pate'rn erklärt werden 
kann, sondern nothwendig auf pateren zurückgeführt werden muß. " 
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overwhelmingly against this. Indeed a proposal such as STREITBERG's would undermine the 
received notion that the athematic verbs are, in fact, the most primitive of all the verb stems 
and that the thematic verbs are newer additions to the language. It is the thematic classes 
which are productive in the later stages of the IE languages, the athematic classes being 
remnants of the beginnings of IE. 
Taking a different position, the Pole, KURY; tOWICZ (1956,1968,2,298-307), rejects a 
phonetic description of the changes causing lengthening in favour of one which treats 
Dehnung as a consequence of morphological ambiguities. The technicalities of the argument 
are based on the need for morphological differentiation between forms which would 
otherwise produce misunderstandings. Whatever the details of his theory, the approach was 
nevertheless a new one in eschewing the earlier necessity for a phonetic explanation. A 
phonetic description makes Dehnstufe the result of a cause, to make the description 
morphological is to turn Dehnstufe into a reason in itself. It is necessary for clarity and 
therefore it happens. Of course, changes like this are not particularly common in any 
language, especially as ambiguities are much more likely to be overcome by an examination 
of the context, rather than by a purposeful and deliberate alteration of the ambiguous forms 
in question. 
LEUMANN (1952) explained the existence of Dehnstufe in forms other than the nominative 
singular of, for example, the nasal. /liquid-stem nouns as coming from monosyllabic related 
words with Dehnung in the nominative singular. This then merely re-sites the root of the 
problem as, in essence, the history and origin of the lengthened nominative of the type Gk. 
So"rjp. 
"Funktionell ist es nun klar, daß einmal alle belebten Stämme durch -s charakterisiert 
sein mußten. " (SZEMERENYI 1990,121) 
Those forms that it would seem do not have -s must then at some point in the history of IE 
have had a termination ending in -s and have since that point undergone Ersatzdehnung. 
For example: 
-ers > -jr; -ors > -ör, -ons > -ön, etc. 
SZEMERENYI places alongside these stems ending in nasals and liquids stems which end in -s 
but that show lengthening as well. Comparing these to the others he derives -es from -es-s 
and -ös from -os-s. From this point he then proposes that the change -ers > -er must have 
gone through an intermediate assimilatory phase of -er-r, "... so daß kurzer Vokal + langer 
Konsonant in die Folge langer Vokal + kurzer Konsonant verwandelt wurde" (ibid. ). So we 
have an explanation for some of the instances of lengthening, but can this theory be applied 
by extension to the other cases of lengthening. such as that evidenced in verbal formations? 
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Up to this point the theory has only been used on the last syllable of words with `Dehnung', 
although in verbs the `Dehnung' occurs in the middle of the word. SZEMERENYI takes the 
example of the words for the numerals 20,30,40, etc. to show that `Dehnung' can occur in 
the middle of a word and for the same reasons as for the nasal/liquid-stem nouns. Thus he 
posits: *wikmt- "20" from *wik-krnt- < *l14d4mt- and *kIvetu, komt- "40" < *k"'etwrkkomt- 
0 
< *kx'etwrdkomt-. As a result of this he is able to suggest the following development: 2nd 
sg. aor. *bher-s-s37 > *bher which then had its ending restored > *bher-s(-s), and also 3rd 
sg. aor. *bher-s-t > *bher > *bher-s-t. So in conclusion to this discussion of the Lengthened 
grade it would seem that it was caused by `Ersatzdehnung' due to `Doppelkonsonanz' 
immediately following, which itself occurs from assimilation of two consonants. This theory 
also relieves `Dehnung' from an accent-based genesis like the `Nullstufe', as we see in the 
proposal of STREITBERG, and gives it one based on the phonological environment. Not all 
quantitative gradation is a result of stress accent. The occurrence of lengthened grade cannot 
then be pinned down to a particular point in history as the `Nullstufe' implicitly can, at least 
in relation to other changes. 
Da die Dehnstufe einfach eine Umwandlung der Vollstufe in gewissen Umgebungen 
darstellt, war ihre Entstehung zu jeder Zeit möglich. [... ] Immerhin muß der Prozeß, 
insbesondere die Entfaltung der verschiedenen nominalen und verbalen Vrddhi- 
bildungen, lange Zeit in Anspruch genommen haben. (SZEMERENYI 1990,124) 
The stance of SZEMEItENY1 is upheld by LEHMANN (1993,130), who concurs with the 
accepted explanation that lengthened grade "arose by compensatory lengthening". 
2.2.3 Qualitative Gradation (Abtönung) 
As we have seen, early approaches in the explanation of the different ablaut grades tried to 
ascribe the two types, Abstufung and Abtönung, to the two types of accent that had been 
observed in the Indo-European languages. There were also attempts to put qualitative ablaut 
down to the position of accent. If, for example, we look at the Greek forms Sozijp "donor", 
&irrtwp "donor", noi. µijv "shepherd", &xip wv "god(dess)", we see that at first sight one might 
assume that the o-grade is found in syllables which do not bear the stress. HIRT (1900,156) 
in fact takes this as being the case; that /o/ stems from /e/ "... wenn dieses den Gegenton 
bekam, d. h. wesentlich in der Komposition oder bei Akzentverschiebung". And because, as 
I have mentioned elsewhere, it was felt that dynamic accent could not effect qualitative 
gradation as well as quantitative gradation (Nullstufe), the culprit for Abtönung was seen in 
musical/pitch accent. However, as later scholars, among them KURV-hOwICz (1956,36-96). 
point out, there are enough Greek forms with o-grade vowels which also bear the main 
-77 The first -s- is the aorist tense theme, the second 
is the personal ending. The third person example 
follows in the same way. 
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accent, for this assumption by HIRT to be rejected as inadequate. With forms like these38 
S, cpchp, ai&iw ,iw, yovv, any assumed connection with the position of the accent has to 
be re-examined, if not thrown out altogether. KURY: tOk ICZ also shows that from the 
examples of later languages such as modem Russian dialects, experience shows that accent 
does not have any effect on the quality of a vowel. In the case of the Russian dialects it is 
the environment that the vowel finds itself in which is responsible for a change in quality. 39 
L'experience nous enseigne que tandis que la reduction et 1'expulsion de vovelles 
sont en general etroitement liees ä l'accentuation, les changements de timbre sont 
conditionnes d'abord par 1'entourage phonetique, 1'accent n'y jouant qu'un role tout au 
plus secondaire. (KURYxOWICZ 1956,37) 
KURYkOWICZ's own suggestion is that Abtönung took place before the results of zero-grade 
reduction, so that an original /e/ or lo/ before a resonant was weakened but not lost 
altogether. The two weak forms eR and OR then fell together as OR. This short /o/ was felt 
as belonging to the full vowel /o/ despite a split derivation from both IE /e/ and /o/, so that 
for example the opposition of e 'o in singular and plural of the perfect can be established (the 
weakening of eR/oR to eR 'öR must, however, be due to the desinential accent in the plural of 
the perfect as opposed to the root accent of the singular). 
MANCZAK (1979), another Pole, attacks this proposal of KURYLOWICZ by rejecting the 
notion that full grade forms should have developed from weak forms, which would echo the 
early Indian grammarians and their assumption that the guna-grade (our full grade) is a 
derivation of the reduced grade which they termed the basic or normal grade. MANCZAK 
also finds the development of both eR and OR hard to swallow; it is otherwise not found. He 
suggests a split, two-part development for Abtönung: 
A noire avis, les deux regles suivantes expliquent l'origine de l'apophonie e b: 
1. D'abord, *e devient o devant voyelle posterieure (*a, *o, *u) 
II. Ensuite, le *e posttonique aboutit äo devant nasale ou liquide. 
(MAIGCZAK 1979,530) 
Examples for these two rules are provided thus: 
la presence d'une voyelle posterieure explique la difference entre cpepEty, TµvEtv et 
cpOpo5, rogil. (ibid., 531) 
Le vocalisme o apparait dans les formes [... ] XýyoµEv, xtyoµaL, xkyoµE6a [... ] Par 
contre le e posttonique [... ] se conserve tel quel: k9yEls, MyEL, MyEZE. (ibid., 530) 
38 Taken from SZEMERENYI (1990,125). 
39 "[En polonais] o (< e slave) devant consonne dentale dure, e dans les autres positions; en russe o< 
e devant consonne dure ou ä la fin de mot mais uniquement sous l'accent (facteur accessoire)" 
(KuRYLowICZ 1956,38, Fn. 6). 
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MANCZAK nevertheless realizes 
"que ces regles souffrent des exceptions, mais il ne faut pas se donner 1'illusion de jamais arrivier a trouver une formule qui explique tout, et cela pour la simple raison 
que l'evolution linguistique, aussi bien de nos jours qu'ä 1'epoque prehistorique, est toujours une resultante de changements phonetiques reguliers, de changements 
phonetiques irreguliers [... ] et de changements analogiques" (1960,287). 
He prides himself with the fact that he believes he has managed to explain more forms with 
fewer reconstructed forms than his predecessors (ibid. ); and this is indeed something. 
However, it remains clear that the problems raised by the deflected o-grade have yet to be 
fully elucidated and explained. It is also clear that to make accent the full cause of Abtönung 
will fail on the grounds of the overwhelming evidence that can be mustered to prove the 
opposite. In fact, the rejection of accent as the root of Abtönung was made almost one 
hundred years ago by Baudouin de COURTENAY (1894,54): 
Alle mir bekannten Versuche halte ich für ungenügend. Insbesondere ist dabei an 
einen Einfluss der Betonung, welcher von einigen Gelehrten vermutet wurde, gar 
nicht zu denken, und zwar deswegen, weil man sonst, in den uns historisch 
zugänglichen Perioden des Sprachlebens von einem solchen Einflusse gar nichts 
weiss. 
One could raise the question of the Slav change mentioned earlier whereby an /e/ becomes 
/o/ under accent, but, as has been shown40, this is due to environment and not position of 
accent. 
LEHMANN (1993,131) has a different opinion, in that he does ascribe the effects of the 
change to deflected grade as a result of accent shift. He explains it as "the loss of primary 
accent on a vowel and replacement by a secondary accent". This view in effect is exactly the 
same as that voiced by HIRT in his Indogermanische Grammatik (1921-1937, IV, 353): 
[Es] können auch vollbetonte e's ihren Vollton verlieren und einen Gegenton 
erhalten. In diesem Fall tritt aber keine Schwächung ein, sondern das e wandelt sich 
in o und ý in ö. 
As an example we could borrow LEHMANN's (1993,131) of the Greek verb vjji. w "I pasture" 
and the derived forms voithc and vop. EVs which have the accent on the suffix and which 
consequently, in the eyes of LEHMANN and HIRT, have Abtönung. Just as in our discussion 
of the Lengthened Grade, so too here we have seen that Abtönung has provided many 
problems in attempts to define and explain it. As a result there are many conflicting theories 
which lay importance on different aspects of the phonology of proto-Indo-European. Let us 
see what significance the theories have on the chronology of the ablaut changes. 





2.2.4 Notes on the Periodization of the Ablaut Grades 
It seems then that in the later handbooks on the subject of Indo-European (SZEMERENYI 1990 
and LEHMANN 1993) we see explanations for o-grade from different perspectives. 
SZEMERENYI (1990,127) concludes his treatment of Abtönung with some observations: 
firstly that accent cannot be a reason for Abtönung; secondly that there were various 
processes at work, of which the environment of a word was particularly significant. And on 
the other hand LEHMANN (1993,131) has the accent-controlled explanation of HIRT. What 
we can say at this point is that the two different perspectives necessarily call for two different 
periodizations. LEHMANN has to posit Abtönung occurring later than reduction and in 
circumstances where the quality of accent has altered. Both Abtönung and reduction are as a 
result of accent shift, but in the case of Abtönung this did not lead to reduction, therefore 
reduction must, by the time of Abtönung, have ceased to function. SZEMERENYI, on the 
other hand, is not confined by this necessity and can therefore say that there is no reason to 
assume, "daß die Abtönung nach der Nullstufenperiode entstand" (1990,127). In fact for 
SZEMERENYI, it seems that any attempt to periodize the ablaut grades is unnecessary, 
certainly from the point of view of the phonological development of the language and its 
relevance for the daughter languages. In talking of the lengthened grade he says as much 
(1990,124): 
Da die Dehnstufe einfach eine Umwandlung der Vollstufe in gewissen Umgebungen 
darstellt, war ihre Entstehung zu jeder Zeit möglich. Eine relative Chronologie mit 
Bezug auf die Nullstufe ist deshalb nicht möglich. Immerhin muß der Prozeß, 
insbesondere die Entfaltung der verschiedenen nominalen und verbalen 
Vrddhibildungen, lange Zeit in Anspruch genommen haben. 
So for SZEMERENYI (1990) the precise ordering of the grades is immaterial and indefinable, 
however, for LEHMANN (1993) they are conversely of paramount importance. He cannot 
posit his version of the occurrence of Abtönung without the proviso that the deflected grade 
happened long after the reduced/zero grade had ceased to operate. Because too the changes 
he notes under deflection also affected long vowels, he assumes that Abtönung took place 
after the development of lengthened grade vowels. LEHMANN's whole thesis concerning the 
development of the IE vowels is one which is based around the acceptance of the laryngeal 
hypothesis and also the theory of the single original IE vowel /e/. Beginning with these 
premises he cannot but order his changes and developments in the way that he does. 
Accordingly he puts lengthened grade after reduction and before deflection. If lengthened 
grade is a result of compensatory lengthening in the environment of lost syllables through 
reduction it has to occur after reduction. SZEMERENYI (1990,123), who believes the cause of 
lengthening to be as a result of geminate consonants lengthening the preceding vowel before 
becoming single consonants themselves (e. g. *ekk > *ek), does not have this constraint and 
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can do as he does and not pin lengthening down to a particular period. But the explanation 
of LEHMANN requires careful periodization of the developments. 
Mine is here not to come down in favour of one explanation or the other. Neither is 
incontrovertible and both are equally plausible. What I have done is to detail the theories 
surrounding the genesis of ablaut in the IE mother language in an attempt to define ablaut 
more clearly. What will have been most noticeable is how ablaut changes have much to do 
with accent and its position in a word. Theories uphold the role of accent and theories 
condemn it but nevertheless accent is central to an understanding of the ablaut phenomenon. 
It is now time to turn to the actual problem of the present work: the role of ablaut in the 
verbal system. Firstly (Chapter 3) I shall detail ablaut's use in Indo-European, taking 
Sanskrit and Greek as primary models but drawing on other Indo-European languages and 
branches where necessary. Secondly (Chapter 4) I shall do the same for each of the 
Germanic languages to build up a comprehensive picture of the ablaut patterning in the early 
Germanic dialects, before, in Chapter 5, examining the problems which will have been 
brought to light along the way. 
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3. The Nature and Systematization of Ablaut in the Indo-European Verbal Systems 
3.0 Introduction 
The task now is to set up a system for Indo-European; to show how ablaut was generally 
used in the Indo-European languages so that we can propose a tentative system for proto- 
Indo-European. This will be achieved through a comparison of the systems of Sanskrit and 
Greek in the first instance, but with some input of data from other languages and branches of 
the IE family. We will then have a firm basis of information and examples from which we 
can progress to an examination of the use of ablaut in one particular branch of Indo- 
European: Germanic. 
3.1 Sanskrit 
3.1.1 The Nature of Sanskrit Ablaut 
To begin at the beginning we should examine the work of the early Indian grammarians to 
see what they thought and wrote on the matter of ablaut. They did, indeed, recognize a 
regular patterning of vowel alteration, but, as I shall describe, they misunderstood the 
relationships within this alternation and as a result found themselves in difficulty in a certain 
number of cases. 
The Indian grammarians identified what they called a normal grade and from this derived 
two extended grades, which they called guna ("secondary grade") and vrddhi ("growth/ 
increment") respectively. Thus they saw /ar/ and /är/ as two successive lengthenings of the 
syllabic sonant /r/, which as the starting point was left undescribed. I Following this 0 
principle a scheme such as the following can be constructed: 
Simple Vowel a/ä iC u/ü r 12 
1st Lengthening a/ä e3 o ar al 
2nd Lengthening a äi au ar 
As examples, we can take from the root 'bhr "bear" the following forms: a past participle 
bhrta "borne" with the simple vowel of the root, a present tense bharati "he bears" with the 
guna grade vowel and a perfect tense babhära "he bore" with the vrddhi grade. So the 
grammarians reconstructed a root form with the basic grade from which the extended forms 
could be built through the addition of /a/ and /ä/ for guna and vrddhi respectively. 
I Here the Sanskrit normal grade will be termed "basic grade" in order to avoid confusion with the IE 
normal grade (Full Grade) which, as we shall see, corresponds to the Sanskrit guna grade. 
2 "There is nowhere any occurrence of /r/ in a situation to undergo either guna or vrddhi change; nor 
does /1/ ever suffer change to vrddhi. Theoretically /r/ would have the same changes as 'rand the 
vrddhi of /l/ would be /aU. " (WHITNEY 1971,82). 
3 Before vowels often /ay/ for /e/; /ay/ for /äü; /av/ for /o/; /äv/ for /au/. 
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Fundamentally this alternation a: 'a zero is all there is to the system of apophony [here = quantitative gradation]. Some complications are caused by the combinations 
of a with semi-vowels, etc., and by some phonetic changes. (BURROW 1955,108) 
Thus the series i-e- äi reflects zero -+- i- a+ i-a+i, and the series u-o- iiu reflects 
zero fu --- a+u - a+u. 
The difficulties which I mentioned above and which the Indian grammarians came up 
against, can be seen from an examination of the verb svapati "sleeps". If we compare this 
with the verbs sravati "flows" and ghosati "proclaims" and the corresponding past 
participles of the three verbs which, typically for Sanskrit, display what the Indian 
grammarians styled the basic grade: supra "slept", sruta "flowed" and ghusia "proclaimed'', 
what we notice is that the change from present tense to past participle involves a loss of the 
vowel /a/ (srav. /sru, ghos/ghus4 , svap/sup). The problem, however, arises when we then try 
to go backwards, that is reconstruct the present tense from the basic grade participle by 
adding /a/. If we do this we would get *saupati *sopati corresponding to ghusta - 
*ghausati > ghosati and sruta - *srauati > sravali. In order to explain this the Indian 
grammarians had to invent a special rule: samprasarana [_ "vocalization (of the semi- 
vowel)"]. This difficulty provides an example of how the Indian system was incorrectly 
structured. By having two extended grades they forced themselves into the position in which 
they had to construct these grades from one basic grade form. The problem is that this 
perspective did not always allow a clear and visible progression. 
How then might the system be re-interpreted to give a clearer description of the ablaut 
process? If we remember the Latin example faciö - confectus - conficiö, this was explained 
as a weakening of the full vowel /a/ as a result of the shift of accent from the root syllable to 
the initial syllable. It is this weakening, which we saw in section 2.2.2.1, that the Indian 
gran unarians did not recognize in their system. Consequently their system was too 
simplistic, based as it was around one feature: the progressive lengthening of syllables. They 
did not consider that the same syllable could be subject to the opposite phenomenon: 
weakening or reduction. It is in this respect that modem historical linguists have improved 
on the work of the early Indian codifiers. We now recognize the capacity of syllables to 
undergo both a process of strengthening and of weakening according to different 
phonological changes and their subsequent morphemicization into the morphological 
component of the grammar. And to that grade which the Indians called guna we give the 
name normal or full grade, vrddhi becomes our lengthened grade and the Indian basic grade 
is our reduced or zero grade. 
ghos = *ghar. rs. 
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Of course the examples given so far for Sanskrit represent only that type of ablaut which is 
an alternation of the quantity of the vowel in question. The vowels are lengthened or 
strengthened by the addition of /a/ and /ä/, as I have stated elsewhere, but they represent a 
change of quantity -a front vowel remains a front vowel and a back vowel stays a back 
vowel. 
So what of qualitative gradation, `Abtönung', in Sanskrit? Does it feature in the 
phonological structure of the language? 
Im Arischen fand ein. Umsturz statt, indem die drei ... 
Vokale a, e, o alle in a 
zusammenfielen - entsprechend auch die Längen in ä- so daß ein Dreivokalsystem 
entstand. (SZEMERENYI 1990,37) 
There existed in Indo-European also a qualitative alternation of the guns vowel ... 
In 
Indo-Iranians this alternation has entirely disappeared owing to the confusion of the 
vowel qualities a, e, o in a. Consequently this Indo-European alternation has no 
significance for Sanskrit grammar... (BURROW 1955,111) 
As we saw in the previous chapter, the basis for `Abtönung' is the alternation e/o; if both are 
confused into the vowel /a/ there is, then, in effect no qualitative gradation, as, on the other 
hand, there can be in the other IE languages which retained the distinction between /a/, /e/ 
and /o/. The vowels /i, u/ do not, at this early stage of the language wholly behave as vowels 
but rather in a similar way to the resonants /r, l/. 
This has then explained, in a general way, the nature of the ablaut alternations found in 
Sanskrit, but how was it systematized in this language? What purpose did it serve, if any? 
Or was it still, as has already been described for the IE mother language, merely concomitant 
and grammatically (i. e. morphologically) insignificant? 
3.1.2 Ablaut in the Sanskrit Verbal System 
The ablaut relationships in the Sanskrit verbal system (the verbal system being that part of 
many of the IE languages which exhibits ablaut, to a greater or lesser degree of 
systematization) can be schematized as follows: 6 
i. e. that branch of the IE family to which Sanskrit belongs. 
6 In discussing Sanskrit's use of ablaut the terms basic grade, guna and vrddhi stand for the terms here 
used in the wider IE context: reduced/zero, normal (full) and lengthened grades. 
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Present Tense System7 
ATHEMATIC CONJUGATION: the Root and Reduplicating classes (2 & 3) have guna 
grade in the l st, 2nd and 3rd persons singular indicative active in the present and imperfect tenses; elsewhere they have the basic grade. (e. g. Idvis- "hate", dvJsti 3rd 
sg. dvisänti 3rd pl.; Chu- "sacrifice", juh6ti jühvati) 
The Nasal-infixing class (7) has the basic grade of the root in all forms, but the 
simple nasal infix n is increased to nä- in the strong forms (= 1st, 2nd and rd 3 
persons singular indicative/subjunctive present and imperfect active). (e. g. I i7IOI' 
"obstruct", runäddhi rundhänti) 
The nu-, u-suffix classes (5 & 8) have no-, o- respectively in the Ist, 2nd and 3rd 
persons singular of the present indicative active. The root itself is unchanged. (e. g. I 
su- "press out", sunoti sunvdnti, titan- "stretch", tanöti tantiänti) 
The na-suffix class has ni in all but the strong forms (I st, 2nd and 3rd sing. ) of the 
present and imperfect active and in all of the subjunctive and imperative. (e. g. 'kri 
"buy", krindti krtnänti) 
THEMATIC CONJUGATION: Radically accented class (1) has guna grade throughout 
the system. (e. g. 'bhii- "be", bhcivati bhavanti) 
Suffixally accented class (6) and ya- and aya-suffix classes (4 & 108) have the basic 
grade throughout. (e. g. Ivic- "enter", vicäti vicdnti; 'Inah- "bind", nahyäti nahyänti; 
icint- "think", cintäryati cintäyanti) 
7 The present tense system comprises: present indicative, subjunctive, optative and imperative and a 
participle, and an imperfect. The ten present classes into which all Sanskrit verbs fall are: 
1) Radically accented class (or bhu-class) [Thematic] 
2) Root class (or ad-class) 
3) Reduplicating class (or hu-class) 
4) Ya-suffix class (or div-class) [Thematic] 
5) Nu-suffix class (or su-class) 
6) Suffixally accented class (or lud-class) [Thematic] 
7) Nasal-infixing class (or rudh-class) 
8) U-suffix class (or tan-class) 
9) Na-suffix class (or kri-class) 
10) Aya-suffix class (or cur-class) [Thematic] 
The names in parentheses are the designations used by the Indian grammarians and refer to one of the 
verbal roots typical for each class. For paradigms of these present classes consult Appendix 7.1. 
Regarding class 10: 
The suffix is c ya-. This has normally been specialised in the formation of causative verbs, but 
it is not exclusively used for this purpose, and a nucleus of forms remain which belong to the 
primary rather than the secondary conjugation. In the language of the Veda there is a fairly 
clear distinction between presents in tva- which do not have strengthening of the root (guna 
or vrddhi) in which a causative sense is usually absent, and those in which it is strengthened 
which are normally causative. (BURROW 1955,330) 
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Perfect Tense S stems 
A final vowel of the root takes either guna or vrddhi in 1st pers. sing. act., guna in 2nd and vrddhi in 3rd. (e. g. 'ni- "lead", ninäya ninyüh; 'Jkr- "do", cakära cakruh) 
A medial /a/ before a single consonant has guna or vrddhi in 3rd pers. and optionally 
too in the first; elsewhere it has the basic grade. (e. g. 'jan- "give birth", jajäna 
jajnüh)10 
A medial short vowel (other than /a/) has guna in all three persons singular and basic 
grade elsewhere. (e. g. Jdrs- "see", daddrsa dadrsüh) 
The perfect participle has the basic grade. (e. g. 'Ibudh- "know'', bubudhväns) 
The pluperfect follows the perfect. 
Aonst Tense Systems I 
Root aorist has guna grade. (e. g. 'bhü- "be", äbhüt äbhüvan) 
A-aorist has basic grade. (e. g. Isic- "pour", äsicat äsican) 
Reduplicating aorist has basic grade. (e. g. 'jan- "give birth", djijanat ajijanan) 
s-aorist - if root ends in a vowel then it has vrddhi in the active and guna in the 
middle. Roots with a medial vowel have vrddhi in the active and basic grade in the 
middle. (e. g. 'Jn - "lead", änäisit 3rd sg act. tinesta 3rd sg. mid.; 1 chid- "cut off', 
dcchäitsit c cchitia) 
is-/sis-aorists - if the root ends in a vowel then it has vrddhi in the active and guna in 
the middle. Roots with a medial /a/ sometimes have guna in the active but usually 
have basic grade in the active and middle. Roots with any other medial vowel. have 
guna in both active and middle if they are capable of it. (e. g. 'ipii- "cleanse", cipavit 
c pavista; 'roam- "bow", c namsit c namsista; 'Jbudh- "wake", äbodhit äbhodhista) 
sa-aorist has basic grade throughout. (e. g. 'idic- "point", ddiksat adiksata) 
9 The perfect system of the period of the grammarians comprises an indicative tense only and a 
participle. "In the oldest language, the perfect has also its [moods] and its augment-preterit, or 
pluperfect... " (WHITNEY 1971, §780,279) ".,. while Greek did eventually develop a pluperfect with a 
meaning of its own, the forms classified as such in Sanskrit are in the main isolated and unstable 
formations which appear in the Vedic language but are not used later. " (BuRRow, 1955,344) 
10 There is a problem with verbs of the type CaC. Many of them show fusion of the reduplication 
affix with the root syllable (e. g. On- "stretch", tatäna tenüh = *tatmrh). Verbs of this type will be 
discussed later (section 5.2.3.2) when they have significance for a discussion of the lengthened grade 
in classes 4 and 5 of the Germanic strong verb system. 
>> Sanskrit has three types of aorist: 1) A simple aorist (equivalent to the 2nd aorist of Greek, about 
which more later) with two varieties a) root-aorist, b) an a-aorist with a thematic /a/; 2) a 
reduplicating aorist (see section E1.2.3.1.2); 3) a sigmatic or sibilant aorist (corresponding to the 1st 
aorist of Greek) with 4 varieties a) s-aorist, b) is-aorist, c) sis-aorist, d) sa-aorist. 
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Future Tense System 12 
s-future has guna. (e. g. 'Ikr- "do", karisydti 3rd sg. act. karisydnti 3rd pl. act. ) 
Periphrastic future has guna also. (e. g. "kr- "do", kartr; 'bhii- "be", bhaviir) 
Passive Participle 
Has basic grade. (e. g. '1dä- "give", dattd; vac- "speak", uktd) 
Infinitive 13 
Has guna. (e. g. 'ii-"go", etum; car- "move", cdrltufn; Ar- "do'% kcirtuin) 
We might illustrate all of this information in a slightly more useful and comprehensible way. 
as in the following table: 
12 The future tense system comprises an s-future (with s-suffix) and a periphrastic future which 
"consists [of] a derivative nomen agentis, having the value of a future active participle, and used, 
either with or without an accompanying auxiliary, in the office of a verbal tense with future meaning" 
(WHITNEY 1971, §942b, 335). 
13 "The later language has only a single infinitive... " (WHITNEY, §968,347) "In the Veda and 
Brähmana ... a number of verbal nouns, nomina actionis, 
in various of their cases, are used in 
constructions which assimilate them to the infinitive of other languages. " (WHITNEY, §969,349) 
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Table 1: Sanskrit Ablaut Grades in the Verbal System 
Skt. Basic Grade 
(= IE Reduced/Zero 
Grade) 
At Guna 
(= IE Full Grade) 
Skt. Vrddhi 
(= IE Lengthened Grade) 
Class I present 
Class 2 present (weak 
forms14) 
Class 2 present (strong 
forms) 
Class 3 present (weak 
forms) 
Class 3 present (strong 
forms) 
Classes 4,6 & 10 present 
Classes 5,7,8 &9 present 
Perfect (weak forms)" (CV-) 1+2 (CaC)(1)+3 
(CV'C-) 
Perfect (strong forms) 
(CV-)1+3 (CaC)(1)+3 





(CVC-) s-aorist middle (CV-) s-aorist middle s-aorist active 
sa-aorist 
(CaC) is-/sis-aorist active (CV'C) is-/sis-aorist active (CV-) is-/sis-aorist active 






14 Strong forms by definition have either guna or vrddhi and are, usually the first three persons 
singular active of whichever tense system, the weak forms being those used in the dual and plural and 
typically exhibiting IE zero grade. 
15 Here, "weak" means what is not categorized strong in the adjacent columns. The symbols a, C, V, 
V denote respectively: /a/, any Consonant, any vowel, any vowel other than /a/. 
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Only verbs of present class 1 have the IE full grade throughout the present system and this 
class accounts for nearly half of all Sanskrit primary verbal roots; it is also a class whose 
predominance recurs in other IE languages (BURROW 1955,327). The reduced grade of 
thematic classes 6 and 10 is most easily explained as the consequence of the accent falling 
on the suffix or thematic vowel. Of the thematic classes, class 4, however, defies 
explanation at first sight along these lines. It has reduced grade, but also retains root accent. 
which would seem to counteract any theory linking ablaut with accent. But the apophony 
of the majority of forms indicates original suffixal accent, although the agreement between 
Sanskrit and Greek shows that the innovation is of IE date" (BURROW 1955,329). This 
does not really answer the query but rather turns it on its head. That the forms have the 
accent on the root is not the primary evidence. The reduced grade vowel is itself evidence 
for shift of accent away from the root. An overwhelming body of data speaks for this as the 
case, so here we must logically have a case where the accent has shifted back to the root 
again. This is the only acceptable explanation. 
The six athematic classes all show apophonic alternation between singular and plural/dual in 
the present and imperfect indicative active. Classes 2 and 3 display this in their root, classes 
5,8 and 9 in their suffix and class 7 in its infix (namely 5- nö, %nu; 8-üu; 9- nn- ni; 7- 
na/n). In all of these classes it is as a result of the position of the accent. The athematic 
classes do not have fixed accent and so in some forms (the so-called strong forms) it falls on 
the root or class-suffix and in the others (weak forms) on the termination. Such a division is 
displayed in the Sanskrit perfect tense formation, where singular forms can have full grade 
or even lengthened grade as opposed to the plural and dual with reduced grade forms. 
The aorist splits itself into sigmatic and non-sigmatic formations, the former show, on the 
whole, full grade or lengthened grade whereas root and a-aorist have reduced grade. 16 As 
we shall see, in a discussion of Greek, this corresponds neatly with the Greek 1st (sigmatic) 
aorist and the 2nd aorist systems and the distribution of apophony in them. 
The only other form which requires comment is the perfect participle and its reduced grade 
formation which is reflected in other languages time and again, especially, as we shall see in 
detail later, in Germanic. 
16 The root aorist originally had lengthening in the active and the formation was originally used by 
many roots. In the later language it became confined to the roots in ! a!, which is retained throughout, 
and to the root 
/bin1- "be". 
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In conclusion at this stage we should note the occurrence of weak and strong forms ý'w ithin a 
paradigm, and the consequences this has for the ablaut patterning. This distinction will 
present itself later in dealing with Germanic. 
3.2 Greek 
3.2.1 The Nature of Greek Ablaut 
I shall now examine the Greek evidence in a similar way, discussing the appearance of ablaut 
and evaluating the Greek conjugational system so that I can then draw out the 
correspondences and correlations between the systems of Sanskrit and Greek. 
Unlike Sanskrit, Greek retains a full system of five vowels as well as the corresponding long 
vowels /a, e, i, o, u, a, e, i, o, ü/. Such a system allows a much more complex scheme of ablaut 
alternation. As we saw, Sanskrit does not display qualitative gradation because of the 
coalescence of /a, e, o/ and the corresponding long vowels. However, Greek with its 
complement of five vowels does utilize a qualitative gradation in addition to such Abstufung 
as has been illustrated by Sanskrit. 
SMYTH (1956,16) sets up a table such as the one below in which he lists the ablaut series of 
Greek: 
Strong Grades Weak Grade 
12 
a) /e/ : /o/ QS or /a/ 
/oi/ /i/ 
c) /eu/ /ou/ /u/ 
d) /ö/ /a/ 
e) /ö/ /e/ or /a/ 
f) /ý/ /o/ 
SMYTH cites such a table under his section on qualitative vowel gradation, although strictly 
speaking under this term we can, in effect, only regard the two strong grades of the first 
column, the weak grades are in reality merely a reduced grade of the strong grades to the left 
and should therefore properly be classed as quantitative gradation. We might also use 
SMYTH's examples for these series: 
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a) c-yevöµriv "I became" 
tpEStc) "I turn" 
b) ltEiO o "I persuade" 
e) eA. EVCoµat "I shall go" 
d) (IX . Ri "I say 
 
e) rtOijµt "I place" 
pf yvvµt "I break" 
f) 
yEyova "I am born" 
tiponTl "rout" 
nL notea "I trust" 
FXi XovOa "I have gone" 
gxiw "speech" 
Oc%tOS "heap" 
eppxoya "I have broken" 
&&ßµa "I give" 
yiyvoµaL "I become" 
ipänqv "I was put to flight" 
ntOavös "persuasive" 
kljOovv "I went" 
cpaµev "we speak" 
OEtöS "placed" 
ýppäyr1 "it was broken" 
öiSoµ¬v "we give" 
In addition to this scheme which SMYTH entitles qualitative gradation, he also gives a table 






/e/ titµäw "I honour" t µilaw "I shall honour" 
/ä/ before /e, i, r/ M(xw "I permit" Mae) "I shall permit" 
/e/ cpt71Ew "I love" (ptXTjaw "I shall love" 
Ci/ ixävw "I come" iuavov "I went" 
/n/ 8, gXöw "I show" ST&Xwaw "I shall show" 
/ü/ (pvatG "nature" (pb is "growth" 
These two tables seem a little bit confusing and perhaps even appear to duplicate 
information. For our purposes in this thesis the changes listed in the first table are more 
important than those in the second. The first three rows of the first table show between the 
strong and weak grades the type of alternation that we have seen in Sanskrit and which 
represents the alternation between full grade and reduced/zero grade. The difference 
between the two forms listed as strong grade is the alternation of quality. The base for this 
alternation is the change e- o, and each of the pairs exhibit this change between a front vowel 
and a back vowel. The second set of three rows from this first table indicates the same 
principle as the first three rows but shows the long counterparts. So here we are really 
talking of the deflected grade of long vowels and their subsequent reduction as opposed to 
the deflected grade of short vowels and zero grade. The alternations a), b) and c) are in 
effect the same alternation, in each the /e/ of the first column alternates with an /o/ element 
in the second strong grade and then disappears in the weak alternant where the remaining 
resonant /i, u/ becomes syllabic and acts as a full vowel. As we shall see later, in chapters 4 
and 5, the relationships in this table also underlie the basis of the alternations in the system 
of ablaut that we shall see in the Germanic verbal system. The second table, which SMYTH 
17 With the note: "In the formation and inflection of words a short vowel often interchanges with its 
corresponding long vowel. " (SMYTH 1956,14) 
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had labelled quantitative gradation, represents only what we observed and discussed in the 
previous chapter as lengthened grade. 
So we have seen the possible changes, quantitative and qualitative, which the Greek ablaut 
system displays. It is now necessary to put these possible changes into a context useful for 
our purposes in this work. 
3.2.2 Ablaut in the Greek Verbal System 
The use of ablaut alternations in the Greek verbal system is less systematized and is less 
easily and comprehensibly categorized than the relationships we were able to discern in the 
treatment of the Sanskrit system. Let us evaluate some of the observations of SMYTH (1956, 
157 el passim): 
Present Tense System 
Many verbs of the I st classl8 show variation in the quantity of the vowel of the 
verb-stem, which is commonly long in the present but fluctuates in the other 
tenses19. (ibid. 157) e. g. ? Xxo "I loose", Axw "I shall loose", e'Xvaa "I loosed" but 
18 Verbs in Greek can be divided into 6 present classes, which correspond to the formation of the 
present tense from the verb stem. These are (following SMYTH 1956,163ff. ): 1) Simple Class (a: 
thematic verbs, (o-verbs; b: athematic verbs, µr, -verbs); 2) T-Class (a /t/ precedes the thematic vowel; 
3) Iota Class (addition of /i/ before thematic vowel, which then causes various phonetic changes in the 
ending of the stem); 4) N-Class (cf. Sanskrit n-infixing class); 5) Inceptive class (which contains -ox- 
or -tax- before the thematic vowel); 6)Mixed Class (containing irregular verbs with suppletive forms 
for various tenses). By far the largest group of verbs is represented by the First or Simple Class. 
19 The tense systems of Greek: 
1) Present consisting of Present and Imperfect Active and Middle. 
Stems according to previous footnote. 
2) Future consisting of Future Active and Middle. 
Stems incorporating an /s/ element. 
3) 1st Aorist: 1st Aorist Active and Middle. 
Stems include an /s/ element and the temporal augment. 
4) 2nd Aorist: 2nd Aorist Active and Middle. 
Stems incorporate reduced/zero grade vowels and the temporal augment. 
5) 1st Perfect: 1st Perfect and Pluperfect Active. 
Stems add --Ka and reduplication. Pluperf also has the temporal augment. 
6) 2nd Perfect: 2nd Perfect and Pluperfect Active. 
Stems add -(x and have reduplication. Pluperf. has augment. Some verbs show 
Abtönung. 
7) Perfect Middle: Perfect and Pluperfect Middle and Passive, Future Perfect Passive. 
Perf. and Plup, have reduplication and redupl. and augment respectively, Fut. Perf. 
has reduplication and /s/ suffix. 
8) i st Passive: I st Aorist Passive and First Future Passive. 
Stems add -"/-OF, and augment for the Aorist, and -Oi for the Future Passive. 
9) 2nd Passive: 2nd Aorist and 2nd Future Passive. 
Stems add -i and augment for the Aorist and -il(T for the Future Passive. 
"Since few verbs have both the first and the second form of the same tense, most verbs have only six 
of these nine tenses; many verbs do not even have six. Scarcely any verb shows all nine systems. " 
(SMYTH 1956,109) 
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A uica "I have loosed", Xv tat "I have loosed (for myself)", F-Xv6nv "I was loosed". 
Some verbs of the 4th Class lengthen a short vowel of the present in some other tenses. (ibid. ) e. g. from ? aµßävw "I take", Xi jo taL "I shall take (for myself)", 
eiXicpa "I have taken", cif r tat I have taken (for myself)", but gXag3ov "I took". 
Aorist Tense 
First Class verbs show a weak/reduced grade (especially) in the second aorist and 
second passive sytems. /i, u, a/ for /ei, eu, e/; 0 for /e/, and /a/ for /e/ when preceded 
or followed by /l, n, m, r/. e. g. epEt1«o "I tear", 2nd Aor. q'pucov, Teuyco "I flee", 2nd. 
Aor. icpvyov; vipco) I melt", 2nd Aor. pass. Ethic iv 
Perfect tense 
In the second perfect tense some verbs of the first present class show e-o Abtönung: /ei/ > /oi/, /eu/ > /oul, /e/ > /o/ and /e/ > /ö/. e. g. icXEirtiw "I steal", 2nd Perf. 
icEicXocpa; EkEVao tat "I shall go", 2nd Perf. A XovOa (epic); XEina "I leave", 2nd 
Perf. A, Xoura. 
General 
Verb-stems ending in a short vowel generally lengthen that vowel before the tense- 
suffix in all tenses (except the present and imperfect) formed by them. (ibid., 159) 
e. g. r tö o "I honour", rtµl'jao) "I shall honour", E'rt npa "I honoured", reiiµiica "I 
have honoured". 
In effect these five points represent the sum total of what can be pinned down as 
systematized uses of vowel alternation within the verbal system. 
The most regular changes are seen in the second aorist and in the second perfect which 
exhibit reduced/zero grade and deflected grade respectively. A reason for their retained 
regular gradated features may lie in the fact that these tense systems ".. are historically older 
than the corresponding first perfect and first aorist. " (SMYTH 1956,175) The second aorist 
corresponds to the non-sigmatic aorists of Sanskrit of which two regularly show reduced 
grade like the Greek. Of course no correspondence can be found for the second perfect 
because of the lack of qualitative gradation in Sanskrit. However, as SOMMERSTEIN (1973) 
points out, despite what appears to be a regular occurrence of e-'o ablaut in the 2nd perfect, 
by no means all verbs capable of this alternation and also showing 2nd perfect forms do in 
fact display Abtönung: 
... 
[e'o ablaut] is confined to one aspect, the perfect active, where there are about 17 
common verbs that show an /o/ vowel where they have an /e/ (or some vowel 
regularly derived therefrom) in other tenses... It is not possible to give any general 
rule defining the class of verbs subject to e/o ablaut in the perfect. Some of them ... 
undergo vowel weakening in other tenses; others ... 
do not. Most have a derivative 
noun or adjective with an /o/ vocalism, but some do not, and many verbs that do 
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have such derivatives do not undergo e/o ablaut in the perfect. This ablaut rule must be regarded, as far as verbal conjugation as concerned, as a minor rule applying only to those few verbs specially marked for it. (SOMMERSTEIN 1973.74-75) 
And regarding reduction: 
Vowel Weakening applies to far more verbs; of those used in ordinary Attic, there 
are about forty or fifty which undergo it in some tense or other... But in no class of 
verbs is Vowel Weakening the regular treatment. New verbs added to the language 
never undergo it. (ibid., 75) 
In verbs, then, ablaut applies only to irregular lexical items... Rules can be stated 
(just as for strong verbs in German or English20) which will give the correct from of 
most of these irregular tense, but irregular they remain, and the rules will be minor. 
(ibid. ) 
SOMMERSTEIN does mention another appearance of ablaut in the Greek verb system, and this 
is in the alternation of the thematic vowel in the present, imperfect and second aorist tenses. 
"... this vowel is /o/ where the ending begins with a nasal, and /e/ otherwise. " (ibid. ) But as 
Sommerstein goes on to say, this alternation is "completely non-functional, and the 
environment in which it occurs will simply have to be added to the list of environments for 
e/o ablaut. " (ibid. ) 
In the Greek verbal system, then, SOMMERSTEIN regards ablaut as an irregularity which is 
gradually losing its influence. As he states above, no new verbs undergo ablaut relationships 
in their conjugation21, he thus sees the gradation of Ancient Greek as a relic, a survival from 
an earlier stage when the ablaut alternations were a more integral and functional part of the 
language, if indeed they ever were functional. 
It is interesting that when speaking of ablaut in Germanic languages, in which it became 
highly functional to a degree in excess of that evidenced in Ancient Greek, one continually 
refers to Greek paradigms as a model; when in fact the language of Ancient Greece was less 
systematized in its use of ablaut than that of the Germanic tribes. Only in the second aorist 
is gradation necessary as a functional tense distinguishing device in order to set it apart from 
the imperfect which does not display vowel weakening (e. g. XcIita "I leave" Imperf. 
EXEtnov, 2nd Aor. EXti ov). 
20 This parenthesis, I find misplaced, especially for the early stages of the two Germanic dialects 
where the various tense forms can be predicted rather well. This will be dealt with in much more 
detail in chapters 4 and 5. 
21 This is an interesting point which ought to be borne in mind when the discussion turns to the 
systematization and extent of ablaut in Germanic. 
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3.3 The IE Verbal Adjectives 
There are certain formations which will be important in our investigation of the Germanic 
ablaut system but which, though they are well represented in Sanskrit and Greek, we have 
until now left out of consideration. The reason for this is that they are marginal to the verbal 
system, being themselves non-finite forms, and therefore need separate treatment. They are 
the IE verbal adjectives. Two are of importance for an evaluation of the Germanic system: 
Besonders wichtig im Verlauf der Geschichte der Einzelsprachen wurden die 
Suffixe -to- und -no-, die als Verbaladjektiva schon zu spätidg. Zeit eine bedeutende 
Rolle spielten. (SZEMERENYI 1990,3 51) 
In the early stages of the IE group these adjectives differ from participles in that "sie an der 
Kasusrektion, an den Diathesen and an den Bedeutungsunterschieden. die durch die 
Tempusstammbildung gegeben sind, nicht teil haben" (BRUGMANN 1904, §816,610). 
Participles are subject, like the fmite verb forms, to suffixes and themes which indicate 
changes in tense or voice, this is not the case for verbal adjectives, and in the early stages of 
Indo-European their meaning carries no sense of the action that we associate with verbs. But 
later in the development of the languages of the IE family these verbal adjectives become 
more aligned with the verbs with which they are related. 
Des adjectifs comme gr. K? - iö- S ou a my- vo- S ne sont pas des participes indo- 
europeennes parce qu'ils ne sont pas derives de themes verbaux; c'est seulement lors 
du developpement des diverses langues que des themes presentant ces suffixes ont 
ete incorpores au verbe, ainsi amätus en latin ou dlalu en vieux slave. (MEILLET 
1915,259) 
Examples of these adjectives from Greek and Sanskrit are such as the following: 
Sanskrit: srutä "heard"; datta "given"; uktä "spoken" 
bhinnä "split"; unna "wet"; magna "sunk" 
Greek: x%, v'LÖS "famous/heard of'; SoröS "given"; xvtiöc, "melted" 
ayvös "chaste"; ßtiuyvös "hated" 
For both these languages the adjectives in -to- are more frequent than those in -no-, 
especially in Greek (and Latin) where "in partizipialähnlichem Gebrauch es ... aufgegeben 
[ist]" (SZEMERENYI 1990,352). The forms in -to-, however are widespread and later, 
especially in Latin, become part of the verbal system as perfect passive participles. The 
importance for us is that both of these adjective formations exhibit generally reduced/zero 
grade. As we shall see later this is exactly the grade we shall find in the Germanic past 
participles. 
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3.4 Important Evidence from Elsewhere in the Indo-European Family 
The degree of systematization that we see in the two languages Greek and Sanskrit is not 
really seen in any other languages of the IE family (excepting of course Germanic, which we 
shall deal with later). However, there are instances in other IE languages that provide further 
important evidence for the continued discussion of ablaut as a morphological tool in Indo- 
European. Some of these other examples will be valuable when we come to solving some of 
the problems we shall discover in the Germanic branch. 
The verbal systems of Greek and Sanskrit represent perhaps the extreme of development of 
the Indo-European family. The two languages have a great number of verbal formations and 
tenses, all of which are produced using synthetic methods, that is the addition of tense 
distinguishing morphemes and endings. To take an example of the opposite end of the 
spectrum, we see that the Hittite tense system is much smaller and less complex than in 
either Greek or Sanskrit. Hittite has in fact only two synthetic tenses (present and preterite) 
as opposed to the seven of Greek (present, imperfect, future, aorist, perfect, pluperfect, 
future perfect). The importance of the morphology in forming tense and aspectual 
differences in Greek and Sanskrit is much greater than in Hittite, which rather makes these 
differences in other ways using periphrastic methods and adverbial phrases. The outcome of 
such a state of affairs is that both Greek and Sanskrit have a greater systemic inventory 
throughout which ablaut relationships could have been used, in contradistinction to 
languages with smaller verbal systems where the appearance of certain forms is numerically 
restricted. Thus it is not surprising that the largest amount of evidence is seen in Greek and 
Sanskrit. Nevertheless I wish now to look at two instances in other languages which have a 
substantiating role to play in the present work. 
3.4.1 Lengthened Grade in the Latin Perfect 
Consider the following examples from Latin of verbs in the present and perfect tenses: 
1) regö "I rule" rext; tegö "I cover" text; trahö "I draw" traxi; 
vehö "I carry" vext 
2) agO "I act"' egZ; em0 "I buy" eml; Odif "I hate" 
3) iuvo "I help" iüvi; video "I see" vidi; sedeo "I sit" sedi; 
frango "I break" fregi; lego "I choose/read" legi; venio "I come" veni 
As can be seen the perfect tense forms, which are given second, all show stems which have a 
lengthened vowel in comparison to that found in the present. A problem in any 
comprehensive evaluation of the Latin perfect tense is the fact that the tense is reckoned to 
be a composite of more than one tense from earlier stages of Indo-European. The Latin 
perfect does not show any generalized qualities or characteristics except 
for the endings. 
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The endings are specific to the perfect tense and occur in every verb. Apart from this little 
can be said as to any general principles of forming the tense. Some verbs show no stem 
alternation with the present (e. g volvo "I turn" volvi), others show reduplication22 (e. g. pello 
"I drive" pepuli), others show a variety of perfect suffixes (veto "I forbid" rvtui: dico "I say" 
di-xi; peto "I seek" petivi; amo "I love" amävi) and then those such as rego, ago and iuvo 
show lengthening. Latin does not possess an aorist tense, as both Sanskrit and Greek do. It 
is therefore suggested that the Latin perfect is a mixture of elements from the IE aorist and 
the IE perfect. The personal endings of the singular active of the perfect have been linked 
with those of the IE perfect in Greek and Sanskrit (SzEMERENYI 1990,259) and the 
reduplicating perfects recall the generalized tense morpheme in the perfects of Greek and 
Sanskrit. On the other hand the existence of perfects showing a suffix with an /s/ element 
makes one think of the sigmatic aorists that we have seen in previous sections of this chapter. 
As regards, however, the ablaut grades that one would expect in the perfect, the examples 
from Greek and Sanskrit would suggest either deflected grade (Greek) or reduced/zero grade 
in the plural (Sanskrit). The examples from Latin, though, do not accommodate these 
expectations. Can we ascribe the appearance of lengthened grade in the Latin perfect to the 
IE aorist? If we bear in mind the Table from Section 3.1.2, we see that, certainly in the 
active voice, Sanskrit exhibits lengthened grade in the s-aorist and in some verbs of the is- 
/sis-aorists. When we look to Greek for some confirmation we find that the evidence is 
difficult to evaluate conclusively. Writing of the sigmatic aorist forms, SMYTH (1956,173) 
states that in "verbs showing strong and weak grades, the tense-suffix is added to the strong 
stem". This would seem to suggest that length played a role in determining the shape of the 
aorist, but this only makes any real sense when seen in context. The strong grade is not a 
lengthened grade, it is simply a non-reduced grade. However, the 2nd non-sigmatic Greek 
aorist, it will be remembered, regularly exhibits reduced grade. A non-reduced sigmatic 
aorist will appear to be lengthened when set beside a reduced grade form. Although in 
complementary distribution, (thus only a very small number of verbs will show both a first 
and a second aorist) nevertheless the distinction between the two on purely formal lines is 
one based on length. Whatever the details, it seems most appropriate to ascribe these 
lengthened grade Latin perfects to an original aorist formation, if for no other reason than 
that they are so unlike the IE perfect formation. Some of them display the aorist s-suffix 
(vexi), and it is then perhaps tempting to see the others as s-aorists without the /s/. More will 
be be said about these Latin perfects in Chapter 5, where they are important in an 
explanation of the lengthened grade forms appearing in the strong verbs of the Germanic 
classes 4 and 5. For now, however, this superficial description must suffice. What perhaps 
ought to be added is that those verbs beginning with a vowel and showing lengthened grade 
forms in the perfect can be interpreted in quite a different way. They may conceivably be 
22 Much more will be said of reduplication in chapter 5, in the excursus. 
F: 7 
UIViA. r,. 
ý'. s 0F5R 
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reduplicated perfects in the normal way, the reduplicative syllable consisting as it must only 
of a vowel, having coalesced with the root vowel to form a long vowel which appears to 
have lengthened grade: emö : *e-emi > emi. 
3.4.2 Ablaut in Hittite 
The morphological simplicity of the Hittite verbal system means, as I have mentioned, that 
the opportunities for morphemic ablaut are somewhat reduced. However, there are certain 
examples from Hittite which seem to show an ablaut relationship operating in the verbal 
system which offers corroborative evidence to some of the examples we have already seen 
elsewhere. Examples given by FRIEDRICH (1960,28) are the following: 
kuenzi "he hits" kunänzi "they hit" 
kuerzi "he cuts" kuranzi "they cut" 
huekzi "he slaughters" hukanzi "they slaughter" 
Aside from the rather bloody nature of these examples they do show that some kind of 
alternation between the singular and the plural forms of verbs in the present was possible. 
The paucity of the Hittite evidence makes any concrete evaluation of the nature of the verbal 
system difficult and problematic particularly in regard to the phonology, which suffers from 
the ambiguities of the syllabic cuneiform script. On the basis of the examples above it 
seems that the plural forms have a reduced grade version of the vowel combination in the 
singular forms. This alternation reflects exactly the patterning we saw in the present tense of 
Sanskrit verbs of classes 2 and 3 and also in the suffixes of classes 5,7,8 and 9. It is also 
the type of alternation which is seen in the Sanskrit perfect tense and indeed in the Greek 
verb oi&a "I see"23 . 
3.5 Summary of Ablaut Use in Indo-European 
The structure of this chapter has enabled us to determine the primary applications of ablaut 
relationships in other Indo-European languages not belonging to the Germanic branch. The 
following applications represent perhaps the major ones which we have seen and the ones 
which in the languages considered achieved a certain degree of systematization: 
Reduced/Zero Grade: Plural of present tense active and all of middle 
Plural of perfect tense. 
Non-sigmatic aorists. 
Deflected grade: Singular of perfect tense. 
Lengthened Grade: Sigmatic Aorist 
23 The present tense of ot&a "I see": 
Sin Plu. 
I oi&a wgLEV 
2 o1 Oa 1otE 
3 oi&E ißaal 
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These uses must be borne in mind for the following chapters, where the situation in the 
Germanic verbal system will first be described (Chapter 4) and then evaluated against the 
evidence that we have here discussed for other IE languages (Chapter 5). 
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4. The Use and Application of Ablaut in the Germanic Strong Verbal System 
4.0 Outline 
This chapter will begin by outlining and describing the verbal ablaut systems of five of the 
dialects of the Germanic branch of IE languages: Gothic (Go. ), Old English (OE), Old Saxon 
(OS), Old High German (OHG) and Old Norse (ON). A description of the nature of the 
Germanic verbal system will, however, first provide a basis for a structured discussion of the 
ablaut patterning in the dialects. Having detailed the systems of each of the dialects the 
general pattern will be observed and individual problem areas will become apparent. We 
will then be able to assess the systematization at work in the Germanic branch. The 
information in this chapter, while perhaps pedestrian, will nevertheless furnish us with the 
necessary facts for a detailed investigation of the Germanic ablaut patterning which will 
follow in Chapter 5. 
4.1 Introduction 
Germanic refers to all the languages and dialects of the Germanic branch of the Indo- 
European "tree". Today these comprise: Swedish, Norwegian (Nynorsk and Bokm, -U), 
Danish, Icelandic, Faroese, English, Dutch, Afrikaans, German. These in their turn form two 
sub-groups: North Germanic (Swedish to Faroese) and West Germanic (English to German). 
A third sub-group, East Germanic, is now extinct, and became so at quite an early stage in 
the development of the Germanic branch. Its members included the languages of the Goths, 
Vandals and Burgundians, among those of other eastern tribes. The only substantial written 
record of this branch, excluding the evidence from onomastic studies and in the historical 
works of the late Latin authors, is provided by a translation of the bible into Gothic by 
Bishop Ulfilas from the fourth century A. D. This text represents the earliest literary work in 
any of the Germanic languages, and is thus of particular historical importance. It is quite 
possible that, to all intents and purposes, the East Germanic languages became extinct before 
the first extant texts in any of the other Germanic dialects were written down. Although 
there are claims made for the continued existence of East Germanic in Crimean Gothic. 
How long this Crimean form lasted is not known with any certainty, and studies of it only 
have very sparse evidence to go on. 
4.1.1 Germanic Verbal Ablaut: Preliminary Remarks 
Ablaut appears in Germanic in the most systematized way in the verbal system. Here it is 
utilized as a tense-marker, and to a lesser extent as a means of distinguishing number for the 
so-called strong verbs. Germanic verbs divide into two groups, traditionally called the 
strong and weak verbs. Weak verbs are those which, in the formation of the preterite tense 
and in the formation of the past participle, add a dental suffix following the verbal theme 
(Go. andºt, aürdida "answered", OHG antwurtita, OE andsiwwarode). Weak verbs are for the 
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most part secondary, that is they are derived from nouns, adjectives or other verbs, and as a 
result are called denominative or deverbative. Because they are derivative, in the early 
languages they bear derivational suffixes, in contrast to the strong and by implication 
primary verbs which add the personal endings to the thematic stem or root of the verb. I It is 
these strong verbs which will form the focus of this work because it is they that exhibit 
ablaut most consistently in the Germanic languages. It is within the verbal system that ablaut 
develops a morphologically and grammatically important role, in contrast to the systems of 
Sanskrit and Greek, which we considered in the previous chapter, where ablaut's role is seen 
as more incidental and can perhaps be disregarded as having any intrinsic morphological 
function. As we saw in Greek, the number of verbs displaying ablaut to any functional 
degree is very small, whereas, as will be seen in Germanic, the number is considerably and 
significantly larger and represents those verbs with the highest token frequency2 . 
As a result 
their use of ablaut can have a significant influence on the language as a whole, and of course 
firmly entrenches ablaut within the system, more or less guaranteeing its retention as a 
grammatical function marker throughout the continuing development of the Germanic 
languages. If ablaut were something both incidental and uncommon, it would perhaps not 
have developed so complex a system as we have in Germanic. The tendency of language is 
toward regularity. There may be irregularities but they are only tolerated through frequency 
or necessity, Thus one can only say that in Germanic ablaut had become so systematized 
among such a large group of verbs that it would have been almost impossible for the system 
to have developed in such a way that the strong verbs would all have formed their past tenses 
with dental suffixes, a German innovation in itself, even though this is the regular formation 
inasmuch as the majority of verbs conjugate in that way. Some strong verbs have indeed 
over time swapped to the weak group, when for example the verb becomes so little used that 
the gradated forms become insecure and ill-remembered by the speakers. In this way, in the 
modern Germanic languages, there are fewer strong verbs than there used to be in their early 
stages. There is a struggle between the more complex regularity of the strong verbs with 
their high token frequency and the rigidly regular weak verbs with their high type frequency. 
The resistance of the strong verbs to the weak conjugation relies almost wholly on their 
1 The distinction between Germanic weak and strong verbs is not to be confused with the IE 
distinction between thematic and athematic verbs. Athematic verbs add the endings directly to the 
stem of the verbs, this is in fact not the case for the Germanic strong verbs which continue the o-theme 
from IE which in the early Germanic texts appears as /a/; the weak verbs exhibit supplementary themes 
different from this strong verb theme. In conjunction with the addition of the dental consonant in the 
preterite forms, these themes mark the weak verbs from the strong verbs. There are very few 
examples of IE athematic verbs in Germanic: Ger. sein, tun, gehen and stehen. 
2 Token frequency = frequency of an individual unit 
Type frequency = frequency of a specific type 
There are more weak verbs than strong verbs, the weak conjugation thus has a greater type frequency: 
the strong verbs are among the most common, generally used more often individually than weak verbs 
and so they have a higher token frequency. 
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frequency as individual forms. The moment strong verbs become less often used, the more 
likely they are to become assimilated into the weak conjugation. 
The verbal system of Germanic is quite simple compared with what we have seen in those of 
Greek and Sanskrit, where the number of synthetic tenses was particularly large and the 
system rather complex, relying on endings and suffixes as a means of expressing temporal 
and aspectual differences. Among all the dialects, Germanic shows but two tenses: a present 
and a preterite. Other tense distinctions are made using periphrastic constructions with 
auxiliaries or through the use of adverbs and temporal prefixes. That the temporal system of 
the verbs is so much less complex than Greek and Sanskrit means that any ablaut 
relationships that are displayed will necessarily be that much more evident. If the past tense 
in Germanic were regularly distinguished by an ablaut relationship, this distinction would by 
necessity have greater currency than the same relationship holding for one tense distinction 
in a language with several tenses. The principal parts, for the purposes of defining the 
different stem alternants in the system are represented by the infinitive, the first persons 
singular and plural of the preterite tense and the past participle (e. g. Go. bair-an "to bear", 
bar-, ber-um, baür-ans). From these four stems are generally formed all the verb forms of 
each of the dialects, bearing in mind individual cases of vowel mutation (umlaut). On the 
basis of the patterning of these alternants the verbs in each of the dialects have been ordered 
into six classes, and an additional class to which belong verbs that reduplicate in Gothic, but 
that in the other dialects show an ablaut alternation. 
The classification in use since the nineteenth century has followed this scheme: 3 
Table 2: Germanic Ablaut System 
Present Preterite 1 Preterite 2 Past Participle 
Class 1: C+e+i+C C+a+i+C C+i+C C+i+C 
Class 2: C+e+u+C C+a+u+C C+u+C C+u+C 
Class 3: C+e+R+C C+a+R+C C+u+R+C C+u+R+C 
Class 4: C+e+R C+a+R C+e+R C+u+R 
Class 5: C+e+C C+a+C C+e+C C+e+C 
Class 6: C+a+C C+ö+C C+ö+C C+a+C 











C= any consonant; R= any resonant (liquid or nasal). 
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The exact basis for such classification will be dealt with at the end of this chapter when the 
verb systems obtaining in each of the dialects have been described in detail, but in order to 
describe them effectively until that point the systems will be described in terms of the above 
table and how they differ particularly in regard to the phonology. Before this, however, I 
should say something about the development of the vowel system in the Germanic branch, 
and how it differs from an earlier IE system. From such a discussion, the comparison of the 
systems which we shall make in chapter 5 will be much clearer. 
4.1.2 The Germanic Vowel System 
The late proto-Indo-European phonological system had a set of five short vowels and five 
corresponding long vowels (/a, e, i, o, u, a, e, ö, i, ü/), although /i, u/ in addition to their function as 
full vowels also showed consonantal allophones according to their environment. Both Greek 
and Latin exhibit all ten of these full vowels, but Sanskrit has only /a, i, u, ä, i, ü/, the short 
vowels a, e, o all merging in /a/. The Sanskrit long vowels written e and o are really 
contractions of the diphthongs /ai/ and /au/ respectively which can more clearly be seen in 
the allophones /ay/ and /av/ (and corresponding allographs ay and av) which appear before 
vowels. 
The treatment of the vowels in Germanic is as follows: 
IE /a/ = Gmc. /a/. e. g. Skt. äjrah, Gr. äYpöc, Go. akrs, ON akr. OHG ackar 
IE /e/ = Gmc. /e/, but in Gothic this is raised to /i/ except before /r, h, hw/. 
e. g. Gr. 98oµat, Lat. edö, ON eta, OHG ezzan, Go. iran. 
IE li/ = Gmc. /il. Skt. vidhävä, Lat. vidua, Go. widuwö, OHG wiluwa; Lat. 
piscis, Go. frsks, ONfiskr, OHG fist. 
IE /ol > Gmc. la/. Gr. öxiw, Lat. octo, Mr. ocht, Go. Amu, ON dua 
(compensatory lengthening upon loss of /h/ < /k/), OHG ahto. 
IE lu/ = Gmc. /u/. Skt upari, Gr. vip, Lat. super, Go. ufar, OHG ubir. 
The long vowels correspond thus: 
IE /ä/ > Gmc. /ö/ (OHG then > /uo/). Skt. bhratr, Gr. cppätp, Lat. frater, 
Go. brö ar, ON brööir. 
IE /e/ > Go. le/, NGmc. WGmc. /ä/ (but OE > /äe1, and Fris. > lel). Gr. 
tiI tt, Lat. feci, Go. ga-des, ON dad, OE dýxd. 
IE /-l/ = Gmc. /11. Lat. suinus Russ. svinoj, Go. swein, ON svin, OE/OHG 
sivin. 
JE /ö/ > Gmc. 1ö/ (OHG > /uo/). IE *bhlö-, Lat. flös, Go. blörna, ON blöme, 
OE blöma, OHG bluoma. 
IE /ü/ = Gmc. /ü!. Skt. müs-, Gr. µc, OHG, ON/OE miis. 
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In Germanic, however, there is a problem in the long vowel system. Gothic, which retains 
IE /e/ as /e/, also shows forms which have /e/ but which are inconsistent with a development 
from IE /e/. Cognate forms in the other Germanic dialects show /e/ where one would expect 
/ä/ (or /äe/) if they had developed from the IE /e/. In OHG the development of this other /e/ 
parallels the development of Gmc. /ö/ < IE /ö, ä, /, viz. /ö/ > /uo, ua/., /e/ > /ia, ie/, both of them 
forming diphthongs. This /e/ (which conventionally is designated /e2/ to distinguish it from 
the other /e/ < IE /e/) is quite rare and there are only a few words which show any link with 
IE cognates (tenuous as they may be). However this vowel provides the past tense vocalism 
for strong verbs of Class 7 in all Germanic dialects except for Gothic which forms the 
preterite tense by means of reduplication. About this problem there will be more later. 
In addition to the ten late-IE monopthongs, each of the low vowels could be joined with the 
two short high vowels, so that we have a diphthongal scheme thus /ai, ei, oi, au, eu, ou/. Long 
diphthongs do not play an important role for Germanic and indeed they mostly become 
shortened and develop as the short diphthongs or else they lose their second element (/i, u/) 
and develop as long vowels. There have been theories linking the long vowel /e2/ with the IE 
diphthong /ei/, but I shall discuss this later. 
The development of the IE diphthongs in Gmc. follows in the main the development of the 
individual vowels, so that /ai/ and /oi/ merge in /ai/, and /au/ and /ou! in /au/. Thus: 
IE /ai/ > Gmc. /ai/ (but later ON/OHG > /ei/, OS > /e/, OE > /ä/) Lat. haedus 
< IE *ghaidos, Go. gaits, ON geit, OHG geiz, OE gat. 
IE /ei/ > Grnc. Ci/. Gr. atieixco, Go. steigan, ON stiga, OHG stigan. 
IE /ou > Gmc. /ai/ (and it follows the development of Gmc. /ai/ < IE /ai/). 
OLat. oino(nz), Gr. oivr, Go. ains, ON einn, OHG ein, OE än. 
IE /au/ > lau/ (but OHG > /ou/, OE > /e-a/). Lat. augere, Gr. a154Ew, Go. 
aukan, ON auka, OE eacian. 
IE /eul > Gmc. /eul, then > Go. /iul, NGrnc. /iu, iO/, OE /e-o/, OHG 
/iu, eo>io/. Gr, ye m", Go. kiusan, ON 46sa, OE ceosan, OHG kiosan. 
IE /ou! > Gmc. /au/ (but > OHG lout, OE /ea/). Lit. raüdas, Lat. rufus, Go. 
raues, ON raudr, OE read, OHG röt (/ou/ > /O/ before dentals). 
In addition to these vowels and diphthongs IE also had the capacity to form syllables using 
the sonants /r, l, m, n/. These could stand as the syllable forming element in a word, e. g. Skt. - 
prna- "full", mrtam "death" (compare also Slavic usage, e. g. the island Krk). In Germanic 
these syllabic resonants develop a preceding `Murmelvokal' which becomes /u/ and later, 
acccording to phonological environment to /o/. 
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4.2 The Verbal Systems of the Germanic Dialects 
4.2.1 Gothic 
Let us begin with the earliest textually attested dialect of Germanic and consider the structure 
of its verbal ablaut system, using the classification system which we saw in Table 2. 
Class 1 
Gmc. /eil > Go. Ci/ but written nevertheless ei. Short II! never appears before /r, h, hw/ where 
the written form ai occurs, which corresponds to the development of IE /e/ > Go. /i/ except 
before /r, h, hw/. Go. /il < IE /e/ and Go. /i/ < IE /i/ show parallel development. We can split 
the class into two sub-groups: 
a) beidan "wait" bäiß bidum bidans 
sieigan "ascend" stäig stigum stigans 
b) leihwan "lend" läihw laihwum laihirans 
teihan "show" taiih taihum taihans 
Class 2 
Gmc. /eu/ appears as /iu/ in Gothic. Parallel to the breaking of /i/ > ai (=/e/) before /r, h, hw/, 
so /u/ > au (=/o/) before /r, h, hw/. In addition there is the verb -lükan "close" with infinitive 
in /ü/ which would seem to parallel the monophthongization of Class 1 where the Indo- 
European /ei/ becomes Gmc. /1/ (=Go. ei). I shall say more on this with the description of the 
OHG system. So here we should divide into three sub-groups: 
a) -biudan "bid" -bäuß -budum -budans 
l iugan "tell lies" läug l ugum lugans 
b) -lükan "close" -läuk -lukum -lukans 
c) tiuhan "lead" täuh taühutn taühans 
jbliuhan 
"flee" bläuh Plaühum blaühans 
Class 3 
Gmc. /e/ > Go. /i/ except before /r, h, hw/ where ai = /e/. Also /u/ > aü = /o/ before /r, h, hw/. 
Thus two sub-groups: 
a) br. 'ndan "bind" band bundurn bundans 
-ginnan "begin" -gann -gunnum -gunnans 
b) bairgan "protect" barg baürgum baürgans 
wairpan "throve" warp waurpum waurpans 
Class 4 
Gmc. /e/ > Go. /i/ except before /r, h, hw/ where a'= /e/. /u/ > aü =10/ before /r, h, hw/. There 
are also two verbs which have /u/ in the infinitive, however they 
both only appear in the 
present tense. Thus three sub-groups: 
;6 
a) niman "take" 
brikan "break" 
nam nemum humans 
brak *brekum brukan. s 
b) trudan4 "tread" 
wulan "seethe" 
*trad *tredum ýtrudans 
tival »velum wulans 
c) bairan "bear" bar berum baz'rrans 
-tairan "destroy" -tar -terum -taürans 
Class 5 
Gmc. /e/ > Go. /i/ except before /r, h, hw/ where ai = let. Thus two sub-groups: 
a) l isan "read" 
giban "give" 
las Jesum lisans 
gaf gebum gibans 
b) saihwan "see" 
fraihnan "ask" 
Class 6 
Follows the pattern of 4.1.1 exactly. One group: 
sahtir sehinim saihwans 
. 
frah frehum fraihans 
f'aran "go" *för *rorum farans 
Pwahan "wash" PwQh bwöhum Pwahans 
Class 7 
Gothic Class 7 consists of all those verbs that show reduplication in the preterite singular and 
plural. As we shall see the other Germanic dialects do not show reduplication in these verbs 
but have a kind of ablaut. The infinitive stems of the Gothic seventh class verbs are various, 
but they are all what PROKOSCH calls Heavy Bases, being constituted of either a long vowel, 
or of a short vowel plus two (con)sonants or a diphthong (i. e. vowel + sonant /i, u1) plus 
consonant. So on the basis of their phonological environment one can classify them in a way 
which resembles those of the first three classes: 








But for their root vowel (/a/ vs. /e/), 7a), b) and c) correspond to the structures of the stems 
of the first three classes. As we shall see later these correspondences have been seized upon 
by, among others, COETSEM (1956, et al. ) to explain the loss of reduplication in this class for 
the other Germanic dialects. 
In addition to these five groups (7a-e) there are also verbs which show ablaut as well as 
reduplication, showing /ö/ in the preterite tense. These verbs show /e/ in the present stem 
(CeC) or /ai/ when a verbum purum (Cai-). In addition there is the verb bnauan "rub" which 
4 These form an odd little group of verbs which do not exhibit the expected vocalism in the present. 
These will be looked at in more detail in Chapter 5, Section 5.2.1.1, when I discuss aorist presents. 
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is known only from a present participle which possibly belongs to this class if we believe the 
cases where it occurs in other dialects. So we could list the following eight sub-groups: 
a) häitan "call" 
mäitan "cut" 
b) äukan "add" 
hläupan "leap" 
c) haldan "hold" 
fähan "seize" 
d) slepan "sleep" 
-blesan "blow" 
e) hwQpan "boast" 
ffökan "bewail" 
f) gretan "weep" 
letan "let" 
g) saian "sow" 
waian "blow" 














































Gothic seems to hold itself well to the classification outlined in section 4.1.1. Its only 
deviations are the regular language internal phonological developments of /i/ > /e/ and /u'> 
/o/ before /r, h, hw/. Schematized in a similar way, Gothic on its own looks something like 
this: 5 
5 Instead of the Go. graphemes ai and an, I have used here the corresponding phonemes 
/e/ and /o/. 
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Table 3: Gothic Ablaut System 
Present Pret. 1 Pret. 2 Past Participle 
l a) CC CaiC CiC CiC- 
b) Cir, h, hw Cair, h, hw Cer, h, hw Cer, h, hw 
2a) CiuC CauC CuC CuC 
b) CüC CauC CuC CuC 
c) Ciur, h, hw Caur, h, hw Cor, h, hw Cor, h, hw 
3a) CiNC CaNC CuNC CuNC 
b) CaLC CaLC CoLC CoLC 
4a) ON CaN CeN CuN 
b) CeL CaL CeL CoL 
5a) CiC CaC CeC CiC 
b) Ceh(N), hw Cah(N), hw Ceh(N), hw Ceh(N), hw 
6 CaC CöC CC CaC 
7a) CaiC CeCaic CeCaiC CaiC 
b) CauC CeCauC CeCauC CauC 
c) CaRC CeCaRC CeCaRC CaRC 
d) CeC CeCeC CeCeC CeC 
e) CöC CeCOC CeCöC CöC 
f) CeC CeCöC CeCOC CeC 
g) Cai CeCö CeCö Cai 
h) Can ? ? ? 
At a quick glance at this table, one would imagine that Class 7 is somewhat overloaded with 
verbs, but the vagaries of the nineteenth-century philologists, whom we must thank for the 
institution of the sevenfold classification, attributed all reduplicating verbs to a group of their 
own, perhaps wanting to ignore their Gothic peculiarity. To illustrate which classes were 
pre-eminent and which were really groups of leftovers, a comprehensive list of all the Gothic 
strong verbs is useful. Of course, the fund of Gothic that we possess cannot be expected to 
reflect the totality of strong verbs that Gothic in actuality might have had. I shall list the 
verbs according to the designations of Table 2 above. 6 
6 For notes on these verbs and for all Germanic verbs see appendix 7.2. 
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Class 2a) -biudan "bid" 
biugan "bend" 




-hniupan "break apart" 
kiusan "test, choose" 
kriustan "gnash" 
b) -lükan "close" 
C) tiuhan "lead" 




























ßreihan "press upon" 
weihan "fight" 
liudan "grow" 
liugan "tell lies" 
-liudan "lose" 
niulan "enjoy" 
-skiuban "push aside" 















-ivrisqan "bear fruit" 
* jýairsan "wither" 
wairpan "throw" 
wairl5an "become" 
7 Infinitives, where they are not extant, are extrapolated from existing present 
forms such as the 
present participle 
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C) bafran "bear" 
Class 5a) bidjan "pray" 
itan "eat" 









b) ftaähnan "ask" 
Class 6 alan "grow" 
-anan "expire" 
-daban "beseem" 









Class 7a -äikan "deny" 
frdisan "tempt" 
he itan "call" 







-nisan "be saved" 
niian "help" 





















sk. ciidan "divide" 
(- Iäihan)g "cherish" 
(stäntan) "smite" 
8 The verbs in parentheses do not exhibit a reduplicated preterite form, so that from this list of 36 
possible reduplicating verbs only 22 actually show reduplicated forms. It is still possible to ascribe 
them to this class on the basis of their phonological environment and from the evidence of other 
dialects, which although they do not show reduplication, often treat collectively the verbs which in 
Gothic reduplicated. 
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The outer limit, then, of Gothic verbs is a total of 169, distributed among the seven classes 
like this: 
1 2 3 








--- 25 20 32 
(14.79%) (11.83%) (18.93%) 
4567 








9 23 22 38 
(5.33%) (13.61%) (13.02%) (22.49%) 
Before trying to evaluate this data I shall continue by treating the four other dialects under 
scrutiny here in the same way. That is, with a description of the system and a comprehensive 
list of the affected verbs. 
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4.2.2 Old English 
We shall now look at the verbal system as seen in the dialect of Old English, likewise using 
the traditional seven class system as the basis. 
Class 1 
Gmc. /ai/ > OE /ä/. The class generally follows its Gmc. pattern closely but there is a small 
group of contracted verbs which show Co, eo/ in the present tense, but otherwise follow the 
other verbs of the class, except that because of the present tense vocalism they also tend to 
conjugate according to Class 2 which has this vocalism in its present stem. The verbs listed 
under this class are those which derive or are contracted from -iha-, which does show the 
vocalism appropriate to the class. Because of the /h/, Grammatical Change appears in the 
shape of /g/ in the preterite plural and PP of these contracted verbs. So two sub-groups: 
a) drffan "drive" draf drifon drifen 
snipan "cut" snap snidon sniden 
b) leon "lend" lah Ligon ligen 
peon "thrive" pah bigon eigen 
Class 2 
Gmc. /eu/ > OE /6o/. Gmc. /au/ > /e-a/. Also, to account for the difference between Preterite 
plural and PP vocalisms, IE /u/ > Gmc /o/ when followed by original /a, ä, o, o, e, e/ or the 
suffix IE *-eno- (used in forming the PP), when not checked by a nasal + Cons. or an 
intervening /i, j/. Compare Class 2 in OHG. This change does not appear in Ulfilas's Gothic. 
In addition to the normal series there are also some verbs with /ü/ in the present tense, cf. 
Go. and OHG. There are contracted verbs in this Class which show the same vocalism as the 
uncontracted majority, but merely without the stem-final consonant. Also the Contracted 
verbs of Class I (b) have a tendency to show conjugation according to Class 2. Thus three 
groups: 
a) cleofan "split" cleaf clufon clofen 
seopan "boil" seap sudon soden 
b) briscan "use" breac brucon brocen 
sücan "suck" seac sucon socen 
c) fleon "flee" fleah flugon flogen 
teon "d. raw" teah tugon togen 
Class 3 
IE /e/ > Gmc. /i/ before nasal + Cons. Breaking of /a/ > /ea/ before /1, r, h, h+C/, and of /e/ > 
/eo/ before /r, hh+C, lc/. Gmc. /a/ > OE /w/, especially in closed syllables. /u/ > /o/ before 
/a, a, e, e, o, o/ or -eno-, as in Class 2, when not checked by nasal + Cons. or /i, j/. Thus three 
rather ragbag groups: 
a) drincan "drink" dranc druncon druncen 
windan "leap/roll" wand ii 'undon wunden 
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b) belgan "be angry" bealg bulgon bolgen 
meltan "melt" mealt multon molten 
gieldan "yield/pay" geald guldon golden 
ceorfan "cut" cearf curfon corfen feohtan "fight" feaht fuhton fohten 
meolcan "milk" mealc mulcon molcen 
c) stregdan "strew" strcegd strugdon strogden frzgnan "ask" frcegn frugnon frugnenl 
frognen 
ßerscan "beat/thresh" bcersc Purscon porscen 
Class 4 
Gmc. /a/ > /w/. Gmc. /c/ > /c-T/. /u/ > /o/ before /a, ä, e, e, o, o/ or *-eno-, except when checked by a nasal + Cons. or /i, j/. The normal pettern is therefore: 
helan "conceal" heel htlon holen 
teran "tear" teer tCeron Loren 
In addition there are the following two verbs which have aberrant forms but which on 
account of their phonological environment are classified here: 
cuman "come" cöm cömon cumen 
niman "take" nöm/ nömon/ numen 
nam nämon 
Class 5 
This class runs according to the pattern set up for Germanic. The subdivisions are caused by 
different types of verbs. As in other dialects there are a group of j-present verbs which 
belong here and which, due to i-umlaut caused by the original /j/, have /i/ as the present 
vocalism. In addition there are some contracted verbs which conjugate according to Class 5. 
Thus three groups: 
a) swefan "sleep" swcef swcefon swefen 
but /ae, J-c/ > /ea, ea/ after palatal /c, g, sc/: 
giefan "give" geaf geafon giefen 
b) biddan "ask/bid" bred bCedon beden 
licgan "lie" laeg hgon legen 
c) seon "see" seah sCegon/ segenl 
säwan sewen 
pleon "risk" pleah pl&gon plegen 
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Class 6 
This class can also be divided into those that follow the Germanic pattern, j-presents and contracted verbs. J-presents show /e/ in the present unless broken to /ie/ by palatal 
consonants. So: 
a) sacan "fight" söc söcon sacen/scecen9 
grafan "dig" gröf gröfon grafen lgrcefen 
b) hebban "lift" höf höfon hafenihaefen 
scieppan "shape" scöp scöpon sceapen 
c) slean "slay" slög/slöh slögon slagenlslcegen 
11 
Class 7 
Hearn "flay" flog/flöh flagon Hagenwegen 
Also called the reduplicating class although in OE only a few fragmentary and other perhaps 
spurious forms showing reduplication actually exist. This class, however, contains all those 
verbs which in Gothic did form the preterite tense using reduplication. Class 7 verbs can be 
divided into two groups according to their preterite vocalism: in OHG this is either /ia/ or 
/io/ (both of which by the late OHG period have merged to /ie/), in OE, however, the 
vocalism splits to either /e/ or /e-o/. But the division does not seem as clear-cut as in OHG, 
with many verbs seeming to be misplaced. The very general guidelines are as follows: - Verbs with stem vowels /ä/+Cons (but not /w/) or /w/ have /e/ in the preterite, in addition, 
however, blandan, hön andn belong here. All others have /e-o/; these include stems 
/a/+R+C (with breaking before /l, r, h/), /ä/+w (verbs pura), /ea/+C and /o/+C (inc. verba pura 
-Ow). There are however exceptions which do not fit this scheme, these will be seen in the 
lists of verbs. So: 
a)i) hätan "order/name" het heron haien 
ii) slcepan "sleep" step slepon slýepen 
iii) Jbn "catch" eng fe-ngon fangen 
b)i) bannan "summon" boon beonnon bannen 
ii) feallan "fall" doll Jollon feallen 
iii) bläwan "blow" bleow bleowon bläwen 
säwan "sow" seow seowon säwen 
iv) beatan "beat" beot beoton beaten 
v) hröpan "cry out" hreop hreopon hröpen 
gröwan "grow" greow greowon growen 
9 "The regular development of Germanic /a/ when followed by a palatal vowel in the next syllable is 
/a'/, so that forms with /a/ like faren, &c, are new formations with /a/ from the present. " (WRicrt 1T 
1914, § 508, p. 271) 
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As for the previous dialect I ought once again to redefine the actual Gmc. verb system for 
OE in terms of the dialectal changes from Table 2. 
Table 4: Old English Ablaut S stemlo 
Present Pret 1 Pret 2 PP 
1. a) CiC CäC CiC CiC 
b) Ceo- CäC CiC CiC 
2. a) CeoC CeaC CuC CoC 
b) CüC CeaC CuC CoC 
c) Ceo- CeaC CuC CoC 
3. a) CiNC CaNC CuNC CuNC 
b) CeLC CeaLC CuLC CoLC 
PieRC PeaLC. PuLC PoLC 
Ceor, l, hC Cear/1/hC Cur/l/hC Cor/1/hC 
c) CreC CreC CruC CroC 
CerC CerC CurC CorC 
CriC CraeC CruC CroC/CruC 
4. a) CeR CxR CaeR CoR 
(CuN/CiN CON CON CuN) 
5. a) CeC CxC Cab- C CeC 
PieC PeaC PeaC PieC 
b) CiC CxC CxC CeC 
c) Ceo- CeaC CaeC/(Cä. C) CeC 
6. a) CaC COC COC CaC/CxC 
b) CeC COC COC CaC/CeC 
c) Cea- 000 COC CaC/CeC 
7. a)i) CäC CeC CeC CäC 
ii) Cx-C CeC CeC CCT-C 
Iii) CO- CeNC CeNC CaNC 
b)i) CaIýTC CeoNC CeoNC CaNC 
ii) CeaLC CeoLC CeoLC CeaLC 
iii) Cäw Ceow Ceow Caw 
iv) CeaC CeoC CeoC CeaC 
v) COC CeoC CeOC COC 
vi) C- (CeoC CeoC) cu-- 
It does not really take a genius to note that the intricacies of this system are much greater 
than that we set up for Gothic in Table 3. To a certain extent these intricacies are caused by 
language internal developments of purely phonological nature, which at this stage of the 
language affect it only incidentally. The main difference is the seventh class without 
10 In addition: P= Palatal Cons. (here /g, c, sc/, N=Nasal; L=Liquid. 
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reduplication, in contrast to Gothic which shows it. As with Gothic I shall now introduce a 
comprehensive list of the Old English strong verbs in their traditional classifications. II 






















li, ban V "go" 
migan "piss" 
mijýan "conceal" 




b)12 leon (< *lihan) V "lend" 
seon (< *sihan) V "strain" 
teon (< *h) V "accuse" 
, 
beon (< *ihan) V "thrive" 
wreon (< wrihan) V "cover" 

























ßinan "get moist" 
ßwinan "dwindle" 




wit tan "look" 
wridan "grow" 
writan "write" 
wri, ban "twist" 
*hre-odan "adorn" 
hreosan V "fall" 
hreowan "nie" 
leodan "grow" 
leogan "tell lies" 
-leosan V "lose" 
neotan "enjoy/use" 
IIAV indicates that the verb exhibits forms which show the effects of Verner's Law (See Section 
2.2.1) 
12 Of the contracted verbs, Peon and wreon regularly show forms following Class 2, lion almost 
totally according to Class 2. Leon and se-on appear to conjugate only according to Class 1. A sear 
with the meaning "see" belongs to Class 5. The earliest forms of these verbs have -io- in the infinitive 
which more directly points to their true etymology and thereby their inclusion in Class 1. Peon 
originally had a nasal before the contracted /h/ and would therefore have first belonged to Class 3 (cf. 





dreosan V "fall/die" 
fleogan "fly" 
fleotan "float" 














C) fleon (<fleohan) V "flee"" 
teon (< *teohan) V "draw 









































































































Class 5a) cnedan "knead" 












fie-on (< 7eohan) V "rejoice" C) 
pleon (< pleohan) V "risk" 
seon (< 'ýseohan) V "see" 













swel tan "die" 









































b_1 hebban "lift" 
hliehhan "laugh" 
scieppan "shape" 
C) flean (<* Weahan) V "flay" 
lean (< leahan) V "blame" 
slean (< * sleahan) V "slay" 
wean (< * ßweahan) V "wash" 
Class 7a i hätan "order/name" 
*hwätan "push" 
läcan "swing/play" 
Di br&-dan "roast" 
grcptan "weep" 
dr&dan "dread" 
iii fo-n "catch" 
blandan "blend" 
WD bannan "stumnon" 
gangan "go" 





















f iöuran "flow" 


















*räwan "put in rows" 
säwan "sow" 






hwö san "cough" 
swögan "rush" 






ý büan "build" 
The greatest possible count of OE strong verbs amounts to 341 of which a few may be 
spurious, and others have been verified with reference to other dialects. This list has been 
compiled using WRIGHT (1914) and CAMPBELL (1959) checked against SEEBOLD (1970) 
and also BOSWORTH (1964). 
The 341 OE verbs are distributed as follows: 
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a) 57 37 43 14 21 20 5 








-1 62 55 90 14 28 30 62 
(18.18%) (16.13%) (26.39%) (4.11%) (8.21%) (8.8%) (18.18%) 
4.2.3 Old Saxon 
Our next port of call is an evaluation of the ablaut series found in Old Saxon. 
Class 1 
IE /ei/ > Gmc. Iii/ OS Ci/, IE /ai/ > OS /e/. The class remains intact with no extra dialect- 
internal developments complicating matters. Thus: 
gripan "grasp" grep gripun gigripan 
lihan "lend" leh liwun giliwan 
snithan "cut" sneth sniöun gisnitian 
Class 2 
EE /eu/ > OS /eo, io/ when an /a, e, o/ stands in the following syllable and a /w/ does not 
intervene; otherwise /eu/ remains. Early OS /eo, io/ > later OS /ea, ie/. IE /ou/ > Gmc. /au/ > 
OS /a/. Gnc. /u/ > OS /o/ when /a, e, o/ follow in the next syllable and when not checked by 
a nasal; thus the PP, ending in -an, causes the change in contrast to the preterite plural forms 
which, with endings in /i, u, O/, do not. As well as the normal alternation for this series 
(eo-ö-u---o) there are also some verbs which have /ti/ in the present tense. Thus we can split 
this series into two groups as follows: 
a) biodan "offer" bad budun gibodan 
kiosan "choose" kos kurun gikoran 
b) Mikan "close" 5k lukun gilokan 
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Class 3 
This class splits neatly into two groups according to dialect internal developments. The 
change /u/ to /o/ except when checked by a nasal means that the class splits on the one hand in its past participle, and on the other hand the change of /e/ to /i/ before a nasal means that there is a correponding split in the present tense vocalism. The change /u/ to /o/ is, however, 
unstable and often does not conform. It will perhaps be useful to segregate in addition those 
verbs which show the liquid before the root vocalism as in for exampleflehtan "weave". 
a) bindan "tie" band bundun gibundan 
sinkan "sink" sank sunkun *gisunkan 
b) werpan "throw" warp wurpun giworpan 
helpan "help" halp hulpun giholpan 
c) *fregnan "ask" fragn frugnun gifrugnan 
flehtan "weave" *flaht *fluhtun giflohtan 
Class 4 
Gmc. /a/ = OS /a/. IE /e/ > OS 15l. Gmc. /u/ > /o/ before /a, e, o1. These developments mean 
that the alternation is e-aaä o, as follows: 
brekan "break" brak bräkun gibrokan 
beran "bear" bar bärun giboran 
In addition there are, as with OE, the following two verbs which appear to defy the class 
structure. Niman, however, because of the intervocalic nasal undergoes the extra changes 
which were noted for group 3a): /e/ > /i/ and the checking of the change /u/ > /o/. Thus: 
niman "take" nam nämun ginuman 
And the second verb is cuman which shows /ul throughout the present, but follows the 




quam quämun gikuman 
This class follows the developments of Class 4, showing in contrast the vocalism of the 
present tense in the PP. There are also somej-presents which accordingly show /i/ in the 
present as a result of the influence of the following /j/ on the /e/ vocalism of the root syllable. 
a) geban "give" gaf gdbun gigehan 
lesan "collect" las Icrsun gilesan 
b} biddian "ask" bad bädun gibedan 
sittian "sit" 
Class 6 
sat sd tun gisetan 
The alternation pattern of OS Class 6 corresponds exactly to the model in Table 2 (4.1.1). 
There are a group of j-presents just as in OE and these show /e/ in the present tense as the 
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mutated form of /a/. The /ö/ of the preterite is often found in the texts rendered as uo 
whether this means that the sound has been diphthongized, as in OHG, or not. 
a) dragan "drag/draw" drag drogun gidragan 
faran "go/fare" fo- r förun gifaran 
b) heffian "lift" haf' habun gihaban 
swerian "swear" swar swarun giswaran 
Class 7 
As we have seen in the case of Old English, Class 7 exists purely as a result of the fact that 
the verbs in it reduplicate in Gothic. This means that the class appears to be rather ragbag. 
In OS the class splits into two groupings according to the preterite vocalism: /e/ or /o/. This 
split is confirmed in considering the role of the present tense vocalism. Those verbs having 
/e/ in the preterite, have in the present tense either OS /a/ (=Gmc. /a/), OS /ä/ (< Gmc. /e/) or 
OS /e/ (< Gmc. /ail), whereas those verbs with preterites in /lo/ show OS /ö/ (< Gmc. /au/) or 
/io/ (< Gmc. /0/). These two OS /o/'s are not signified differently in the texts except that /0/< 
Gmc. /0/ is sometimes found as uo. For practical purposes there is no difference and the 
verbs of both heritages can be treated together. The group with /e/ in the present tense is 
interesting because in the texts this vocalism is seen in all tenses, the tenses therefore being 
indicated in effect by the personal endings of the verb and by context. The /e/ found in the 
preterite tense is the vowel often called /e2/, an elusive creature which will be dealt with in 
much greater detail in Chapter 5, and it often appears in the texts as ie, resembling the 
diphthongal vocalism of OE and OHG at this point. Those verbs with /a/ in the present tense 
in actual fact exhibit /e/ in the preterite, which seems to be shortening of original /e/ as a 
result of two following consonants. 13 We have, then, identified four subdivisions of the 
class, as follows: 
a) haldan "hold" held heldun gihaldan 
gangan "go" geng gengun gigangan 
b) lätan "let" let letun gilätan 
rädan "advise" red redun grädan 
c) hetan "(be) call(ed)" het hetun gihetan 
skedan "separate" sketh *skethun giskethan 
d) hröpan "call" hriop hriopun *gihröpan 
stötan "push" stiot stiotun gistötan 
As for the two previous Germanic dialects, these class alternations will now be represented 
in tabular form in accordance with the scheine of Table 2: 
13 This echoes the case in Old Norse where verbs like fcz "catch" have a preteritefekk. 
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Table 5: Old Saxon Ablaut System 
Present Pret 1 Pret 2 pp 
1 CiC CeC CiC CiC 
2a) CioC CöC CuC CoC 
b) CüC CöC CuC CoC 
3a) CiNC CaNC CuNC CuNC 
b) CeLC CaLC CuLC CoLC 
c) CLeC CLaC CLuC CLoC 
4) CeR CaR CäR CoR 
(CeC CaC CäC CoC) 
nim nam näm num 
kum quam quäm kurn 
5a) CeC CaC CäC CeC 
b) CiCCi CaC CäC CeC 
6a) CaC CöC CöC CaC 
b) CeCCi CöC CöC CaC 
7a) CaRC CeRC CeRC CaRC 
b) CäC CeC CeC CaC 
c) CeC CeC CeC CeC 
d) CöC CioC CioC CöC 
C ? Cio- ? Cio Ctý 
And to complete the profile of OS, a list of the strong verbs in their respective groupings. 




























snidan V "cut" 
*spiwan "spew" 
sfigan "climb" 
s», ikan "deceive" 
-tihan "accuse" 
-thihan V "thrive" 
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-liban "remain" 
lihan V "lend" 
rthan "go" 
miöan V "avoid" 












ý Mikan "use" 
hrütan "snore" 
-lickan "close" 






























kiosan V "choose" 
*klioban "cleave" 
liodan "grow" 
hogan "tell lies" 



















































Class 6a) *bakan "bake" 
dragan "drag/draw" 
faran "go/fare" 
k(a) nagan "gnaw" 
graban "dig" 
Madan "load" 
lahan V "rebuke" 
*malan "grind" 
sakan "argue" 
! 2) heffian V "lift" 
*hlahhian V "laugh" 
-sewn V "perceive" 



















plegan "be responsible for" 











slahan V "beat" 
spanan "tempt" 
standan "stand" 
thwahan V "wash" 





















*brökan "fashion form wood? " 
flökan "beat" 
*hauwan "hew" 






The corpus of strong verbs in the dialect of Old Saxon amounts to 210. A smaller number 
than that in Old English, larger than in Gothic, but as we shall see from the following table 
comparable to Old English in statistical spread throughout the classes. The lists have been 
compiled using GALLEE (1910), HOLTHAUSEN (1885), RAUCH (1992) and, of course, 
checked according to SEEBOLD (1970). 
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21 11 20 18 12 
21 368 
64 
Tot. 40 29 48 
(19.05%) (13.81%) (22.86%) 
10 
11 23 24 35 
(5.24%) (10.95%) (11.43%) (16.67%) 
4.2.4 Old High German 
Let us now continue with a look at the system as seen in the dialect Old High German. 
Class 1 
IE /ei/ > Gmc. C/, and IE /ai/ = Gmc. /ai/ > OHG /ei/. Before /r, h, w/ Gmc. /ai/ > OHG /e/. 
Thus Class 1 has two sub-groups. 
a) triban "drive" treib tribum gitriban 
midan "avoid" meid midum gimidan 
b) zihan "accuse" zeh zigum gizigan 
spiwan "spew" spe(o) spiwum gispiwan 
Class 2 
Gmc. /eui >OHG /eo/ (> /io. /) before a following /a, e, o/. This change is however only 
complete in Franconian. In Upper German (Bavarian, Alemannic) /eu/ > /eo/ (lio/) only 
before dental or /h/ + /a, e, o/. Thus /eu/ > /iu/ elsewhere, i. e. before /i(j), u/, but in Upper 
German also before /a, e, o/ if a labial or velar (except /h/) stands between them. 
Gmc. /au/ > OHG /6/ before dentals and /h/, otherwise Gmc. /au/ > OHG /out. 
Because of the treatment of Gmc. /eu/ a vowel change occurs in the present tense according 
to the vowel of the personal ending; this occurs in all Franconian verbs and in those Upper 
German verbs which have dental or /h/ between the stem-vowel and the vowel of the 
termination. The alternation is /eo/(/io/) : /iu/ and is caused by a following ; i(j), u'. Gmc. /u/ 
> /o/ before /a, e, o/ of the following syllable otherwise remaining /u/. This accounts for the /o/ in the PP of this class against the /u/ of the preterite plural. Analogously to Class 1 one would expect /u/ in both. 
There are some verbs which have /ü/ in the present tense, as with -hTkan in Gothic and lücan and others in OE. As a result there are three sub-groups: 
a) hogan "tell lies" loug lugum gilogan (= Upper Ger. liugan) 
kriochan "creep" krouch kruchum gikrochan (= UGer. kriuchan) 
b) lüchan "close" louch luchum gilochan 
c) biotan "offer" bot butum gibotan 
-driozan "give" dräz druzzum gidrozzan 
Class 3 
Gmc. /e/ > /i/ when followed by /i(j)/, which causes an alternation in the present tense in 
those verbs with /e/ in the infinitive. Also Gmc. /e/ > /i/ if followed by /n, m/ + Cons., from 
which there is a split into two groups. The change /u/ > /o/ before /a, e, o/ as above is stopped if a nasal + Cons stands between, this accounts for the differences in the PP vocalism. 
a) spinnan "spin" 
klimban "climb" 
spann spunnum gispunnan 
klamb klumbum gikiumban 
b) melkan "milk" 
sterban "die" 
Class 4 
malk mulkum gimolkan 
starb sturbum gistorban 
Because the class is distinguished by the phonological environment of single resonant (nasal 
or liquid) the splits of Class 3 do not affect this class. Thus, Gmc. /e/ > OHG /e/ except 
before /i, j, u/ where > /i/, causing alternation in the present tense. /u/ > /o/ before /a, e, o/, 
giving a PP with /o/. Gmc. 0> OHG //. 
stelan "steal" stal SWUM gistolan 
neman "take" nam nämum ginoman 
Class 5 
Class 5 follows the phonological scheme set up for the previous classes, so that the infinitive 
shows /e/ and alternates with /i/ in the present tense according to the following vowel. Gmc. 
/e/ > OHG /&. There are also some verbs which conjugate according to this class but which 
show an /i/ throughout the present. These are the j-presents which are suffixed present fonns 
which lose the suffix in the other tenses. The suffix was j- (< IE jo-, cf. Lat. cupiö 
"desire"), and it effects mutation of a preceding /e1 > /i/. Thus we have two sub-groups: 
a) wegan "weigh, move" 
sehan "see" 
wag wägum giwegan 
sah sähum gisehan 
b) bitten "ask" bat bätum gibetan 
liggen "lie" lag lägum gilegan 
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Class 6 
Gmc, /a/ > OHG /a/. Gnc. /ö/ > OHG /uo/. 
Here too there are some. -presents, these mutate the /a/ of the present to /e/. Thus two sub- groups: 
a) slahan "slay" sluog sluogum gislagan 
wahsan "grow" wuohs wuohsum grwahsan 
b) heffen "lift" huob huobum * gihaban 
swerien "swear" slmor swuorum *gisti+'arani4 
Class 7 
As in OE, the class can be split into two sub-groups according to preterite vocalism. One 
group shows /ea, ia/ (< earliest OHG /e/) which in late OHG > /ie/, the other /eo/ > /io/ which in late OHG also > he/. In the first of these groups belong those verbs whose present tense forms have stems in Gmc. /a/ + R, Gmc. /a/ + /i/ > OHG /ei/ and Gmc. /e/ > OHG /ä/. The 
second group is made of those with stems in Gmc. /a/ + /u/ > OHG /ou/ or > /ö/ when before 
a dental or /h/, and those with Gmc. /o/ > OHG /uo/. So two groups each with three sub- 
groups: 
a)i) spaltan "split" spiall spialtum gispaltan 
gangan "go" giang giangum gigangan 
ii) bläsan "blow" blias bliasum gibläsan 
släfan "sleep" sliaf sliafum gisläfan 
iii) heizan "call" hiaz hiazum giheizan 
sweifan "wind" swiaf swiafum gisweifan 
b)i) loufan "leap" liof, liofum giloufan 
houwan "hew" hio hiewan gihouiran 
ii) stozan "push" stioz stiozum gistözan 
iii) ruofan "call" riof riofan giruof 'an 
So we can set up an OHG system comparable to that for Gothic in Table 3 thus: 
14 In fact the PP is always gisxworan. 
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Table 6: Old High German Ablaut System15 
Present Pret 1 Pret 2 PP 
La) C-1C CeiC CiC CiC 
b) Cir, h, w Cer, h, w CiC CiC 
2. a) CioC CouC CuC CoC 
CiuC CouC CuC CoC 
b) CüC couc cuc Cuc 
c) CioD, h CöD, h CuD, h CoD, h 
3. a) CiNC CaNC CuNC CuNC 
b) CeLC CaLC CuLC CoLC 
4. CeR CaR CäR CoR 
5. a) CeC CaC CäC CeC 
b) CiC CaC CäC CeC 
6. a) CaC CuoC CuoC CaC 
b) CeC CuoC CuoC CaC 
7. a)i) CaRC CiaRC CiaRC CaRC 
ii) CäC CiaC CiaC CäC 
iii) CeiC CiaC CiaC CeIC 
b)i) Couc cioC CioC Couc 
11) COC CIOC CioC COX 
lll) CUOC CloC C1oC CuOC 
In the same way as Old English and Old Saxon, OHG differs from Gothic in that the seventh 
class verbs do not show reduplication (except for a few isolated and spurious examples) in 
the preterite. I shall now continue with a comprehensive list of the OHG strong Verbs 
according to the scheme of Table 2. 
Class la) bitan "wait" 
bizan "bite" 
blichan "shine" 









kinan "grow, bud" 
-liban "remain" 
lidan V "go, suffer" 
scinan "shine" 
scizan "shit" 













15 D= Dental Consonant. 
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midan V "avoid" 
riban "rub" 
*ridan "grow" 
-rlhan V "cover" 
-richan "conquer" 




di-han V "thrive" 
lihan V "lend" 
sihan V "sieve" 
Class 2a) biogan "turn" 
bliuwan "beat" 
fliogan "fly" 















friosan V "freeze" 
giozan "pour" 
-griozan "rub" 
(h) l iozan "draw lots" 
(h)niosan "sneeze" 


























zihan V "accuse" 











ý_ tuchan "dive" 
-(h)neotan "fasten" 
*hriosan "fall" 
kiosan V "choose" 
-liotan "grow" 
-liosan V "lose" 
niozan "enjoy" 
riozan "cry/weep" 
siodan V "boil" 
skiozan "shoot" 
sliozan "shut" 






















nindan "show courage 
b) bergan "protect" 
belgan "grow angry" 
bellan "bark" 





























Class 5a) ezzan "eat" 
*fezzan "fall" 
fnehan "breathe" 
phlegan "care for" 
-fehan "rejoice" 
*freg nan "ask" 
geban "give" 
























*sterkan "grow numb" 

















twelan "be dumb/stunned" 
zeman "befit" 
wran "rip" 
lesan V "read" 
mezzan "measure" 





-stredan "boil up" 
swechan "swell" 
*sit, edan "smoulder" 
tretan "tread" 
it, eban "weave" 
i, , egan "weigh/move" 
it, ehan "overcome" 
*it, esan "indulge" 





Class 6a bachan "bake" 








lahan V "chide" 
malan "grind" 
*hlahhen "laugh" 
Neffen V "lift" 
-sebben "find" 
Class 7q )ii) bannan "ban" 
blantan "mix" 
erren "plough" 






hdhan V "hang" 






iü eichan "vindicate" 
heizan "(be) call(ed)" 
meizan "cut" 
NO houlvan "hew" 
loufan "leap" 




fl uochan "curse" 
(h)ruofan "call" 







































*ruozzan "dig, burrow" 
wuofan "cry out" 
*nitan "rub" 
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For OHG, which has a much larger corpus of texts than Gothic but similar to OE, the outer 
limit of possible strong verbs according to my reckoning is 322. The core of verbs is well 
attested although there are still a few little used verbs which occur only rarely: the inclusion 
of some verbs in the list is also a result of comparison with the other dialects. The list, in 
essence, is based on the treatment of the strong verb system found in BRAUNE (1987) and 
checked against the data in SEEBOLD (1970) which is used as a control for all the dialects 
under consideration. The 322 verbs of OHG are distributed across the classes as follows: 
1 234562 
a) 49 18 41 20 34 22 19 
b) 66 43 36 12 





----? 55 46 84 20 37 28 52 
(17.08%) (14.29%) (26.09%) (6.21%) (11.49%) (8.7%) (16.15%) 
4.2.5 Old Norse 
The next system to be described is that of Old Norse. Unlike OE and OHG which are 
roughly contemporaneous, ON's "high" period begins just as OE and OHG come to an end 
and develop the stages Middle English (ME) and Middle High German (MHG). ON is, 
however, interesting for comparative purposes in a number of areas, not least for its 
treatment of the verba pura with their interesting -er- element, which has fed theories trying 
to explain /e2/ through a development out of earlier reduplicated forms. 
Class 1 
ON 1= OHG Ci/ < Gmc. /ei/16. Otherwise as for OHG; except that bida "wait" has the 
unexpected PP bedinn rather than *bidinn. In forms in which /g/ or /d/ were final, they 
became unvoiced /h/ or /t/. Before an /h/, %i/ and /i/ > /e/ and /u/ or /au/ > /ö/; and by the 
literary period final /h/ had been lost. Thus this class has a few verbs with /e/ instead of /ei/ 
in the preterite singular. 
a) drifa "drive" dreif dr fm drifinn 
snida "cut" sneid snidum snidinn 
b) hniga "bow" hne hnigum hniginn 
saga "climb" ste stigum stiginn 
16 In ON editions long vowels are marked with an acute accent, a practice 
I shall also adopt; 




Gmc. /eu/ > PreN. /e-o/ before dental consonants (/d, t, , 
l, n, s/) and /m/. /e-o/ > /jcö /e-u/ >; jü/. "Icelandic combinations of j followed by a vowel (so-called rising diphthongs) arose by the 
shifting of stress from the first element to the second of original falling diphthongs" (GORDON 1990, §46,275). 
/au/+/g/ > /au/+/h/ > /o/. In the PP /u/ > /o/ before /a/ of original *-anaR17 (= participle 
suffix *-epos of Pre-Norse, which corresponds to IE *-enos). *-anaR > enn later written 
-inn. Unaccented /a/ before /n/+Cons. > /e/ (> /i/). As in Go., OE and OHG some verbs in this class exhibit /u/ (= Gmc. /eu/ > /il/) in the infinitive which shows parallelism with the development of Class 1 Gmc. /ei/ > Cl seen in OE and OHG and assumed for Go. 
a) fjüka "push" fauk fukum fokinn 
k jüf'a "split" klauf klufum klofinn 
b) lüka "lock/finish" lauk lukum lokinn 
lüta "bow/bend" laut lutum lotinn 
c) bjöda "offer" baud budum bodinn 




fib flu gum floginn 
smö smugum smoginn 
Those of type d) (except fljüga), like Class 1 verbs of the same type, have analogous re- 
formations of their preterite singular forms, so beside smö also smaug. 
Class 3 
/u/ > /o/ like Class 2 in the PP. /e/ > /ja/ in those verbs with g- or sk-, cf fracture in OE 
verbs with palatal glides (giellan, scieran) but cf ON hjalpa and bjarga which do not seem 
to fit in with this. On this point, NOREEN (1884), however, has breaking occurring because 
of the following syllable. He calls this "a-Brechung", but it does not take place if an /l, r, v/ 
immediately precedes the fractured vowel [only /e/ can admit fracture]. GORDON lists both 
explanations, but openly subscribes to a-Brechung rather than palatal glides. Whichever, 
bjarga is difficult to reconcile with palatal glides, and detta seems to defy the theory of a- 
Brechung. 
/e/ > /i/ and /o/ > /u/ before a nasal + Cons. If Cons = /p, t, k/ then the nasal is assimilated and 
the vowel is lowered to /e/ or /o/ respectively. /1 /> All and In /> /nn/ vs. /1 /> /ldl and /n /> 
/nd/, so that infinna there is grammatical change :- finna, fann, fundum, fundinn. I think the 
most useful division for Class 3 is to distinguish between those verbs which take a /u/ in the 
PP (mostly those with nasal following the root vowel) and those which take /o/ (mostly those 
with liquid following the root vowel). Historically this class is the one with verbs which have 
either nasal or liquid following the root vowel, but as in OE and OHG there are some verbs 
which have encroached on the class or which have lost or assimilated their nasal/liquids. I 
shall sub-divide the class according to the present vocalism and again according to 
phonological environment. This may make the class unnecessarily opaque but nevertheless 
can show some coherence. Thus: 
17 R=lrl<lti<lsi 
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a)i) binda "bind" bait bundum bundinn 
spinna "spin" spann spunnum spunninn 
springa "burst" sprakk sprungum sprunginn 
ii. i) brenna "burn" brann brunnum brunninn 
ii. ii) brega "rush" bra brugaum bruginn 
iii) slyngva "throw" slong slungum slunginn ßryngva "press" prong Prungum prunginn 
b)i. i) bella "hit" ball *bullum *bollinn 
snert. a "touch" snart snurtum snortinn 
i. ii) detta "drop" datt duttum dottinn 
sprella "jump" spratt spruttum sprottinn 
ii) gjalda "pay" gald guldum goldinn 
bjarga "protect" barg burgum borginn 
iii) hrekkva "fall" hrokk hrukkum hrokkinn 
Class 4 
/u/ > lo/ before /a/ of PP suffix (*-anaR), cf. classes 2 and 3. Through the combined 
influence of a preceding labial consonant (here /v/) /ä/ > /ö/ when followed by /u/. Thus 
preterite plurals of koma, sofa, vefa have forms with vä and 6. The class therefore consists 
of one paradigm with individual peculiarities as shown below: 
bera "bear" bar be rum borinn 
stela "steal" vial stälum stolinn 
but: 
nema "take" nam nkmum nurninn 
koma "come" kvamikom kvämum/kömum kominn 
troda "step" trad trcidum trodinn 
sofa "sleep" svaf sväfurn% söfum sofinn 
vefa "weave" vaföf väfuml öfum ofinn 
Class 5 
As in Classes 1 and 2 final /g, d/ > /h(>O), t/. Loss of /h/ leading to lengthening of preceding 
vowel. Some irregularities: eta "eat" (cf. OHG, OE, Go. ) and sjä "see", the latter as a 
contracted form. As in the other dialects there are some j-presents with /i/ in the present 
tense. 
a) drepa "slay" drag dräpum drepinn 
geta "get" gat gätum getinn 
b) biaja "ask" bat) bädum beoinn 
liggja "lie" 16 lc"rgum leginn 
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Class 6 
This group adheres well to the Gmc. pattern, but for one phonological development. Those 
verbs whose stem ends in a velar show /e/ in the PP rather than the usual /a/. There are also a 
number of j-presents with umlaut in the present tense, i. e. /e/ or /el > /e/ before /y/. 
a) mala "grind" möl mölum malinn 
va6a "wade" 60 öaum vaoinn 
b) Braga "drag" 
slcilg "slay" slö slögum sleginn 
c) sverja "swear" sör sörum svarinn 
hefja "lift" höf höfum hafinn 
doyja "die" dö döm däinn 
Class 7 
This class is in ON traditionally divided into three groups according to preterite vocalism. 
As in OE there is a split between those verbs which have /e/ (or /e/ before two consonants) 
and those with /jö/ < /eo/ (= OE /e-o/). In addition there is a group of verbs which appear to 
have an -er- infix inserted between initial consonant cluster and the termination which for 
these verbs follows the weak conjugation. The interpretation of this infix and its significance 
will be discussed later, suffice it to say here that it is often seen as a remnant of the 7th class 
reduplication in evidence in Gothic. 
a)i) falla "fall" fell fellum fallinn 
blanda "mix" blest blendum blandinn 
ii) Iäta "let" let letum Iätinn 
iii) heita "call" het hetum heitinn 
iv) blöta "sacrifice" blet bletum blötinn 
b)i) ausa "create" jos jösum' ausinn 
jusum 
hlaupa "leap" hljöp hijöpum' hlaupinn 
hlupum 
ii) hoggva "hew" hjö hjaggui hoggvinn 
hjuggu 
iii) büa "live (in)" bjö bjoggum, ' büinn 
bjuggum 
c) sä "sow" sera serum säi, nn 
snüa "turn" snera snerum snüinn 
röa "row" rera rerum röinn 
drö drögum dreginn 
18 <* slaha 
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Once again I shall attempt a redefinition for Old Norse of Table 2, showing the Germanic 
verbal system. 
Table 7: Old Norse Ablaut System 
Present Pret 1 Pret 2 PP 
1. a) CiC CeiC CiC CiC 
b) Cig Ce Cig Cig 
2. a) CjüC CauC CuC CoC 
b) CjöD CauD CuD CoD 
c) CüC CauC CuC CoC 
d) Cjüg Cjö Cug Cog 
3. a)i) CiNC CaNC CuNC CuNC 
ii) CeCC CaCC CuCC CuCC 
iii) CyNCv CoNC CuNC CuNC 
b)i) CeCC19 CaCC CuCC CoCC 
ii) CjaLC CaIC CuLC CoLC 
iii) CoCCv COCC CUCC COCC 
4. CeR CaR CaR CoR 
(CoC CaC CäC CoC 
CoC CöC 
nem nam näm num) 
5. a) CeC CaC CäC CeC 
b) CiCj CaC CäC CeC 
Cigj Cä Cäg Ceg 
6. a) CaC CöC CöC CaC 
b) Cak Cök CA Cek 
Cag Cö Cög Ceg 
c) CeCj CöC CöC CaC 
Coyj Cö Cö Ca- 
- 7. a)i) CaCC CeCC CeCC CaCC 
ii) Ca-C CeC CeC CäC 
iii) CeiC CeC CeC CeiC 
iv) CöC CeC CeC CöC 
b)i) CauC CjöC CjöC CauC 
ii) Coggv Cjö Cjogg Coggv 
iii) cu- Cjö Cjögg Cu- 
c) Cä- Cer- Cer- 
Cä- 
Cö- Cer- Cer- Cö- 
Cü- Cer- Cer- Cü- 
19 The first C cannot be a nasal. 
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This system is yet more intricate than that of OE and OHG; but then Old Norse is a dialect 
whose high period is three maybe four hundred years after that of OE and OHG; so one 
would expect the phonology to have developed that little bit more. 
Once again I shall give a comprehensive list of strong verbs extant in the Old Norse Classical 
language, categorized according to the seven class system; however great the vacillation of 
verbs between classes. 
Class 1a bida "wait" 
bita "bite" 

























w bjöc)a "offer/command" 
brjöta "break/destroy" 
fljöta "float/flow" 













































*snjöda "bare'? " 
Pjöta "resound" 















Class 3a i binda "bind" 









bregoa "move quickly" 
slyngva "throw" 
syngva "sing" 
17 i *belga "swell" 
bella "hit" 
.f 



















stüpa "jut out" 
süpa "sup" 
ljüga "tell lies" 
smjüga "creep" 














s vella "swell" 















iii) hrokkva "fall back" 
klokkva "groan" 
rokkva "darken" 
Class 4 bera "bear" 















l iggga "lie" 












C) doyja%deyja "die" 
g, oyja/geyja "bark" 
hefja "lift" 
hlaeja "laugh" 




fä "receive " 










































heita "callibe called" 
iv blöta "sacrifice" 




iii büa "live/inhabit" 
C) sä "sow" 
gnüa, '(bnüa? ) "rub" 













At its extreme, including the relic forms as possible indicators of earlier lost strong forms, 
the number of ON strong verbs amounts to 256, of which around 30 are extant in perhaps 
one tense only. The distribution among the classes is as shown in the table below. The list 
of verbs has been compiled with the help of NOREEN (1884). FRITZNER (1954), JÖNSON 
(1913-16) ZOEGA (1926) and, of course, SEEBOLD (1970). 
1 2 3 7 4 6 5 
a) 41 8 11 10 18 13 9 
b) 4 27 44 10 6 
c) 6374 





45 54 59 10 22 30 35 
(17.58%) (21.09%) (23.05%) (3.9%) (8.59%) (11.72%) (13.67%) 
4.3 Germanic Ablaut: Summary and Statistical Evaluation 
To begin with, it would be useful and perhaps interesting to collate the statistical information 
gathered in the preceding sections in regard to the number of verbs belonging to, or rather 
showing the alternations of, the individual classes. We may as a result be able to say 
something about the nature of Germanic ablaut and respective spread and influence in each 
of the dialects. 
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The following table lists the numbers of verbs in each class of each dialect and compares the 
percentage equivalents of these figures: 
Table 8: Statistical Data on the Germanic Ablaut System 
Gothic OE OS OHG ON Mean 
Total Strong verbs 169 341 210 322 256 
Class 1: Total 25 62 40 55 45 
% 14.79 18.18 19.05 17.08 17.58 17.34 
Class 2: Total 20 55 29 46 54 
% 11.83 16.13 13.81 14.29 21.09 15.43 
Class 3: Total 32 90 48 84 59 
% 18.93 26.39 22.86 26.09 23.05 23.46 
Class 4: Total 9 14 11 20 10 
% 5.33 4.11 5.24 6.21 3.9 4.96 
Class 5: Total 23 28 23 37 22 
% 13.61 8.21 10.95 11.49 8.59 10.57 
Class 6: Total 22 30 24 28 30 
% 13.02 8.8 11.43 8.7 11.72 10.73 
Class 7: Total 38 62 35 52 35 
% 22.49 18.18 16.67 16.15 13.67 17.43 
Classes 1-3: % 45.55 60.7 55.72 57.46 61.73 56.23 
Classes 4&5: % 18.94 12.32 16.19 17.7 12.49 15.53 
Classes 1-5: % 64.49 73.02 71.91 75.16 74.22 71.76 
Classes 6&7: % 35.51 26.98 28.1 24.85 25.39 28.17 
Despite this table appearing to be a blur of meaningless figures, it does tell us some 
interesting facts which are pertinent to the investigation in hand. Excepting the difficulties of 
Gothic, it is remarkable how consistent the percentages of verbs belonging to specific classes 
are across the dialects. Class 2 is the least consistent, Old Norse containing a larger number 
of verbs than the other dialects. Gothic remains difficult in such an assessment because of 
the paucity of linguistic evidence from Gothic. One large text is clearly not enough data 
upon which to base statistical tests; but the other dialects hold up well to such scrutiny. 
What the Gothic evidence might suggest is the token frequency of certain classes over others. 
If it were possible and legitimate to speak of the Gothic evidence as being in any way a 
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representive source then we might use the figures as a guide to the relative frequency of 
certain classes in a specific language. The figures from the other dialects can only show. 
because the data is drawn from the whole corpus of linguistic evidence, the totals of verbs in 
each class without necessarily making statements about the relative frequency of individual 
verbs and classes. The footnotes to individual verbs in Appendix 7.2 detail the occurrence 
of the verbs in regard to whether they are evidenced in certain tenses; but this is also a 
terribly imprecise guide to actual frequency, merely pointing at possibilities. Some verbs, 
through semantic criteria, may be more likely to occur in one tense than in another. 
One thing we can see from the above table is that the number of verbs with e-vocalism 
(Classes 1-5) by far outstrips the number of verbs with a-vocalism (Classes 6& 7)21 . 
E- 
verbs outnumber a-verbs by 5: 2, a coincidentally neat ratio, considering there are five e- 
classes and two a-classes. The following chapter will seek, among other things, to establish 
the nature of the a-verbs and their alternation patterns. The fact that they are in the minority 
when set against ablauting verbs as a whole, would seem to speak in favour of their difficult 
status in the Germanic system and questions any assumption that the sixth and seventh class 
alternations reflect IE models. It is after all the seventh class which in Gothic rejects for the 
most part any ablaut alternation; and the alternation it does show in a handful of verbs is not 
one which is found elsewhere in Germanic for this class. And yet the use of reduplication in 
Gothic has quite clear parallels in Indo-European, as the excursus will show. 
With regard to the internal coherence of the individual classes in the five dialects under 
scrutiny here, we see that the earliest dialect presents the least complex system (Gothic: 
Table 3) and the latest dialect the most complex (Old Norse: Table 7). This is hardly 
surprising considering the relative stages of development of the dialects from the period of 
common Germanic. The increased complexity of the various systems is due in the main to 
language internal developments in the phonology. as has been explained in the introductions 
to each of the classes. The greatest problem of the whole system is to account for the 
difference in the seventh class between Gothic on the one hand and all the others on the 
other. What this chapter has done is present all the necessary information about the 
systematic nature of ablaut use in the Germanic languages; in addition, however, there are 
some isolated forms which undermine the relative systematicity outlined above. These 
problematic forms are concerned for the most part with possible evidence of reduplicated 
forms in dialects other than Gothic. These will be dealt with in the reduplication excursus in 
21 That verbs with infinitives in /e/ and /ü/ conjugate in Gothic using reduplication and thus are placed 
in class seven is problematic for a split between verbs in 'e/ and verbs in /a/. However, that they 
clearly do not follow, as we shall see, the lE pattern, but reduplicate or show Class 7 ablaut means 
they were problematic in the early dialects too. As we shall see in Chapter 5, the ablaut patterns at 
work in Classes 1-5 are in essence based around the same principle in contrast to Classes 6 and 7, the 
"a-verbs". This allows me to group verbs with /e/ and /ö/ alongside those verbs with /a/. 
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chapter 5. They have no place in this chapter, whose object was to highlight how systematic 
the Germanic ablaut system is, in contrast to the IE system discussed in Chapter 3. The 
differences between Chapters 3 and 4 will be made more stark in the following chapter, 
though in that chapter too similarities will be stressed. 
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5. The Problematics of Germanic 
5.1 Introductory 
Having discussed and described in detail the verbal ablaut systems of Indo-European (in the 
guise of Greek and Sanskrit) and Germanic in isolation, it is now time to pick out what is 
common, and what is not, to the two. From a comparison of the two we will be in a better 
position to ascertain the degree of innovation or conservatism of verbal morphology in 
Germanic. In doing so, we will also be able to further the debate on such difficult and 
stubborn questions of early Germanic morphonology as the status of reduplication and the 
genesis of the uniquely Germanic vowel segment labelled e2. 
This chapter will progress, to begin with, through the verbal classes of Germanic in their 
traditional order. Since Germanic is the principal subject of the thesis, it seems appropriate 
to arrange the information and debate from the perspective of Germanic, relating it back to 
pre-existing forms. The look at Class 7 will be punctuated by an excursus dealing with the 
phenomenon of reduplication. Not strictly an ablaut problem, reduplication, as was seen in 
the preceding chapter, plays a major role in the morphology of strong verbs in Gothic and 
thereby has an effect on the classification in the other dialects. I find it necessary to impose 
some kind of regimentation on a subject which otherwise can become too amorphous and 
out of control. The nature of the subject entails a thematic inter-relatedness to an extent 
where it becomes difficult to separate single points of discussion without recourse to others 
which are equally pertinent. 
5.1.1 Comparativist reservations 
A grave and serious reservation to be considered at this point is the fact that a comparison of 
the information at hand is a contrived comparison which seemingly overlooks the 
periodizational incomparability of the sets of data. The system I have set up for Indo- 
European is based on information from languages which pre-date the earliest information 
from Germanic by many hundreds of years. Our knowledge of Greek, for example, is 
chiefly derived from the literature written from 600 - 400 BC by writers such as Aeschylus, 
Herodotus, Thucydides and Sophocles among many others, and the grammatical knowledge 
we possess of early Indian is derived from the important codification of Sanskrit by Pänini in 
the fourth century BC1 , although the greater 
bulk of Sanskrit texts stems from a much later 
period. For Germanic, our earliest records, in Gothic, are from the 4th century AD, 600 
years after Pänini, and for OHG and OE the date is the 7th century AD. This means, 
therefore, to compare Indo-European with Germanic as I have proposed is to ignore the fact 
that the two are not in any way contemporary. I am not comparing like with like. The two 
I "The date of Panini is most commonly fixed in the fourth century BC which is in accordance with the 
native tradition which connects him with the Nanda 
king of Magadha". (BuRxow, 195 5.48) 
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reflect different stages of different languages. In this sense it might be argued that I fall foul 
of the criticisms of STUTTERHEIM (1960,240): 
It is incorrect to attribute to a word in a certain language characteristics which it had 
originally, in its earliest-known phase, i. e. when it was a different word in a different language. 
I hope I am not guilty of this transgression, and I hope that I make the reader aware of the 
problem. But, the two systems do show signs of common heritage, and it is these I shall be 
investigating, fully aware that I must be circumspect in my analyses of non-synchronic data. 
A further incompatibility to be aware of in a comparison of Germanic and Indo-European is 
the different morphological categories exhibited by the verbal system. It is all very well my 
drawing out correspondences in the morphonology of the two systems, but this is a vain and 
empty exercise if I do not take into consideration the fact that the two systems reflect 
different morphological taxonomies. For example, Greek has as many as seven tenses 
(present, imperfect, future, aorist, perfect, pluperfect and future perfect), three voices (active, 
middle, passive) and four moods (indicative, subjunctive, optative and imperative); Sanskrit 
has the possibility of seven tenses too (present, imperfect, future, conditional, perfect, a rare 
pluperfect and an aorist), two voices (parasmaipada "word for another" [= active] and 
ätmanepada "word for oneself' [=middle])2 and there are perhaps as many as six moods 
(indicative, injunctive, subjunctive, optative, imperative and precative)3. This seeming 
complexity of categories is not reflected in the Germanic morphological system for verbs. 
Gothic, for example, has only two synthetic tenses (present and preterite), all other temporal 
distinctions being made through auxiliary periphrasis or the use of temporal adverbs. Gothic 
has only three moods (indicative, imperative and subjunctive/optative4) and two voices 
2 The exact delineation between active and middle in Sanskrit is not terribly clear cut. Some verbs 
only appear in one or other and others show a change in voice between tenses without any change of 
meaning. As COULSON (1992,133) writes: "... yajati "sacrifices" [parasmaipada] is used of the 
officiating priest [... ], while yajate "sacrifices" [ätmanepada] is used of the one for whose benefit the 
sacrifice is being made. But except in a few instances like this, the underlying implication is so blurred 
that it is not worth pursuing. It must rather be taken as a fact of the language that some verbs are 
found only in parasmaipada, a few only in ätmanepada, and some show both sets of forms with little 
evident distinction of meaning. " 
3 These moods require some explanation. Indicative is the default mood, as it were. The injunctive., 
in form, is like an unaugmented imperfect or aorist (for its uses consult chapter 2 footnote 32). The 
imperative has distinct forms only in 2nd and 3rd sing. and 3rd pl.; other forms are derived from the 
injunctive. The subjunctive likewise derives from a particular injunctive, and so corresponds in usage 
to that of the injunctive, in addition the subjunctive is widely used in subordinate clauses (hence the 
name of the mood). The optative is formed using a suffix yäJ and is used in the expression of a wish, 
later also denoting potentiality and prescription, esp. in formal or legal contexts. The precative is also 
used to express wishes and it is formed by the addition of the suffix . 
os is, i. e. the optative suffix with 
an additional s. 
4 The form of the Gothic (and indeed Germanic) subjunctive is inherited from the IE optative although 
the uses of the Germanic subjunctive are more akin to the EE subjunctive, for example in its role in 
subordinate clauses. 
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(active and medio-passives ) although the other Germanic dialects have only a synthetic 
active voice. 6 Thus the small number of forms in Germanic must do duty for a whole range 
of forms in the other two languages. This is not, of course, a problem. Languages cope 
perfectly well at expressing all situations whether or not they possess the morphological 
apparatus to carry them out synthetically. But, for this investigation. it is important to 
remember that the forms I am comparing are representatives of different morphological 
categories. The Germanic preterite does not cover the same morphological domain as the IE 
perfect, from whose tense the majority of forms for comparison will be taken. Of course, 
the question then arises as to the relationship in which the Germanic preterite and the IE 
perfect stand to each other? That their forms, as we shall see later on, are easily identified as 
sharing some qualities implies that in function too the two tenses have a common ancestry. 
It would be easy to say that in Germanic all of the IE past tenses were conflated into the 
preterite, thus making the Germanic preterite the descendant for all past-tense morphological 
categories in Indo-European. But, as I have pointed out, this way of looking at things 
assumes that Germanic is a daughter of the extrapolated IE system here, which is not 
necessarily the case. From the data given here all we can say is that Germanic is a part of the 
system called Indo-European, but shows a stage of Indo-European later than that which we 
have for Greek and Sanskrit. Germanic does not necessarily derive from stages evidenced 
by Greek or Sanskrit. The most we can say is that Greek and Sanskrit are together indicators 
of what a collective IE stratum might be like, a stratum for which these two languages 
represent some of the earliest evidence. Germanic is likewise evidence for Indo-European. 
but from a later stage. Both sets of data, Greek/Sanskrit and Germanic, are equally 
important in establishing what Proto-Indo-European might have been like, and thus in 
establishing the morphological and phonological trends which represent the essence of Indo- 
European. That the two sets of data are from different periods, however, allows for much 
further development in the case of Germanic, development which this branch might have 
undergone in isolation. This development is the object of this thesis, in as much as it can be 
abstracted from its necessary and undeniable relationship with earlier IE forms and 
categories. 
The upshot of this, then, is that the Germanic preterite exhibits traits that we see earlier in a 
variety of IE tenses, and it is used in contexts which, in Greek/Sanskrit, would have been 
undertaken by different morphological tenses. In this sense it, the Germanic preterite, fulfils 
the role of a set of IE tenses in a set of particular contexts, but to say that the Germanic 
preterite is a concoction of three IE tenses is misleading and interprets the data with a 
skewed perspective. Although Germanic is part of the IE family it is nonetheless a separate 
The Gothic medio-passive is found only in the indicative and subjunctive of the present tense. 
6 ON appears to have a middle but this is in effect a conflation of the verb and the reflexive participle, 
and so not, in terms of its IE heritage, a synthetic voice. 
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branch which may or may not follow the trends noted for earlier stages of the group. 
However, as we saw in 3.4.1, the Latin perfect also shows formations which can be traced 
back to both the IE (Greek/Sanskrit) aorist and perfect, which would seem to corroborate a 
Germanic position which also saw conflation of two tenses in the preterite. This might 
substantiate a claim for later languages simplifying and assimilating formations from a 
proto-language. In the case of Indo-European this is problematic. It is easy to assume that 
the situation as we find it in Greek and Sanskrit is the true IE prototype but the evidence of 
Hittite contradicts this. The simple system in Hittite predates any evidence we have from 
Greek and Sanskrit. Can they be reconciled as part of the same tradition? It is perhaps best 
to view these two different types of system as extremes in the IE pool, it is after all 
impossible to say whether Hittite reflects Proto-Indo-European or whether a more complex 
system does. However, an earlier system is likely to be less complex than a later one; a 
language will not come into being complex but simple; subsequent use of it will develop its 
complexity as it becomes able to articulate ever more complex relationships and situations, 
and as distinct words become grammaticalized as morphemes and then as indistinguishable 
inherent segments of lexemes. MCMAHON (1994,168) points this out in her analysis of the 
work of GIV6N7 . 
She quotes GIVÖN's cycle of grammaticalization: 
Discourse -* Syntax -* Morphology -> Morphophonemics -* Zero 
That is, forms which originally help build a coherent discourse become part of the 
syntax; grammaticalisation then embeds them in the morphology, and subsequent 
phonological attrition fuses them into morphophonemic markers, then finally deletes 
them altogether. [... ] Givön sums this up in the statement that `today's morphology is 
yesterday's syntax' (1971: 413): a consideration of present-day morphology might 
therefore help us to reconstruct the syntax of earlier periods. 
From this one can infer that languages with a highly developed morphology have 
grammaticalized syntactical relationships. Hittite's simple synthetic tense system using 
analytic construction with the help of auxiliaries would imply a system for Hittite before 
grammaticalization had taken place, that is before the high degree of morphological 
complexity in Greek and Sanskrit had developed. But GIVON's scheme is cyclical, which 
means that Hittite and the others could be at incomparable places in the cycle, or rather not 
in the same revolution of the cycle at all, so that it is impossible to say whether the Hittite 
system or the Greek/Sanskrit one shows the original IE morphology. Most likely neither 
does wholly, but one or other may be closer. 
7 GIvON, T. (1971). "Historical Syntax and Synchronic Morphology: an Archaeologist's Field Trip", 
Chicago Linguistic Society Papers 7,394-415; and GIVON, T. (1979). On Understanding Grammar. 
New York. Academic Press. 
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The large degree of morphemicization in Greek and Sanskrit points to a system which has 
grammaticalized to a great extent and much of this grammaticalization seems to be left out 
of account in other IE languages, viz. the simple Germanic verbal system. But phenomena 
like ablaut have such indisputable cognates in other languages that when cognates become 
less apparent, it becomes very tempting to look for cognates where they do not exist. 
It may perhaps be apposite at this point to talk a little about the Indo-European tense system, 
discussing the semantic reference of the various tense forms. Having done this we may then 
more easily be able to understand the relationship of the Greek/Sanskrit tenses with the 
Germanic preterite. A further consideration would be a look at the notion of aspect in Indo- 
European. 
5.1.1.1 Tense in Indo-European 
In the previous section we discussed the system of tenses in the two languages I have taken 
as representative for early Indo-European, Greek and Sanskrit, in regard to the 
morphological categories which they exhibited within the system. This discussion says 
nothing about the use to which these tenses were put. I can say there were four tenses in 
Greek, but this does not explain what these tenses express. So let me begin by explaining 
the situation in Greek. The four past tenses in Greek each express a slightly different 
perspective towards the past. The imperfect stands in direct opposition to the present tense, 
it has the salve stem structurally, though the imperfect, according to SMYTH (1920,423 ), is 
described as representing "an action still going on, or a state as still existing, in the past". 
The whole of the action occurs in the past, but it is seen as something enduring over a period 
of time, or as something habitual. The aorist on the other hand "expresses the mere 
occurrence of an action in the past. The action is regarded as an event or single fact without 
reference to the length of time it occupied"(ibid., 429) The perfect tense refers to actions in 
the past the relevance or effects of which are still felt in present time; the pluperfect (the last 
of the four past tenses in Greek) is merely the past tense of the perfect tense, it denotes a 
state in the past resulting from an action further in the past, "a pas t fixed state resulting from 
a completed action" (ibid., 435). As well as referring to actions taking place in the past, the 
choice of tense in Greek conveys something more about the action, whether its effects are 
still felt, whether the action was continuous, or whether nothing more is to be said about the 
action than the action itself without any reference to its place in the sequence of events. 
COMRIE (1976,17 et passim) explains the difference in aspectual terms. The Greek perfect 
and imperfect tenses display imperfective aspect, in that they refer to the internal ordering of 
the action; in other words, the use of either of these tenses says something about the relation 
of the action to itself and has therefore internal relevance, whereas the aorist tense displays 
perfective aspect in that the action is described in regard to its relevance to the external 
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world. 8 The question of aspect in the inventory of Indo-European is a difficult and 
controversial one. The number of tenses in Greek and the difference between the imperfect 
and the aorist make it difficult to see any other explanation than to admit the role played by 
aspect in Greek. However, this is apparent only in the past tense. No similar aspectual 
differences hold for the present tense (in the indicative mood), for instance. In the present 
tense the aspectual differences seen for the past tenses are conveyed by the present tense 
alone. I am, of course, speaking only in morphological terms; aspectual differences can be 
made in other ways, using the lexicon, but in the present discussion these are less important. 
What about Sanskrit? Are there the same aspectual considerations, so that one might be able 
to suggest that they are common to the IE proto-language. Sanskrit, like Greek, has the 
capacity for forming four past tenses. The pluperfect, although admitted by the Indian 
Grammarians, is nevertheless very rare and seems not to have developed a specific meaning 
as in Greek, and "it quickly dies out" (BURROW 1955,297). The other tenses require 
explanation. The imperfect is simply the opposite of the present tense, and refers to actions 
in the past irrespective of duration and internal consistency. The aorist also refers to actions 
in the past but to those which have just taken place. This difference between the aorist and 
present systems (from which the imperfect tense comes) is only seen in finite indicative 
forms, elsewhere there seems to be no distinction between the choice of an aorist form over a 
present one. Indeed the aorist formation bears so much relation to the formations in the 
present tense that it seems likely that the aorist tense develops out of certain present tense 
forms or conjugational categories. The perfect tense in Sanskrit relates to a state and in 
effect is a type of present tense. The fact that it is formed in such a different way from the 
other tenses suggests from the outset that it stands in opposition to them and has a different 
type of meaning. It does, however, over time develop into a preterite tense so that by the 
Classical period the perfect has become a tense of narrative. In the intervening stage, "since a 
state is normally the result of a preceding process, it was natural that the perfect should be 
used to express the fact that such an action had already take place" (BURROW 1955,297). 
8 It is important not to confuse the two designations "perfect" and "perfective" when talking of 
aspect. "Perfect" is used to describe an action in the past the effects of which are still felt in the 
present. Whether or not this is a true aspect is a moot point and labours under the difficulty arising 
from the usage of the same term to refer to various tenses in various languages. In modern spoken 
German, for example, the perfect tense, formed with the past participle of the main verb and an 
auxiliary is now used merely as a simple means of referring to actions occurring in the past without 
necessarily denoting any relevance they might have for present time. In English, however, the pair of 
sentences: I have eaten and I ate show this distinction, the first has perfect aspect in that the action is 
described and also the state arising from it is implied, the second, though, speaks only of the act of 
eating. "Perfective" aspect, as may have become clear from the discussion above, is used of forms 
which do not make any explicit reference to the internal ordering of the situation. TRASK (1993,204) 
notes that the confusion between the two terms may have arisen as a result of the 
fact that the perfect 
tense in Latin was used in both functions. For a more detailed discussion of aspect see COMRIE (1976) 
and SZEMERENYI (1990,332-341) where there 
is also a more comprehensive bibliography on the 
subject, although mainly from an IE perspective. 
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Of course, this means that there might be a danger that the perfect would become confused 
with the use of the aorist, but for the fact that the aorist was entrenched as a tense describing 
the recent past. The perfect does not have this restriction, the action can be further in the 
past, because it was still the state resultant from it that was most important. On the question 
of aspect, SZEMERENYI (1990) points out that the situation is so unclear that some scholars 
make no mention of it at all. From the position described above, as regards the uses of the 
tenses, only the perfect can be said to have any aspectual function, but one which over time it 
fully loses as it becomes a narrative tense, merely relating deeds in past time. In as much as 
it describes a state it does seem to act aspectually, being more interested in the internal 
consistency of the situation rather than with its relationship with extraneous acts outside its 
realm of semantic relevance. The difference between imperfect and aorist seems to be 
purely based on temporal considerations rather than aspectual ones. The imperfect tense 
relates events in the past whereas the aorist tense specifically relates events that happened in 
the very recent past. 
We must now look at the situation in the early Germanic dialects to see in what relationship 
they stand to the perceived IE system. 
We have said that in Germanic there was only one synthetic past tense. This means, 
therefore, that all of the uses noted for Sanskrit and Greek in their past tenses are reproduced 
using just one in Germanic. In addition the aspectual differences that were noted for Greek 
play no role in Germanic where there is no morphological opposition in the past tense, and 
so aspectual differentiation is impossible. Mention must, however, be made of the prefix 
ga- in Gothic and elsewhere in Germanic (but not Norse) which has been described as a 
formation introducing perfect aspect, that is the description of a state resultant from an action 
in the past. 9 If this is the case, that it is aspectual in function, then we have in Germanic a 
complete instance of morphological differentiation for aspect, which is more than we have 
for Indo-European. Greek only shows aspectual differences in the past tense, Sanskrit 
equally but to a lesser extent. The only well attested instance of complete aspectual 
morphology in Indo-European is in the Slavic languages, most notably in Russian. This 
branch of Indo-European has developed the opposition of imperfective and perfective aspect 
fully, so that each lexeme has, in fact, two morphological realizations according to the aspect 
of the action. As an example, one could take the pair of verbs chitat' and prochitat' both of 
9 Many handbooks call this perfective aspect, but according to my terminology this must be corrected 
to perfect aspect. The MEG forms er sack and er gesach differ in as much as the former means "he 
saw" whereas the second can also mean, depending on context, "he recognized" (i. e. "has seen and has 
drawn a conclusion from it") "he has seen" and even "he had seen". It is the meaning "recognized" 
which conveys perfect aspect in that the act of seeing has produced an effect which 
is still present, i. e. 
the recognition. 
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which mean "read". The first, however, is termed imperfective and the second perfective. 
From the following sentences the usage will become clear: 
My kazh'dyj den' chitali gazety "We used to read the papers every day" 
My prochitali gazety "We have read the papers/ 
we have finished reading them" 
In the Russian system of aspect the perfective implies that the action is completed, in 
contrast to the imperfective which is used of actions which are either frequentative or 
continuous. The examples from Slavic are the clearest of any IE languages in the use and 
functioning of aspect as a morphological category. As such a clear example, we might take 
it as a pointer to the originally aspectual nature of the IE verbal system, we have after all a 
similar situation in the past tense of Greek and possibly in Sanskrit. However, the facts do 
not bear this out. Aspect as a category in Slavic is a relatively recent addition to the 
morphology. 
Nun ist seit geraumer Zeit klargeworden, daß der Aspekt im Slavischen nicht etwas 
Uraltes ist, sondern eine Neuerung darstellt, die im Altkirchenslavischen noch in den 
Anfangen steckt. Für uns ist nur wichtig, daß der slavische Aspekt nicht aus dem 
Indogermanischen ererbt ist, daß er einen indogermanischen Aspekt nicht erweisen 
kann. (SZEMERENYI, 1990,336) 
As with Slavic, the perceived existence of aspect in Germanic in the prefix ga- is by its non- 
Indo-European nature not enough to prove the wholesale existence of morphological aspect 
in Indo-European. Each of the examples of aspect is different, and that aspect should have a 
common source is less likely than that it developed in isolation in each of the branches. 
Thus the notion of aspect in a discussion of the Germanic verbal system and its use of ablaut 
is largely unnecessary, but I hope it will have been of use to outline briefly the verbal 
categorization found in other branches, for I am endeavouring to point out the relationship 
between the Germanic verbal system and those of cognate IE languages. Inconclusive and 
discursive as this discussion of the IE tense system might appear to have been, my argument 
would nevertheless have been incomplete without it, especially as the question of the many 
tenses in Indo-European will crop up again later when we come to a discussion of Germanic 
verb morphology. 
It is interesting to point out here, in a discussion of the IE tense system, the situation in 
Hittite, the language for which we have the oldest extensive textual evidence. Hittite shows 
one of the least complex verb morphologies of all the IE languages, it has two voices (active 
and medio-passive), two moods (indicative and imperative) and only two tenses (present and 
preterite)1° . 
That such a simple system as the Hittite one existed at such an early date in the 
10 "Das Tempus- und Modussystem [des Hethitischen] ist sehr einfach: An nicht zusammengesetzten 
Tempora existiert nur ein Präsens (das auch für das Futurum mit eintritt) und ein Präteritum, an Modi 
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IE calendar surely supports the argument that aspect and tense diversity is dialect-specific. 
In other words, diversity is something we must expect, and to look for correspondences 
between branches where they are not obvious and explicable is to be guilty of a kind of 
prescriptive comparative study. 
Let us then see what correspondences there are between Indo-European and Germanic. 
5.2 The Comparison 
5.2.1 Classes 1-3 
Comparing the tables of the ablaut systems of Indo-European and Germanic from the 
preceding chapters 3 and 4, it is quite plain that there are some correspondences. In order to 
make these correspondences yet clearer let me partially re-introduce the data we saw then, 
and set them alongside each other. 
Greek: 
Xtit "I leave" 
nctft "I persuade" 
'XEvaop xt I shall come" 
7&gncu "I send" 
cSE' pxoµat "I see" 
Sanskrit: 
chid- "split" 





XE%, otiia "I have left" 
i£? LotOa "I trust" 
FXutov "I left" 
it8uvö5 "persuasive" 
Eia, 11XovOa "I have come" EXvOov11 "I came 
neno}icpa "I have sent" 
SESopxa "I have seen" 
ciccheda "he has split" 
didesa "he has pointed out" 
tutöda "he has pushed" 
bubodha "he has known" 
dadärsa "he has seen" 
vavärta "he has turned" 
98paxov "I saw" 
 
cicchidür "they have split" 
didisür "they have pointed out" 
tutudür "they have pushed" 
bubudhur "they have known" 
dadrsür "they have seen" 
vavrtür "they have turned" 
neben dem Indikativ nur ein Imperativ. Durch Zusammensetzung mit Hilfsverben können noch ein 
paar seltener gebrauchte Tempora gebildet werden. " (FRIEDRICH, 1960,76-77) 
II The forms listed here are from the verbxoµat "to go, come"; the future tense depicted here is 
used in Epic, Ionic and also in texts of the 
Tragic tradition; the 2nd perfect is used in Epic texts; the 
2nd aorist in poetic texts. The choice of 
forms for this verb may seem a little contrived, but as will be 
remembered from the discussion of the 
Greek ablaut system in Chapter 3, the number of common 
verbs which actually show an ablaut alternation 
is rather small. (SOMMERSTEIN, 1973,74) 
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Germanic: 
*beidan "to wait" 
*steigan "to climb" 
*baid "(he) waited" *bidunp "(they) waited" 
*slaig "(he) climbed" *stigunb "(they) climbed" 
*-hidan PP 
*-stigan PP 
*fleugan "to fly" 
*kleuban "to cleave" 
*fendan "to find" 
*sweltan "to die" 
*flaug "(it) flew" *flugunb "(they) flew" 
*klaub "(he) clove" *klubunp "(they) clove" 
*fand "(he) found" *fundunp "(they) found" 
*s1i, alt "(he) died" *swultunp "(they) died" 
*, flugan PP 
*-kluban PP 
* fundan PP 
*=swultan PP 
As was made clear in 5.1.1.1, when I discussed the question of tense in Indo-European, the 
tenses in Indo-European which correspond to Germanic and its utilization of vowel gradation 
are semantically and functionally divergent. The alternation scheme from Greek represented 
here takes, on the whole, the form: present - 2nd perfect - 2nd aorist. That for Sanskrit takes 
the form of. root - perfect singular - perfect plural. The root of a Sanskrit verb is its 
unlengthened form without desmential inflexions. Although, as was pointed out, this is not 
necessarily the best way of proceeding, it is the way in which the verb forms are traditionally 
given. 12 The Germanic examples follow the pattern: infinitive - preterite singular - preterite 
plural - past participle. 
The fact that in Sanskrit the three vowels /a, e, o/ coalesced at an early stage into the single /a/ 
means that there can be no qualitative ablaut of the type to be of interest to us for the 
Germanic system. Nevertheless the forms from above show clear cases of Germanic 
continuing morphological patterns found in earlier stages of the language family. Let us 
extract these correspondences. 
The correspondences are twofold. Firstly the alternation between the infinitive in Germanic 
and the preterite singular form is one of /e/ versus /a/. This compares with the alternation in 
the Greek examples, where an /e/ of the present tense (first column) alternates with /o/ in the 
perfect (second column). The a-o anomaly is explained by the fact that those Germanic 
words with cognates in other IE languages show /a/ where in Indo-European one would find 
either /a/ or /o/ (e. g. Lat. octo, Go. ahtau "eight"; Gk. ccypöS, Go. akrs "field"; Lat. hostis, 
Go. gasts "stranger"; Gk. iIXS, Lat. salis, Go. salt "salt"). Thus the e-o ablaut of Indo- 
European is an e-a ablaut in Germanic. One can only suppose that before the three vowels, 
/a, e, o/, coalesced in Sanskrit there was an ablaut relationship between present tense forms 
and those of the perfect. 
12 See chapter 3 and the Indian Grammarians' opinion on ablaut and the resultant explanation by 
samprasarana, and the terms guna and vrddhi. 
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Secondly, we find a correspondence in quantitative ablaut. If we compare the Sanskrit 
examples with those from Germanic, we see that the forms of the perfect in the former and 
the preterite in the latter exhibit a reduction of the vowel segment in the root in the plural 
form in contrast to the singular. Something we can clearly see from the Sanskrit examples is 
the position of the accent. Sanskrit originally had movable pitch stress, the accented syllable 
was pronounced with a raised pitch with the other ones in the word being in comparison 
lowered. 13 The fact that the stress was movable is, as was shown earlier, the relevant factor 
in the development of quantitative ablaut. Later in the language, however, the position of the 
stress became fixed in a manner similar to that in Latin, except that if the ante-penultimate is 
short the stress can move back to the fourth syllable from the end; in Latin the ante- 
penultimate syllable is the furthest back the stress can move, as the result of a lack of long 
syllables. Where there is movable stress, the length of the syllable has no influence on the 
place of the stress. Thus in earlier Sanskrit the stress can seem to fall arbitrarily. In the 
perfect tense the forms of the singular active bear the stress on the root syllable, which as a 
result appears lengthened in comparison to the uninflected root. In the forms of the dual and 
plural active and all forms of the middle the stress falls on the ending, usually the first 
syllable of the desinence. The effects of this placement of stress in Sanskrit means that the 
root vowel in the non-root stressed forms is reduced or shortened. In the first two sets of 
examples the diphthongs e and o (representing original /ai/ and /au/) alternate with /i/ and /ul 
respectively. Thus for these, in effect, the shortening/reduction entails loss of an embedded 
/a/ segment, and as we have seen this /a/ can represent any of /a, e, o/ in cognates with other 
languages. The same is the case for the third set of examples; in these, too, the alternation 
between singular and plural is a loss of /a/; here, however, the alternation is much more 
obvious. 
If we now look at the evidence from Germanic, we see how closely the data correspond. In 
the system as I have it here for an early stage of Germanic, which has been deduced from the 
evidence of the later dialects, the mechanics of the alternation are much clearer to the eye. In 
the first two sets of examples, which represent those verbs traditionally grouped into the first 
and second classes of ablauting Germanic verbs, the loss of the /a/ in the preterite plural 
form is easy to see and the reduction of the vocalic segment of the root of the verb is clear. 
Still left to explain is the existence of the vowel /u/ in the third set of examples from 
Germanic. This vowel does not appear in any of the other forms of the verb except in those 
where there has been reduction from the full grade (either e- or o-grade). 
14 If the forms 
13 The nature of EE accent and its role in producing ablaut is discussed at 
length in chapter 2. 
Introduction and Definition. 
14 I shall use the IE-wide terms e-grade and o-grade to talk of qualitative ablaut, although 
IE /o/ 
appears as Ia/ in Germanic. 
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followed the same pattern as that for classes 1 and 2 then we would get the forms *fndunp 
and *swltunb. Difficult as this looks and whatever doubts one might have about the 
pronounceability of the two forms, the capability of nasal and liquid segments to become 
syllabic and act as vowels is attested in many different languages, not least of all from 
Sanskrit, as the examples above show. There are now two possibilities as to how the /u/ 
segment came to be inserted. (The word "inserted" itself begs the question. It somehow 
implies a degree of purpose which is unlikely. ) Firstly, that a rendering of syllabic /n/ in 
Germanic entailed the addition of /u/ so that in fact there is no development of /n/ > /un/ 
because they are one and the same thing. On the other hand the development might be that 
originally in Germanic there was a syllabic /n/ distinct from the string /un/, but that the 
former developed into the latter through ease of pronunciation. Whichever is the true 
description of the process of events, the examples nevertheless show affinity with the 
examples taken from Sanskrit. The remarkable thing in the examples is that Greek does not 
show reduction in the plural of its 2nd perfect tense as we see it in Sanskrit and Germanic. 
This must have happened as a result of levelling throughout the perfect, so that just one form 
is used for that tense. 
In addition to the observations already made, we can corroborate the position of stress in 
Sanskrit with evidence from Germanic which agrees with it. This question of stress is 
corroborated with recourse to VERNER's Law or grammatical change, whose effects were 
briefly outlined in section 2.2.1. VERNER's Law demonstrates that Germanic at an early 
stage exhibited movable stress patterns in the same way as for early Sanskrit. Thus the 
correlation in Sanskrit between stress and reduction in the Sanskrit perfect is echoed 
faithfully in the Germanic preterite. In terms of position of stress and alternation pattern we 
can see, then, that Germanic reflects the system we set up for Indo-European in chapter 3. 
And yet there are still some verb forms which do not quite fit into this scheme for Gmc. 
classes 1-3. Verbs which, although their ablaut pattern seems to fit the model for the class, 
nevertheless in some respect do not conform. These verbs display a vocalism in the present 
tense which does not reflect what is expected, according to the system as I have propounded 
it, and these therefore require explanation. Classes 1-3 are the most homogeneous and 
conformist or rather, from a less regimental viewpoint, are the ones for which the members 
show least divergence from the class archetype. There are few forms which require some 
explanation before they can be safely ascribed a position in their respective classes. 
The following is a list of the verbs which do not appear to belong in the classes to which 
they are ascribed in the appendix: 
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Class 1: Go. digan (appendicized as *deigan) "knead" 
Class 2: OE bügan "bend" 
OE brücan, OS brükan, OHG brüchan "use" 
OE dü fan, ON dafa "dive" 
OHG *tiýchan "dive" 
OE, OS hrütan, OHG (h)ritzzan "snore" 
OE crüdan "crowd" 
OE lücan "uproot" 
Go. -lükan, OE lücan, OS lükan, OHG litchan, ON laka "close" 
OE lütan, ON lata "bow" 
OE, OS, OHG siýgan, ON saga "suck" 
OE sircan "suck" 
OE süpan, OHG sis fan, ON sapa "sup" 
OE scüfan "shove" 
OE *scadan "rush" 
OE slüpan "slip" 
OE smügan "creep" 
OS sprütan "burgeon" 
ON stapa "jut out" 
OE s trfidan "plunder" 
Of these 20 verbs, 13 are attested in the various dialects in which they occur with only this 
apparently aberrant vocalism shown here. Such verbs are: digan, brücan, düfan, *titchan, 
lükan "close", lütan, sügan, sücan, supan, *scüdan, stüpa, strüdan. 15 In the other cases the 
verb exists in another dialect with the expected form for verbs of the respective class. Such 
evidence is important in trying to explain these verbs. If the verbs were seen to behave in a 
unified manner then explanation would be less fragmented and less reliant on too many 
unprovable, coincidental factors. 
So what are the explanations that have been offered for these forms? Let us look at them. 
5.2.1.1 Aorist Presents 
In his assessment of the strong verb system of Germanic, PROKOSCH (1939,147f. ) equates 
various types of Germanic verb with other types from Sanskrit. The majority of Germanic 
strong verbs he associates with the root-stressed thematic verbs of Sanskrit, those of the type 
badvati (from'bhu "be"). Alongside these he sets some verbs from Germanic which he 
sees as corresponding to the suffixally stressed thematic class of Sanskrit, the tud-Class 
(tuddti). Thus PROKOSCH has two groups of present tense forms for Germanic verbs. 16 The 
first group, as I mentioned above, contains the majority of the strong verbs in Germanic. 
The second group, however, has, among others, those verbs which I have singled out as 
being difficult for the first three Germanic classes of strong verbs (i. e. the verbs digan, 
15 In this list the verbs are given as they appear in OE, which has the greatest number of verbs of this 
type with /ü/, except where the verb 
is not found in OE. This avoids needless repetition. 




..., stüpa, sirüdan). PROKOSCH terms the first group "Durative Presents" and 
the second "Aorist Presents". After listing, as examples of the first of these groups, the 
verbs steigan ... 
letan, he goes on to say: 
These verbs are durative in the sense that in their most frequent, so to speak natural 
use, they express continuous action, "to be climbing, pouring, turning (becoming), 
distributing (taking), seeing, relaxing (letting)". Theoretically, every verb can be 
durative or momentary, ("to reach the top, pour, make a turn, give out, notice, let 
go"), but in Germanic there is a definite tendency to use for the present exclusively 
that form of the stem that is predominant in use. The other stem form is either given 
up entirely or, in certain types, used as a substitute preterit. Thus Go. slepan 
"sleep", redan "meditate" are normally durative, and the bhtKati-form is used for 
the present, while the tudäti-form [... ] *slapan, *radan, has disappeared. On the 
other hand, ON vaba "wade, pass through", taka "take" are tudäti-forms, and the 
normal grade forms (v)bb, tök are used as preterits. (1939,148-149) 
What PROKOSCH appears to be saying here is that the durative present and the aorist present 
are aspectually differentiated terms. If such an aspectual difference were morphologized 
then one would expect that each verb could form aspectual variants in accordance with the 
morphological framework within the Sanskrit examples. That is, that each root had two 
variant forms depending on the aspect conveyed. But from what I said on the subject of 
aspect, it is clear that the evidence we have from extant languages does not permit us to say 
with any authority that there were aspectual differences in Indo-European which were made 
morphologically. It seems more likely that any aspectual differentiation that is evident is 
language-specific rather than indicative of Indo-European-wide trends, or on a semantic level 
instead. If this is the case then PROKOSCH's theory is untenable in its present form. In spite 
of this, however, it is nevertheless apparent that the verbs from Germanic which do not fit 
into the archetype for the first three classes do benefit from an explanation in terms of the 
examples of different ways of forming the present tense, as PROKOSCH shows with Sanskrit 
tudäti and bhävati. The fact remains that the type PROKOSCH calls the aorist present 
displays a vocalism more usually associated with the aorist tense of say Greek (e. g. (PCv-yc), 
F_(pvyov), at least in comparison with the examples from Sanskrit (tudäti "pushes", rujäti 
"breaks", disäti "points out"), where reduced grade is the norm as a result of the suffixal 
accent. How does this compare with the forms from Germanic which, except for 
digan with 
%i/ which appears to conform to this type, have ! ü/ a long vowel? How can this reflect 
reduced grade of tudäti-type verbs? One might suggest that the /& 
is the reflex of a reduced 
grade of a long diphthong (/eu/ > /au/ > ! ü! ), but then the past participle vocalism and the 
preterite plural vocalism should have the same reduced grade vocalism as the present 
tense. 
PROKOSCH points out that the most likely explanation is that the actual vocalism 
is /u/, not 
/ü/, and that this /u/ was lengthened on analogy with the verbs of the 
first class, all of which 
(except digan) have long vocalism in the present tense. This certainly accounts 
for the 
otherwise unacceptable and 
difficult explanation of /ii/ through long diphthongs which are 
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notoriously problematic as explanations because of their levelling with short diphthongs. 17 
It also means that an explanation along the lines of tuddti-forms becomes more believable, 
because we have explicable reduced grade forms. 
This is, however, not the end of the problem. Because some of the verbs in the Germanic 
list have forms in other dialects which conform to the pattern for the class, we are then left 
with the problem, why there should be divergent forms of the same verbs in different 
dialects. Let us look in detail at those verbs which have different forms. '8 
OE bicgan 
OE, OS hrittan. OHG (h)rüzzan 





Go. biugan, OHG biogan 
ON hrjöta 
OHG liohan 
Go. -skiuban, OHG skioban 
Go. sliupan, OHG sliofan 
ON smjüga 
OE spreotan 
It certainly seems from this list that Old English leads the way in the formation of the present 
tense of such verbs with /ü/. But which way round does the development progress? Are 
these seven verbs aorist presents at all according to PROKOSCH's analysis? If we believe they 
are, what has happened in the case of the forms from the other dialects which do not show 
/d/. The explanation according to PROKOSCH suggests that the /ü/ appears as a result of 
analogy with verbs of Class 1 which themselves have a long vowel, /11. If these seven verbs 
are aorist presents then we have to account for the development of the diphthong /eu/ (OE 
/e-o/, Go. /iul, OHG /io, iu/, ON /jö, jü/) in them, in contrast to the forms with /u/. 
Diagrammatically we must account for the following: 
i) /ul > /ü/ 
ii) /u/ > /eul 
or iii) /u/ > /u/ > /eu/ 
for the aorist presents of PROKOSCH. 
for the divergent forms. 
ditto 
The first we take as read, assuming PROKOSCH is right. The second seems to have no 
motivation nor parallel in other Germanic phonological forms. The third can only be 
explained if we assume two analogical stages. The first: analogy with Class 1 present forms; 
the second: analogy with other Class 2 verbs which are not aorist presents. 
iii) above 
provides the most convincing explanation for the divergent vocalisms assuming that all the 
verbs showing /ü/ are aorist presents. Assuming two separate analogies means that the aorist 
presents are assimilated into the second class of Germanic strong verbs 
in a unified manner. 
They all analogize to /ia/ from /u/. ii) above would mean that verbs with the same original 
17 This problem of the long diphthongs will re-emerge when we consider the origins of e 
18 It will be seen from a comparison with the appendix that 
I have included there putative infinitives 
with Gmc. /eu/ which are not 
listed here. That they are putative forms quite obviously rules out their 
evidence in the matter of the origins of verbs with 
/ü/. 
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vocalism (reduced grade /u/) developed differently once they were a part of the second class. 
This seems unlikely and illogical. However, this all begs the question: what is the 
motivation for assimilating to the second class? Why should the verbs exhibit the ablaut 
alternation pattern for this class? An easy answer to this questioning might be that these 
verbs had nowhere else to go. As the only large class dealing with verbs with a high, back 
vocal element, /u/, the second class was the only possible refuge for them. 19 
This explanation has assumed that all the verbs showing /ü/ somewhere in the Germanic 
dialects are aorist presents in the way PROKOSCH proposes. If, however, we look at the 
problem from another angle a different explanation presents itself. Analogy can work in two 
directions, what we consider the influential form may be the influenced one and vice versa, 
and this is the essence of a possible further consideration of the data. The anomalous seven 
verbs with /ü/ might, of course, not be aorist presents at all, but rather normal verbs of Class 
2 which under the influence of the aorist presents' analogization to a long vowel present like 
Class 1, rather than the predominant diphthongal vocalism of Class 2, undergo the selfsame 
analogy. In this way all analogy points in the same direction: towards the long vowel of 
Class 1. This seems the most satisfying of the interpretations dealt with so far. 
HIRT (1931-4, II, § 133,168) on this problem is a little more unconvinced of the necessity of 
an explanation which relies on aorist presents. 
Im Griech. unterscheidet sich nämlich der sog. Aoristus secundus nur durch die 
Betonung und die dadurch bedingte Schwundstufe von dem Präsens. 
Es heißt Prs. Inf. kenne .v 
'lassen', Aor. %. urcly: cpcVycty 'fliehen': cplryciv. Und so stehen 
nebeneinander Aor. gcpvyov and Imperfekt Ecpeuyov. 
Es gab aber auch, und so besonders im Indischen, Präsentien mit 
Schwundstufe der Wurzelsilbe. Daher hat man sie Aoristpräsentien genannt. (HIRT 
1931-4, II, 168) 
This is a more succinct and also distanced description of what aorist presents are. Such 
distance is accounted for by the fact that later in the same section HIRT dismisses, for the 
most part, the need for aorist presents in an explanation of the Germanic verbal system: 
Wenn nun auch in einzelnen Fällen, wie bei sufan and sügan, das is als ü berechtigt 
sein mag (zu lat. suädere, suc vis), so doch in den anderen Fällen nicht. Ich vermute 
daher, daß ü: au :u dem Verhältnis i< ei : ai :i nachgebildet ist. Nimmt man das 
an, so bleiben nur sehr wenig sog. Aoristpräsentien übrig. (ibid., 169) 
HIRT does not give any exact details regarding the actual verbs he regards as aorist presents 
and those he thinks are nothing more than true verbs of this class which have analogically 
19 It is true that there are a small group of reduplicating verbs with a high, back vowel, 
but the very 
fact that they are so small in number means they have a smaller pulling-power 
in regard to their ability 
to inspire analogy in other forms. They are also reduplicating 
in origin, and thus have a quality 
alienating to other homeless verbs. For the aorist present verbs 
to find a home here would mean a 
double, simultaneous analogy of vocalism and reduplication. 
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followed the lead of the first class of Germanic strong verbs and have monophthongized and 
lengthened the vowel of the root syllable. None of this seems terribly conclusive. It seems 
that HIRT is saying that those verbs which can be proved to have IE cognates with reduced 
grade /u/ are most likely to be Germanic reflexes of an IE tudäti-type verb. The fact remains 
that tudäti-verbs in Germanic would have to assimilate somehow into a system which was 
becoming much tighter morphologically and morphonologically. In addition it cannot be 
forgotten that the shift of accent in early Germanic, evidenced by the phenomenon variously 
referred to as VERNER's law and grammatical change, must have played a part in expunging 
the difference between bhavati and tudäti verbs in regard to the position of their accent. 
With no real structural difference between the two types, it is hardly surprising that the verbs 
were assimilated into the Germanic system of strong verbs; a system consisting primarily of 
verbs of the Skt. bhävati type. As I mentioned earlier it is understandable that the /& verbs 
became a part of the second Germanic class, where they do at least share a segment with the 
features [+ back, +high, +rounded]. 
To be conclusive about the origins of these verbs and their relationships with cognates one 
needs to know a little about the etymology of each of the verbs. For this I shall use SEEBOLD 
(1970). I shall only list verbal cognates from other IE branches. The results for all of the 
verbs which show /ü/ in one of their dialectal forms are as follows (all quotations from 
SEEBOLD 1970): 
OE began: BEUG-A-, links with 01 bhujäti "bends", Lat. fugiö "flee", Gk cpEVYO) 
"flee" aor. E'cpvyov. 
OE brücan, OS brükan, OHG brüchan: BRUK-A-, links with Lat. fruor, frui. 
fructus sum "enjoy", 01 bhunakti "enjoy, consume", "... wenn man auch hier annimmt, daß 
das Nasalinfix zwischen Labial und Guttural den Liquiden ausgedrängt hat. " 
OE düfan, ON düfa: DUB-A-, links with Lit. dumbü, dIibti "lower oneself'. 
OHG *tuchan: DUK-A-, "... hat keine Vergleichsmöglichkeit", but perhaps links 
with DUB-A- from an underlying *dheu? 
OE, OS hrütan, OHG (h)rüzzan: HRUT-A-, "... keine genaue 
Vergleichsmöglichkeit"'. 
OE crüdan: KRUD-A-, no extra-Germanic cognates. 
OE lücan: LEUK-A-, links with Lat. Irrgere "lament", 01 rujäti "breaks". 
Go. -lükan, OE I scan, OS lükan, OHG liüchan, ON lüka: LUK-A-, "... 
hat nur sehr 
unsichere Vergleichsmöglichkeit in einigen Wörtern, die sich auf die Bedeutung `biegen' 
zurückfiihren lassen", links with Lat. luctärc "wrestle", Gk. ?1 y'tco "turn, twist". 
OE lütan, ON lüta: LUT-A-, links with Lit. liüstü "become saddened, depressed", 
OCS luzdo "deceive", Cym. lludded "tiredness". 
OE, OS, OHG siügan, ON süga: SUG-A-, " ... gehört zu einer gut vergleichbaren 
Wurzel sit-", links with 01 sunöti "press out" 
OE sücan: SUK-A-, likewise traceable to a root sü-, also links with Lat. sügere 
"suck" 
OE süpan, OHG süüfan, ON süpa: SUP-A-, cf also SUG-A- with root sü-. 
OE scufan: SKEUB-A-, "... keine überzeugende Vergleichsmöglichkeit"'. 
OE *sciüdan: SKUD-A-, no cognates. 
OE slüüpan: SLEUP-A-, links with Lat. lübricus "slippery". 
11? 
OE smügan: SMEUG-A-, links with Lit. smäugiu "choke", Lit. smunkü 'slide. slip`' 01 muncati "let go". 
OS sprütan: SPRUT-A-, links with Lit. sprdudziu ``squeeze into a small space". 
ON stüpa: STUP-A-, the strong verb, according to SEEBOLD, is a secondary formation and so irrelevant to the case for aorist presents. 
OE strüdan: STRUD-A-, "... keine unmittelbare Vergleichsmöglichkeit". 
The form given in upper case letters is the form that SEEBOLD gives as his dictionary entry 
and it thus represents the proto-Germanic form for him. As with all proto-forms the 
accuracy and reliability is highly questionable, so that the end result of this enquiry into 
aorist presents remains inconclusive. The decision by SEEBOLD whether to ascribe to a 
particular verb an underlying form with EU or U seems arbitrary and is certainly not 
intended as, and can in no way be taken as, a pointer to aorist present derived forms. A few 
forms do seem to have links with Skt. (01) tudäti-verbs but their number is small and also 
inconclusive for our purposes. What, however, we are looking for is evidence that the /ü/ 
verbs have cognates with reduced grade vowels. There are a possible ten which fit this bill: 
BEUG-A-, BRUK-A-, DUB-A-, LEUK-A-, LUK-A-. LOT-A-, SUG/SUC/SUP-A-2I, 
SMEUG-A-. Let us now compare this list of ten with the list of eleven /ü/ verbs from earlier 
which exist only in forms with /ü/ and do not show verbal alternatives in other dialects with 
Gmc. /eul. What we find here is that there is a considerable overlap between the two lists. 
This accounts for the Germanic roots: BRUK-A-, DUB-A-, LUK-A-, LUT-A-, SUG-A-, 
SUK-A- & SUP-A-. In addition to this we cannot rule out DUK-A-, SKUD-A-. STUP-A- 
and STRUD-A-, because they have etymologies which cannot be traced, and so may reflect 
now extinct forms with reduced grade /u/. This large identity betweeen the two lists points 
in favour of an explanation which at least considers the possible part played by the IE 
conjugational type which has a thematic verb accented on the theme with concomitant 
reduction of root vowel due to its not bearing the stress. 
There must, indeed, have been confusion in the second class as to what exactly the present 
vocalism was meant to be with such aorist present forms and the inherent forms with /eu/, 
but the presents with /il/ seem to have found justification in their similarity to the 
monophthongized forms in Class I (Gmc. /ei/ > /-i/), Why these verbs with /ü/ appear more 
so in Old English is unclear and may be mere coincidence. 
5.2.2 Classes 4&5 
As we did in 5.2.1, let us again set alongside each other forms from Greek, Sanskrit and 
Germanic which correspond structurally to the forms we find in the fourth and fifth classes 
of strong verb in Germanic so that we can pin down the similarities and the anomalies. 
20 Which, as we saw above, possibly stem from a root sb-. 
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Greek: 
EyEvö LEv "I became" 
ictihvco "I shall kill" 
zpCý «Iý» 
pijyvµu "I break" 










*helan "to hide" 
*neman "to take" 
*beran "to bear" 
Class 5 
*geban "to give" 
*sehwan "to see" 
*lesan "to read" 
yp-yova "I have become" 
eicrova "I have killed" 
tiezpogx "I have turned" 
ytyvoµat "I become" 
Epporya "I have broken" 4päp v "I was 
broken" 
'c to1Ca "I have begotten" 
babhära "he has borne" 
cakära "he has done" 
jagama "he has gone" 
uväca "he has spoken" 
papäca "he has cooked" 
sasäda "he has sat" 
*hal "(he) hid" 
*nam "(he) took" 
*bar "(he) bore" 
*gab "(he) gave" 
*sahw "(he) saw" 
*las "(he) read" 
babhrür "they have borne" 
cakrür "they have done" 
jagmür "they have done" 
iccür "they have spoken" 
pecür "they have cooked" 
sedür "they have sat"21 
*helunp "(they) hid" 
*nemunp "(they) took" 
*berunp "(they) bore" 
*gebun, b "(they) gave" 
*sehwun, b "(they) saw" 







As before let us see what correspondences we can extract from the above examples from 
Greek and Sanskrit and verbs from the 4th and 5th classes of Germanic. The first two 
columns from the Germanic examples relate very well to the first two columns of the Greek 
ones. As in Classes 1-3 there is an alternation e- a which reflects what we can see in Greek 
in the alternation e-o. However, the examples from Sanskrit do not seem to have much to 
offer by way of explanation for the Germanic forms. As we have seen elsewhere the 
Abtönung found in the first preterite form from Germanic finds no correlate in Sanskrit as it 
does in Greek (i. e. Gmc. *helan-*hal, Gk. -y&v---yov-, but Skt. pac- papäca; the perfect 
singular in Sankrit has the same vocalism as the present tense, guna grade, but that the third 
person shows vrddhi). In addition, the correlation between the Sanskrit examples in 5.2.1 
and the Germanic alternants of the second preterite form found in the first three classes 
is 
lacking for Classes 4 and 5, as these examples show. As will be remembered, we saw that in 
the Sanskrit perfect tense there is an alternation involving the quantity of the vowels of the 
21 Sedür from earlier *sasclür: thus also pecirr from *papciir. incur <* uvciir by samprasarana (initial 
v reduplicates as u). See also section 
5.2.3.2. 
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root: in the indicative singular the guna or vrddhi vowel (i. e. full or lengthened grade), but 
elsewhere the vowel of the root syllable is weakened or reduced. This corresponded to what 
we could see from Germanic Classes 1-3 in whose forms the second preterite and indeed the 
past participle exhibited a reduced grade form in contrast to the full grade in the first two 
alternants (i. e. those of the present tense and the first preterite form). This reduction in the 
Sanskrit verb is again visible in the examples in this section, where I have taken verbs which 
have similar root structures to those from Germanic Classes 4 and 5. But unlike Classes 1-3 
there is little resonance of this alternation in the Germanic examples here. The only point at 
which reduction of the root vowel occurs in these Germanic verbs is in the past participle of 
verbs whose root vowel is succeeded by a lone nasal or liquid; and in this it behaves just as 
the verbs in 5.2.1. This leaves us with apparent anomalies, or rather forms for which the IE 
examples used up to this point have proved inadequate. The Sanskrit and Greek forms have 
shown us that there are formal correspondences between them and Germanic in regard to the 
ways in which the past tense vocalisms are formed and arranged. But here we now see that 
these forms do not provide us with a comprehensive explanation of the forms we find in 
Germanic. Indeed, must they? The point of this whole investigation is to ascertain the 
degree to which Germanic shares morphonemic categories with IE languages of a period 
earlier than that for which we have documentary evidence for Germanic. It is clear, 
however, that at this point we have stumbled on Germanic forms which do not lend 
themselves to explanation by means of the IE forms I have been using up to this point. So 
what do we have in these new Germanic forms? 
At this early stage of the Germanic branch, both Class 4 and Class 5 have a long /e/ in the 
second preterite forms, that is the third column in the list of examples from above. 
Following the pattern noticed in Classes 1-3 one would expect to find a reduced form of the 
root vowel here as well as in the past participle, as we do indeed find in the past participle of 
Class 4. The second problem is that in addition to the long /e/ in the second preterite form, 
the past participle of the Class 5 type has the vocalism of the present tense alternant of the 
first column. So Class 4 has one alternant (pret. 2) which at this stage remains obscure, 
whereas Class 5 has two (pret. 2 and PP). 
We should perhaps return to Greek and Sanksrit to see whether, in their large stocks of 
synthetic tense forms, there is anything comparable with the "odd" forms of Classes 4 and 5. 
Of course, there is no need to fmd a comparison for the PP vowel of Class 5. It shows the 
vocalism of the unchanged root of the verb and so is already proven as a possible alternant. 
In this case we need to find a reason why this form appears rather than the expected reduced 
grade. Its oddness is a reflection of why it is rather than what 
it is. 
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So is there anything in Greek or Sanskrit which might show that the /e/ of the pret. 2 forms in 
classes 4 and 5 is in fact an alternant found elsewhere in Germanic and thus not a Germanic 
innovation? 
According to PROKOSCH (1939,164): "The long vowel forms of classes IV and V are 
definitely aorists". Let us draw on some of the data from chapter 3 to see whether this 
assertion of PROKOSCH's is realistic or feasible. 
A look at the system of aorists in Sanskrit shows us that there are indeed two types of aorist 
formation which would appear to fit the bill, i. e that display forms with lengthened grade. 
These aorists are sigmatic aorists, specifically the s-aorist and the is-'sis-aorists. They both 
show the lengthened grade or vrddhi, throughout the active voice and normal grade (guna) 
elsewhere. 
chand- "seem" acchäntsit "he seemed" 
pü- "purify" apdvit "he purified" 
ni- "lead" anäisit "he led"22 
This seems to fit quite well, at least the first of these examples does, which more directly 
corresponds to the vowel alternation in the Germanic forms we are trying to explain. Do we 
find any corroboration of lengthened forms in Greek? Unfortunately evidence from Greek is 
difficult to evaluate conclusively. SMYTH (1956, §542a, 173) tells us: 
In verbs showing strong and weak grades, the tense-suffix is added to the strong 
stem: t iOo) E? tp_taa, Ti is o g'til4a, icv&o OEV61)aa, tc5tlpt E-atq6a Ea'r p*'nV. 
This is not terribly helpful. Greek verbal roots show two forms: the strong, for which there 
are some verbs, although not very many, which show Abtönung, and the weak form. The 
weak form is a reduced form and the strong form a full grade form, so that the difference 
between the two is one of length. This is different from Sanskrit, where there are three 
clearly defined quantitative alternants which it calls root, guna and vrddhi. The Greek strong 
grade, however, does occur in environments where in the corresponding Sanskrit form we 
find vrddhi. This makes it all quite confusing. However, if we take a look at the Greek 
aorists in isolation from the rest of the Greek tense system things become a little clearer. The 
second Greek aorist, which has no suffix, is characterized by reduced grade in the root 
vowel. This is essentially a way of distinguishing it from the imperfect tense which in all 
other respects it resembles. In comparison with this aorist formation the Greek sigmatic 
22 As was pointed out earlier, the principle of lengthening 
in Sanskrit, i. e. in producing guna and 
vrddhi grades from the basic grade, 
is one whereby an /a/ or /ä/ respectively is added to the vowel. 
Thus the vocalisms of these examples. When /u/ or li/ occur 
intervocalically they are consonantized, a 
process called samprasarana by the ancient Indian grammarians. 
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aorist can quite plainly be seen to have a longer root vowel. It is still the strong grade, but it 
is clear that the distinguishing factor between these two aorist formations is one of length of 
the root vowel. And yet despite this, does a language have any need of distinguishing 
features for formations which are essentially in complementary distribution? The 
motivation for the perceived length distinction is missing. If the 1st and 2nd aorists were 
discrete tenses with different functions then there might be grounds for distinguishing 
between them. As it is, however, this is not generally the case. The motivation for reduction 
in the 2nd aorist is that it would otherwise be identical with the imperfect forms: %. EL7Gw "I 
leave", Impf EXEutov, 2nd Aor. irXinov. If this is the real motivation, then a lengthened 1 st 
aorist in distinction to the 2nd is superfluous. One must remember that if Wiw had formed 
a1 st aorist then its root vowel would have been the same as that in the present system and 
thus the same as that in the imperfect tense. Thus it would not undergo active lengthening as 
we have it in Sanskrit, quite apart from the fact that the I st aorist has a different system of 
endings than the second aorist and also has a sigma theme. 
All we can say on the evidence from Greek and Sanskrit is that Indo-European could utilize 
quantitative ablaut as a means of identifying aorists, that is that length could be a factor. 
A further consideration would be such Latin perfect forms as cepi from capio "I seize", or 
veni from venio "I come". Latin has no aorist tense in opposition to the perfect and 
imperfect as both Sanskrit and Greek do. So, in effect, the questions we ask about the 
Germanic preterite are ones we could ask about the Latin perfect. Indeed the Latin perfect 
displays forms which can be attributed to both the perfect and aorist tenses in Greek and 
Sanskrit. There are many different ways of forming the perfect tense in Latin, as we saw in 
section 3.4.1. Some verbs reduplicate (tango "I touch" tetigi, pello "I force" pepuli) which 
as we have seen is an important way of forming the perfect in Greek and Sanskrit. 23 On the 
other hand there are also verbs which form this tense using an s-suffix (dico "I say" dixi, 
scribo "I write" scripsi), in this way resembling the sigmatic aorists of our other two ancient 
languages. That the Latin perfect appears to have forms which come from both the IE aorist 
and the IE perfect, speaks in favour, or at least does not speak against our regarding the 
lengthened perfects as reflecting lengthened aorists, i. e. like the examples from Sanskrit. It 
is perfectly clear in the Latin lengthened perfects that it is length which is meaningful as an 
aid in tense distinction. 24 These Latin examples help us to accept the idea of a lengthened 
aorist, before we try to explain the Germanic forms in these terms. 
23 Sanskrit, in fact, also exhibits aorist forms which reduplicate, but this is only for a handful of verbs 
in their regular conjugation, but is mainly used to form the aorist of the causative, a secondary verbal 
form. See the excursus dealing with reduplication. 
24 Of course, as an additional morpheme for the perfect the three ancient 
languages under discussion 
also show a different set of personal endings 
from the other tenses and voices. 
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So PROKOSCH says that the preterite plural forms of classes 4 and 5 definitely reflect IE 
lengthened aonsts, and we have shown that indeed ancient IE languages show evidence that 
there may have been an IE aorist with length of the root vowel as a contributing 
distinguishing morpheme. Our next task is to look once again at the information from 
Germanic and see whether what we have learned from the lengthened IE aorist is of practical 
use in an evaluation of the Germanic preterite. 
If we accept that the preterite plural vocalism of Germanic classes 4 and 5 has its cognates in 
an IE lengthened aorist, which is, as I hope to have shown, at least a possibility, then we 
must accept that Germanic uses morphemes and formations from different IE tenses in one 
Germanic tense, in just the same way as the Latin perfect. 
Having thus justified the notion of lengthening in the Germanic preterite in terms of IE 
prototypes we should investigate why lengthening appears. Is there any motivation to 
explain why lengthening should appear instead of the expected reduction of the first three 
classes? 
There is an important distinction between verbs of Classes 1-3 and those following the 
pattern of Classes 4 and 5: the root in Classes 4 and 5 verbs is shorter by one segment. The 
root structures are as follows: 
Class 1: CeiC- 
2: CeuC- 
3: CeRC-, CeNC- 
But: Class 4: CeR-, CeN- 
5: CeC 
Might this distinction be in some way responsible for the different ablaut pattern of the verbs 
in Classes 4 and 5? 
The ablaut alternation pattern of the verbs of Classes 1-3 takes the form: full grade in the 
present tense, o-grade in the preterite singular form and reduced grade in the preterite plural 
and past participle. The first two of these find themselves in the ablaut alternation pattern of 
classes 4 and 5. In the reduced grade forms of Classes 1-3 the reduction takes the form of a 
loss of the /e/ of the full grade root and the subsequent syllabification of the following 
sonant segment. In Classes 1 and 2 this means that the second elements of the 
diphthongs 
/ei/ and /eu/, that is /i, u/, become the syllable carriers and thus 
full vowels rather than the 
diphthongal glides of the full grade forms. In Class 3, as I have pointed out, it seems that the 
nasal and liquid elements become 
likewise syllabic, so that the reduced grade in their case 
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consists of a Murmelvokal, /u/, and the liquid or nasal, /uR/ < /uR/ < /R/. The ease of this 
development of the sonant segments in Classes 1-3 in becoming vocalic syllable bearers is 
no doubt facilitated by the following consonant. That the sonants after reduction find 
themselves between two consonants makes the transition to vocalic segments all the more 
reasonable and even predictable. Only in Class 3 does this vocalization (c£ samprasarana in 
Sanskrit) need supporting with a Murmelvokal. Germanic, unlike other IE languages, among 
them Sanskrit and the Slavic branch, it seems from the evidence, does not easily support 
nasals and liquids as sole bearers of syllabicity. 
In speaking of Classes 4 and 5 the fact that the root is a segment short in comparison with 
Classes 1-3 is important. In Class 4 the consonantal root Auslaut of 1-3 is missing when 
reduction takes place so that the nasal/liquid is required to be both syllabic and provide a 
syllable boundary. This does in fact take place in the past participle, which follows the 
pattern of the first three classes. 
Class 5 has no sonant segment, merely a non-syllabic consonant following the root vowel. 
As a result, if reduction were to take place in the way I have shown for the preceding classes, 
then the structure for class 5 verbs would be CC-. This is clearly difficult and, as it stands, 
no segment bears a syllable. BARNES/ESAU (1973,7) state that Indo-European "had a 
general morpheme structure constraint such that 
0 --->schwa secundum l+C C+" 
(i. e. between two consonants, each forming a syllable boundary, an absence of 
vowel becomes schwa secundum) 
This constraint rests on the infallibility of the proposition that schwa secundum exists at all. 
BARNES/ESAU (ibid., 5) cite HIRT (1931, I, 63) in which he proposes the existence of schwa 
secundum specifically to account for the "participial vowels u in [class] IV and e in [class] 
V". He does this by claiming that in the environment C_L/N schwa secundum becomes /u/ 
and in the environment C 
_C 
it becomes /e/. This is taken up by PROKOSCH (1939,102) 
who assumes the same thing, it seems, for the same reason. This is neat, but fails to account 
for the lengthened grade in the preterite plural forms which have the same phonological 
structure as the past participle forms. A successful theory needs to account for the ambiguity 
between the preterite plural and the past participle forms. 
An answer, or rather reassurance, may be found in the group of verbs called preterite- 
presents. The preterite-presents exhibit the same kind of ablaut relationships as the other 
strong verbs. They are in fact just as much strong verbs as those I 
have chosen to investigate. 
Morphologically, however, the preterite-presents behave like strong verbs only when they 
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refer to the present tense, elsewhere (that is for the preterite tense and for the past participle) 
they have developed weak forms with the dental suffix. In the present tense they show the 
same alternation between singular and plural as the other strong verbs in the preterite tense. 
For example, taken from Gothic: 
Class 1: wait witum 
läis *lisum 
äih äigum 
2: däug *dugum 
3: kann kunnum 
OE an(n) unnon 
parf paürbum 
gadars gadaürsum 
4: skal skulum 
man munum 
5: ganah *ganugon 
mag magum 
















The infinitives of preterite-present verbs have the root syllable of the present plural form (i. e. 
reduced grade). 
Although the forms listed function in the present tense, one can see that their ablaut 
alternation pattern is directly comparable to that seen in the preterite tense formation of the 
strong verb system. Excepting äigum, which would appear to have levelled in favour of the 
singular vocalism, the other examples from the first three classes directly parallel the pattern 
for the strong verbs as seen in 5.2.1. When we then look at the preterite-present examples 
from Classes 4 and 5, we begin to see something rather interesting. Certainly with 
skal-skulum and man-munum, verbs which have the same root structure as the strong verbs 
of Class 4, we can see that the alternation is not the same as that for the strong verbs of Class 
4. Where the strong verbs have /e/ in the plural alternant these two preterite-present verbs 
show reduced grade with /u/, i. e just the alternant one would have expected for the strong 
verbs too, and which they do in fact manage, as I have shown, for the past participle. It has 
25 For plural form cf. OE dugon, OS dugun, OHG tugun. 
26 PROKOSCH (1939) assigns ganah to Class 5 and mag to Class 6; WRIGHT (1954), however, 
assigns ganah to Class 4 and mag to Class 5, but STAMM/HEYNE (1920) describe them both as 
belonging to Class 5 with the codicil that they originally belonged to Class 6, despite the participial 
evidence of bi-naüht from -nah; CAMPBELL (1959) has OE geneah in Class 4 and OE mcog as 
uncertain; BRAUNE (1987) has OHG ganah in Class 4 and mag in Class 5; both HOLTHAUSEN (1921) 
and GALLEE (1910) have OS mag in Class 5; GORDON (1990) has ON ma in Class 5. Following their 
consonantal root structure I shall keep them both in Class 5. There does not seem to me to 
be any 
cogent reason for ascribing *nah to Class 4, and *mag, despite 
being difficult to place etymologically, 
seems to be treated by speakers of the Germanic 
dialects in accordance with trends for the first five 
classes as I shall shortly outline. 
27 Added here purely to complete the list of preterite-present verbs. 
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been suggested that the preterite-present verbs reflect an early stage in the development of 
the IE verbal system. According to MEID (1970,18): 
Die Verba Praeterito praesentia [... ] reflektieren als Gruppe die älteste Bedeutung des indogermanischen Perfekts, die des Zustandes am Subjekt. [... ] Es ist nicht 
sicher, ja nicht einmal wahrscheinlich, daß alle dazu zählenden Verba nach Etymologie und spezifischer Semantik in die indogermanische Frühzeit 
zurückreichen; vielmehr sind es wahrscheinlich nur wenige Prototypen, die den 
Charakter der Kategorie im Germanischen oder Vorgermanischen begründet haben 
und denen sich andere Verba aufgrund ähnlicher semantischer, z. T. wohl auch formaler, Voraussetzungen angeschlossen haben. 
One Germanic verb of this type which can be traced back to ancient prototypes is 
wait-witum "know" which has cognates in Greek oiöa "I know", which itself is used with a 
meaning referring to the present tense but exhibits a form which has similarities with the 
perfect tense. Its personal endings are those of the perfect tense and it shows, in fact, an 
ablaut alternation between the forms of the singular and the plural. 
Perfect indicative: 
1 sing. oi8a 
2 of Oa 
3 oi&E(v) 
2/3 du. iatiov 
1 plu. ' tEv 
2 l6'CE 
3 tuaßt(v) 
This alternation mirrors what we have seen in other examples from Sanskrit and from the 
first three classes of the Germanic verbs where it was indicative, in the perfect and preterite 
respectively, of singular versus plural number. But as we have seen the preterite-present 
verbs are verbs which are used to describe situations in the present tense, a state of affairs 
which has led to their name. If we then suggest that the preterite-present verbs are, in fact, 
proponents of the IE perfect tense, in consideration of the fact that the alternation 
full-reduced grade is also an attribute of the perfect tense, then we have no alternative but to 
place the preterite-present verbs alongside the strong verbs. Our problem is that whilst the 
preterite-present verbs show this reduced grade formation in the plural, that is with /u/, the 
strong verbs have /e/. Which of these is original? Is there a reason for the difference? What 
is the motivation for a change from one to the other? 
It seems obvious that the forms with /u/ should be the more ancient of the alternants for the 
verbs with the root structure of Classes 4 and 5. After all this is the alternant one would 
expect when one takes into account the trend of the examples of the first three classes of 
Germanic verbs. It is also the alternant which a comparison with forms from Sanskrit 
suggests should be the case. But is this sufficient for identifying reduced 
forms as more 
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ancient? Possibly. The Greek example oi8a shows that there is a case for the existence of a 
perfect formation in Indo-European which does not have reduplication. SZEMERENYI 
(19904,314) suggests that oi&a lost its reduplication at an early stage because it was a much 
used verb. The loss may also have something to do with the loss of the digamma F (/w/), so 
that *wewoida became *(e)oida. As SZEMERENYI points out there are several cases of the 
development of the perfect without reduplication in Indo-European, not least of them being 
Germanic itself in which we can clearly see the demise of this morphological tool. The 
seventh class verbs in Gothic appear to have reduplicated quite regularly, but by the time of 
the later dialects reduplication is seen only in a handful of relic forms. 28 This leaves us, 
however, with a problem. The Abstufung of oi&a is clearly original compared with forms 
from Sanskrit, but the verb has already lost its reduplication. So on the one hand the Nerb is 
conservative but on the other it appears to be innovative. On the other hand reduplication 
need not be something original to Indo-European and the Gk. oi8a need not be derived from 
earlier *wewoida. Reduplication could be a later development and oi8a is indeed a relic 
from an earlier period. PROKOSCH (1939,187ff), however, holds a different position in 
saying that there were two distinct perfect formations possible in Indo-European. 
The IE reduplicated perfect denoted completed action, resulting in a present state. 
But in addition to this, there existed a perfect of identical morphological structure 
but without reduplication. With these the psychological emphasis lay on the state 
attained and not on the action of which it was a result. [... ] The Gmc. languages have 
preserved this perfect type to a much greater extent than any other IE language. In 
fact, they doubtless added to this group in prehistoric times. 
This point of view need not necessarily be in conflict with SZEMERENYI's in its usefulness, 
because a further consideration in explaining the lack of reduplication would fit in with both 
PROKOSCH's and SZEMERENYI's analyses. This consideration rests on the temporal 
signification of the preterite-presents (and ot&a). As they refer to the present tense, the more 
obvious of the perfect tense signifiers, reduplication, was dropped (or resisted) as being not 
appropriate to a form now relating feelings/experiences in present time. The lack of 
reduplication is on the one hand (PROKOSCH) semantically bound to the type of perfect 
formation, and on the other (SZEMERENYI) is a result of the verb forms becoming identified 
with present time. Either of these explanations is compatible with our interpretation of the 
morphology involved in the preterite-presents and their cognates in conjunction with the 
inherent similarities with the strong verb system of Indo-European as a whole. And this 
interpretation has a bearing on the failure of the preterite-presents in Germanic to follow the 
development taken by the strong verbs of Class 4 and 5 in having /e/ in the preterite plural 
forms. Because they are verbs which relate experiences in the present tense while using a 
form which bears more relation to features used in expressing past time, they become 
28 The difficult question of reduplication in the Germanic languages will be discussed when we 
examine the seventh class of strong verbs. 
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ossified. As present tense forms they occupy a different place in the verbal system from the 
true strong verbs, and as such are overlooked when the strong verbs develop new formations 
(c£ BARNES/ESAU 1973,7-9). 
This has shown that strong verbs of Classes 4 and 5 were, in fact, theoretically able to apply 
the principles of the first three classes of Germanic strong verbs in showing reduction as the 
preterite plural vocalism, either as /u/, or as /a/ </a/. So why, then, did they later develop the 
vocalism /e/? 
We still do not have any motivation for the vocalism of the plural forms of the Germanic 
strong verb Classes 4 and 5. I have shown that the vocalism is possible in terms of the IE 
morphological inventory, but why it should turn up here, when there is a perfectly good 
alternative evidenced by the conjugation of the preterite-presents of Germanic, appears a 
mystery. For the moment I shall leave this unresolved and I shall go on to talk of the sixth 
class of strong verbs. In these verbs the role of length as an ablaut altemant is more starkly 
present, so that following a discussion of this class we will be in a position to throw some 
light on the nature of Classes 4 and 5. 
5.2.3 Class 6 
The divergences of Classes 4 and 5-i. e. their use of alternants which do not conform to the 
patterns described for the first three strong classes which had clear resonances in Indo- 
European - seem small fry when taken in conjunction with the developments of the last two 
classes of strong verbs (6 and 7). I shall deal with them separately, not least because class 
seven has problems specific to it which require detailed and independent examination. 
Our first problem in dealing with Class 6 is that examples from Sanskrit or Greek do not 
show any systematic correlation with the Germanic system. In Class 6 the conventions of 
the first five classes are left aside in favour of a different kind of ablaut alternation, or one 
with a different set of principles. The first five classes base their pattern on the structure: 
present # preterite singular # preterite plural (leaving aside the past participle for the 
moment); but class 6 has the pattern: present # preterite singular = preterite plural. Let us 




*r "(he) went" *runji "(they) went" *. faran PP 
*grob "(he) dug" *grobunß "(they) dug" *-graban PP 
*möl "(he) ground" *mölunp "(they) ground" *-malan PP 
From this scheme it would seem, at first glance, that there is a qualitative alternation between 
/a/ and /o/. Things are not, however, as simple as this would suggest. 
We need to look at the 
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Germanic vowel system and compare it with the vowel system proposed for Indo-European. 
Indo-European is usually assumed to have had a set of five short vowels and five long 
vowels, along with a set of diphthongs, which we shall not discuss here but later in our 
discussion of class 7 and the mysterious /e2/, except to say that the individual parts of these 







This proposed IE system appears in its entirety in Greek where all ten occur, but in Sanskrit 
the system is modified because of the coalescence of the vowels /a, o, e/ in /a/. In Germanic 
the system is modified in a different way as a result of phonological changes and factors 
which affect that branch of the IE tree alone. The most pertinent of these changes for our 
purposes in investigating the nature of the sixth class ablaut alternation pattern is that which 
affects the low back vowels /a, o/ and their long equivalents. At an early stage in Germanic 
both the short vowels /a, o/ and the long vowels /a, ö/ coalesced, so that from both pairs only 
one vowel remained, /a/ and /o/. Some commentators (MEID 1971,55; BORN 1980,388) 
rather than giving them these specific qualities regard them both as having the quality of 
mid-low back vowels /a/ but with differentiation for length, so that in effect they are short 
and long equivalents of the same vowel quality. For the sake of symmetry this is expedient, 
but for practical purposes it is unnecessary. Let us look at the system we now have for 
Germanic: 
i 1 U 
ee 
a 0 
The way I have positioned them here is meant to show that whether or not we wish to label 
them with the same quality, /ä/, they are nevertheless long and short alternants of a vowel 
with the features [+low, +back]. It is quite possible that the coalescence of the sounds 
produced a vowel with the quality /5/, but in the later development of Germanic the short and 
long alternants develop unmistakably to /a/ and /o/, cf. SONDEREGGER (1979,80-84), 
SZEMERENYI (1990,37-39) VAN COETSEM (1970,39ff). The apparent gaps in the ten- 
vowel system were later filled as a result of other developments in the language group, but 
developments which were phonologically conditioned such as that of /u/ to /o/ when 
followed by low vowels except when prevented by an intervening nasal consonant. 
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This brief look at the Germanic phonological system has shown that the ablaut alternants in 
the sixth class can be seen to reflect a quantitative relationship rather than the qualitative one 
which a first look at the forms might have suggested. It seems that the whole principle of the 
verbs of this group is to produce its finite preterite tense forms using variation in the length 
of the root vowel. As a principle this is wonderfully concise and clear, but the question 
nevertheless remains as to the reason for this alternation pattern, one which is in 
contradistinction to the patterns we have observed for the first five classes (albeit with some 
exceptions). Also, can a precedent be seen elsewhere in Indo-European for the adoption of 
this patterning? 
We saw in the last section that the use of vowel lengthening was a morphological tool 
available to and used in Indo-European and evidence was found for its specific use in the 
verbal system. We saw how certain aorist forms in Greek show lengthening. As a result, we 
accepted the possibility of vowel lengthening as a tense-distinction morpheme inherited from 
Indo-European. Thus we can theoretically justify the alternants in Class 6 since they consist 
merely of the present tense a-vocalism and the lengthened /ö/ of the two preterite forms. In 
this way the forms are as possible as those extraordinary forms we noticed in Classes 4 and 
5. But justification is no explanation. We may have said that the forms are conceivable 
according to IE prototypes but that still does not answer the question as to why the forms are 
used at all. This is exactly the stance I took at the end of the previous section when I was 
discussing the verbs of the 4th and 5th classes. We must now propose reasons for the choice 
of alternants and the pattern the alternants take in the respective classes. The cogent reason 
for tackling these three classes together is that they all exhibit lengthened grade in one or 
more of their alternants and it is the motivation for the choice of length over 
reduction/Abtönung that I want to address, and it will be seen that the three classes have a 
bearing on each other in the motivation for this choice. 
5.2.3.1 The Alternant Patterns of Classes 4,5 &6 
In short the alternant patterns for these three classes are as follows (Pres. ,,. Pret. sg. Pret. 
pl. - PP): 
4: o >u 
5: eýaýeýe 
6: aýöýö'a 
It can be demonstrated that the alternation pattern for Class 6 above is the only one possible 
for the verbs of this group when set against the inherent problems and constraints of the 
contemporary Germanic phonology. 
Abtönung with IE /o/ was not available to the verbs in 
this class because this /o/ had become 
/a/ in Germanic so that there would effectiv el\ have 
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been no ablaut alternation; all forms instead showing /a/. Reduction of the root vowel might have been an option but for the fact that the development might not have been uniform. 
Class 6 consists of verbs with root vocalism /a/ in the present tense followed by any 
consonant whether obstruent or resonant. If the reduction possibilities we noted in the 
preterite-present verbs were to have taken place in this class then there would have 
developed the two alternants /a/ and /u/ respectively according to whether an obstruent 
followed (/a/) or a nasal (/u1). However /a/ would have developed to /a/ making this 
possibility an impossibility, or rather ending up with the same problem as o-Abtönung: no 
ablaut alternation for the preterite tense. It is perhaps conceivable that levelling could have 
taken place so that the /u/ variant, which would have appeared in those forms with nasal/ 
liquid following the root vowel, replaced the /a/ forms. There appears, however, to have 
been some resistance to reduced forms in words with the structure: CVC-, whether or not the 
second C was a nasal/liquid. This is clear from the evidence in Classes 4 and 5 where, 
although Class 4 does manage reduced grade in the past participle, in the preterite plural it 
has the lengthened grade seen in Class 5 as well. The counter-evidence provided by the 
preterite-presents that reduction was indeed possible for verbs of both class 4 and 5, and thus 
of the phonological structure CVC-, is difficult, but as BARNES/ESAU (1973,8-9) point out 
the differentiation between these two groups (strong verbs of Class 4 and 5 vs. preterite- 
presents) may be as a result of the re-analysis of the preterite-presents in the present tense 
and thus distinct from the other strong verbs. As often used verbs the preterite-presents, as I 
have said, probably became ossified in their formation, and without forms according to the 
strong present which would reinforce the morphological relevance of their ablaut alternation 
their conjugation was regarded as something different from that of the strong verbs. All of 
this is, of course, vain hypothesizing, but for a serious point. In order to understand why 
certain changes took place or why certain forms were adopted it is also necessary to consider 
what other possibilities there may have been and why these were not adopted. Why one 
form is not adopted can often be the reason why another is adopted, as we shall see. If Class 
6 had followed the patterns in the first three classes, which as we saw in section 4.5 comprise 
an average of 56% of all Gmc. strong verbs, then we would expect o-Abtönung in the 
preterite singular form and reduction of the vowel in the preterite plural and the past 
participle. As I have shown these alternants are not possible for Class 6 as a result of 
morpheme structure constraints (BARNES/ESAU 1973,9-11) just as in the similar forms from 
the preterite plural and past participle of Classes 4 and 5, or as a result of the lack of 
morphological differentiation between the present and the preterite forms. The only 
alternation strategy left for Class 6 that could have any morphologically meaningful function 
is to use length. In the same way length can be the only alternative left for the preterite 
plural forms of Classes 4 and 5. The 
difference between Class 6 on the one hand and 
Classes 4 and 5 on the other is that whereas Classes 4 and 5 can make use of o-Abtönung in 
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the singular preterite forms, as the pattern of Classes 1-3 dictates, for Class 6 this option is 
precluded because of the resultant lack of vocal differentiation between the present and 
preterite tenses. Thus Class 6 must utilize lengthened grade forms for the preterite singular 
as well as for the preterite plural. 
Another consideration in a comparison of the lengthened grade alternants of Classes 6 and 
4/5 is the quality of the lengthened vowel, and how this might be analysed. In class 6 as I 
have shown the quality of the lengthened grade vowel is essentially that of the present tense 
vowel in as much as they each represent a low, back vowel in the respective short and long 
vowel inventories. And because no other vowel is possible for an ablaut relationship in this 
class we are left with /o/. 
What about Classes 4 and 5? In these two classes the lengthened vowel similarly has the 
same quality as the present tense vocalism. Thus for Classes 4,5 and 6 the alternation 
between present and preterite plural is essentially parallel: 
preterite plural vocalism= present vocalism + length 
It is in explication of this point that we can turn to the IE lengthened aorist formations that 
we saw earlier (5.2.2) when I justified the idea of length as a verbal ablaut morpheme in the 
IE verb system. The examples which I used, taken from Latin and Sankrit, showed clearly 
that the lengthened grade in these forms had as its vowel one which was a function of the 
present tense vocalism (veniö, veni; chand-, acchantsit; pi-, apavit). It is true that in the 
Sanskrit examples the lengthened vowels are in effect adding a long /a/ to the root vowel 
where this is different from /a/ itself, but a vestige of the root vowel appears in as much as 
/u/ is consonantized between vowels. 
If we can assess the lengthened grade forms in terms of being functions of the corresponding 
present tense vocalism, can we equally assess the alternations in the first three classes in the 
same way? In class 1 for example, is the /i/ in the preterite plural indicative of reduction 
from the preterite singular vocalism /ai/ or of the present vocalism /ei/? At face value it 
could be seen as being either. However, we have established that the reduced grade/zero 
grade is a result of the position of the accent moving from the root to the suffix, as evinced 
in Germanic by the phenomenon known as grammatical change. This suggests that the 
preterite plural vocalism is a reduced form of the preterite singular. This might also have a 
bearing on the fact that in Greek those verbs that show e, 'o-Abtönung in the perfect tense 
have levelled so that the singular o-form appears throughout the conjugation, in contrast to 
Sanskrit which, although not exhibiting Abtöntmg, nevertheless retains the full/reduced grade 
alternation between singular and plural. What this means 
for Classes 4 and 5 is that one 
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might have expected the preterite plural forms to have been derived from the preterite 
singular vocalism since this seems to have been the principle in the inherited e/0-ablaut in 
Classes 1-3. An explanation of this apparent anomaly can be extracted from the differing 
motivations for the two forms: reduced grade and lengthened grade. In the case of the 
reduced grade forms the motivation is purely phonological. A reduced/zero grade vocalism 
appears as a direct result of the fact that the accent has shifted from the root to the suffix. 
There is, in effect, no motivation, but a regular phonetic process (cf. also Section 2.2.2.1). 
On the other hand in the case of Classes 4 and 5 the vocalism is a result of a conscious re- 
formation of the preterite plural vowel after the expected reduced/zero grade was found to 
contravene syllable constraints as I have shown earlier (5.2.2). In this environment it is not 
surprising that the alternation pattern does not follow the phonetic trends of the first three 
classes. However, it would be well to consider some points about the IE aorist formations to 
discuss the proposition that the preterite plural in Germanic is a reflex of the IE aorist rather 
than the perfect, as PROKOSCH (1939,160-164) would have it. 
5.2.3.2 The IE Aorist and its Formal Bearing on the Germanic Preterite 
In his Germanic Grammar, PROKOSCH, in speaking of the evolution of the Germanic strong 
preterite, gives the prevailing view at the time as being, essentially, that of Jacob GRIMM, 
that the Germanic strong preterite is a reflex of the IE perfect: 
The Standard View, if the consensus of opinion expressed by the great majority of 
historical grammars of the Germanic languages may be thus designated, considers 
the strong preterit essentially a direct continuation of the IE perfect tense. 
(PROKOSCH 1939,160) 
This view is based on the nature of the perfect's ablaut system which is directly mirrored in 
the preterite of the first three classes of the Germanic strong verb system. It is also generally 
agreed that the IE perfect endings for the singular are reflected in the singular endings of the 
Germanic preterite: 
IE Gmc. 




3. -e -0 
Added to these two criteria is the fact of reduplication which is a usual feature of the IE 
perfect. This is reflected in the reduplicated forms we see in the Class 7 verbs of Gothic as 
29 In WGmc., however, the second person singular ending in the preterite is -i -e, except in the case of 
the preterite-present verbs, which as we saw 
before, despite their formal identity with the other strong 
verbs, nevertheless seem to go their own way 




well as in some of the relics from elsewhere in the Germanic group. Reduplication will be 
dealt with in detail later, it is enough here to say that it is a regular feature of the IE perfect. 
So with these three features tallying with features we have noticed in Germanic, it seems 
fairly safe to assume that the IE perfect finds a reflex in the Germanic preterite. However 
there are problems with this view, as PROKOSCH's treatment shows. 
In addition to the IE perfect plural, there is, as we saw in chapter 3, an IE aonst that also 
exhibits reduced/zero grade. In Greek it is called the 2nd or strong aorist and has the 
following form: 
Pres. 2nd Aorist 
cpývyw F-cpvyov 
ý Ei7tia) E%, L9LOv 
SEpxoµaL ESpaxov3o 
It is therefore possible to view the reduced grade forms from Germanic as reflecting IE aorist 
forms rather than perfect forms. This is exactly what PROKOSCH proposes. If one accepts 
this interpretation then it becomes all the more possible to accept and understand the 
lengthened grade forms of Classes 4 and 5, because they too can reflect aorist forms. It is 
clear that there were several ways of forming the aorist tense in Indo-European, split chiefly 
into asigmatic and sigmatic forms. The second of these is used to explain the presence of 
Latin perfects with /s/ elements (e. g. scribö "write", scripsi; maneö "remain", mänsi). But 
the radical vowel of aorist formations could vary depending on the formation, which means 
in effect that no one vowel or grade can be seen as indicative of or morphemic for the aorist 
tense in the way that the e/6-alternation appears to be for the IE perfect. This state of affairs 
has as its corollary, however, that a variety of different vocalisms can stand for the aorist. 
Thus either lengthened grade or reduced grade vowels can reflect an aorist, and we can see 
all preterite plural vowels as being aonst in source. This is neat and tidy and appears to 
explain the whole system and the problems especially in the 4th and 5th classes, but it 
overlooks one thing: the inherent alternation in the IE perfect between the singular and plural 
forms as a result of suffixal accent. It seems to me that this mainstay of the perfect tense 
cannot be denied in Germanic. After all VERNER's law supports the existence of suffixal 
accent at some stage in Germanic, and the first three classes reflect this structure particularly 
faithfully. ' 1 And yet up to this point it seems that any attempt to explain the lengthened 
grade forms in Germanic as perfects fails. However, a renewed look at the Sanskrit 
examples from the begininng of section 5.2.2 might shed some light on the problem. 
30 In Greek the syllabic liquid Irl appears as apl pa. 
31 D'ALQUEN (1988) has much material on the relative occurrence of VERNER's law forms in the 
various strong verb classes. 
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I refer here particularly to the roots pac- "cook", sad- "sit", tan- "stretch" and Yam- "reach". 
These exhibited the following paradigms: 
pac "cook" papdca "he has cooked" pecür "they have cooked" 
sad "sit" sasäda "he has sat" sedür "they have sat" and also: 
tan "stretch" tatäna "he has stretched" lenür "they have stretched" 
yam "reach" yayäma "he has reached" yemür "they have reached" 
The first two verbs correspond in structure to the Germanic verbs of Class 5, and the second 
two to those of Class 4. In the Sanskrit perfect we expect reduplication throughout, full 
grade or lengthened grade in the singular forms and reduction/zero grade elsewhere. But for 
these four verbs this expectation is only borne out in the perfect singular forms. These are 
formed exactly as verbs with root structures corresponding to the first three Germanic 
classes. But in the perfect plural forms something strange seems to have happened. There 
appears to be no reduplication, and the vowel is not reduced, but rather strengthened to e. 
which reflects the diphthong /ai/. The conditions under which this particular alternation 
occurs are that the verbal root has /a/ followed by a single consonant, and that this single 
consonant must remain unchanged in reduplication. The verbs therefore must have the 
structure CaC-, a structure which mirrors that which we have in the verbs of classes 4 and 5. 
In the older Vedic texts there are forms which more directly correspond to the type one 
would expect, and these are: 
paptimä "we have cooked" 
tame "he has stretched for himself' 
mamnäte "those two have thought for themselves" 
These show what is expected for the normal formation of the Sanskrit perfect tense. The 
question is now to identify the process by which these "normal" formations become those 
without reduplication. An answer is to be found in the verbs of the type sad- and yam-, that 
is those with a sibilant or those beginning with /y/. The loss of /s/ before voiced obstruents 
is a regular phonological process in Sanskrit so that the following development takes place: 
*sasdimä > *sazdimä > sedimä. And in the case of yam-, the development would follow the 
lines of yaymimä > yemima, according to the principle of samprasärana whereby ay before 
consonants regularly becomes e; Skt. /ay/ and /e/ are seen as allophones, the former occurs 
before a vowel and the latter before consonants. These phonologically nonnal and almost 
expected changes then analogically affect those verbs with similar root structures. On the 
face of it this would seem an acceptable model for our lengthened preterites for the 4th and 
5th classes, yet there are nevertheless problems. The first is the nature of the vowel /e/ in 
Sanskrit in contrast with /e/ in Germanic. We have already seen that the IE vowels /ä, e-, ä/ 
coalesce in Skt. /ä/, so that there is no /e/; and we 
have seen that Sanskrit /e/ is also not a 
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short vowel, because IE /a, e, o/ coalesce in /a/. It is the result of the diphthong /ai/, which 
although not a pure long vowel is nevertheless long in contrast to the short vowels. In this 
way it could be a model for the Germanic lengthened preterites, especially as they occur in 
the same place in the conjugation and perform similar functions. A second problem is that if 
we accept these shortened Sanskrit perfects as a model for the Germanic lengthened preterite 
we are forced to accept the notion of reduplication among a greater number of Germanic 
strong verbs than that for which there is evidence. Only Gothic shows incontrovertible 
evidence of reduplication. And, in addition, if lengthened preterites are derived from 
contracted reduplicated forms, then we could end up with a problem when considering the 
nature of the vowel /e2/ as a replacement for reduplication in the verbs of Class 7. 
PROKOSCH (1939,163) claims that if Germanic followed the same kind of development as 
the Sanskrit contracted perfects, then Gothic would show up the form *sislum rather than the 
actual setum. In fact this would only be the case if the contraction of the reduplication 
syllable with the root syllable took place after the shift of accent in these forms from the 
suffix to the root. If the contraction took place before the shift of accent, then the 
development to setum is possible if odd. 
What we see is that there are indeed two possibilities of prototypes for the Germanic 
lengthened preterite: IE lengthened aorist, or IE perfect. The former makes lengthening 
secondary, replacing a former reduction among verbs of this type, in keeping with the 
principle of the IE perfect, with lengthening according to a different IE principle which was 
more appropriate to the phonological environment of the root. The latter explanation has 
lengthening primary and the result of sequential phonological processes. 
If we accept that the point at which Germanic broke away from the IE tree of languages was 
at a time when Indo-European was at its morphologically most complex, as seen in the 
systems of Sanskrit and Greek, then the simplification that has since taken place in the 
Germanic branch has a large pool of material which it can reflect. As the simplification 
process progressed it is perfectly conceivable and likely that tense systems which in the 
complex stages of Indo-European were discrete became confused and encroached on one 
another. If in Germanic the expression of past time was equally provided by earlier perfect 
as well as aorist formations, then there is very little in choosing one over another as standard. 
Whichever is phonologically more appropriate will endure. That the reduced grade perfects 
did not endure in Germanic Classes 4 and 5 is because that alternation pattern was 
incompatible with the phonology of the dialect. However, that the first three classes of 
Germanic strong verbs have continued so faithfully the IE perfect 
formation seems to me to 
speak against the proposal that the 
Germanic preterite is such a neat hybrid of perfect and 
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aorist forms, in the singular and plural respectively, as PROKOSCH's analysis would have it. 
That the reduced perfect forms, on the other hand, can be interpreted as reduced aorist forms 
is important. Especially having taken into consideration the lack (or loss) of reduplication in 
the first six classes and the fact that there is no evidence of there having been in Germanic a 
reflex of the aorist/imperfect augment of Sanskrit and Greek, we see that the reduced aorists 
and perfects, if indeed the former endured at all, would eventually have come to resemble 
each other in their predesinential components. With such a coalescence of forms it is 
possible to concede that the lengthened aorist forms became identified with the perfect 
system as a result of their sister aorist formations' having already been assimilated. Any 
specific functions of the aorist in opposition to the perfect would, by this stage, have 
become, for practical purposes, moribund. In this kind of situation it is conceivable that the 
lengthened aorist formations found a home, or at least a use for their lengthened component 
to be put to. This use was as the ablaut alternant for the preterite plural forms of Class 4 and 
5 verbs, for which it seems reduced grade had become phonologically unacceptable as I have 
earlier shown. 
From the point at which lengthening becomes acceptable in the strong verb system of early 
Germanic it can become productive. In the first three classes of Germanic strong verbs the 
degree of cognateness of the individual verbs with other verbal forms elsewhere in Indo- 
European is great, but among the verbs of class 6 this relationship is small and there are only 
a few verbs which have distinct verbal cognates in other IE languages with consistent 
vocalism. As has been explained in the previous section, Class 6 verbs had no other choice 
left open to them but the alternation which they do, in fact, exhibit, which is lengthened 
grade. With Class 4 and 5 verbs having adopted the lengthened grade from the evanescent 
lengthened aorist formations, Class 6 verbs could analogically use the alternation in their 
conjugation. Being to a large extent purely Germanic verbs and with a present vocalism 
unlike the other classes, they also required an alternant for the singular too, and the 
lengthened grade option was again the only possibility. In this way the lengthened grade was 
extended to the 6th class of verbs having first been adopted by verbs which did have IE 
cognates. The lengthening process thus acquired a legitimacy in the preterite system of 
Germanic, so that it could be extended. Such extension has a bearing on the pattern of 
alternants in the 7th class which will be dealt with separately. 
It will have been noted that the above analysis of the lengthened grade resembles to some 
extent that of BARNES/ESAU (1973), but there have been re-interpretations, which do not 
feature in BARNES/ESAU, of the role played by the aonst in the composition of the Germanic 
preterite. BARNES/ESAU take their lead from PROKOSCH, who sees the preterite as 
reflecting, in the singular, the IE perfect and, in the plural, the IE aorist. They cite 
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PROKOSCH's view as "quite convincing" but acknowledge that the "aorist origin of the zero 
grade plural is not universally accepted" (6). Those not accepting the role of the IE aorist are 
KRAUSE (1968) and KURY1 OWICZ (1956). KRAUSE denies the role out of hand. whereas 
KURYkOWICZ regards the importance of lengthened grade forms as not widespread and 
discusses them, where they do occur, as dialect specific. If indeed the development of 
lengthened grade forms is one which is confined to the individual dialects, as KURY. EOWICz 
and WATKINS (1958), in his review of KURYEOWICZ (1956), claim, my analysis is 
unaffected except in the motivation for the adoption of the lengthening. If the lengthening 
itself is dialect specific then the motivation must also be dialect specific. What the 
motivation might be in this case I cannot say, although BARNES/ESAU (1973, note 7) suggest 
that the IE progenitor of the lengthened grade, the root aorist, was from an "older state of the 
language, which had for some reason lost its productiveness". In this case it can be re- 
assessed and utilized in later stages of the language, for which the original function is lost, 
for other functions such as the Germanic preterite. 
We have seen that the Germanic preterite vocalism of Class 4 and 5 verbs has possible 
proto-types in both the IE aorist and also in the IE perfect. In keeping with a tense which 
appears to derive most of its formations from the perfect tense, it would seem appropriate to 
regard more highly an explanation which uses the perfect tense as the solution. However, as 
I have pointed out this provides us with problems, not least in assessing when exactly 
reduplication was dropped in Germanic - if indeed the entire verb system used it at all. A 
solution bearing on the aorist heritage of the lengthened forms seems, from this point of 
view, more acceptable, and, with verbs unable to show reduction because of morpheme 
structure constraints, lengthening is the only practicable way of signifying past tense forms 
by use of ablaut alternations. 
This has dealt with the lengthened grade forms in Classes 4,5 and 6 but has left a detailed 
look at the phonological structure of the respective past participles of these classes out of 
account. This is the next task. 
5.2.3.3 The Past Participles of Classes 4,5 and 6 
The past participles (PP's) of these three classes present a problem because their forms 
seemingly contradict one another. As I pointed out earlier, the past participles of Classes 4 
and 5 are incompatible. In Class 4 the PP has reduced/zero grade vocalism in keeping with 
the scheme of the first three classes, where the PP also has reduced grade. It is also in 
keeping with the preterite plural forms we saw for the preterite-present verbs with Class 4 
structure. But it contradicts what we have seen for the preterite plural form of Class 4. If the 
class were to be consistent with the first three classes, then reduced grade would have 
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appeared in both forms. It does not, as we have seen. Similarly in Class 5 there is 
inconsistency between the preterite plural vocalism and that of the PP. How can these 
inconsistencies be accommodated in the present analysis? 
BARNES/ESAU's explanation (1973,10) is to differentiate between the preterite plural and the 
participial formations on the grounds of the motivation for the development. The re-analysis 
of aorist forms to take up the post of preterite plural is a morphological development. 
The formation and reanalysis of the preterite plural from Indo-European aspectual forms represented a purely morphological process, resulting in the selection of a 
single lengthened grade aorist pattern for the two classes. In the participle, however, 
the phonological shape of the root determined the Germanic vowels, leading to the introduction of the present tense vowel to class V already at the level of Indo- European. The participle of class IV, however, underwent the same change as other 
resonants on the basis of its phonological environment. (10) 
This all seems to create problems. If the development of the participles proceeded along 
phonological lines in Indo-European (that is, the syllabification of the resonant in Class 4: 
nm- > num-; and the reduction to schwa secundum in Class 5 or the introduction of the 
present tense vowel: gab- > geb- or gb- > geb-), it becomes difficult to understand why the 
preterite plurals did not do the same. The answer might very well lie in morphological 
considerations. The fact that the PP is non-finite in contrast to the preterite forms is, I think, 
decisive. The root structure of Class 4 and 5 verbs does make reduction to zero grade forms 
phonetically undesirable, because syllabification is difficult and the preservation of 
morpheme boundaries becomes jeopardized. But this is more important a consideration in 
the finite preterite plural forms. In Germanic the ablaut alternation for the preterite tense is 
important for its tense distinguishing function and to a lesser degree for its number- 
distinguishing function, in the PP neither of these functions are carried out by ablaut. The 
preterite tense is an integral part of the tense system but the verbal adjectives are more 
peripheral. As SZEMERENYI (1990,3 51) writes: 
Während die Bildungen auf -nt-, -wos- und -meno-/-mno-32 trotz früherer nominaler 
Verbindungen im Idg. fest in dem Verbalsystem verankert sind, gibt es einige 
weitere Bildungen, die nur lose dem Verbalsystem angegliedert waren. Besonders 
wichtig im Verlauf der Geschichte der Einzelsprachen wurden die Suffixe -to- und - 
no-33, die als Verbaladjektiva schon zu spätidg. Zeit eine bedeutende Rolle spielten. 
Its peripherality, I feel, allows the PP to be able to bear structures which are difficult in finite 
tenses, in this way the past participles can develop as those in the first three classes. So the 
PP of Class 4 syllabifies its nasal/liquid and has reduced/zero grade in the same way as class 
32 Respectively non-finite suffixes for present tense, perfect tense and medio-passive. 
33 The first of these is generally accepted as the form of the weak past participles in Germanic, the 
second as that of the strong past participles and thus the one of importance to the present survvey,. 
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three syllabifies between the Anlaut and Auslaut of the root. The Class 5 PP is open to two 
interpretations. The first and the one held by PROKOSCH and others is that the PP derives 
from a reduced form gbb- with schwa secundum which before nasals became /u/ (which is 
another way of describing the reduction in Class 4 PP's) and elsewhere became /e/. The only 
examples of this latter development > /e/ seem to be taken from Class 5 preterites so that the 
whole explanation begs the question. This may well indeed be the development but 
invoking schwa secundum seems to be unnecessarily complicating matters. The second 
view, held, among others, by BARNES/ESAU follows the reasoning that if the string gb- 
contravenes Germanic syllable structure, an epenthetic vowel becomes a necessity. The 
choice of the present tense vowel is a result of analogy and has an acceptability in regard to 
the well-formedness of the ablaut alternants. The fact that the vowel that ends up in this 
position is /e/ and is identical with the vowel found in the present tense forms is important, 
because in Class 6 it is this analysis of the situation which leads to a PP which also has the 
vowel of the present tense. That, as I have already said, Class 6 verbs are on the whole 
Germanic means they develop their morphology from forms already existing elsewhere in 
the language. That is they borrow their morphology rather than having a ready-made one 
when they enter the lexicon. 
To clarify and re-iterate: in that the PP is non-finite it can appear with a structure otherwise 
difficult for finite forms which must carry a greater semantic load. Following from this the 
PP's of Classes 4 and 5 develop reduced/zero grade forms. In Class 4 acceptance is gained 
through the syllabification of the resonant, in Class 5 an epenthetic vowel is required for 
which the present tense provides the model. From this state the development of the 6th class 
of verbs has a model in Class 5 for a PP with present tense vocalism which it in turn and 
analogically adopts. 
5.2.4 The Reduplicating Verbs of Germanic (Class 7) 
5.2.4.1 General Remarks on the Class 
The reduplicating class of Germanic strong verbs comprises verbs which between them 
exhibit phenomena that are the least readily explained in the entire Germanic verbal system. 
For this reason, of all the work completed on the strong verbs of Germanic, it is this class 
which has received most attention from scholars. The problems stem from the fact that the 
class of verbs is not treated uniformly in the various Germanic dialects. Whereas the first 
five classes on the whole show consistency throughout the Germanic branch (except for 
some verbs turning up in different classes, that is adopting different ablaut patterns). the 
verbs of Class 7 show differing patterns according to the dialect of 
Germanic in which they 
find themselves. The main split is between East Germanic on the one hand and North and 
West Germanic on the other. East Germanic, in the guise of Gothic, shows reduplication in 
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all the verbs in this class; in fact it is for these verbs that the class is grouped together at all. 
All of the verbs of the seventh classes throughout Germanic are categorized as such because 
the cognates in Gothic reduplicate in forming their preterite tense alternants. In the other 
dialects, as we have seen in the preceding sections of this chapter, an ablaut relationship is 
utilized. But as in Class 6 it is an ablaut relationship not evidenced in other IE language 
groups. As I have shown, for Class 6 and for Classes 4 and 5, the peculiarities could be 
ascribed to extension of existing ablaut patterns and mechanisms, even though the resultant 
alternation pattern may not have existed in Indo-European. That is, existing grades and 
alternants were re-assessed and used in environments and for functions for which they were 
not used in Indo-European. It is the function of this section to see whether this can also be 
said of Class 7. The specific problems of Class 7, as distinct from those occurring in the 
first 6 classes, relate to the problem of the existence of reduplication in Gothic. In addition 
there are a few scattered examples of forms from the other Germanic dialects which suggest 
that reduplication was not confined to Gothic, but that at an earlier point in the history of the 
Germanic branch reduplication was widespread in the verbs now ascribed to Class 7. This 
understandably raises the question whether reduplication was used at an earlier stage in 
Germanic to form the preterite of all strong verbs, perhaps even all verbs. There is no 
evidence on which to base such an assumption so that such a proposal is as provable as it is 
unprovable. Nevertheless we are left with an interesting dilemma: why was reduplication 
retained only for those verbs we see in Gothic? 
5.2.4.2 Inventory and description of Class 7 verbs and their preterite formations 
We saw in chapter 4 how Class 7 verbs form their preterite tense in the various dialects, from 
which, in Table 1, reduplication was taken as the original formation for the preterite of these 
verbs on the grounds that Gothic represents the earliest evidence of any Germanic language 
and also because of the relics in other Germanic languages which suggest that reduplication 
was more widespread. It is, however, apposite at this point to remind ourselves of the 
various dialectal treatments of the verbs in this class and also to list the verbs which we 
ascribe to this group so that we can look at the spread of verbs in more detail. (The appendix 
lists all Germanic strong verbs in the conventional classes to which they are traditionally 
ascribed; it also gives information on the rarity of the verbs and whether or not they appear 
in all tenses). The various theories that have been proposed to explain the nature and 
development of the seventh class often rest on phonological and/or morphological processes 
that occur in just one or two verbs, so that an understanding and intimate familiarity with the 












































































































































































































































stautan stötan stözan 







(wahs jan 6) weaxan (wahsan 6) 
waldan wealdan waldan waltan 
wealcan *walkan 




wascan (''`waskan) (waskan) 
*-wQzan 
wepan wöpian wuofan 
wrö tan *ruozzan 














































35 TOTAL No. 93 
As has been explained before the paucity of forms in Gothic is a direct result of the lack of 
wholescale evidence from this dialect, but nevertheless, Gothic plays a very important part in 
explaining (or obfuscating) the seventh class, both because of the reduplication seen in the 
verbs, and also because some of the verbs exhibit an ablaut relationship between present and 
past as well as reduplication. For some Gothic verbs therefore the preterite tense is 
oversignified in comparison with other verbs and verb-forms in the Germanic group of 
dialects. The verbs which apply this oversignification are not terribly numerous but their 









"weep" gaigrö t 
"let" lailöt 





These verbs, then, represent seven out of 38 verbs of the Gothic reduplicating class (18%). 
In comparison to the verbs we looked at from Greek and Sanskrit in Chapter 3, these few 
correspond very well to what we found there. In purely descriptive terms these Gothic verbs 
display all of the criteria that distinguish the IE perfect tense in Sanskrit and Greek. They 
show reduplication, which, in the excursus, we shall see had become a compulsory, or rather, 
distinctive feature of the Greek and Sanskrit perfects, with only a very small number of 
exceptions of perfects without reduplication. However, reduplication, in both of these 
languages, was not necessarily a preserve of the perfect; although in Greek it can be said that 
the perfect was the only tense which showed reduplication with the vowel /e/, in Sanskrit 
reduplication could occur in any tense and was therefore not a perfect morpheme in itself, 
but had the effect of acting cumulatively with other distinguishing features to denote the 
perfect tense. The verbs also show an ablaut relationship, which we saw was common to the 
perfect tense in Greek and Sanskrit, although in Greek this ablaut relationship is seen in only 
a few verbs, and Sanskrit is confined to Abstufung rather than the Abtönung we see in 
Gothic. And finally the verbs also show distinctive endings for the perfect tense in the same 
way as the IE perfect does. 34 
On the face of things, however, these seven verbs represent a group of odd verbs in Gothic 
within another odd group of verbs, none of which conform to the patterns we see in the 
strong verbs of this class in the other Germanic dialects. Let us consider the evidence from 
the other dialects once more before tackling the problems, offering solutions, and appraising 
existing solutions. 
To sum up, all the Gothic verbs in Class 7 show reduplication, but seven of them, 
specifically those with a long e= /e/ or the digraph ai representing an open long /e/, have an 
ablaut relationship between the present/PP on the one hand and the preterite sing. and pl. on 
the other. 
34 In Greek and Sanskrit three sets of endings are utilized in the active voice. The primary and 
secondary sets are used in the present and aorist tense respectively and differ from each only in so far 
as the secondary endings do not end in -i. The perfect has its own set which differs considerably from 
the two other sets. E. g. Gk. Primary: - ti, --ot, -Ti, -µ6v, -tc, -vtt; secondary: -vv, -S, -0, -psv, - 
zc, -v(i); Perfect: -a, -6a, -c, -µ6v, -is, -a. 6t. 
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In Old English the normal pattern for the formation of the preterite in the 7th class - and it is important to remember that the verbs in this class are treated together only because their 
Gothic cognates show reduplication - is to use ablaut. There are two types of preterite 
vocalism used for the verbs in this class, namely /e/ and /eo/. The distribution of one form to 
the other depends on the phonological structure of the root of the verb and is as follows: 
Preterite Vowel Root Structure 
Ca- 
C-/e/ cx-c- 







Can we infer anything from this distribution of root structures and preterite vocalisms? Are 
there generalizations to be made that are helpful for the enquiry at hand? Let us consider 
Old High German and Old Saxon first as well as Old Norse to see whether there is a 
generalization which fits them all. We must remember that in Gothic the preterite forms 
differ from one another only in the morpheme used to produce them, most of them using 
reduplication only, but a small group adding ablaut to reduplication. In the forms we have 
for Old English the relationship between the two preterite formations is more involved. 
Both represent ablaut relationships with the alternant of the present tense, i. e. only one 
morpheme, that of vocalism alternation (ablaut), is used to identify the tense. But the reason 
governing the choice of one of these vowel alternants over the other appears to lie in the 
phonological structure of the root syllable of the verb. No one root structure exhibits both 
types of ablaut alternation. There is a clear delineation. The problem is whether this 
delineation can be said to be motivated by phonological factors. Is there a phonological 
reason for one structure having a particular alternant in the preterite tense? For the moment I 
shall leave this problem unsolved, but it should be borne in mind as we consider the situation 
in the other Germanic dialects. 
Similarly in Old High German there are two possible alternants which verbs belonging to the 
7th class can utilize to form their peterite tense. We find either the ablaut altemant is Aa/ or 













Just as in OE the OHG forms show a delineation in the choice of one alternant over another 
in the phonological structure of the root syllable. Let us move on and discover whether the 
same is the case in Old Saxon. Here we see, however, that there are three possible alternants 
that can be used to form the preterite tense but again their distribution has something to do 
with the phonological structure of the root syllables, as follows: 
Preterite Vowel Root Structure 
/e/ CaRC- 
Cäh-contracted from -anh-) 
CäC- 
/e, ie/ Cai- 
CeC- 
/eo, io/ CöC- 
Cauw-35 
In Old Saxon the appearance of an alternant /e/, in addition to the other two, is explained in 
the handbooks as being a shortening of a long /e/. If this is the case then it is possible to 
place these verbs alongside those verbs with /e, ie/. This is strengthened by the fact that the 
contracted verbshan and hähan both show forms with /ie/ as well as with /e/. 
Our last dialect, to which we look for evidence in an explanation of the 7th class preterite 
forms is that of Old Norse. The examples from Old Norse show, however, an altogether 
more complex system than we have seen in the 7th class forms of OE, OHG and OS. As 
well as ablauting forms corresponding to the development in the rest of non-East Germanic 
there are also forms which seem to correspond to the reduplicating forms we have seen for 
Gothic. The verbs which show this reduplicated formation are all verba pura, that is verbs 
which have a long vowel as part of their root structure and which do not have a consonantal 
syllable boundary between the root and the conjugational endings (e. g. ON sä, OE säwan, 
3' This is, however, quite a difficult one. There is only one verb which fits this structural description: 
hauwan. GALLEE (1910) puts it with those verbs which show /eo, io/ in the preterite tense, but 
HOLTHAUSEN (1921) puts it alongside those with /e/. The extant preterite form for this verb is heu 
which, as one can see, defies neat allocation. Clearly the appearance of the back vowel 
/u/ suggests 
that it represents original /o/ raised as a result of an original following /w/. On the other 
hand the /u/ 
could be a remnant of the consonant boundary role of 
/w/, so that the preterite vowel can be seen as 
/e/ rather than */eo/ > /eu/ in the case of the 
former explanation. Either explanation is tenable. The 
lack of similar examples makes a conclusive solution 
impossible. 
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Go. saian). However, what is interpreted as a reduplicated formation, seems, at a 
synchronic level, to be rather a case of a preterite suffix, er. Let us consider in the same way 
as before for the other dialects how the different ablaut vocalisms are spread across the 
phonological structures for the roots of the verbs of this class. These are as follows: 




e= /e/ CeiC- 
CöC- 
CauC- 
jö = /jö/ Ceggv- 
Cü- 
As for Old Saxon, Old Norse has three possible vocalisms, which correspond well to those 
found in Old Saxon: a short /e/ a long /e/ and a diphthongal segment which begins [-low, + 
front] and ends [- low, + back]. 
If we collate this information into one table, we will be able to see more clearly what 
correspondences there are: 
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Table 9: Distribution of Class 7 Ablaut in West and North Germanic 
Common 
Germanic root 
structure in the 
resent 
Pret. with /e/ Pret. with /e, ia, e2/ 
Pret. with diph- 
thong cont. /o/- 
element 
CaiC CäC(not /w/)- OE 
CeiC- OHG, ON 









CoC- OHG, OS 
Cauw- OS 
CauC- ON 
.: ýA, _.. __....... ... .. ý .... __ 
CaRC 





CaRC- OS, ON CaRC- OHG 
Cäh- OS 
. .,.. ....,... ......,,...,:.. . 
CeC 
Ca- ON 




Ca-C- OHG, OS, ON 
....................................... __. _u_.............. _. .. 
'. 
CöC 




_ý__"__ _ ... .''. 
CO-C- ON 
... 
Co-C- OF, OS 
CuoC- OHG 
One important caveat is necessary before we can draw any conclusions from this, and that is 
perhaps the self-evident one that the information it provides is of necessity taken from 
languages attested at a considerably later stage in the history of the Indo-European languages 
than that provided by (say) Sanskrit, Greek or Latin, a stage when changes specific to the 
Germanic languages have taken place. To that extent at least, given that the purpose of the 
present investigation is to analyse the degree to which Germanic verbs utilize patterns from 
Indo-European, or whether they innovate patterns of their own, the evidence of the above 
table is limited. Nevertheless, I believe it has its uses, and these I will now discuss. 
What the table tells us is that for the first two groups of verbs from this class, that is for the 
verbs with root vocalism /ai/ and /au/ in the present tense, the 
distinction in past tense 
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vocalism is clear. For those verbs that have the Germanic structure CaiC the past tense 
vocalism is a long /e/, and in the case of OHG the diphthong /la/, about which we shall speak 
later in a discussion of the vowel /e2/. And for those verbs which have the Germanic 
structure CauC the preterite vocalism contains an o-element. This pattern also seems to be 
the case for the roots with /e/ and /o/. The former show a long /e/ segment and the latter a 
diphthong with an o-element, if we overlook the problem of blöta, "sacrifice", in Old Norse 
and the verba pura from Old English with Germanic /e/ (bläwan "blow", cnäwan "know", 
etc. ). These last from Old English, it would appear, form their preterite tense with OE /e-o/ 
possibly in analogy with those verba pura in /o/, and it would seem justified to suggest that 
the presence of the w-segment might be a contributing factor in the appearance of the o- 
element in the past tense diphthong. 
This leaves us with the group of verbs which have Germanic /a/ as the present tense root 
vocalism and which are followed by a nasal or liquid element followed by a consonant, a 
group which also contains here those verbs which derive from the Germanic /anx/ but which 
in the various dialects contract in the present and infinitives to forms with the shape: Co- in 
OE & OHG, Ca- in ON and Cäh- in OS (all corresponding to the Gothic verbs han and 
hähan). In the preterite tense of these contracted verbs the nasal element is restored and the 
Germanic /x/, having undergone the effects of VERNER's Law appears as /g/ in all of the 
dialects except Gothic which does not generally show the effects of VERNER's Law in the 
verb system. 36 If we ignore for a moment the uncontracted verbs from Old English which 
have this root structure of Gmc. CaRC, all the other dialects show an 0 (or OHG /la/), or 
reduce the vowel to a short /e/ as a result of two following consonants. In Old English the 
verbs bear the diphthong /e-o/ in the preterite tense although DURRELL (1975/6,51) claims 
the vowel to be /eo/ "though the quality of the eo in OE heold is uncertain and it may be eo 
from Gmc. eu (BRUNNER 1965, §396)". 37 Both CAMPBELL (1959, §745) and 
36 The case of Go. saizo the preterite form of saian we will come to later in a discussion of the history 
of reduplication and the role it plays for the strong verb system in Germanic. 
In regard to VERNER's Law and Gothic, PROKOSCH (1939,63) says: "In general, the spirant remained 
voiceless in words where the preceding syllable was stressed in some forms, unstressed in others. But 
it was voiced where the preceding syllable was unstressed throughout. Thus, Gothic has wairßan, 
warß, waurßum, warpans, although the root was originally unstressed in the last two forms. But 
VERNER's law did take effect in words like sibun < *septn , 
fadar < *p-tear , where the suffix 
accent had become fixed in EE or very early Gmc. times. " Thus also WRIGHT (1954,63): "In Gothic 
the regular interchange between the voiceless and voiced spirants in the forms of strong verbs was, 
with two or three exceptions, given up by levelling out in favour of the voiceless spirants. In this 
respect the West Germanic languages show an older stage than Gothic. " 
37 BRUNNER (1965, §396): "Die Quantität des eo im Prät. ist nicht direkt zu ermitteln. Aus 
etymologischen Erwägungen wird es lang angesetzt. " FLASDIECK (1936b, 283): "Die Quantität des 
ae. eo kann mit internen Mitteln nicht genauer bestimmt werden. Die ae. Metrik kann ebenso wenig 
Auskunft geben wie die spätere Entwicklung: Metrisch sind alle diese Silben lang vor 
Doppelkonsonanz". FLASDIECK then gives various possibilities: short /eo/ as a secondary development 
from /e/ of the other Germanic languages; long /e-o/ as a result of contraction from an originally 
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MITCHEL. L/ROBINSON (1991, § 104) see the vowel as /e-o/ rather than /eo/. Either way. the 
appearance of an ablaut alternant with an o-element in a structure which in the other dialects 
is without an o-element is clearly difficult. However, for our purposes this is not too 
important. It would seem that the appearance of this diphthong is restricted to one dialect 
and that we may regard the appearance of /e-o/, /eo/ as dialect-specific and language internal 
and therefore not a reflex of different Germanic forms from those which we woud expect. 
The /e-o/ diphthong, whether long or short, is a regular if odd development of /e/ before 
resonant segments. This seems like a satisfactory supposition and does not for the moment 
affect the investigation at its current stage. /e/ in Old English is restricted to a few words 
only, in the same way as the OHG /la/ diphthong. Both are reflexes of the curious character 
/e2/ which itself is elusive and restricted in its distribution. 
5.2.4.3 The Nature of the Problems Inherent in the Seventh Class 
The data from chapter 4 and their recapitulation in 5.2.4.2 above show great inconsistencies 
in the treatments of the strong verbs that belong to the class whose members reduplicate in 
Gothic. The problems we have uncovered are as follows: 
1. What is the status and influence of reduplication for Germanic? Why regularly 
only in Gothic? What can we conclude from the Anglian relics and the Old 
Norse verba pura? 
2. What is the role of the vowel /e2/? Where does it come from? Can an answer to 
this question help in evaluating the role of reduplication? 
It is these questions that I wish to turn attention to in the following sections before assessing 
and evaluating the form and structure of the verbs in the seventh class as a whole. The fact 
that there are verbs in this class with various root structures has led some to re-appraise the 
structure of the whole system of strong verbs in early Germanic to account for such 
diversity. Such an appraisal is that of VAN COETSEM (1956 and later) who develops a theory 
of mirror analogy to account for the development of the verbs of the seventh class, a theory 
which is taken up, for instance, by SONDEREGGER (1979,86-88). The questions of 
reduplication and /e2/ are rather intricate and interrelated, but I shall begin in each case by 
detailing the exact nature of the phenomena before tackling their pertinence for a debate 
about the ablaut patterns of the Germanic strong verbs. I shall deal with reduplication 
separately in an excursus in which I can detail the history and nature of this particular 
phenomenon more clearly. 
reduplicating form, via an intermediate /e-u/ hiatus-grouping. See also LASS/PERSON 
(1975,205- 
209), who likewise do not unequivocally account for /Co/. 
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E1.0 Excursus: Reduplication 
This excursus will look at possible origins for the phenomenon of reduplication by 
comparing data from other languages outside the IE family. From this we will be able to say 
something about the general motivation for the implementation of reduplicative processes. 
We will see that reduplication tends to perform an iconic function. The instances of 
reduplication in Greek and Sanskrit will be detailed following this, from which we will be 
able to say something about the nature of reduplicaion in the early IE languages, before 
finally looking at Germanic and the individual dialects which make up the branch and what 
use they make of reduplication. We will then be able to evaluate the relevance and 
importance of reduplication to the seventh class of verbs as we have recorded them earlier in 
this chapter (5.2.4.2). 
E1.1 Introductory: what is reduplication? 
Reduplication is the repetition of all or part of a word or morpheme to convey semantic or 
grammatical function. A reduplicated form consists of a root and an affixational segment 
derived from the root38 . 
In this way the reduplication segment is dependent on the root for 
its form, taking its shape from the phonological structure of the root. 
Let us take an example. 
In Modern German one can form a diminutive from any noun by adding the suffix -chen and 
vowel mutation where possible: 
Haus "house" Häuschen "small house/cottage" 
Katze "cat" Kätzchen "small cat/kitten" 
Brot "bread" Brötchen "bread roll" 
Biß "bite" bißchen "a little (bit)" 
In each case the affixation process is the same, the suffix does not change from one form to 
another and is independent of the form of the root. 39 Let us compare this formation process 
with that found in Agta, a language from the Philippines40 : 
wer "creek" wala-wer "small creek" 
talobag "beetle" tala-tälobag "lady bird" 
piräk "money" pale piräk "a little money" 
38 The problem of whether we treat reduplication as affixation or not will here be left out of account. 
For the purpose of expediency and clarity I shall refer to it as affixation. The problem of the status of 
reduplication does not effect the discussion of reduplication in the IE languages. For 
detailed work on 
reduplication see CARRIEER-DUNCAN (1984), MARANTZ (1982), BROSELOW/MCCARTHY 
(1982), and 
other accounts of Template and Prosodic Morphology. 
39 However, as mentioned above, if the root vowel is /a, o, u/ or the diphthong 
/au/ it undergoes 
mutation to the front vowels ä, ö, ü or the 
diphthong äu respectively. In addition if a word ends in an 
unstressed /a/, this /o/ is lost upon addition of the suffix. 
40 Example taken from KATAMBA (1993,180f). 
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Here we see that in each case the prefix is different. From this small sample it might appear 
that Agta has at least three possible ways in which to produce the diminutive form of a noun. 
On closer inspection, however, it becomes clear firstly, that all three prefixes resemble each 
other in that they each contain the string -ala-, secondly, that the initial phonological 
segment of the reduplicated form is identical with that of the unreduplicated root: in the 
examples /w/, /t/ and /p/ respectively. So here we can say that the formation of diminutives 
is dependent on the form of the morpheme that is to be modified. Thus, following the 
pattern of the above examples, and overlooking any peculiar phonological changes in the 
language, we could confidently predict that the diminutive of a fictional form *kolag, by 
repeating the first segment and adding the string -ala-, would be *kala-kotag. 
This example from Agta has been one of partial reduplication, as only a part of the root has 
been repeated in deriving the diminutive form. This is not the only type of reduplication 
possible. In Warlpiri, a native language of Australia, for instance, the plural of nouns 
referring to humans is regularly formed using total reduplication where the entire form is 
repeated: 41 
kurdu "child" kurdukurdu "children" 
kamina "girl" kaminakamina "girls" 
mardukuja "woman" mardukujamardukuja "women" 
This type of reduplication is clearly an example of iconicity in language, where the meaning 
of the word is reflected in its actual form. An unreduplicated, shorter form refers to 
singularity and a reduplicated form, consisting of a plurality of form, refers to a plural 
meaning. 
As these two examples show, reduplication consists of the repetition of either the whole 
lexical form or any part thereof (initial segment or segments, a syllable or metrical foot) and 
with or without modification of this reduplicated element. As we saw in Agta, the 
reduplication element is determined by the initial segment of the root, that is it is essentially 
this segment which is reduplicated, but the element is modified by the addition of the string 
-ala- which appears in all of the reduplication affixes of that type. 
As we shall see later when we look in detail at the function and nature of reduplication 
in 
Germanic, Gothic reduplication has a lot in common with the structure of this reduplication 
process in Agta. Both are essentially reduplication of the first phonological segment of the 
root. In Agta the reduplication element is modified by the addition of the string -ala-, 
but in 
Gothic the modification takes the shape of the addition of the vowel /e/ between the 
initial 
41 Example likewise taken from KATAMBA (1993,180£). 
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reduplicated phonological segment, and the root, thus the example haihd it "was called" 42 
We shall look more closely at this later in this excursus. 
We have, then, had a brief look at the form reduplication may take, but what about its 
function, and is the function a result of the form and/or vice versa? 
Its function is very varied: it can denote plurality and diminution as we have seen from the 
above examples: it can also denote repetition, habitual activity, intensity of action, emphasis, 
etc. But all of these functions are semantic and like the use of reduplication in Warlpiri 
plural formation, to a certain degree iconic, an increase in the length of the form signifying 
some kind of increase in intensity of meaning or a modification of the degree of intensity. 
However reduplication has in some languages taken on a morphological function where it 
distinguishes between grammatical categories. For example the Ugandan language Ateso 
uses a kind of internal reduplication to produce a causative formation for verbs: 
aiduk "to build" ailuduk "to cause to build" 
ailel "to be glad" aitelel "to gladden" 
aiwadik "to write" aitaii'adik "to cause to write" 
In this example, the segment which is copied in the reduplication syllable is the vowel that 
appears in the second syllable of the root. It is copied along with the element /t/ which is 
placed before the repeated vowel. This string, tV, is then infixed into the root between the 
first and second syllables of the root. Following this principle, the imaginary form *aicam 
would produce a causative *aitacam. Similarly in Latin we see verbs which form their 
perfect tense by reduplication: 
tondeo "I shear" totondi "I have shorn" 
pendo "I hang" pependi "I have hanged" 
mordeo "I bite" momordi "I have bitten" 
For these Latin examples we can see that a perfect stem is formed by repeating the first two 
segments of the root, segments which form the string CV-. It is not the first syllable which is 
repeated because this would produce the forms: *tontondi, *penpendi, *mormordi. 43 In the 
same way as the example from Ateso, this Latin example shows how reduplication is used in 
non-iconic, morphological functions. That is where the reduplication performs a function 
42 Forms like Gothic staistald "placed" which reduplicate the first two segments will be dealt with 
later. 
43 It must however be noted that although this explanation of Latin reduplication holds for these 
examples on a synchronic level, the same explanation must be rejected on a diachronic level and on 
the evidence of other reduplicated forms such as: tango "I touch", tetigi "I have touched". It seems 
more appropriate to explain this type of reduplication historically as reduplication with the vowel %e/, 
in the above examples the vowel of the reduplication syllable has assimilated to the vowel of the root. 
This will become clear in the next section where the development of reduplication in Indo-European 
will be discussed in detail. 
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which is not related to the shape of the reduplication itself; where reduplication somehow 
figuratively symbolizes the function it performs. In the example from Latin, "perfect tense" 
is not a feature inherent in the form the reduplication takes. We cannot say that the shape of 
the three syllables to-, pe-, mo- intrinsically signifies "perfect" in the way that the English 
word bark might be an attempt at reproducing the sound a dog makes and may therefore not 
be arbitrary. 
E1.2 Reduplication in Indo-European 
In the previous section we have encountered a variety of different types of reduplication with 
regard to both form and meaning. I shall now look at the reduplicative processes occurring 
in early Indo-European languages, specifically Ancient Greek and Classical Sanskrit. before 
later looking at the treatment of reduplication in the Germanic languages. 
Reduplication in Indo-European for the most part follows the pattern of the Latin example 
above usually involving repetition of the initial segment or segments with an intervening 
vowel which may or may not be identical with the root vowel according to type and function 
of the reduplication. I shall look in detail at reduplicative forms in Indo-European in E1.2.2. 
The use of reduplication in Indo-European is for the most part grammatical, i. e. that 
reduplication performs a grammatical function distinguishing between morphemes, rather 
than the semantic function we saw in some of the examples in section l (e. g. in Agta 
diminution, Warlpiri plural). The uses of reduplication in Indo-European will be discussed 
in more detail in section E1.2.3. 
E1.2.1 Origins of IE Reduplication 
The question of the origins of reduplication in Indo-European is a difficult one. In Indo- 
European we are really only left with examples of reduplication used as a grammatical tool, 
a morpheme, rather than as a lexeme, or meaning-bearing structure. In those examples 
above, in which the reduplication bore witness to a certain degree of iconicity, we must 
describe the reduplication as semantic in function. Likewise the example of Agta diminutive 
forms is a semantic use of reduplication. The example from Latin, however, is a morphemic 
use of reduplication. The meaning of the base form remains the same; pendo and pependi 
both possess the base meaning HANG but the reduplication alters the context of the meaning 
with relation to tense, so that the reduplicated form refers to an action beginning in the past, 
the so-called perfect tense. Reduplication in this example, therefore, has a grammatical or 
morphemic function because it says something about the relation of the base form to a 
context, it does not alter the basic meaning. The lexeme remains intact. Our problem lies in 
any attempt to account for this grammatical use of reduplication. In those examples from 
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above in which the reduplication is iconic, that is the reduplication reflects the state of affairs 
in the real world, an explanation is clear: repetition or lengthening of forms signifies greater 
magnitude/increased intensity/plurality of the signified. 44 More signifier equals more 
signified. But where the reduplication is grammatical and there is no iconic relation between 
reduplication and context, the explanation is not so lucid. Indo-Europeanists tend to assume 
that the original function behind reduplication was a kind of iconic repetition or intensity in 
meaning, and this is at least an explanation which is borne out by examples from other non- 
Indo-European languages. 
Mit der Wiederholung war ursprünglich wohl allgemein auch semantisch die Nuance der Wiederholung bzw. Intensität verbunden. In den historischen Sprachen ist dies aber nur bei der (fast) totalen Reduplikation der Fall, wie bei den aind. Intensiva, während bei der grammatischen Reduplikation diese Bedeutungsnuance nicht zu bemerken ist. (SZEMERENYI 1990,288) 
The notable thing in Indo-European is that reduplication has really only come to have any 
kind of important role in the verbal system, where it is used to denote temporal distinctions. 
This does not mean that it did not occur in other word groups. Herman HIRT (1921-37, Bd. 
IV, Kap. 1,4-6) gives examples of reduplication in other parts of speech than the verb: 
Skt. dame-dame "house for house" 
OGk. th urav "totally" 
Gk. 7cponpö, Skt. präpra "on and on" 
HIRT continues by detailing the word class, outside verbs, which uses reduplication to a 
considerable extent. This, he says, is that of the pronouns, where there are examples from 
many languages of the emphasizing/intensifying use of reduplication. For example: 
Gk. avti- av ro; 
Lat. quisquis "each", ipsipse "self (emphatic)" 
Osc. pispis "each" 
OHG selpselbo "self (emphatic)" 
All the above examples from HIRT are of full reduplication, which is a different type from 
that in evidence in the verbal systems of Indo-European, where we see on the whole only 
44 The example of Agta, of course, seems to work in the opposite direction. Diminution would imply 
a shorter form if the relationship between signifier and signified were to be iconic. The Agta 
diminutives are therefore not iconic. However, because they show reduplication they are marked 
forms in contrast to the unreduplicated neutral forms. The reduplication here is also, however, a 
semantic one. The context is not altered but the signified is changed by the use of reduplication. 
However, diminution might indeed be a difficult case, in that the use of a diminutive can be as a result 
of the speaker's relationship to the signified and thus to a certain degree independent of the meaning of 
the form used. Nevertheless, in contrast to the Latin examples, this case of diminution is still not a 
representative of grammatical reduplication, the lexeme is modified in its meaning not in its context. 
This probably says more about the way different parts of speech work. The Agta examples are 
nominal and the Latin ones are verbal. The realms of context and meaning are not equally extensive in 
these two parts of speech. 
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partial reduplication. These examples are also akin to the examples from other language 
groups from section E1.1 in that the meaning of the reduplicated form is a function of its 
very reduplication. Reduplication in form equals reduplication in meaning and the 
relationship between signifier and signified becomes iconic through reduplication. If we are 
to follow the assumption that reduplication in IE verbs was originally a meaning-intensifying 
tool rather than a grammatical one, then the obvious step is to derive the grammatical use 
from an earlier semantic one represented here by the examples from HIRT. As SZEMERENYI 
(1990,288) suggests, a good stepping stone from one to the other could be the Indian 
intensive formation. BRUGMANN (1904,508), at the beginning of the twentieth century, 
proposes the same: 
Was aber die reduplizierten Formen betrifft, so tritt zunächst [... ] der iteratiý-intensive 
Sinn, den die Wortwiederholung von ältester Zeit her ausgedrückt hat [... ], deutlich 
noch in den Klassen mit vollerer Reduplikation zu Tage, soweit sie Präsentia (nicht 
Aoriste) waren. 45 
Indeed in examples from Sanskrit 46, we can see that the reduplication used is a sort of 
halfway house between that found in the rest of the IE verbal system, that is a partial 
reduplication based on the first two segments of the base form with or without subsequent 
modification of the vowel of the reduplication syllable, 47 and that found in the other word 
classes which tended to be full reduplication of the whole root form. Such an example of an 
intensive form could be Skt. bhäribharti "he bears continually" from the root'bhr "bear". 
The entire root is reduplicated in its gunated form and attached to the root by the linking 
vowel /-i/. Or värvrtati "he turns continually" from the root 'ivrt "turn", in which the first two 
segments of the root are reduplicated with a gunated vowel. 
The Indian intensives are the only verb forms which preserve anything like the iconic quality 
of reduplication which we saw in the examples from other language groups in section E1.1. 
"More" in these forms indicates continuity of action or repetition of action. It is possible 
that these forms did form a bridge between the semantic and morphemic functions of 
45 BRUGMANN (1904,509) gives examples of the IE present reduplication type with /i/ in the 
reduplication syllable in which the sense of iteration can still just about be seen: ` jigati ßißqa-i. ('den 
Fuss wiederholt aufsetzen, Schritte machen'), piparti irignÄrlrn ('nach and nach, in mehreren 
Akten 
füllen')". 
46 The Indo-Iranian branch of IE is in fact the only one in which we find evidence of an intensive 
formation. MEILLET (1915,184): "Intensif - Le present intensif, constitue par la racine munie 
du 
redoublement intensif et le suffixe zero, nest conserve qu'en 
indo-iranien, d'ordinaire sous forme 
athematique" . 47 By this I mean that the vowel of the reduplication syllable 
is identified with a particular quality. In 
IE this is most usually /e/ as we find in both Greek and 
Gothic, but also in Greek, in the reduplicating 
present forms, this vowel was /i/. In 
Sanskrit the choice of reduplicating vowel was yet wider, but 
nevertheless was not totally arbitrary 
but was dependent on either the shape of the root or on the type 
of reduplicative formation, that 
is, whether an aorist, intensive, or present, etc. 
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reduplication in Indo-European. Unfortunately, according to BURROW (1955,354), the 
intensives were not particularly widespread. 
In the Classical language, though allowed by grammarians to be made from every root, [they are] of infrequent occurrence. 48 
The value of such a statement, however, is highly ambiguous. That the intensives are not 
found to occur very often only proves that it may not have been a form used in writing and 
literature, it says nothing about the possibility that the forms may have been common in 
everyday speech. In fact, that the grammarians allowed it to be formed from every root may 
even speak for the common use in speech, it certainly does not prove unequivocally that it 
was not widespread. 
The difficulty lies in how we explain the origin of grammatical reduplication. What comes 
first, semantic or morphemic use? To answer this question, or at least give some indication 
of which of the two sequences is the more likely, let us look at two examples of forms which 
were originally meaningful and which developed into empty suffixes altering the meaning of 
the base but not giving it its own full meaning. The examples I have chosen are from 
English, the two suffixes -ship and -ly. 
-ship is used in English in the production of nouns of status from simple nouns and -1y is 
used to derive adjectives from nouns, and adverbs from adjectives. 49 -ship, etymologically, 
is derived from the Old English for "shape" or "appearance" and so when compounded with 
another word meant the "shape/state of... ". This, in essence, is what the suffix still means 
today, but the inherent meaning of the suffix as a word in its own right has been lost. 50 The 
same goes for the adjectival suffix -ly. This derives from the OE for "body, shape, form", so 
the meaning when compounded meant "in the shape/form of... ". These two examples serve 
to illustrate that affixation is not an additive process: the resulting whole is not the sum of its 
parts, as would normally be the case in a compound. Compounding may, however, become 
48 Cf. WHITNEY (1971,362f)., and "... intensives in the later language are very rare, so rare that it is 
hard to tell precisely what value is to be given to the rules of the native grammar respecting them. Nor 
are they at all common earlier, except (comparatively) in the RV [Rig-Veda]. " 
49 Etymologically the -ly used to form adjectives from nouns 
is not the same as the one used to form 
adverbs (compare the adjective friendly and the adverb amiably). The adverb-forming suffix 
derives 
from OE -lice which contains the 
OE adverbial suffix -e. The adjectival suffix derives from OE -lic. In 
OE the appearance of the adverbial suffix would imply that the original root noun also normally added 
the adjectival suffix, that is the adverbial -ly originally could only 
be affixed to forms which could add 
the adjectival one. Later the two became confused especially 
following the loss of unstressed final 
syllables. 
50 
-ship has nothing whatsoever, etymologically, 
to do with the noun ship meaning "boat", their 
derivations are not the same, although the fundamental 
derivation of the noun ship "boat" is, 
according to the OED, by no means certain. 
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affixation if one of the compounded parts loses its semantic force. This is essentially what 
the two examples from English show. 
Thus in our evaluation of reduplication in Indo-European we can suggest that it is likely that 
reduplication as a grammatical tool derives from an earlier use as a semantic one. 
Morphemes do not generally take on new semantic roles, they do not gain inherent meaning, 
but lexemes can lose meaning to take on functions in the grammar and become 
morphemic. 51 This is what -ship and -ly have done, and this may well be what happened to 
reduplication in early Indo-European. The only other explanation would be if we were to 
deny any link between semantic and morphemic reduplication, but that still leaves us with 
the motivation problem for morphemic reduplication. Semantic reduplication does not need 
one, its motivation is its meaning, that is it acts like compounding and is the sum of its parts. 
So we may conclude that the far more plausible explanation of the development of verbal 
reduplication is that it derives from the use of reduplication semantically in the verbs called 
intensives in early Indo-European, our examples coming from early Sanskrit. 
E1.2.2 Forms 
In the preceding section we came to the conclusion that the verbal use of reduplication in 
Indo-European derives from the use of it semantically in other word classes and also among 
the Indo-Iranian class of intensive verb forms. We have seen that, in other word-classes 
apart from the verbs, the type of reduplication we generally find is full reduplication, or at 
least nothing which closely resembles the reduplicative processes in the IE verbal system 
where it becomes chiefly responsible for denoting temporal distinctions. 
Having in previous sections given a wider view of reduplication within Indo-European and 
also in other language groups of the world, I should like from this point onwards to restrict 
myself to the reduplication found in the IE verbal system, in particular with reference to the 
three languages: Sanskrit, Classical Greek and Latin. It is the IE system which forms the 
springboard for the treatment of reduplication in Germanic, with which we shall be occupied 
in later sections. 
MEILLET (1915,159) distinguishes two sub-groups in IE reduplication, which he calls a and 
0. a is "le plus complet" and has "le Sens le plus fort". This 
is the type which we find in the 
Indo-Iranian intensives which we saw in the preceding section. It takes the shape C %'R-, 
where R is a resonant (liquid or nasal). 
The form of the whole word being CVRCVR-. The 
51 Compare GIVON's cycle of grammaticalization which I mentioned 
in section 5.1.1 from McMAHON's 
(1994) citation. 
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quality of the reduplicative vowel is according to Meillet hard to determine but often tends to 
be that of the root. P, "le redoublement ordinaire", consists of the initial consonant of the 
root followed by an "element vocalique (voyelle proprement dite ou sonante voyelle)" which 
is usually /i/ or /e/ (ibid., 160). In roots with a complex initial it tends to be simplified: e. g. 
CR- > CVCR-. However Latin and Gothic do both show, in the case of initial 
sibilant/consonant structures, repetition of both initial elements: sC- > sCVsC-. Sanskrit, on 
the other hand, redoubles only the occlusive: sC- > CVsC-. 
BRUGMANN (1904, §624,481£), however, talks of three different types of proto-IE 
reduplication. BRUGMANN's type I comprises monosyllabic reduplication with the vowel /e/ 
or /e/, his type H is the same but uses the vowel /i/ or til. Both of these correspond to 
MEILLET's P. BRUGMANN's III is in effect the same as MEILLET's a: 
Die Reduplikation ist eine vollere als bei I und II, und der Vokal der Reduplikation war in uridg. Zeit im Allgemeinen qualitativ derselbe wie der der Wurzelsilbe im Gegensatz 
zu den festen e und i der beiden anderen Typen. (ibid., 482) 
The type with /e/ is found mostly in perfect forms, for example; Skt. babhirva "I have 
been"from the root'bhf "be", 52 Gk. K&kFX«x "I have closed" from KXEiw, or Lat. steif "I 
have stood"from stö. The type with /i/ is found most typically in the present forms: Skt. 
tisthati "he stands" from the root sisthä, which corresponds to the Greek present kßä1 a "I 
stand", where the rough breathing is the remnant of the reduplicated sibilant, or Gk. 
ytyvd)aKa) "I know" and MaGKw "I teach". BRUGMANN then breaks down his type III into 
A (those with initial consonants) and B (those with initial sonants, by which, from his 
examples, he seems to mean vowels; there are no examples with what I term resonants and 
which includes liquids and nasals and the semi-vowels /i, u/). For BRUGMANN type III forms 
are chiefly displayed by the intensive verbal forms of Indo-Iranian. The formation of these 
reduplicated forms is quite consistently that of the first three elements of the root prefixed to 
the root, sometimes with an intervening vowel %i/ or /-i/. As both BRUGMANN and MEILLET 
say, it is a fuller type of reduplication. In the case of those examples which begin with a 
vowel, a similar pattern is seen; it is not only the vowel which is reduplicated, as we see in 
other forms in Indo-European (for example fjyyEXKa "I have announced" from äyye o, or 
OEAKa "I have wished" from r' X(o)53 , 
but in addition the consonantal segment following 
52 As we have seen before, in Sanskrit or rather Indo-Iranian as a whole the three IE vowels /a, e, o/ 
coalesced into the vowel /a/. One piece of evidence for this coalescence can be seen in the 
reduplication syllable, which originally must have contained an /e/ in Indian. In roots that begin with 
the velar consonant /k/ the reduplicative syllable has the palatal consonant /c/ which can really only 
show influence of the following original palatal vowel /e/. 
53 Although essentially the "reduplication" in these froms is identical with the augmented tenses 
(imperfect and aorist). The vowel in the reduplicative affix in the Greek perfect formation is the same 
as the vowel of the augment. It is nevertheless possible to speak of the perfect 
in vowel initial roots as 
reduplicated, in verbs which begin with a consonant the consonant 
is reduplicated along with a vowel 
1 54 
the initial vowel is included in the reduplicated affix. Thus the examples: Skt. älarti "he 
stirs"(with dissimilation of /r/ to /l/), Gk. a'XaXxc "he defended". 
Let us now confine ourselves to a description in turn of the reduplication we find in the two 
languages, Sanskrit and Greek. 
E1.2.2.1. Sanskrit 
BURROW (1955,304) lists eight types of reduplication for Sanskrit on purely formal 
grounds. These are: 
i) - with /a/ = IE /e/ e. g. dadhäti "he places" fom Vdhä 
ii) - with /ä/ = IE /ä/ e. g. jägarti "he is awake" from Ijägrs4 
iii) - with h/ when not root vowel, e. g. tisthati "he stands" from Isthä 
iv) - with A/ when not root vowel, e. g. djijanat "she gave birth to" 
(reduplicated aorist) from Jjan 
v) - reduplication with weak vowel forms for roots in diphthongs, e. g juhöii 
"he sacrifices" from 'Jhu 
vi) - intensive reduplication with guna vowel of root, and where appropriate 
reduplication of root final /r, n/, e. g. dediste "points out" from Adis, 
varvrtati "they turn (continually)" from'ivrt 
vii) - intensive reduplication with /i/, /-i/ suffixed to the reduplicative syllable- 
e. g. bhäribharti "she bears (continually)" from'bhr 
viii) - initial /a/ > /ä1, e. g. äsa "was" 
Both i) and ii) correspond to BRUGMANN's I, for IE /a, e, o/ coalesce in Sanskrit in /a/ (see 
footnote 52). iii) and iv) correspond to BRUGMANN's II, although the use here of C/ in a 
with the quality /e/. In the cases where the initial segment of the root is a vowel, there is no consonant 
to reduplicate but the vowel that would have been in the reduplicative affix can still be added to the 
stem as a type of deficient reduplication process. 
Schematically this looks thus: 
Root. Red. affix Red. form Contraction 
I) CIVC2- CIe- CIeCIVC2- C, eCIVCý- 
e. g. Ypaý- YE- YEYP04- YEYP04- 
2) OV1C- fie- OeOV1C- V2C- 
e. g. ayycA- E- c-ccyycX- rlyysX- 
54 According to COULSON (1992), this root belongs to the second/root or ad- class, which is an 
athematic class forming the present tense merely by adding the personal endings to the root. 
However, the root itself does seem to be reduplicated with /ä/ from a base gr; /g/ >j, i. e. voiced 
palatal plosive as a result of a following 
/e/. cf footnote 52. 
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reduplicated aorist will be discussed below. v) seems to be an oddball, but diphthongs are 
represented by either /i/ or /u/ in reduplication. (As we saw elsewhere, e is in fact an original 
diphthong /ai/ and o is /au/. ) vi) and vii) both correspond to BRUGMANN's IIL each being 
formations using strong forms of the root or longer versions of it and thus complying with 
MEILLET's assertion that this type of reduplication is "le plus complet". Type viii) 
corresponds to BRUGMANN's I, for it is reduplication according to footnote 53 above. 
There are also a couple of phonological modifications to the initial consonant in the 
reduplicative syllable. Firstly if the root begins with an aspirated stop the reduplicated 
syllable will dissimilate and have a simple stop, e. g. from 'Jdhä "place" the reduplicated 
present is dadhati and not *dhadhäti55. Roots beginning with a velar are palatalized in the 
reduplication syllable thus from \kr "do" the perfect is cakara not *kakara, (c£ footnote 
52). 
Where the root begins with a cluster of consonants only the first is reduplicated, unless the 
cluster consists of a sibilant plus a stop, in which case only the stop is found in the 
reduplication syllable, e. g. from ksip "throw" the perfect is ciksepa and from smr 
"remember" the perfect is sasmära. 
E1.2.2.2 Greek. 
The reduplicative phonology of Greek is much simpler than that in Sanskrit. In Greek there 
are essentially three types. 
1) - Reduplication with /e/, e. g. ? Xotna "I have left" from ket' tco. 
2) - Reduplication with /i/, e. g. St&gtt "I give" from a root So-. 
3i) - Reduplication/Augment with verbs beginning with a vowel (see footnote 
53), e. g. I r-Xxa I have announced" from äyyeXXco. 
3ii) - Reduplication of the whole initial syllable, including rhyme, in stems 
which begin with a vowel, in addition to the lengthening of the root initial 
vowel as 3i), e. g äxi'jxoa "I have heard"from äxoiw) 
1 and 3 are BRUGMANN's I, and 2 is BRUGMANN's H. 
Some phonological modifications of the consonantisin of the reduplication syllable are 
found in Greek as in Sanskrit: a series of two aspirates, as in Sanskrit, is reduced to a stop in 
55 This dissimilation was studied in the nineteenth century by Hermann GRASSMANN who propounded 
his Law (1863) of which the second clause reads (in the rendering of COLLINGE 1985,47): "Given two 
consonant-groups in a word, separated 
by a vowel and themselves aspirated, and provided that the\ 
are within the same root, then one 
(and normally the first) is deprived of its breath feature". 
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the reduplication syllable followed by an aspirate in the root syllable: is piva "I have 
appeared" from 4atvo). In clusters of consonants only the first is reduplicated. 
E1.2.2.3 Skt. vs. Gk 
The bald facts of the previous two sections, intended merely to show what reduplication is 
evidenced in the two languages and thus as a guide to the types of reduplication we might 
encounter in Indo-European as a whole, can be represented in the following table: 
Table E 10: Sanskrit and Greek Reduplication (Form) 
BRUGMANN Sanskrit Greek 
I) Red. with /e/ or /e/ i) Red. with /a/ 1) Red. with /e/ 
ii) Red. with /ä/ 
viii) initial /a/ > /äl 3i) Red. of roots with initial 
vowel. (see Note 56) 
H) Red. with /i/ or/-l/ iii) Red. with /1/ 2) Red. with /i/ 
iv) Red. with /-i/ 
III) Fuller Red. 
A) initial consonants vi) Intensive Red. with guns 
grade and red. of final /r, n/ 
vii) Intensive Red. with /i, i/ 
suffix to red. syllable 
B) initial "sonants" 3ii) Red. of root final con- 
sonants along with lengthening 
of root initial vowel. 
v) Red. with weak form of 
vowel in diphthong al roots 
E1.2.3 The Application of Reduplication in Indo-European 
E1.2.3.1 Sanskrit 
In Sanskrit, reduplication is used as an indicator of various tenses and it is also used in the 
formation of aspectual and modal distinctions. It is found in the present system, the aorist 
system, the perfect and in the desideratives (expressing a strong wish) and the intensives 
(expressing intensity of action). Let us look at each of these in turn, to see the type of 
reduplication which each uses, and to establish if there are any differences in usage, and, if 
possible, to evaluate the amount of influence of each of the applications of Sanskrit 




E1.2.3.1,1 The Present System 
The present tense system of Sanskrit comprises ten classes of verbs, categori zed according 
to the form of their present tense. 56 Of these ten, one class forms the present stem using 
reduplication. This is the third class, or hu- class. 57 There are altogether fifty verbal roots 
which belong to this class although only sixteen are actually found in the classical language 
(BURROW 1955,321). The form of the reduplication is generally as iii) and v) in the 
Sanskrit column of the above table, although /a/ also appears in the reduplication syllable of 
some verbs. Vocalic /r/ in the root means that the reduplication syllable will have /i: '. 
Examples: 
bhr- "carry" bibharti "he carries" 
dhä- "put" dadhati "he puts" 
bhi- "fear" bibheti "he fears" 
The verbs of this class show reduplication throughout the whole of the present system. The 
present system comprises a present, an imperfect, an imperative and an optative as well as a 
participle, all of which can occur in both parasmaipada and ätmanepada. 
E1.2.3.1.2 The Aorist System 
The aorist in Sanskrit can be divided into two types: sigmatic and asigmatic. Siginatic 
aorists add some kind of sibilant suffix to the root. Asigmatic aorists comprise three types: 
root aorist (no suffix or aorist theme apart from the augment which occurs in all aorists), a- 
aorist (with an a-suffix) and the reduplicated aorist. The numbers of verbs forming their 
aorists with recourse to the root or a-formation is quite small, but the reduplicated aorist has, 
unlike any other aorist, become linked to a particular class of verbs namely all causatives, 
which means also all class X verbs, although there is in addition a small number of verbs 
which form their normal aorist using reduplication (e. g. adudruvat from'dru "run"). 58 
The typical form of the reduplicated aorist is as follows: the normal, or rather preponderant, 
reduplication vowel is Ci/ which appears in those forms whose roots do not have /u/. The 
reduplication syllable is always heavy, 59 so that if the reduplication syllable is followed by 
two consonants the reduplication vowel is reduced to /i/, the reduplication syllable remaining 
heavy. In those verbs with roots in /u/ the reduplication vowel is either /u/ or /ü/, distributed 
in the same way as /ij/ for the other verbs. Examples: 
56 See Section 3.1.2 footnote 7 and appendix 7.1.2. 
57 Jhu "sacrifice", present tense: juhöti "he sacrifices". 
58 Class X verbs are those which have the suffix -aya-. This is also the suffix employed to form the 
causative of other roots which are not class X. 
59 A heavy syllable is one which contains a long vowel, or which has a short vowel followed by two 
consonants. Cf syllable quantity in Latin verse. 
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aninayat "he caused to lead" näyayati "he causes to lead" "ni "lead" 
aj janat "he begat" janayati "he begets-60 yjan "be born" 
amümucat "he caused to be freed" mocayati "he causes to be freed" 'Imuc "free" 
ajigrahat "he caused to be seized" grähayati "he causes to be seized" /grah "seize" 
E1.2.3.1.3 The Perfect 
The perfect in Sanskrit is characterized by reduplication and by a distinct set of personal 
endings. There are no different classes of perfect (in the way that there is for the present 
tense); all Sanskrit verbal roots form their perfects in the same way. It is formed from the 
verbal root rather than from the present stem, otherwise the reduplicated presents would have 
a double reduplication in the perfect. The form of the reduplication is in regard to the 
consonants just like that in the other tense systems we have so far dealt with; the vowel of the 
reduplication syllable is generally /a/ unless the root vowel is /i, i, u, ü/ in which case the 
reduplication syllable has /i/ or /ul corresponding to the quality of the vowel in the root. 
There are, as always, a number of exceptions but this is the general pattern. Roots beginning 
with /a/ have /ä/, those beginning with /i/ or /u/ have perfects which alternate between i and 
iye, and is and uvo according to weak or strong grades. 6 1 
Examples: 
dadarsa "he saw" dadrsur "they saw" 'Jdrs "see" 
ninäya "he led" ninyur "they led" 'ni "lead" 
cakära "he did" cakrur "they did" Ikr "do" 
iyesa "he wanted" isur "they wanted" ýis "want" 
papäta "he fell" paptur "they fell"62 Ipat "fall" 
E1.2.31.4 Desideratives 
Like the causatives (mentioned earlier in the discussion of aorist reduplication) and like the 
intensives (mentioned in E1.2.1 when we discussed the change from semantic to morphemic 
reduplication) the desideratives are also a secondary formation of the root. They each 
involve a fundamental modification of meaning rather than simply being temporal 
allomorphs of the basic verbal root. For example, ni is a root meaning "lead", it forms a 
present tense nayati "he leads"which in turn forms an aorist anaisit and a perfect ninäya. 
However, from the root one can also form a causative nayayati "he causes to lead" which 
itself can form an aorist aninayat and a past participle näyita, a desiderative ninisati "he 
60 i. e. "causes to be born" and thus "begets". 
61 Strong grades in the three persons singular of parasmaipada, elsewhere the weak grades. 
62 This is the more original form, appearing in the earlier RigVeda, for the 3rd person perfect of this 
verb; later the perfect form became contracted to peter. This contraction occurs in roots with a medial 
/al and is a result of the fusion of the root with the reduplication syllable. Roots such as sad "sit" and 
yam "reach" show how this contraction came to take place: sasdur > sasdur > sedur; yaymur > 
yemur. See also section 5.2.3.2. 
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wants to lead" can itself also be the base for further forms such as a past participle, nini. ti ira. The derived secondary forms act as new verbs producing their own temporal allomorphs. 
They can be the base for further forms, they are not the end result. 
The desiderative is formed using reduplication as well as the addition of the suffix -sa-. The 
reduplication vowel is generally /i/ unless the root has /u/ in which case the reduplication 
vowel is /u/. In IE languages as a whole, however, the desiderative is "not widely 
represented, a fact which must be due to loss in the individual languages. The only branch of 
Indo-European outside Indo-Iranian where a comparable formation occurs is Celtic. Since 
there are no close relations between these two members of the family this is itself indication 
that the formation is ancient. " (BURROW 1955,360)63 However, the desiderative is more 
frequent than the intensive, as WHITNEY (1971, § 1026,372) writes: 
The desiderative conjugation, although its forms outside the present-system are 
extremely rare in the oldest language, is earlier and more fully expanded into a 
whole verbal system than the intensive. Its forms are also of increasing frequency: 
much fewer than the intensives in RV [Rigveda], more numerous in the Brämanas 
and later; not one third of the whole number of roots (about a hundred) noted as 
having a desiderative conjugation in Veda and Brähmana have such in RV. 
Examples of the Sanskrit desiderative: 
pibämi "I drink" pipäsämi "I wish to drink" from pä "drink" 
jivämi "I live" fif visämi "I wish to live" from jrv "live" 
nrtyämi "I dance" ninartisämi "I wish to dance" from nrt "dance" 
E1.2.3.1.5 Intensives 
The intensive is, as I have already said, a secondary formation using reduplication. The type 
of reduplication is characterized by guna grade vowels in the reduplication syllable: /1, u/ of 
the root have reduplication with /e, o/ respectively and /a/ reduplicates as /ä/. A resonant 
following the radical vowel is often reduplicated alongside the initial segments. In addition 
an /i/ or /-i/ is sometimes inserted between the reduplication and root syllables. However, as 
with the desideratives, the intensives as I have mentioned earlier were not widespread and are 
not recorded outside Indo-Iranian. 
The intensive is a form of present stem which expresses intensification or repetition 
of the sense expressed by the root. It is common occurrence in the Vedic language, 
being attested from over 90 roots. In the classicial language, though allowed by the 
grammarians to be made form every root, it is of infrequent occurrence. (BURROW 
1955,354) 
63 The Celtic form which the Indo-Iranian desiderative resembles is the Old Irish reduplicated future 
with s-suffix: Tilsit 3rd pl. from ligid "licks". 
(BuRRow 1955, ibid. ) 
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They do represent the only verbal evidence of a fuller reduplication which we suggested as 
being the source or motivation for the introduction or systematization of reduplicative 
processes throughout the verbal system. Some examples are: 
vevedmi "I know (int. )" 'vid "know" 
nonavili "he roars continually" 'nu "roar" 
carkarmi "I commemorate cont. " 'ikr "commemorate" 
ganiganti "he keeps going" Jgam "go" 
E1.2.3.2 Greek 
In Greek, reduplication is used in some present tense forms and some aorist forms although 
it is chiefly found in the perfect tense system, where it was systematized throughout the 
whole paradigm, just as we saw was the case with the Sanskrit perfect. 
E1.2.3.2.1 The Present System 
Some verbs reduplicate in the present tense, but the occurrence is not as widespread as that in 
Sanskrit. The type of reduplication is comparable to that in Indo-Iranian in that the vowel of 
the reduplication syllable is without exception /i/, which is the vowel that predominates in 
the reduplicating present class of Sanskrit. In some forms the reduplication belongs to the 
verb stem. 
Examples: 
Present Future Aorist Meaning 
yiyvoµ. aL yF-vrI6oµal F-yEvöµ'tlv "become" 




ýs stand" ricsm Eaýcnaa " - ----- , 
9LEßoro11al E1LE6oV "fall" 
ßtýý(o (3tß6ßc) c(3ipaßa "bring" 
Bt666lm 8t864w Mi54a "teach" 
The first four examples are comparable with Sanskrit in that the reduplication is not a part of 
the root but rather a way of forming the present stem from a root which already exists 
in a 
different form. The second two examples show how their reduplication has become an 
intrinsic part of the root, and so appears in all forms of the verb. It 
is no longer morphemic 
but has become a part of the word. This is not strictly the type of reduplication under 
scrutiny here, since I am dealing with reduplication as a grammatical 
function. In the last 
two examples it performs no function, it 
has lost it in regularizing the reduplication across 
the entire paradigm. 
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E1.2.3.2.2 The Reduplicated Aorist 
There are a few examples of reduplication in the strong or 2nd aorist of Greek. The strong 
aorist has no -ß(x- suffix, and thus relies on other criteria to distinguish it from the imperfect 
with which it shares its personal endings. The form of the aorist stem is identical with that of 
the verbal stem. There are two common verbs which use reduplication in the strong aorist. 
They are äyO) "I lead", aorist: Tjyayov and c pw "I bear", aorist: Tjveyxa. 64 Both of these 
repeat the consonant following the stem vowel, in ijveyxa this appears as a nasal /n/, because 
a series of two velars( /gg/ or /gk/) in Greek is realized as a velar nasal plus velar plosive 
(/ngg/ or /ngk/). 65 The only other examples of aorist reduplication are very rare and in one 
case represents a verb which does not even appear in the present tense. The lack of examples 
of this type of reduplication points to its antiquity in Greek, the only reason it remains is 
because of its use in the two common-place verbs mentioned above. The type of 
reduplication here is repetition of the initial segment, if this is a consonant, with the 
intervening vowel as /e/; the two common forms show repetition of the segment following 
the root vowel. The other extant examples are: 
EitECpvov "I slew" from tpeivo "I slay" 
F-xF-xXEtio "he called" from xtXo tat "I call" 
F-ttE'tµov "I overtook" no present in use 
a, EXaOov "I eluded" from XavO6vco "I escape notice " 
7rntOcov masc. aor. part. from nct(ko "I persuade" 
F67töµiiv "I followed" from c'noµat "I follow"66 
E1.2.3.2.3 The Perfect Tense 
In the perfect tense system reduplication is found in all moods. The system comprises the 
following tenses: perfect, pluperfect and future perfect; all of which show reduplication. The 
reduplication is of the initial segment followed by the vowel /e/ corresponding to the /a/ of 
Sanskrit. Initial aspirates (/6, ß, x/) appear as simple plosives in the reduplication syllable 
(compare Sanskrit)67. 
Verb Perfect Pluperfect 
Xvco ý Eý vxa EXEXvKTJ 
YP6(p()) YEYPa(P()C EYEYPä(PiI 
K%, g7C'C(1J KEx% O(POC EKEK%tÖ(PTl 
x(OpFg-(A) xExü)p? jKa EKEx(ýJpTjK iý 












64 Showing, of course, a suppletive form for this tense, from a root *EVSi- reduplicating to *EV-EVEK 
> EvcyK-. Lat. fero is also suppletive in the perfect tense (Latin having no aorist), the principle parts 
being ferö, ferne, tuft, lntuni. 
65 A velar nasal is not a phoneme of Greek but an allophone of the alveolar nasal phoneme, thus the 
alveolar nasal appears in the reduplication syllable. cf the same in Gothic. 
66 The rough breathing signifying a lost original initial sibilant. 
67 Grassmann's Law, see note 55. 
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E1.2.3.3 Skt. vs. Gk. 
Table E 11: Sanskrit and Greek Reduplication (Distribution) 
Sanskrit Greek 
Present System Class III verbs A few verbs (generally with the vowel /i/) (with /i/) 
50 roots belong to the class, 
but only 16 in Classical Skt. 
Aorist Aorist of all causatives and Very few verbs 
class X verbs, in addition a (with /e/, the two most 
small no. of other roots. common with red. of root (generally with /-i/) final cons. ) Perfect System All perfects with red. All perfects with red. 
(generally with /a/ unless root (with /e/) 
in /i, i, u, ü/ then /i, u/) 
Secondary conjugations a) Desideratives 
(with /i/, unless /u/ in root 
then /u/) 
b) Intensives 
(with guna vowels of root 
vocalism, red. of final liquid 
possible, sometimes /i, i/ 
suffix to red. syllable) 
E1.2.4 Indo-European Conclusions 
In the preceding sections we have seen a fairly detailed outline of the uses and forms of 
reduplication in the verbal system of two early IE languages. This has shown some of the 
possibilities for the use of reduplication as a grammatical tool in the wider context of the IE 
verbal system as a whole. The widespread use of reduplication in Greek and Sanskrit, in the 
formation of the perfect tense especially, is something which concerns us in any discussion 
of reduplication in the single IE branch of Germanic. For it is in exactly this function that 
reduplication and its reflexes appear in the various Germanic languages albeit in a drastically 
reduced spread from that in evidence in Sanskrit and Greek. Out of the discussion of Indo- 
European and the presentation of the data concerning reduplication in Indo-European we will 
have a more focused vision of the situation in Germanic and will be at once aware of the 
traditions of reduplication at earlier stages of the IE language group. We shall now move on 
to Germanic and the specific problems which reduplication presents for us there. 
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E1.3 Germanic Reduplication 
In the two languages that we have looked at in the preceding sections reduplication was a 
relatively commonplace occurrence, for both Greek and Sanskrit it had become systematized 
as a tense-distinguishing morpheme. In the Germanic branch, however, the evidence of 
reduplication points to a much more restricted usage than that in other EE branches, although 
this restriction may to some extent be explained as a result of the structure of the Germanic 
verbal system itself. From the evidence of early Germanic languages, it would seem that 
reduplication did not become systematized as a tense-distinguishing feature throughout the 
entire system of strong verbs. At least at a synchronic level this would seem to be the 
case. 68 In Germanic reduplication occurs most frequently (or at least most systematically) in 
the language of Gothic. Here it is seen in the preterite tense of verbs with Germanic /a/ (<IE 
/a, o/), where this /a/ is followed by a resonant (here /i, u, r, l, n, m/) and a consonant, and also in 
the preterite of verbs with roots in Germanic /e/ and /ö/ whether or not they are followed by 
a consonant. These verbs constitute the "reduplicating class" or when placed alongside the 
ablauting classes of strong verbs the "7th class". In addition to these verbs in Gothic, which 
number perhaps as many as 36, there are relics in other languages which seem to suggest a 
development from once reduplicated forms. 69 These relics are found in Anglian, a dialect of 
Old English, possibly also in Old High German, but in the southernmost reaches of this 
language, and in Old Norse, too, there is evidence of once reduplicating forms. 
We shall begin by looking at the use of reduplication in Germanic as a whole in comparison 
with the data from Indo-European in the preceding sections before looking in turn at each of 
the specific languages in which reduplication appears. 
Reduplication in the verbal system of Germanic is restricted to the expression of the preterite 
tense. Germanic has only two synthetic tenses, the present and the preterite, each with 
indicative, imperative and subjunctive moods. All other temporal distinctions are made 
using periphrastic formations involving infinitives or participles. In contrast to the two 
earlier languages we discussed, this means that reduplication is less overworked in terms of 
the different morphological jobs it is required to perform. In both Sanskrit and Greek it 
cannot be said that reduplication is a marker for a particular tense; the most one can say is 
68 KuRYxowicz (1964,70) has suggested that the the two perfect morphemes, ablaut and 
reduplication, were complementarily distributed in IF. Verbs capable of ablaut did not have 
reduplication, and those not capable of ablaut had reduplication. Kuxowicz goes so far as to say 
that those verbs with reduplication would not have originally had ablaut (cf. Gothic and Greek, where 
ablaut occurs in some verbs which also reduplicate) because the difference in stem (non-reduplicated 
versus reduplicated) would not have given rise to a vocalic opposition creating an ablaut relationship. 
69 When I say "number perhaps as many as 36", this really means that Gothic has a fund of 36 verbs 
which potentially are reduplicating. Some of these verbs do occur in reduplicated forms but others do 
not, we can however, from the evidence of the other Germanic languages, infer reduplication for the 
others. This is because in the other languages the cognates of the Gothic examples behave similarly. 
Their similarity of form in the other languages implies one too in Gothic although this is by no means 
without its own problems, but in the absence of more satisfactory 
data, it is an adequate interpretation. 
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that it is more or less representative of a particular tense; it features in the present, perfect 
and aorist, among others, so we cannot, therefore, say it is the preserve of any one of these. 
As a result of its multi functionality in early Indo-European it cannot be said to have any 
inherent meaning whether intrinsic or implicational. If reduplication were used solely in the 
formation of the present tense then this would suggest that it was a marker for the present 
tense. At least this explanation holds for Sanskrit in which the types of reduplication are 
never exclusively assigned to particular tasks. The reduplication types are sometimes used in 
varying applications for different jobs, whereas in the case of Greek, there is a clear 
distinction between reduplication with /i/ and with /e/. The former is found exclusively in 
the present tense, the latter in all other instances. "All other instances" do in fact all refer to 
actions in the past or with perfect aspect (especially in the case of the future perfect). 
What significance does this have for Germanic? In Germanic, even though it is seen in only 
a few forms when set aside the corpus of verbs that conjugate adequately without its help, 
reduplication is a marker for one tense and one tense only. As a result it could be said to 
bear intrinsic meaning for this tense; a reduplicated form will be a preterite and nothing else. 
The type of reduplication found in Germanic is in all cases that with IE /e/. As mentioned 
above, this is the type which in Greek is used to formulate past tenses and indeed in Sanskrit 
it is the type found most often in the perfect tense. 70 As section 5.2.2 on has shown, the 
Germanic preterite may be seen as the reflex of the IE perfect and aorist and it is therefore 
no real surprise that this is the type which finds preponderance in Germanic. 
The problem of reduplication in Germanic is inextricably linked with the problems of the 
ablaut system as a whole, and as I have mentioned the reduplicating verbs in Germanic hold 
a marginal position in the ablaut system (which, as we have seen, is also a reflex of forms in 
existence in Indo-European). 
The ablaut system in Germanic is used in the verbal system to distinguish between tenses and 
the past participle. Its use reflects that of reduplication in the seventh class. The relationship 
between ablaut and reduplication is made starker by the realization that the verbs which in 
Gothic reduplicate do in the other languages of Germanic exhibit a type of ablaut alternation 
which although apparently not IE lends much to the inherited principle of IE ablaut. 
If we look at the IE perfect as a starting-point for comparison with Germanic, what we find 
is that in Greek, for example, reduplication is the norm in forming the perfect, but in 
addition there are also forms which use ablaut as a way of consolidating the perfect 
70 As above, EE /a, e, o/ > Skt. /a/. 
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formation. In the perfect in Greek we see Abtönung, but in the Sanskrit perfect we see 
Abstufung. 71 In Germanic, as we have seen, the majority of strong verbs use some form of 
ablaut (both Abtönung and Abstufung), and there is then the small group of Gothic strong 
verbs, along with the "relics" from the other dialects, which show reduplication. This 
presents an intriguing problem: why do some verbs reduplicate in Germanic and the others 
use ablaut to produce their preterite tense formations? It is tempting to assume that at some 
point in the development of Germanic the formation of the preterite using ablaut was 
preferred, at least subconsciously, perhaps the reduplication syllable becoming unnecessary 
as a tense-marking prefix because tense was adequately marked already using ablaut. But 
this assumption rests on the fact that the two preterite morphemes were both equally active at 
an earlier stage throughout the tense system of Germanic, and precisely this is debatable. As 
regards Indo-European, of which, after all, Germanic is a constituent part, the question of the 
relative status of ablaut and reduplication in the tense sytem is still a controversial question. 
AUSTEFJORD (1979,208) doubts a distinct and defined original morphemic role for 
reduplication in Indo-European: 
Inwieweit die Reduplikation, die für das aind. und gr. Perfekt so typisch ist und auch 
anderswo vorkommt, schon im Indogermanischen ein fester Bestandteil des 
Perfektstammes war, läßt sich kaum mit Sicherheit entscheiden. Jedoch deuten 
altertümliche Formen wie aind veda, gr. ot&x darauf, daß dies nicht der Fall war. 
Indeed, that there are these examples in Greek and Sanskrit of perfects without reduplication 
is important and perhaps does point to a later addition of reduplication to the perfect 
paradigm (although it will be remembered from 5.2.1 that oi& x can be described in terms 
reduplication). As we have seen, reduplication, when used as a morphological formative, is 
often iconic, the addition that it represents is seen as significant for the meaning of the 
reduplicated form. Its use in the perfect tense however is symbolic at a figurative level rather 
than at an iconic level. This would seem to suggest that the reduplication in the perfect 
represents the extension of a known morpheme to a new environment, perhaps to fortify the 
existing tense distinguishing features. This view of reduplication and ablaut sees a 
subordinate role for reduplication in regard to the formation of the IE perfect. Reduplication 
is secondary, a later addition. KURY4OWICZ (1964,70), on the other hand, sees them as 
alternative mechanisms in the formation of the perfect tense of Indo-European. 
There must have been in I. E. originally two different procedures of forming the 
perfect: either apophony of the root-vowel (e > o) or reduplication. [... ] The old 
distribution between reduplication and the o-grade is more or less preserved in Italic. 
Celtic, and Germanic. 
71 For discussion of Skt_ Abstufung versus GkJIE Abtönung, see 5.2.1. 
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KURY. i-, owIcz (ibid. ) goes on to account for the appearance of reduplication in forms which 
already have ablaut. 
The spread of reduplication to perfects with vowel-gradation has been favoured in Indo-Iranian by the merger of e and o [... ]. In Greek, the type &- &pic- a (reduplication and o-grade) shows the cumulation (conflation) of both procedures, the former to be regarded as a strengthening of the latter. Both in Indo-Iranian and in Greek veda = oiöa is an archaism to be explained by its semantic isolation. The conflation of the two procedures is also semantically accounted for by the 
possibility of ambiguousness of certain forms, and formally by the mechanism 
expounded in chapter I, § 41 [`the so-called conflation ("conglutination") of 
suffixes'] 
What transpires from all of this is that different IE languages systematize different methods 
of tense distinction from the IE pot of possible forms. Germanic systematizes ablaut for its 
strong verbs, the weak verbs (being on the whole secondary formations, whether deverbative 
or denominative) form the preterite by adding a dental suffix to the root augmented by a 
thematic segment. 72 On the other hand, in Greek, reduplication became the systematic 
morpheme for distinguishing the perfect tense. Both reduplication in Germanic and ablaut in 
Greek are used for relatively few verbs as their method for expressing the preterite or perfect 
73 tenses. 
Let us now finally look at the Germanic data. 
E1.3.1 Gothic 
Formally, reduplication in Gothic is quite simple. The initial segment, if a consonant, is 
reduplicated along with the vowel /e/ which in Gothic is represented by the digraph ai. 
There is however a phonological difficulty here. Gmc. /e/ only appears in Gothic before 
/r, h, hw/ otherwise Gmc. /e/ appears as Gothic /i/. As a result the /e/ of the reduplication 
syllable would only be expected in those verbs which begin with /r, h, hw/. The actual 
evidence shows /e/ in the reduplication syllable of every class seven verb irrespective of the 
consonantism of the beginning of the root. WRIGHT (1954,146) suggests that the /e/ present 
72 The difference between weak and strong verbs, apart from the formal difference in conjugation, can 
also be put down to derivation. Strong verbs are primary verbs and represent the inherited core of EE 
verbal roots. Weak verbs tend to be secondary verbs, formed from the roots of other verbs or from 
nouns, adjectives, etc. The terms strong and weak originate from GRIlv11v1 and refer to the verbs' 
relative strength at withstanding new conjugation and thus retaining inherited inflections. It should 
perhaps be noted here that neologisms in the Germanic languages are conjugated weak. The weak 
conjugation has become the unmarked formation for Germanic, the strong verbs' use of ablaut is 
therefore marked in contrast with the weak verbs. Although the strong verbs are a powerful group of 
verbs and have high token frequency, few new strong verbs develop and it is more likely that a strong 
verb will become weak than vice versa. The number of strong verbs has been steadily diminishing over 
history. 
73 As we saw in section 3.3.2 ablaut is actually seen in only a few common verbs in Greek (acc. to 
SOIvIMERSTEIN 1973,74, these number only 16, fewer than the number of verbs in Gothic which show 
reduplication). 
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in those verbs with /r, h, hw/ was simply extended analogically to the other verbs of the class. 
But this seems too simplistic an answer and speaks against the much larger number of verbs 
with consonantism other than /r, h, hw/; that the verbs with /r, h, hw/ should show /i/ would be 
a more realistic analogical development. It seems that the only way to account for this 
oddity is to call upon the morphemic power of the reduplication syllable. As a recognized 
morpheme, reduplication may have resisted any phonological developments and remained 
intact. This might also have something to do with the translator of the Greek texts, Ulfilas. 
who saw reduplication in Greek as the model. 
However, the usual root type in Gothic, CVC, redoubles as CeCVC. If the root begins with 
a sibilant and an obstruent then both of these segments are redoubled along with the vowel 
/e/: e. g. stVC > stestVC. If the root begins with a vowel then the reduplication vowel is 
attached to the beginning of the root, this therefore suggests the Greek augment although, as 
note 53, explains it is possible to regard even this as reduplication. 
Examples: 
häitan haihäit "call, order" 
slepan saislep "sleep" 
staldan staistald "place" 
äukan aiäuk "increase" 
These four examples suffice to show the regularity and transparency of the Gothic system of 
reduplication, features not evidenced by the other dialects I now turn to (Anglian. OHG and 
ON). The forms instanced by these dialects may or may not be reflexes of originally 
reduplicating forms, but I shall detail them here in a way which treats them as definitely 
being such. Different theories and propositions will be discussed later in the chapter (5.2.4.4 
et seqq. ), where I return to them in greater detail and also introduce information and ideas 
which are not strictly related to reduplication. 
E1.3.2 Anglian 
Anglian is a term referring to the dialects of Old English which were spoken by the Angles. 
There are two dialects which one understands by the term Anglian and these are Mercian and 
Northumbrian. Anglian thus stands in opposition to the Saxon dialects in the south of 
England, which derive form the invading Saxon tribes, and to the Kentish 
dialect which was 
brought by the Jutes. 74 The point that Anglian is a northern dialect of Old English, has 
importance for some commentators on the reduplicated preterites I shall now 
discuss, 
because together with the examples from Gothic and those from Old Norse and 
Old High 
74 See CAMPBELL (1959,1-11); BRUNNER (1965,1-11); WRIGt T (1914,3 -4) for further 
information 
on the division of the OE dialects. 
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German which we shall see later, the evidence comes from areas at the extremes of the 
Germanic speaking world. 
The forms cited as being of reduplicated origin in Anglian are the following: heht75 , 
leolc. 
leort, ondreord, reord. Compared with Gothic: 
Gothic Anglian 
häitan haihäit hätan heht `call" 
läikan lailäik läcan leolc "leap" 
letan lailöt htan leort "let" 
ondrcedan ondreord "fear" 
-redan rairöb mdan reord "advise" 
Only one of the Anglian forms clearly looks as if it might have been reduplicated, and that is 
heht. In it one can see a development thus: *hehät > *hehot > heht. A development which 
relies on the fixing in Germanic of the accent on the first syllable of a word, in order that the 
second, root syllable can be weakened, in the first instance to schwa and then disappearing 
completely. Reord and leolc like heht, do show constituent copying, the mark of 
reduplication, however the vocalism in these forms does not point to the vocalism in the 
reduplicating syllable (/e/), which seems to be the case in heht, and which, as I have pointed 
out, appears to be a simple case of loss of unaccented vowels. Following the development 
proposed above for hätan, we would expect for rcdan and läcan the preterites *rerd and 
*lelc, and yet the actual attested forms show diphthongs, /eo/. According to CAMPBELL 
(1959,57) the /eo/ in reord is quite easily explained, or rather it reflects a commonplace 
occurrence in OE. Short /e/ "is broken to eo with very great regularity before u and x, and 
before 
,X and r 
followed by a consonant". This "breaking" can only take place after the 
weakening of the root syllable: *rerCed > *reord > *rerd > reord. In the case of leolc 
according to CAMPBELL (ibid. ) the breaking is irregular, it "is regular only when s precedes". 
But nevertheless there is the example of the verb meolcan "milk" developing from melcan, 
as a counter example. It would perhaps seem that /eo/ in leolc develops analogically with 
similar forms, i. e. reord, leort, which is what, in a footnote (p. 57), CAMPBELL suggests. 
Thus: *leläc > *lelac > *lelc > leolc. The only form left to explain is leort, which at first 
sight does not seem reduplicated at all, and yet it really ought to be related to the formations 
of reord and leolc if only because they are so similar in phonological shape. The /r/ 
followed by a consonant necessary to allow the regular development of breaking of /e/ to 
/eo/, is present, linking it with the other two examples. The problem of this form is the 
75 According to WRIGHT (1914,263) this form also appears in West Saxon. 
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presence of /r/ at the point where one would expect the /1/ of the root syllable thus: *leolt < 
*lelt < *lelat < *lelät. However that last stage (*leolt) would be highly irregular, /e/ not 
usually breaking in this environment. Either we must assume analogical /1/ to /r/ with reord, 
or dissimilation of the second /1/ to /r/ in a series of like consonants. The problem then is 
why leolc does not do the same when it has a comparable structure. The problem of this /r/ 
will recur when we discuss the number of theories which are based around the notion of 
infixation later in this chapter. 
Other possible reduplicated forms in Old English and noted by CAMPBELL (1959,320) are 
speofi, speaft and beoftun, beaftun from the Lindisfarne Gospel glosses and the 
Northumbrian Rushworth Gospel glosses. The first of these comes from the verb spalan 
which only occurs in the Lindisfarne Gospels and which, unlike all the other examples from 
OE, does not occur "unreduplicated" in the past tense. Beoftun comes from the infinitive 
beatan "beat". Expected reduplicated preterites on the evidence of Gothic would perhaps 
have been: *spespät and *bebeat. In light of the developments of the above forms one 
would perhaps project the following for these two verbs: 
*spespät > *spespat > *spespt 
*bebeat > *bebat > *bebt 
One might even consider the fact that the /e/ of these forms may have undergone breaking in 
analogical line with the other reduplicated preterites from above: *speospt, *beobt. For the 
preterite of spätan we could assume that the style of reduplication is different to that found 
in Gothic. In Gothic, in verbs beginning with a sibilant and a plosive, both segments are 
copied in the reduplication syllable: staldan, staistald. If the lack of the sibilant in the 
preterite of spätan is original then this leads one to consider the reduplication of the type 
sCVC- which corresponds to the Latin steti from stö "I stand". From the examples we saw 
earlier in E1.2.2 it is clear that verbs beginning with a sibilant and plosive were apt to 
reduplicate differently throughout IE dialects. There are three tendencies: i) the string sC- is 
regarded as a single segment and is reduplicated fully (sCesC-), which is what we see in the 
Go. form staldan - staistald, ii) the sibilant alone is reduplicated (sesC-) as in the Go. slepan 
- saislep, iii) the plosive is regarded as the reduplicating consonant in which case there are 
two possibilities: a) the consonant reduplicates and the root initial sequence remains 
unchanged (CesC-) as in the Skt. tisthati from the root sthä "stand", or b) both initial 
segments are reduplicated but the root initial sequence loses the sibilant (sCeC-)as in the Lat. 
stö - steti above. 76 The motivation behind these 
divergences is unclear, but it is a fact that 
each of them turns up unpredictably in the IE languages. The form from OE we can describe 
76 Compare OSTHOFF (1882), MELLLET (1915,161) who regard Lat. steh as "avec manque de s 
interieur". 
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as reduplicating according to iiib) in contradistinction to the examples from Gothic which 
follow type i) or ii). Another point to make would be that we know no parallel example in 
Gothic to that from OE. We do not have an example from a verb that begins with a sibilant 
followed by a bilabial plosive, we only have cases of sibilant plus lateraUdental plosive! velar 
plosive, although with two places of articulation producing similar results it would be 
understandable to assume that under similar circumstances the same could be proposed for a 
different point of articulation. Whatever, we are left with the possible form *spepät as the 
original reduplicated form which would then develop to *spepl; the evidence shows 
breaking, so: > *speopt. Our problem now is to account for the two changes /b/ to /f" (in 
beoftun) and /p/ to /f/ (in speoft). CAMPBELL (1959,320) suggests *spefi from IE *spept-. 
and *beft from IE *bhebht-. This could be possible in the case of *spept-, but it assumes 
that the /p/ to /f/ change is due to the Germanic consonant shift (1. Lautverschiebung). This 
by implication assumes that the formation of the preterite by reduplication was not a 
productive morpheme in Germanic, but that the reduplicated preterites had to be learnt 
separately, and that they were entered into the lexicon separately. Otherwise we have to 
make the consonant shift into an active phonological rule of the language over a long period 
of time. In the case of *bhebht- this point is yet starker. The change /bh/ > /fl is counter to 
other evidence in the Germanic languages where IE /bh/ regularly becomes Gmc. /b/ and 
remains as such. 
After all of this there does not, for the moment, seem to be a satisfactory explanation of the 
changes, but to say that the change did take place in these cases; perhaps the only thing one 
can say is that they are dialectal differences, but this in itself is highly unsatisfactory. 
E1.3.2.1 Anglian vs. Gothic 
We have now looked at the use and structure of reduplication as used in two languages of the 
Germanic branch. It would at this point be apposite to see if there are any general 
conclusions which we could make about reduplication in Germanic based on the information 
that we have gleaned from these two languages. 
Both use reduplication to form the preterite of some verbs, all of which are grouped together 
in the seventh class, although all this says about the class itself is that the verbs belonging to 
it reduplicate in the preterite in Gothic. The chief observation at this point is that no verb 
which could form its preterite using the ablaut series of the first five classes actually exhibits 
reduplication. This means that no verb whose root structure contains a short /e/ is found to 
reduplicate. The majority of strong verbs in Anglian and Gothic form their preterite tense 
using the ablaut alternation e%ö as a basis. Whereas, in the Gothic evidence, reduplication is 
utilized by all verbs belonging to Class 7, which we earlier saw had no other path open to 
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them in forming the preterite if inherited morphemes were to be used, in the evidence from 
Anglian, which we might suggest has a wider significance for the appraisal of Old English in 
its entirety, reduplication is a marginalized preterite morpheme occurring in a handful of 
verbs. The Gothic verbs exhibit no other way of forming their preterites, but those examples 
from Anglian exist alongside unreduplicated forms which use a type of ablaut alternation. 
This ablaut alternation is not an e%o type like those reduplicating verbs of Gothic which also 
show ablaut, but it is an alternation which does not appear in other IE languages, and is 
regarded as a Germanic innovation. The preterite vocalism used is the controversial /e2/, 
which will be dealt with later in this chapter, after the excursus. 
E1.3.3 Old High German 
There are a few forms (fewer than the sparse evidence for Anglian) which one might be led 
to take as evidence for assuming a period when reduplication was present in continental 
West Germanic. The forms are exclusively found in the "High" dialects of linguistic 
Bavaria. As listed in BRAUNE (1987,288) they are: 
from bluozan "sacrifice" there is the form pleruzzun (3rd pl. ind. ) in the second 
Reichenau Gloss and also the form capleruzzi (3rd sg. subj. ) 
from scrötan "cut" there is the form kiscrerot (3rd sg. md. ) 
from stözan "push" there are the forms steraz, stiriz (3rd sg. ind. )77 
from büan "dwell/inhabit" there are the forms biruun (3rd pl. ind. ) and biruuuis (2nd 
sg. subj. ), the latter normally interpreted as biruwis. 
The problem with this handful of forms is that it is very difficult to regard them in any way 
as representing earlier reduplicated forms. There does not at a synchronic level appear to be 
any constituent copying, the principle at the heart of reduplication. But all of the forms do 
have something in common and that is the presence of the consonant /r/. That an 
intervocalic /r/ can represent a previous /z/ by VERNER's Law, suggests that the /r/ could be 
an indication of an original /s/, which in two of the above cases would suggest an attempt at 
some kind of copying process going on in the derivation of the preterite forms from the 
present tense "roots". In scrötan and stözan one would expect a sibilant at the root initial 
position. On the analogy of Gothic we might propose original reduplicated forms, and their 
subsequent development according to the Anglian model, thus: 
I a) *screscröt > *screscrat > *screscrt > *screst? > *scrert? 
b) *stestöz > *stestaz > *stestz >? 
Neither of these two developments shows Verner's Law; for it to apply we would need a 
development like this: 
77 "... sind wohl Verschreibungen", BRAUNE (1987,288) 
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2a) *screscröt > *scresöt > *screzöt > *screröt 
b) *s7estöz > *stesöz > *stezöz > *sterro- 
None of the actually attested forms has a long vowel in the root vowel position, so that with 
weakening of the root syllable in the final stages of the developments in 2) we could in fact 
achieve the attested forms, or at least come close. This, however, means a different 
development from the verbs in Old English which follow the example of 1). We get into 
trouble the minute we try to account for all the differences in a unified theory. Both of these 
OHG examples go to show that any attempt to try and derive them from original 
reduplicated forms will come unstuck or at least get tangled in problems. The fact that all 
the forms show the same segment /r/ would speak against reduplication, but rather for some 
kind of infixation or at least a regularized process independent of the root form. The 
tantalizing thing about these verbs is that they are all from the seventh class, so that if they 
were Gothic we would expect them to reduplicate. 78 This may in fact be a reason why so 
many commentators like to view them as a halfway house between reduplication and the 
seventh class's "Germanic" ablaut which develops in North and West Germanic. Combining 
the evidence from Norse, there have been a number of theories which point to some kind of 
infix, among these are BECH (1969), FULK (1987) and D'ALQUEN (1988), about which more 
later when I shall talk of the development of /e2/. It has become clear that attempts to 
explain these OHG forms as reduplicated are fraught with difficulties. From the evidence of 
Anglian and OHG it would seem that reduplication has been abandoned as a tense 
distinguishing feature in favour of less cumbersome ones (reduplication requires a 
lengthening of the speech act, the utilization of ablaut entails preterite forms shorter in 
length). 
There are yet some interesting examples of possible reduplication in Old Norse which 
likewise deserve investigation. 
E1.3.4 Old Norse 
There are some preterites in Old Norse which resemble the OHG preterites from above in 
that they each contain an element In, but unlike those in OHG, there are among them forms 
which resemble closely reduplicated forms of Gothic. The verbs in question are all 
(excepting one analogical development to a verb of class six79 ) verba pura of class seven. 
78 Unfortunately there are a couple of examples of an intruding /r/ in verbs which are from other 
classes. The verbs scrian and spiwan are both found with an /r/ inserted at the point of the syllable 
boundary between root and termination. This may have led to the generalization that the function of 
the /r/ was "Hiatustilger" (BRAUNE 1987,288), although this is an uncomfortable explanation for the 
Class 7 verbs which, unreduplicated, are not in need of a Hiatustilger. The only Class 7 example 
which could be due to hiatus would be the forms of the verb büwi, a verb which also 
does not have a 
root final consonant. 
79 The verb in question being ski which alongside its normal preterite, slö, also 
has slera, pl. slerum. 
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Verba pura are verbs whose root ends in a long vowel. The affected verbs of Norse are: sä 
"sow", röa "row", gröa "grow", snüa "twist", gnüa "rub". 80 None of them has a consonant 
to close the root and so terminations affix directly onto the vowel of the root. Their 
preterites in the third person singular are: sera, rera, grera, snera, gnera. Of these five rera 
looks the most likely candidate for reduplication. Indeed it is relatively easy to see the 
development: CV- > CeCV-. A development which mirrors IE reduplicated forms: copying 
of the initial segment with the vowel /e/ interceding between reduplication and root. The Old 
Norse form does appear to have lost the full value of the root vowel, although this would be 
understandable as a final unstressed vowel following a shift of accent to the reduplication 
syllable. 81 A similar appraisal applies to sera if we bear in mind the relationship between /s/ 
and /z/ that we noticed in our discussion of Anglian. From sä we would expect the preterite 
sesä, according to the reduplicational principles we see in Gothic. With accent originally on 
the root the /s/ at the root initial position would have become voiced: *sezä and thus to sera 
in which the accent has shifted to the first syllable enabling the weakening of the root vowel. 
This form is then directly comparable with the Gothic attested preterite saisö from saian 
"sow". The three further forms can only, in effect, then be analysed as being developments 
analogical to rera and sera, which could have developed regularly from the Gothic models. 
E1.3.5 Germanic Summary 
The clearest examples of reduplication are found in Gothic where, at the period the evidence 
dates from, up to 36 verbs may have used this process to form the preterite tense. The form 
of reduplication is that of repetition of the initial segment along with the vowel /e/ (in Gothic 
al). Two clear examples are also found in Norse. It would seem that these then influence 
the conjugation of verbs with a similar structure, although for them the formation is then 
unrecognizable as reduplication. The copying is in their case not dependent on their own 
structure but on the structure of some other verb; this is not the essence of reduplication but 
is rather a grammaticalized general morpheme independent of the forms it acts upon. In 
Anglian we saw that there were grounds for considering the various example as reflexes of 
originally reduplicating forms. Here, too, there has been some analogical levelling and also 
dissimilation to achieve the attested forms, but nonetheless the evidence for reduplication is 
strong. It is when, in the light of the other languages, we look at the forms from Old High 
German that we hit upon problems in our reduplication interpretation. The Old High 
German forms resemble forms in other languages, i. e. the Old Norse verba pura with their - 
er- element, and the OE forms with In, but there seems to be no logical step which goes 
80 There exists a preterite bnere (3rd sg. ind. ) meaning "rub", this is, however, usually described as a 
variant ofgmia, i. e. *brrüa. SEEBOLD (1970,125) lists both under the root *bnöwx, -a-, treating them 
as the same verb, relating them to the form bnauandans "rubbing" in Gothic. However. "Die 
Erklärung des Lautstands dieser Formen ist verzweifelt unsicher"(ibid., 124). 
81 The preterite of these verba pura inflects, in the singular, according to the weak preterite: 
-a, -er/-ir, -e/-i. The personal endings 
in the plural are the same for both strong and weak verbs. 
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from the root of these verb forms to the "reduplicated" evidence. Synchronically they are 
not reduplicated. The only forms which comply are all the Gothic forms, from OE: hehl, 
leolc, leort, reord, ondreord and Old Norse sera and rera. All of these preterite forms have 
some segment of the present repeated, and this is in the plainest terms the definition of 
reduplication. All other forms that we have looked at are developments from these in which 
some stable, independent feature has become grammaticalized as a preterite morpheme. 
For example the /r/ element of the Old High German forms finds resonance in the 
reduplicated verba pura preterites and also in some of the Anglian forms. That this element 
crops up again and again in these examples has led some to suggest a re-interpretation of the 
truly reduplicating verbs as infixed with an /r/ element. If this is the case, these verbs can be 
seen as representing a reflex of once reduplicating verbs, although not themselves 
undergoing the process. They spread this re-interpretation. The sparsity of any large corpus 
of data makes almost any analysis of these forms dubious or at least questionable. 
E1.4 Concluding Remarks 
Our earliest evidence of Germanic, in the guise of what we have of the language of the 
Goths, continues reduplicational processes which are used at earlier stages and in other 
branches of Indo-European. Germanic generalizes the reduplication which we called earlier 
Brugmann I). In Sanskrit this is used in the formation of the perfect for all verbs, and 
likewise in Greek. From our examples this reduplication had the widest spread in IE and it is 
therefore understandable that it is the type which is found continuing into Germanic. It is 
interesting that reduplication in Germanic is eventually abandoned in favour of Abtönung, 
which certainly in Greek and Sanskrit, is not found in the verb system to any great degree. 
82 
82 Sanskrit, of course cannot exhibit the ablaut alternation of Abtönung 
because of the phonological 
constraints of the vowel system, as we 
have seen earlier. 
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5.2.4.4 Why Reduplication in Gothic? 
In the excursus all that was said about the occurrence of reduplication in Gothic was exactly how it appears. We merely described it; but this left many questions unansA ered, questions 
which are important for a discussion of the verbal system of Germanic and in particular for 
the use of ablaut within it. There follows a list of all the verbs which do or may reduplicate 
in Gothic. I shall put them into sub-groups according to their root vocalism and whether or 
not they show ablaut in addition to reduplication. A verb is bracketed if reduplicated forms 
are not attested but may be inferred from the morphology of cognate verbs in the other 
Germanic languages. 







d) (blesan) "blow" 
slepan "sleep" 
e) (blötan) "worship" 
*flökan "bewail"83 
htivöpan "boast" 
f)84 gretan "weep" 
b) äukan "add" letan "let" 
(hläupan) "leap" -redan "advise" (stäutan) "smite" tekan "touch" 
c) (-alban) "grow old" g)85 (faian) "blame" 
(blandan) "mix" *laian "revile"84 
fa-han "seize" saian "sow" 
falpan "fold" waian "blow" 








Except groups d), e) and f) and possibly also g) (see footnote 86), all groups have root 
vocalism /a!, and each of them is followed by a resonantal segment (/r, l, m, n, i, u/). (The 
semi-vowels /i, u/ one would clearly at this stage describe as re-interpreted as full vowels 
83 Neither *flökan nor *laian exist in an infinitive form, or one from which the infinitive can be 
extrapolated. 
84 Verbs of groups f) and g) show ablaut in the preterite as well as reduplication. The ablaut 
alternation is e O. 
85 Group g) poses a problem, for even though as written the forms appear to have a-vocalism, the 
quality of the diphthong /ai/ in this instance is uncertain. Cognates in other languages (see below) 
seem to suggest that the IE vocalism was /e/. The digraph ai is clearly problematic in Gothic. As well 
as this value it is also the graph used to symbolize /e/ (in the reduplicative syllables) and also the 
dipthong /ai/ as it appears, inter al., in the preterite I of the first class of strong verbs. Convention 
distinguishes them using an acute accent: äi = /ai/, ai = IE /e/, ai seems to correspond to an /e at any 
rate this latter is more open than EE /e/. 
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following the analogical development of the semi-vowels in the ablaut classes 1 and 2, where 
they form diphthongs. 86) This a-vocalism is significant when one compares the 
reduplicating class with the first five classes of ablauting verbs. All of these latter show e- 
vocalism. There is clearly a neat split between those verbs with /a/ in the stem and those 
with /e/. The first five classes with /e/ have IE /o/ in the strong form of the preterite (Pret. I). 
This /o/ in Germanic becomes /a/. Those verbs therefore with /a/ in the present, whether or 
not they derive from IE /a/ or IE /o/ appear to have a vocalism in the present which one 
would expect in the preterite. The inherited IE alternation between /e/ and /o/ as a means of 
identifying tense cannot work in the verbs in Germanic which have a-vocalism. Those verbs 
with short /a/ in the present stem (Class 6) form their preterite by lengthening the vowel to 
/o/. 87 The others with /a/ followed by resonants are unable to lengthen their vowels, as long 
diphthongs do not find a reflex in Germanic and are shortened to the relevant short 
diphthong. 88 Verbs with /ai/ and /au/ therefore would have no alternation. 
What has any of this got to do with the reduplication in Gothic? It is now clear that of the 
possible inherited ways of forming the full grade perfect form (through e-'o-ablaut or 
lengthening) neither can apply to the Gothic seventh class reduplicating verbs in toto. 
It has been observed89 that the verbs of the seventh class have unequally spread etymologies, 
in contrast to the verbs of the first five classes with their inherited e/6-ablaut which do have 
clear etymologies. Some groups of Class 7 verbs have difficult or opaque etymologies 
whereas in particular the verba pura (and to a lesser extent the verba impura) have good 
etymologies. 90 By view of their phonological structure (absence of root final consonant in 
86 Class 1 has /ei/, and class 2 /eu/. 
87 As we saw earlier in section 5.2.3, the developments in the Germanic vowel system mean that the 
long counterpart to short /a/ was long /ö/ 
88 One possible and controversial exception to the loss of long diphthongs would be /ei/ which has by 
some been used to explain the heritage of the Germanic vowel /e2/ which develops differently to the 
reflex of IE /e/ which becomes /ä/ in German. The question of the heritage of the Germanic vowel /e2/ 
will be discussed later in this chapter. 
89 MEID (1971,71-72)- 
Wenn man die ... 
Verba [der 7. Klasse] nach ihren etymologischen und morphologischen 
Bezügen untersucht, so ergibt sich ein uneinheitliches Bild, was die Verankerung der Verba 
im Indogermanischen bzw. im Vorgermanischen betrifft. Jedoch gibt es deutliche 
Schwerpunkte. Während die Verba der Gruppe I (Wurzelvokal ai, au bzw. a) nur in wenigen 
Fällen gemeinindogermanisch sind, meist jedoch nur begrenzte Entsprechungen haben oder 
ganz ohne außergermanische Entsprechungen sind oder aber auswärtigen Anschluß nur auf 
der reduzierten Basis einer 'Wurzel'-Etymologie finden, sind bei den Verba der Gruppen II 
und III (Langvokal mit bzw. ohne folgenden Konsonant) die indogermanischen Bezüge 
zahlreicher und deutlicher. Ja, in Gruppe III [verba pura] sind sogar mehrere Verba 
enthalten, die man nicht nur als gemeinindogermanisch, sondern darüber hinaus sogar als 
altindogermanisch ansehen darf 
90 It is interesting to note here that the verba pura and impura in Gothic are also those verbs in the 
seventh class which show evidence of ablaut in the preterite tense as well as using the reduplication of 
the other verbs of this class. According to WRIGHT (1954,148) only slepan "sleep" (and possibly - 
blesaee "blow") and the verbs with Gmc. /o/ in the present root do not exhibit ablaut amony.: st verbs of 
this type. 
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Germanic) the verba pura can perhaps be seen as an aberrant group; but, nevertheless, the 
difficulty of the other verbs of the class in their heritage is extremely interesting because it 
throws up the problem of how in fact the Germanic reduplicating verbs ever became so if 
they do not represent IE verbs which reduplicate. Remember, both our examples, Greek and 
Sanskrit, had perfects which almost without exception are formed using reduplication. The 
majority of Germanic verbs have ablaut, and the majority of ablauting verbs have clear 
etymologies. If the reduplicating verbs had clear etymologies then one would expect them to 
ablaut, instead they redouble, which on the evidence of our IE examples is the device 
preferred. 
At this point I give a list of the reduplicating verbs from above along with their 
"etymologies", to give a clear picture of the data. These etymologies are gleaned from FEIST 
(1939), POKORNY (1959) and SEEBOLD (1970). I shall primarily list only verbal cognates, 
that is where the Gothic verb is clearly related to other IE verbs. Giving non-verbal cognates 
would be misleading, for they would not entail the existence of an IE verbal cognate. The 
verbs are listed according to the groupings above. 
7a) -äikan - "nichts sicheres" (SEEBOLD, 1970). 
fräisan - "etymologische Anknüpfung unsicher" (FEIST, 1939). 
häitan - "sichere auswärtige Beziehungen fehlen" 
(FEIST, 1939). 
Mikan - 01 rejatl "cause to jump", NPers. älextan "jump", 
Lit. ldigyti "run around wildly". 
mäitan - "etymologisch dunkel"(FEIST, 1939) But possibly 01 
methati "injured", OLit. apmaitinti "wounded". 
skdidan - Gk. 6xäw "slit". Lat. scio, scire "know". 
Pläihan - "ohne sichere Etymologie" (FEIST, 1939). 
b) äukan - Lat. augeö "increase", Gk. th o "increase". 
hläupan - "Etymologie unsicher"(FEIST, 1939) but POKORNY 
(1954) has Lit. klumpü, klüpti "stumble". 
stäutan - 01 tudäti, tundäte "pushes", Lat. tundö "push". 
c) -alban -? Lat. alö "nourish", 
but through the etymology of the 
noun alpeis "old" from Lat. altus "high", so probably 
not from the Latin verb, rather a later derivation from 
the adjective albeis. 
blandan - OBulg. bleda "err", Lit. blend. -us "become 
dark". 
jähan - Lat. pangö "fasten". 
falpan - no verbal cognates. 
gaggan - OI jähäti "goes forth". 
hähan - 01 sänkate "doubts, wavers", Lat. cunctor "hesitates". 
haldan - "keine sichere Etymologie" (FEIST. 1939). 
-praggan - "keine sichere 
Etymologie" (FEIST. 1939). 
sallan - Gk. öc^i t. v "salt", although it may 
be an 
independent derivation from the noun. 
-staggan - "Etymologie unsicher" 
(FEIST, 1939). 
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staldan - difficult. FEIST links it possibly with IE *stha- 
"stand", whereas POKORNY (1954) links it with IE 
*stel-, Gr. of XAw "set up", Lat. stultus "foolish". 
waldan - Lat. valeö "fare well", Latv. ii'alät "control". 
d) blesan - Lat. flö, flare "blow". 
slepan - links with Lat labor "slide", "weitere Beziehungen 
unsicher" (FEIST, 1939). 
e) bletan - no verbal cognates. 
flökan - Gk. nX& o "beat", Lat. plangö "beat one's breast" 
OBulg. placa "cry, mourn". 
hwöpan - "ohne sichere Etymologie" (FEIST, 1939). 
f) gretan - 01 hrädate "sounds, intones", or contamination from 
cognates of 01 rödate "cries". 
letan - Lit. leidzu "let", Gr. WF-ty "be tired, lethargic". 
-redan - 01 rädhyati "succeeds", Lit. rasti "find". 
tekan - Toch B teksa "touched"? It has been linked with Lat. 
tango "touch", but as Feist (1939) points out that the 
lack of Lautverschiebung makes this difficult. 
g) faian - no verbal cognates. 
laian - 01 räyati "barks", OBulg. Jaja "bark". 
saian - Latv. seju "sow", Lat. serö "sow". 
waian - 01 vayati "blows", OBulg. vejati "blow". 




If from this list we take those verbs with the safest and clearest etymologies we create a 
much shorter list thus: läikan, skäiclan, äukan, slautan, blandan, fähan. gaggan, it, aldan, 
blesan, flökan, grelan, letan, -redan, laian, saian, waian. This means that 17 of the 36 verbs 
(i. e less than half) belonging to Class 7 in Gothic are clearly cognate with verbs in other IE 
languages. This presents a problem. Because the majority of verbs from this class do not 
have clear etymologies, one would expect that they would utilize tense formations which 
were broadly in use throughout the rest of the system, and not one different from the rest, as 
is the case with Class 7. The fact that they do so is perplexing. Both ablaut for the rest of 
the Gothic system and reduplication for the verbs of the class in question are devices 
inherited from IE, as we have seen in detail from earlier chapters of the present work. 
Neither of them, in the forms we see in Gothic, can in any way be said to be innovations 
within Germanic. And yet the data above seems to suggest that the verbs of this class 
themselves are to a certain extent neologisms within Germanic. As I explained earlier, the 
verbs in Class 7 could not use the inherited ablaut alternation seen in the first five classes 
(e%), nor could they easily and without confusion use lengthening as a means of tense 
distinction like Class 6. The only route left open to them, and using patterns from the 
inherited IE pool, would be to use reduplication. But what about those verbs (as we saw, 
more than half the total) which appear to have no IE cognates? Why should they have fallen 
into Class 7? The only explanation is to say that those Class 7 verbs which are of IE origin 
and which, therefore, could legitimately exhibit reduplication, must have exerted an 
analogical influence on those verbs of Class 7 which are not IE. Because of the paucity of 
Gothic evidence no explanation can be exhaustive, and indeed we still have the enigma of 
those Class 7 verbs which, as well as showing reduplication, also show ablaut. These would 
not present such a sticky problem if the verbs that showed ablaut had a consistent structure, 
or if there were no verbs which resembled structurally those verbs which do show ablaut 
without doing so themselves. From the lists above it is the verbs of groups f) and g) which 
show ablaut. The ablaut alternation of group f) mirrors that of the first five classes of strong 
verbs, that is it exhibits e/o alternation, albeit in a lengthened version &ö. However, we are 
left with the verbs in group d) which have a root structure identical to that of group 
f) but 
which do not show ablaut. What should we make of these? -blesan, 
in fact, does not occur 
in the preterite tense, so we cannot even be certain that it was a verb which used 
reduplication, let alone whether it had ablaut or not. Attributing 
it to group f) might appear 
just as arbitrary as attributing it to Class 7 in the first place. In 
fact if we assume that it did 
have ablaut and thus belongs to group f) we are left with only the one verb, slepan, which 
has the relevant root structure but which does not show ablaut. 
Unfortunately the verb 
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slepan is attested five times as a reduplicated preterite, each time without ablaut. 91 Unless 
we throw out each of these occurrences, there does not seem to be a satisfactory way of 
explaining the discrepancy. Either slepan is the odd man out, or both groups f) and g) are 
the odd men out. Set against the evidence of class seven as a whole, it would seem that 
group d) follows the norm; yet at the outset I have stated that the verbs of the class cannot be 
said to exhibit any degree of homogeneity apart from their continued use of reduplication in 
Gothic. They are bundled together purely because they reduplicate, so that within this 
notional seventh class they must be subdivided to give any kind of lucidity and order; after 
all the verbs of the first five classes are divided according to the phonological structure of the 
root. The seventh class as it stands is not grouped in this way, rather it is grouped according 
to its morphological quirkiness. The conclusion is, then, that group f) is certainly of a type 
which can show ablaut because it exhibits the relevant vocalism, viz. /e/. That slepan does 
not, is a mystery, particularly as the status of the vocalism of the four verbs with ai (faian, 
*laian, saian, waian) begins to be confirmed as more likely to be e-coloured, as the 
etymologies seemed to show, rather than a-coloured, when we consider the fact that they 
also show ablaut alternation to /ö/ in the preterite. 92 
Because the evidence of Gothic is in effect restricted to Ulfilas' translation of the Bible, the 
language is a closed entity and only lends itself to synchronic study. We can guess how 
reduplication would have progressed, if indeed it was retained in later stages of the language. 
Gothic is interesting because it presents a Germanic language, or even a stage of the 
Germanic branch of languages, in which reduplication had acheived a degree of 
systematization. To what degree exactly is a moot point which produces various 
concomitant problems such as the question of whether at an earlier stage all the strong verbs 
in Germanic used reduplication as a means of forming their preterite tense. This question is 
vexed and may perhaps never be conclusively answered. It is a subject which provides the 
cornerstone to many theories which address the problem of the seventh class of Germanic 
strong verbs. And these theories we shall discuss later in this chapter. Firstly it is important 
to consider the relationship between the situation in North and West Germanic on the one 
hand and Gothic on the other. The occurrence of possible relic reduplicated forms in these 
dialects suggests that the there is a link between reduplication and the ablaut patterns of 
91 Three times without grammatical change (saislep-): Luke 8.23; I Thessalonians 4.14; Matthew 8. 
24; and twice with grammatical change (saizlep-): John 11.11; I Corinthians 15.6. (ST M-HEYNE's 
Ulfilas, 1920) 
92 faian is not found in the preterite, so it is questionable whether it reduplicated or ablauted. It 
is 
however likely that it followed the similar verbs of the group. *laian is not attested in the present 
tense, but we do possess examples of reduplication and ablaut. 
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North and West Germanic, especially as these reduplicated forms appear in precisely those 
verbs for which there is evidence in Gothic for reduplication. 93 
5.2.4.5 From Reduplication to Ablaut 
The problem we are now faced with is how one gets from reduplication in the Gothic verbs 
to an ablaut relationship in the verbs of the other dialects of the group. The verbs are, as I 
have said, cognate in all the dialects and behave in a more or less coherent way in each of the 
dialects, so that we can speak of a cohesive unifying development. The way the dialects of 
OE, OS, OHG and ON differ from Go. is uniform, we can therefore speak of a 
homogeneous process from the state in Gothic to that which we fmd in the other dialects. Or 
can we? There is no question that Gothic belongs to the Germanic group of languages, but 
what position it takes within the group is questionable. Just because Gothic exhibits 
reduplication is no guarantee that the other Germanic dialects must also, at some earlier 
stage, have shown reduplication. Gothic, moreover, is preserved in only one major text, 
which at the very least means that we can only make assumptions and generalizations about 
the language with a large degree of caution. This all makes the problems of reduplication 
and of the structures in the other dialects that much more interesting and tantalizing. So we 
are left with two possibilities about the development of the ablaut situation in the dialects 
other than Gothic. Either the ablaut alternations, which we saw described in section 5.2.4.2, 
are derived from previous reduplicated forms or they are not. But even this does not cover 
the whole story, for it still leaves open the question of the position and significance of 
reduplication for the entire Germanic verbal system. Here the question is whether 
reduplication was used in the other Germanic dialects at all, and if so to what extent. We 
have seen that there is no evidence to suggest that reduplication was ever a preterite 
morpheme throughout the entire system of strong verbs. This leaves us with the annoying 
question of why therefore, it should have become so only for these verbs in Gothic. The 
answer would seem to be that, from the stock of IE morphemes, Gothic had no alternatives 
applicable to a class of verbs which, in the first instance, have difficult etymologies in Indo- 
European, many being Germanic neologisms, and which, in the second place, have 
phonologies inappropriate to the overriding inherited IE pattern of eio ablaut. That such an 
ablaut pattern had such an influence in Germanic can be seen by the fact that the Gothic 
reduplicating verbs with an e-vocalism in the present for the most part also show deflected 
grade forms in the preterite (e. g. letan - laliOt). 
93 There are, as ever, exceptions to this, but they rather show evidence of analogy with other instances 
of "reduplication" in seventh class verbs (e. g. ON slera, from ski "hit" which technically 
belongs to 
the sixth class). 
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We have seen, in the other dialects of OE, OHG and ON, that there are examples of forms 
which seem to suggest that reduplication was at one stage common in these dialects too. We 
saw in the excursus how these forms could be described as reflecting reduplicated forms or 
how they reflected analogical developments with other forms which can be seen as reflexes 
of reduplicated forms. The reliability of some of these forms was called into question (OE 
beoftun and speoftun) but there still remained forms which seemed unequivocally to speak 
for an earlier general use of reduplication in the seventh class of strong verbs. If we accept 
this proposition then we must account for the development in West and North Germanic of a 
preterite formation without reduplication. Either the ablaut alternation we see there was a 
replacement for reduplication, or it was a development from it. 
In the first case, it soon becomes clear that a motivation for the replacement is difficult to 
find. In this there are two considerations: what made reduplication so unpalatable that an 
alternative was found necessary? And where in the system did this alternative exist so that it 
could be put to a new use? It is linguistically improbable and typologically unlikely that the 
speakers of these dialects suddenly invented a new formation to replace one they did not 
like. But it is not improbable that they could have begun to use a formation already in 
existence which fitted their purposes more comfortably than reduplication. However, this 
would suggest that the ablaut alternations we find in the seventh class verbs of North and 
West Germanic are to be found elsewhere, and, as we shall see in the following sections, this 
is not the case. Assuming therefore that reduplication is the original preterite morpheme of 
this class, we are forced into the position that the ablaut alternation we see here is derived 
ultimately from originally reduplicating forms. So what can the motivation for such a 
development have been? 
The reduplicating forms of the seventh class are longer by one syllable than the preterite 
forms elsewhere in the strong verb system. In this way the reduplicated froms may have 
been felt as clumsy and bulky and therefore more likely to lose one syllable whether it was 
simply dropped or lost through some form of contraction. A further consideration is the 
question of the accentuation of the reduplicated forms. For at least the first five classes it 
seems the accentuation in the preterite was on the root syllable in the singular and originally 
on the ending in the plural and past participle. This last is confirmed with the evidence from 
VERNER's Law. But when the accent shift took place in Germanic so that the accent in the 
plural and PP forms was on the root syllable, the question we must ask ourselves is whether 
the same shift took place in the reduplicating fonns. It certainly seems that the accent in the 
singular was on the root syllable, but there is also some evidence to suggest that this was also 
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the case in the plural. The verb slepan in Gothic shows some evidence of VERNER's law. 
The two forms, gasaizlep and gasaizlepun, 94 both seem to show that the root syllable was 
the one which, at the time of the evidence, was accented. The Germanic accent shift had the 
effect of giving Germanic a bound accent rather than the free accent of Indo-European. The 
accent now became bound to the first syllable. In the first five classes with their ablaut 
alternations this means that the root syllable becomes the uniformly accented syllable. 
However if the same thing were to happen in the reduplicating verbs then one might expect 
that the accent would fall on the reduplication syllable. As we see, these two examples from 
Gothic seem to exclude the possibility of this. It seems rather that the reduplication syllable, 
at least from the evidence in Gothic, was not accented, in the same way that the prefix ga- 
was not accented, being merely a bound morpheme. As we saw in E1.3.1, the quality of the 
reduplication vowel is contentious. It ought, to conform with the phonological developments 
of Gothic, to be /i/, but we see that it is in fact /e/. "The fact that the reduplicating vowel 
leveled to e in all instances indicates that it must have been perceived as a tense marking 
prefix that was attached to the verb stem by a morphological rule" (BARNES/ESAU 1973,14). 
On the other hand D'ALQUEN (1988,104) considers the opposite to be the case: "Go. haihait 
saisö etc. point to initial accent, because Go. ai (= Gmc. e) does not occur in unaccented 
syllables". However, the sound /e/ in Gothic is rare enough, occurring as an allophone of /i/ 
before /r, h, hw/, and in the reduplication suffix, for there to be uncertainty about its exact use 
and quality. That it is an allophone for /i/ which itself can occur in unaccented syllables 
surely means that there is nothing stopping /e/ occurring there also. The peculiar status of the 
reduplication syllable, in effect means that one cannot be quite certain, but the VERNER's law 
evidence appears to me to carry more weight. 
It appears therefore that the evidence from Gothic shows that the reduplication syllable was 
not accented. What does this mean for our investigation? If we look again at some of the 
supposed reduplicated forms from Anglian which we saw in E1.3.2, we will see that they 
seem to suggest the opposite. Leolc and reord, for example, appear to have made the earlier 
reduplication syllable the main syllable of the word. The only way to explain this is to 
assume that the accent did in fact move to the initial syllable and that the reduplication 
syllable could bear the main stress of the word. How can we account for this when set 
alongside the evidence from Gothic which we saw a moment ago. BARNES/ESAU (1973,14) 
explain it as follows: 
It is possible that the difference of stress placement accounts for the different 
developments into North-West Germanic on the one hand and into Gothic on the 
94 The first: John 11.11, and the second: I Corinthians 15.6; STAMMMEYNE (1920). 
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other. I. e. Gothic may never have shifted the stress away from the stem syllable, whereas the North-West Germanic dialects did, due to the fact that reduplication became more and more functionless. 
In one way this does not quite seem to make sense. If a morpheme has become functionless, 
why accent it? In Greek, for instance, the reduplication syllable is accented, and there it 
cannot be said that the reduplication syllable is functionless. However, the position of the 
accent in the reduplicated forms is important in a discussion of the development of ablauted 
forms deriving from earlier reduplicated ones. 
5.2.4.6 Contraction 
Many theories explaining the ablaut alternation of the seventh class verbs of North and West 
Germanic wish to derive it directly from a contraction of the reduplication syllable and the 
root syllable. Such theories have held great currency throughout the history of study into 
Germanic historical linguistics. The first scholar to propose such a process as a way of 
explaining the discrepancy between the Gothic preterite formation and that prevalent in the 
other Germanic dialects was Jacob GRIMM (1870-98,103): 
Aus hdihald, fäifah, mäimäit mögen die einsilbigen formen hialt, fiang, miaz, 
herrühren, obschon wir die mittelstufen nicht genügend nachweisen können: 
zunächst vorher ging vermutlich ein zweisilbiges hi-alt, fi-ang, mi-az, und diesen 
vielleicht hei-alt, fei-ang, mei-az; heihalt, feifang, meimaiz. 
The main problem with theories involving contraction is the fact that one has to accept 
processes that do not appear elsewhere in the history of the Germanic languages. As 
D'ALQUEN (1988,103) says: 
The contraction theories, by which the preterite vocalism evolved from contact of 
the reduplicating prefix and the root vocalism after loss of the intervening 
consonant(s), are the most appealing, but also the most frustrating, for although the 
vocalic development is exceptionally satisfying, removing the intervening 
consonants can only be achieved by setting up unlikely sound changes. 
Such theories are of course appealing because they operate from two known poles. That is: 
the source of the development is seen in the Gothic reduplication model, and the result of the 
process is seen in the North and West Germanic forms. A procedure which links the two 
will quite naturally be attractive because it appears to solve many problems in one neat 
formula. However, it creates as many problems as it solves and hides a good deal of others. 
As D'ALQUEN says, the main problem is being able adequately to account for the 
disappearance of the intervening consonant between root vocalism and reduplication 
syllable, especially when this consonant can be one of many different phonemes. 
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Accounting for the loss of different phonemes is difficult. For instance HÖFLER (1970,114- 
5) speaks of a "Verkürzungssprung", whereby "die zweisilbigen Präterita der rund achtzig 
reduplizierenden Verba durch die vielfache Majorität der einsilbigen Verba [... ] infolge von 
Systemzwang zu einsilbigen umgeformt worden seien. " This is something that scholars 
before had also used as the motivation for the development from reduplication to ablaut. 
LÜDTKE (1957) envisages a much more involved development in stages which carefully 
takes into account the examples from Anglian. LÜDTKE's (1957,163-4) development 
follows three stages: 1) as a result of the accent shift to the initial syllable the root vocalism 
is shortened; 2) metathesis occurs when the root-initial consonantism consists of more than 
one consonant (e. g. *seslep > *slesep); 3) the middle consonant is now rendered 
"funktionsschwach" because the original consonantism is now found at word inital position. 
As a result of this the consonant in most of the Germanic area is lost. In Anglian the 
development is different in that the root vowel disappears instead of the consonant: *lelek > 
*lelk > leolc. 
What happens, however, in both of these cases (HÖFLER and LÜDTKE), once this consonant 
has disappeared? In both theories we are left with the problem of how the remaining 
vocalisms can develop to what we actually find attested. The two theories are left with the 
following: 
HÖFLER LUDTKE95 
*hehait > *he-ait >? *hehet > *he-et >ý 
*lelet > *le-et >? *lelet > *le-et >9 
*fefall > *fe-all >? *fefall > *ft-all >? 
*hehröp > *hre-op > ? 96 *hehrop > *hrehop > *hre-op >? 
What both of these sets of examples rest upon, in the first instance, is the supposition that the 
reduplicated forms became accented on the initial syllable according to the Germanic accent 
shift. As I have shown, evidence from Gothic contradicts this. Nevertheless there are other 
difficulties with these developments. The question marks point to where the difficulty lies. 
What happens after the loss of the consonants? 
95 The root vowels in LÜDTKE's forms have been shortened, remember, as a result of the accent shift. 
96 HÖFLER does not seem to tackle the issue of forms beginning with two consonants 
in the way that 
LÜDTKE does. HÖFLER (1970,117) seems to say that reduplication in forms with complex initial 
consonantism was itself complex so that the entire consonantism was repeated: 
*dreröd (< *dredröd). 
This speaks against the evidence from Gothic and also the forms we saw 
in Greek and Sanskrit, except 
for verbs with initial consonant clusters containing a sibilant, which 
behave differently in all of the 
languages. 
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Both HÖFLER and LÜDTKE want the first three forms to develop to the vowel /e2/. For 
HÖFLER this means deriving /e2/ from three different vocalisms, for LÜDTKE from two. 
However, that is not the least of the problems in this respect. The quality of this vowel /e2/ is 
also an issue, in addition to the question of its origins. It may help at this point to have a 
look at this curious vowel. 
5.2.4.7 /e2/ 
Das Problem des sog. e2 ist niemals zur allgemeinen Befriedigung gelöst worden. (COETSEM 1956,22) 
Die Herkunft des e2 ist bisher nicht einwandfrei geklärt. (SCHWARZ 1951, cit. 
LÜDTKE 1957,157) 
... 
its [/e2/'s] origin has baffled Germanists since Jakob Grimm. (DURRELL 1975,48) 
One of the thorniest problems in Gmc. phonology is the close e known as c2 ... (CONNOLLY 1979,1) 
What in fact is /e2/? An answer to this question would be a help in an attempt to discover its 
origin. The vowel that is designated such is generally accepted as a long close /e/, 
characterized in Old High German by its later diphthongization into /ia/ > /ie/. It is distinct 
from the inherited IE long /e/ (which is often consequently designated /e'/) which in North 
and West Germanic develops to /x-/ and then /ä/. In Gothic there is no orthographic 
distinction between the two /e/'s, although scholars seem to acknowledge that /e'/ was more 
open than /e2/. 
As regards their respective occurrence, /e-l/ appears often, precisely because it is the reflex of 
IE /e/. On the other hand /e2/ appears much more seldomly. LEHMANN (1955,66f. ) lists 
five environments in which /e-2/ appears: 
1) those nouns and adjectives in which /e2/ can be derived from IE /ei/ [e. g. OHG 
fiara, Skt. sphära] 
2) the preterite forms of class 7 verbs which show Primary Germanic /ai/. /al, an/ + 
Cons, or /ae/ in the present. 97 [e. g. OHG heizan, hiaz] 
3) Nouns with cognates showing /iz/ [e. g OE med, OHG miata, Gk. µiaOos] 
4) some pronominal [sic! ] forms [e. g. Go. her, ON her, OHG hiar] 
5) words borrowed from Latin with /e/ in the Latin root syllable [e. g. OHG biaza, 
Lat. beta, OHGfiabar 
97 Gmc. /äe/ < /e'/ < IE /e/. 
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For our purposes it is clear which group is the most important. But in one sense this is just 
the problem. The other occurrences of this odd vowel are so rare and isolated as almost to 
make them insignificant. And yet because in the preterite singular and plural for class 7 
strong verbs of the type with an a-vocalism in North and West Germanic the Vowel finds a 
permanent home and morphological application, we cannot ignore it. 
We might also like to distinguish between what are primary occurrences of /e2/ and what are 
secondary. For example, the cases of /e2/ turning up in words borrowed from Latin only 
prove that at some point in the history of Germanic certain sounds appearing in Latin were 
rendered in Germanic using /e2/. They do not tell us anything about the origin of /e2/, 
because of necessity /e2/ must already have existed before the borrowing took place. 
The most conventional of all the theories to explain the vowel /e2/ is to assume it is derived 
from the resolution of reduplicated preterites in Class 7 into ablauting preterites. Some of 
the processes outlined in the preceding section try to explain how reduplication was re- 
formed and lost so that the resultant forms, no longer resembling the reduplicated patterns of 
Gothic, develop a new ablaut alternation. This alternation has as its basis /e2/ which is a 
product of the fusion of reduplication vowel and root vowel when the intervening consonant 
has been put aside. To look for the origins of /e2/ in the preterites of Class 7 a-verbs is, after 
all, the most natural assumption to make. Purely as a result of the fact that /e2/ is found in 
this environment more than in any other. We will have a look at an offshoot of the 
contraction theory, infixation, in a moment, but it might be worth while considering some 
other proposed origins for /e2/. 
The earliest attempt at explaining the occurrence of this vowel stems from the nineteenth 
century. JELLINEK (1889,298) explains that /e-2/ stands in an ablaut relationship to /i, i/: "Es 
scheint also, daß man germ. e2 als einen ablaut der ei-reihe zu betrachten hat. " As a result of 
this supposition he then says "... daß e2 im germ. aus ei enstanden ist" (1889,300). 
Later BRUGMANN (1895,89) supports JELLINEK: 
Die von Jellinek und Sievers aufgestellte Ansicht, dass das urgerm. geschlossene e 
in ahd. her hiar, zeri ziari und andern Wörtern aus vorgerm. ei enstanden sei, 
empfiehlt sich dadurch bestens, dass bei den etymologisch klaren Formen 
Nebenformen mit i-Vokalismus teils im Germanischen selbst, teils in den 
verwandten Sprachen auftreten. 
He goes further and proposes that /e-2/ derives from an ablaut alternation ai-ei, in which /ail 
was the reflex of /ai/ which was apparently the reduced grade of /ei/. /e2/ was the reflex of 
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the full grade /ei/; thus an alternation /ai/ /e-/. However, this can only work for those 
seventh class verbs with /ai/ as the present tense vocalism. BRUGMANN assumes that the 
other verbs of Class 7 analogically inserted /e2/. 
Unfortunately both of these theories overlook the fact that if /ei/ were to develop into e2 
this would be the only case of an IE long diphthong preserving an individual development 
into the Germanic dialects. All other long diphthongs coalesce with their short counterparts. 
It is therefore difficult to accept that /e2/ would be an exception to this trend. 
VAN COETSEM (1956 and later) saw a possibility for a development of /e2/ from IE /ei/. At 
the outset this is problematic, because IE /ei/ regularly becomes Ci/ in the dialects of the 
Germanic branch. What VAN COETSEM is therefore arguing for is a split development of 
/ei/. And he bases this on the effects of an a-umlaut. When /ei/ appears before a high rowel 
(/i, j, u/) the development is to /-i/, but when /ei/ stands before a lower vowel (/a, e, o/) the 
development is to /e/ = /e2/. This sounds plausible but for the fact that if one follows the 
development logically one sees that the evidence from Germanic speaks overwhelmingly 
against it, as BECH (1969,53) shows. He points out that if VAN COETSEM is to be believed 
the following must represent the conjugation of the preterite of *haitan in OHG: 
Ind Sing. l hiaz Subj. Sing. 1 *hizi 
2 *hizi 2 *hizis 
3 hiaz 3 *hizi 
P1. l *hizum P1.1 *hizim 
2 *hizut 2 *hizit 
3 *hizun 3 *hizin 
Two out of these twelve forms represent what in reality is the case. According to VAN 
COETSEM levelling would need to begin from 1st and 3rd Ind. Sing., with these somehow 
affecting the whole paradigm to produce /e2/ throughout-98 VAN COETSEM also suggests the 
alternation was present in the present tense of Class 1 strong verbs, but that would, strictly, 
produce for Germanic *bitan the following in OHG: 
98 CONNOLLY (1979,16): 
"Since this pattern of e2: 1 would exactly parallel the distribution of the two preterite vowels of 
classes I through 6, there would have been great systematic pressure to retain any ei 
alternation in the new preterites. " 
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Inf. *biazan 
Ind Sing. 1 bizu 
2 bizis 
3 bizit 
Pl. l *biazames 
2 *biazet 
3 *biazant 
Subj. sing. I *biaze 
2 *biazes 
3 *biaze 
Pi. 1 *biazem 
2 *biazes 
3 *biazen 
Here the true development is represented by the first three persons indicative singular, not 
even the infinitive remains unchanged. It would seem then that VAN COETSEM's theory does 
not live up to the evidence, there is no proof that a split in the present of I st class verbs ever 
existed; and as has been shown the actual distribution of e2: i does not match VAN COETSEM's 
propositions well enough to be conclusive in favour of his theory. By deriving /e2/ from IE 
/ei/ VAN COETSEM is able to set up an ablaut system in Germanic in which those verbs with 
present tense forms in /a/ + sonant show a preterite tense with /e/ + sonant. This would 
mirror exactly the state of affairs in the first three classes. It is therefore a necessary 
expedient to VAN COETSEM's entire theory that /e2/ derives from /ei/; without such a 
development the whole theory becomes untenable. I shall mention this theory of mirror 
analogy again in chapter 6 when we look back at the Germanic verbal ablaut system as a 
whole. 
Another theory which deserves some attention, especially in the light of these attempts to 
derive /e2/ from IE /eil and /ei/, is that of BARNES/ESAU (1973). Just as BRUGMANN they too 
conclude that /e2/ must stem from IE /ei/. They do, however, derive it in an altogether more 
satisfying way. 
Their premise is the fact that the two IE diphthongs /ei/ and /eu/ were raised at a very early 
stage to A/ and Au/ respectively. What this in effect does is remove one of the diphthongs, 
/ei/, from the diphthong system and places it in the long vowel system. What this means for 
the rest of the diphthongal system is that when the long diphthongs converge with the short 
diphthongs there is nothing for /ei/ to converge with and it is left out on a limb. Because 
there is no short counterpart, BARNES/ESAU suggest that to become shorter /ei/ lost the 
second element rather than losing the length of the first element. Thus /ei/ >0= /e2/. And: 
The establishment of the seventh verb class allowed the vowel to be retained as a 
separate phoneme in those dialects of Germanic where e2 is distinct. (BARNES/ESAU 
1973,19) 
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This development would at least account also for the forms listed under LEHMA\\'s 1), those 
Germanic words which can be traced back to cognates with 1E lei/. That it becomes the 
vowel of Class 7 verbs is still problematic, for the very fact that a motivation is needed. 
Why should the seventh class use this phoneme? BARNES/ESAU are not contraction 
theorists. They assume that reduplication became unproductive, or was never productive, in 
Germanic and was lost. They then see a case for the introduction of the phoneme , '&' as the 
only possible vowel for the class, having taken into account the principles by which class 6 
uses length as a tense marker. This /e/ plus a following /i/ (e. g in *haitan) develop into ic_ 
5.2.4.7.1 /e2/ and Laryngeals 
Other attempts at explaining /e2/ have been based around the laryngeal theory, which we 
discussed earlier in an explanation of the reduced grade in section 2.2.2.1.1. Foremost 
among such explanations are the work of LEHMANN (1955) and CONNOLLY (1979). 
Essentially the work of CONNOLLY is a criticism of LEHMANN, but we will discuss both 
works in evaluating the usefulness of the laryngeal theory in explaining /c'/. 
LEHMANN's explanation of /e-2/ in the preterites of class 7 verbs rests on his claims that these 
class 7 verbs can in some cases be shown to have IE etymologies which suggest original 
forms containing laryngeals. For example he links Gmc. *maitan to Gk. a tIXa and thereby 
to a PIE form /meXy-d-/; likewise he links Gmc. *bannan to Gk. qx It "say" and Lat. fa-ma 
"report", and thus to PIE /bheX-n-/. LEHMANN seems therefore able to conclude that in the 
second group of words with /e2/, the preterite forms of three sub-classes of 7th class verbs, 
/e2/ developed from /e/ and laryngeal before resonants [i. e. /y, r, U]" (1955,71). The 
immediate problem we see from this is that he appears to make no allowance for a difference 
between the present and the preterite tenses. LEHMANN seems to be proposing a 
development which applies both to the present as well as to the preterite forms. Showing us 
the PIE cognate with the laryngeal is all very well in explaining the vocalism in the present 
tense, but LEHMANN wants the same for the preterite tense forms with /e2/. This may not be 
a problem for those verbs of the type *haitan or *bannan which LEHMANN assumes have 
developed from weak grades of a PIE vocalism, so that the preterite can be derived from a 
normal grade form. The cognates that LEHMANN gives seem to support the fact that the 7th 
class present forms may well be derived from weak grade forms. However, there is a 
problem when one comes to those class 7 verbs with Ix-/ in the present tense and which 
cannot be traced back to weak grade forms. LEHMANN (70-71) claims that the laryngeal 
proposition can also be made to work on the basis of BRUGMANN's suggestion 
(BRUGMANN/DELBRÜCK 1897-1916, I, 1,203 fn. ) that the development of; 'ci/, in 
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BRUGMANN's case, to /e2/ (and therefore reflecting LEHMANN's /eXy-' > /e2/) was defined by 
the "position of the syllable boundary". If the /eXy/ was followed by an ending beginning 
with a vowel, the /i/ (of BRUGMANN) or the /y/ (of LEHMANN) would be lost, giving the 
present tense vocalism (the present tense predominantly having endings beginning with 
vowels). In the preterite, however, the endings begin overwhelmingly with consonants, and 
in these cases it is suggested that the /i/ or /y/ is retained allowing for the development to /e, i 
Whatever the actual development is here, there is a much greater problem with the theory as 
it stands, and which CONNOLLY (1979,7) points out. This problem is LEHMANN's refusal to 
be absolutely clear about the nature of the laryngeals he is using. It seems that in his 
reconstructions LEHMANN is, in fact, making use of an a-colouring laryngeal (A) which, in 
effect, contradicts the development to /e2/ which he proposes. CONNOLLY (1979,7) notices 
an actual contradiction in LEHMANN's analysis, whereby it would seem he regards A as not 
colouring /e/ to /a/, when in fact in the same work he later explicitly says that it does 
(LEHMANN 1955,98). 99 CONNOLLY (ibid., 9-10) also re-appraises the proposed 
etymologies of the 7th class verbs in LEHMANN's study. He finds that the laryngeals in the 
cases of verbs with /ai, au, an, al, ar/ should all be a-colouring and are therefore "completely 
impossible" for LEHMANN's proposal to work. /eXy/ now becomes /eAy/ which, if anything 
would produce /ai/, following CONNOLLY (1979,8). 
CONNOLLY does still want to see laryngeals as the heritage of /e-2/. However, he regards the 
occurrence of /e2/ in the preterites of class 7 verbs as a Germanic innovation echoing the 
laryngeal-less work of VAN COETSEM (1956). The similarities with VAN COETSEM (1956) 
do not stop there. CONNOLLY likewise sees the force of the reverse analogy argument, first 
proposed by VAN COETSEM. I shall talk about this principle in chapter 6, when the 
systematization of ablaut in the entire Germanic verbal system will be the issue. What 
CONNOLLY proposes for /e2/ in Class 7 verbs is that those with laryngeal derivations 
replaced /a/ with /e/ once the effects of the PIE laryngeals had passed, thus avoiding the a- 
colouring question that makes LEHMANN's proposal untenable. This replacement of /a/ by /e/ 
is as a result of the principle of e-a-ablaut and the distinction between different tenses using 
the alternation of e with a. 
As a conclusive derivation of the strange vowel /e2/, CONNOLLY's suggestion falls foul of 
earlier criticisms of other theories which were unable to account for all the occurrences of 
/e-2/ in a unified explanation. CONNOLLY is forced to propose different developments for the 
/e2/ that is seen in such words as OHG fiara, hiar etc. and the /e2/ in class 7 preterites. 
99 LEHMANN'S X can be identified as A (CONNOLLY 1979,7-8) 
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Ironically, this failure to come up with a universal theory for /e2/ is precisely the criticism 
brought by CONNOLLY (1979,3) in his analysis of earlier scholars on the subject. 
The theories which concern themselves with the difficult vowel /e2/ as it appears in the 
Germanic 7th class verbs can be divided into two groups: those which regard /e2/ as a 
Germanic innovation (that it is introduced from elsewhere into the 7th class preterite forms), 
and those which see it as continuing patterns, or developing from forms, of an earlier period. 
This last group contains both the contraction theories, whether or not through an intervening 
period of infixation, which derive the vowel through phonological developments within 
originally reduplicating forms, and theories such as that of BRUGMANN where /e2/ is derived 
from an inherited IE ablaut series based around /ei/. Each of the theories has been seen to be 
open to substantial criticisms. This would lead us to believe that a satisfying theory still 
eludes researchers. This may be, but I shall leave the question of /e2/ until I come to tackle 
the systematization of the Germanic verbs as a whole, when a motivation for the various still 
unexplained phenomena will perhaps be easier to distinguish. 
5.2.4.8 Infixation 
Our discussion of /e-2/ interrupted our consideration of theories which tried to explain the 
position in class 7 as having derived directly or indirectly from originally reduplicating 
forms. We examined some theories of contraction, which see reduplicating forms 
contracting to one syllable in a process which, following the loss of the intervening root 
initial consonantism, merges the resultant vowel cluster into /e2/ and /eo/ > /eu/. A sub- 
branch of these theories is represented by ideas which can be grouped under the term 
infixation. 
Infixation is the term given to a type of affixation which is neither prefixation nor 
suffixation, but in which the affix is inserted into a word or morpheme. TRASK (1993,141) 
gives as an example the Tagalog inflected forms sumulat and sinulat from the root sulat 
meaning "write". Here one can see that the the strings -um- in the first and -in- in the second 
have been placed within the root (s-ulat). KATAMBA (1993,45) gives such facetious yet 
productive forms from Modem English as Kalama-goddam-zoo from Kalamazoo, and 
kanga-bloody-roo from kangaroo; and in the film A Fish Called Wanda the chief villain is 
heard to utter the expletive unbe fucking-lievable. Facetious they may be, but they show that 
language has the ability to interweave words and morphemes without confusing the sense. 
The meaning of the English forms is not lost, indeed it is more than clear. And in such 
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languages as Tagalog (and Arabic) where infixation is a primary morphological tool the 
language relies on this interweaving to give its words grammatical meaning and relevance. 
What does all this mean for a treatment of the reduplicating verbs of the Germanic strong 
class seven? 
5.2.4.8.1 Reduplication > Infixation 
The many theories using infixation as their starting point in the past twenty years have 
derived at least in part from the monograph of BECH from 1969: Das germanische 
reduplizierte Präteritum. In this BECH proposed that reduplicated forms became obfuscated 
on account of the operation of VERNER's Law on the consonant of the root syllable. As an 
example of this let us take the Germanic root *hail- "call". 
*hait- (pres. ): *hehäit- (pret. ) > *heyail 
In the reduplicated form which does not show VERNER's Law (*hehäil) we can see that the 
integrity of the original root as seen in the present tense is preserved. The reduplication 
prefix is clearly still regarded as such, and the root is intact. There is a simple relationship 
between the present unreduplicated form and the preterite reduplicated form. However, if 
we take on board the evidence of such forms from other dialects as Go. saizlep and ON sera 
which seem to point to the fact that the reduplicated forms underwent the changes brought 
about by VERNER's law, then we must posit for all reduplicated forms a stage at which the 
root initial consonant, if susceptible to the changes of VERNER's Law, had a voiced allophone 
which, as the evidence from VERNER's law in other strong verb classes shows, later became 
phonemicized and fell together with existing voiced phonemes of the relevant place of 
articulation (thus the spirant /y/ coalesces with the voiced stop /g/). But the effect of such a 
change on the initial consonant of the root means that the roots of the present and preterite 
forms now have different initial consonants. The congruency of the other verb classes in this 
respect is lost. BECH, amongst the other infixationists, sees this root-initial consonant 
(BECH: "thematischer Anlaut") along with the reduplication vowel as being re-interpreted as 
an infix at some point after the operation of VERNER's Law. In this way the initial consonant 
of the reduplication syllable and thus of the entire word (BECH: "absoluter Anlaut") becomes 
de facto representative of the initial consonant of the unreduplicated root. Schematically this 
looks something like the following: 
hait- : he-häit > he- yäit > h-e y-äit 
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What was a root with a prefixed reduplication syllable can also be understood as a root with 
an infixed syllable. The motivation for such a re-analyisis of reduplication by the speakers is 
the confusion or lack of clarity caused by the effects of VERNER's Law. The reduplicated 
forms become phonologically alienated from the underlying roots they are supposed to 
represent, and, m order to redress the balance and re-introduce the relationship of the derived 
forms and the roots, the reduplicated form becomes re-interpreted as infixed thereby leading 
to the identity of root initial consonants in both original and derived formations. It will at 
once be clear that this re-interpretation bears striking resemblance to the structure of the 
infixed examples from Tagalog above. So in a very clinical way at least the idea of such an 
infixation is linguistically and typologically possible from the evidence of other languages 
around the globe. 
A mere re-interpretation of the data hardly aids the discussion of reduplication in seventh 
class strong verbs if we do nothing with it. It has been proposed (by BECH 1969 and 
D'ALQUEN 1988) that once the formations have been re-interpreted as infixes the process can 
be generalized as one of infixation of a particular infix type, so that reduplication is made 
redundant and verbs begin to insert a morphemicized infix. Using the evidence of the 
remnant reduplicated forms from Anglian, Old Norse and Old High German just such a 
generalization of infixation is postulated. Once one infix in particular is accepted as the one 
morpheme of the preterite tense in Class 7 verbs, then there need only be one explanation for 
the development of non-reduplicated forms out of reduplicated ones. So the theory goes. 
And it is convincing, at least in its most recent incarnations. The crux of the whole matter is 
the role played by accent and the accent-motivated operation of VERNER's Law. The re- 
interpretation as mfixation is a direct result of the action of VERNER's Law, which affect the 
consonants /f, O, x, s/ when accent does not precede them, causing them to become voiced to 
/v, 6, y, z/. This assumes that in the reduplicated forms the accent was borne by the root and 
not the reduplication syllable. This accords well with evidence from the Sanskrit perfect in 
which the reduplication syllable does not bear the accent but rather either the subsequent root 
syllable or the suffix (e. g. Skt. cakdra "I have done", cakrmä "we have done"). The 
evidence from Gothic shows little effect of VERNER's law in the reduplicated preterite of 
Class 7; in fact it would seem that the only evidence is the twofold occurrence of the form 
saizlep- from the verb slepan "sleep". Gothic shows no effect of VERNER's Law anywhere 
else in the strong verb system, although that itself does not necessarily mean that it was not 
active. The voicing caused by VERNER's law would in its inception merely have produced 
voiced allophones in certain environments. For these allophones to be recognized 
in the 
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script would entail a degree of phonemicization, evidence for which we have only in the 
forms of slepan with /z/. 
Let us consider how D'ALQUEN (1988) envisages the development to the unreduplicated 
forms of North and West Germanic from originally reduplicated forms via the application of 
an infixation theory. We will also bear in mind the work of BECH (1969) and FULK (1987); 
the former being the inspiration for D'ALQUEN's work on the subject and the latter being an 
alternative theory to D'ALQUEN tackling the problem from a slightly different perspective 
and with differing motivation. 
Let us postulate some Germanic examples of verbs which undergo the re-interpretation as an 
infix: 
*haitan: *he-häit > *he-yäit > *h-ey-äit 
*fallan: *fe fall > *fe-vall > *f-ev-all 
*saltan: *se-salt > *se-zalt > *s-ez-alt 
These examples represent three of the types of environments which would have undergone 
the effects of VERNER's Law. (They each have a single consonant before the root vowel. 
rather than a consonant cluster, verbs of which type I shall come to shortly. ) And I have 
shown the re-interpretation as a result of VERNER's Law which would have taken place 
according to the infixation theory as outlined above. D'ALQUEN (1988,106-107) lists a 
string of verbs which would have been aligned to these three examples on account of their 
consonantism, so that he has 9 verbs which would have an infix of the type *h-ey-dii, 17 of 
the type *f-ev-a11 and a similar number which would either have an -ez- infix or an -er- 
infix; loo the latter would have been the normal development for an intervocalic /z/ as seen in 
100 According to D'ALQuEN (1988,106-107) these verbs are as follows, listed according to type of 
infix: 
-ey-: *haitan, *haldan, *htihan, *hlaupan, *hauan, *hröpan, 
*gangan, *gretan, *groan 
(D'ALQUEN misses: *hlöwan?, *hwetan, *hwöpan, *hwösan, *glöan). 
-ev-: *fallan, *fähan, *flökan, *falpan, *fraisan, 
*flöan, *fe`an; and possibly: *bannan, *began, 
*büan, *blandan, *blesan, *bredan, *bn-uan, *bautan, *began, *blötan. (Oddly D'ALQUEN misses: 
*Mean, *blöan, *falgan?, *faltan?, *fiian? ). 
-ez-/-er-: *se ')an, *saltan, *slepan, *stautan, 
*skraudan, *skaldan, *spaltan, *spannan, *skaldan, 
*smian; *röan, *redan, *rekan. (Other verbs here might be: *skannan?, *spaitan, *spoan, 
*staldan, *swaipan, *swögan, *raiwan? ). 
(-ed-: *plaihan, *prean, *pröwan?; *daugan?, *dredan; D'Alquen misses entirely the possibility- of a 
third infix based on the verbs with Gmc. /0/). 
(Verbs beginning with /g, b, d1 would possibly have retained a spirant quality medially. PROKOsc}-i 
(1939,75): "The Germanic voiced sprants, b6h, tended to become voiced stops. .. 
In Gothic and 
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the evidence of VERNER's Law in the other classes of strong verbs in the other Germanic 
dialects (OHG kiusan-gikoran "choose"). In this way the infix -er- < -ez- (e. g. *seOan: 
becomes *s-ez-ö "sow", c£ Go. saisö and ON sera < *sezö) and the infix -er- < -er- (e. g. *röa: *r-er-ö "row", cf. ON rera) would have fallen together and have become, in effect, the 
same infix. D'ALQUEN and BECH both point out the evidence from the relics in Norse, 
Anglian and Old High German which seem to support the idea that infixation did in fact 
occur. The Old Norse verba pura with their alternative formation with an -er- element would 
suggest that on analogy with the verbs sä and röa, which would regularly have had 
reduplicated preterites with -er- < -ez- and -er-, the other verba pura utilized what appears to 
have become a morphemicized way of producing the past tense with an infix based around 
the preterites of röa and sä. Thus we get the forms snera, grera, gnera from the verbs snüa 
"twist", groa "grow", gnüa "rub", and analogically to a sixth class verb, slä "strike", we get 
the form slera. In Old High German the r-preterites we saw in the reduplication excursus 
might also be interpreted in this way; that they employed an infix that was in use in other 
verbs in the class. In kiscrerot (from scrötan) and steraz stiriz (from stözan) we might have 
forms in which the sibilant has been rhotacized once accompanying consonants had been lost 
through dissimilation: 
*skeskraud > *skrezäud > *skreräud > *skrerot 
*stestaut > *stezaut > *steräut > *steroz 
From these we can see how the infix might have been extended to produce the attested forms 
pleruzzun and capleruzzi from bluoan, biruun and biruuuis from büan. These examples 
from OHG and ON show how an infix -er- might have been extended but there is also what 
might be seen as evidence for assuming the existence of an infix -ef-l-ei, -. This is seen in the 
Northumbrian forms beoftun/beaftun and speoft/speaft, which we saw earlier. D'ALQUEN 
(1988,108) envisages their development so: 
*bautan > *bebaut > *b-eb-aut > *befi (through syncope) 
*spetan > *spespet > *sp-eb-et (by analogy) > *speft (through syncope) 
And to support the development, D'ALQUEN can cite the case of the form blefla, a preterite 
to blawan, which shows affinity to the ON preterites sera and rera. In these there is no 
syncopation as there is in the forms that derive form preterites with consonantal auslaut. 
D'ALQUEN's point is that "[s]yncope is not likely without a final stop or fricative". In these 
cases the final vowel is weakened: *bleblä(w) becomes blefla presumably with initial 
Norse there is least evidence of these changes... while in Upper German the change is complete"; IE 
/bh, dh, gh/ > Early Gmc. /j3, o, y/ > Upper Germ. /b, d, g/. ) 
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syllable accent. We have then with the help of D'ALQUEN (1988) shown how three infixes 
might have come to be developed from originally reduplicating forms which had become 
opaque and unpredictable in form because of the action of VERNER's Law. The problem at 
this point of an infixation theory is that there are too many different preterite morphemes for 
a single one, e2/eo-ablaut, to develop regularly. It is more difficult to accept that ez er, ev, e1 
all develop to /e2/ or /eo/ than to assume some kind of unifying process in the infixes, so that 
the development to ablaut can be less diffuse. This is exactly what has happened in the case 
of the various infixation theories. BECH (1969), although identifying the fact that through 
VERNER's Law reduplicated forms would have become less clear, assumes that only one 
infix from those that D'ALQUEN presents was in fact morphemicized. He jumps at the 
evidence from Old Norse in the verba pura all of which, as we have seen have an -er- 
element in the preterite beside regular weak forms with the dental suffix. The analogy which 
was working here in the ON verbs in regard to an -ez- ' er- infix, and which he invokes in the 
OHG r-preterites, which we saw earlier, he sees as a powerful argument for the 
generalization of this particular infix above the possibilities of the others which D'ALQUEN 
proposes. On the basis of actual "infixed" evidence (ON and OHG) Bech's proposal is 
convincing. Yet as D'ALQUEN (1988,105) points out, the verbs on which we rely for this 
infix to be generalized are relatively few: 
BECH's ingenious and laudable attempt to explain the quasi-ablaut of class VII 
preterites in Norse and West Germanic on the basis of an infix -ez- would be more 
plausible if the whole process were not traced back to such a small starting point: 
*se-zö > s-ez-ö for the verba pura and *se-zalt > s-ez-alt for the verba impura. 
BECH does not see the possiblilty of a generalized -er- infix which develops from original - 
ez- through rhotacism. BECH's development, based purely on -ez-, is as follows (1969,26): 
Wir sind also zu der Hypothese gelangt, daß nwg. e--Prät. das letzte Ergebnis einer 
Entwicklung ist, die drei Stufen umfaßt: 10 e--Neuerung, 2° Synkope, 3° 
Ersatzdehnung, welche in der angegebenen Reihenfolge eintreten: 
l° Zuerst wird die ez-Neuerung durchgeführt [... ] 
2° Darauf findet eine Synkope statt, durch welche der Vokal der zweiten, 
urspr. thematischen Silbe als silbenbildendes Element verloren geht. 
3° Und schließlich wird durch Ersatzdehnung das somit in 
vorkonsonantische Stellung geratene ez > e. 
To illustrate this development let us take the verb *redan. Following the first of BECH's 
stages we expect the form *rezedun, then in stage two to *rezdun and finally with 
compensatory lengthening upon loss of the z-element *re2dun. this is all very well for the 
verbs which show /e2/ and its reflexes in the dialects but not so easy and defined 
for those 
verbs which have /eo/. BECH's solution of this is indicative of others'. even D'ALQUEN's: 
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Der Unterschied ist kaum anders erklärbar sls durch die Annahme, daß die 
gerundeten Vokale germ. au, o, u bei der Synkope ein konsonantisches Reduktionsprodukt hinterlassen, das wir als it, notieren können. Vor diesem is tritt 
nachher normale Ersatzdehnung mit Schwund des z em, es wird also ezw > ei~- (eu). 
We still have to deal with D'ALQUEN's objection to BECH's thesis: the difficulty in believing 
that such a small premiss can be responsible for analogical extension to all verbs of the class. 
If we remember D'ALQUEN's theory, he had three infixes each of which was generalized as 
such and each analogically extended to some verbs of which the -er- -ez- infix was the 
strongest. D'ALQUEN, from this standpoint, then points out that each of the infixes has an 
element in common with the others. This element is the /e/. At this stage D'ALQUEN brings 
into the arena the seventh class verbs which begin with a vowel. He states that the number 
of class VII verbs beginning with a vowel is sufficiently large to create an analogical force". 
The interesting thing about these verbs in conjunction with the three infix types is that they 
each have this /e/ element. The reduplicating verbs with initial consonant would not be re- 
interpreted as infixing but would retain their reduplicating character. But perhaps the 
reduplication affix would become identified with the infixes of the other verbs and the 
e-element identified as the pertinent tense-distinguishing segment for both types of verb, 
reduplicational and infixational. In this way D'ALQUEN (1988,108f. ) proposes a "superinfix 
The spread of such infixes [-er- -er-, -ei-, -e y-] must have been hampered by the 
dissimilarity of the consonants involved, and indeed the presence at all of a 
consonant in the infix. This gave a decided advantage to the infix -e-, that grew out 
[of] the reduplicating prefix on verbs with no initial consonant... (1988,117) 
So far infixation seems to provide at least a possible and innovative answer in trying to 
explain the derivation of the Class 7 preterites which do not have reduplication; however as 
LLOYD (1971,712) has pointed out one of the difficulties with infixation is the fact that 
Germanic did not use infixation productively in any other aspect of the morphology. 
The process of infixation does not seem to have been productive any longer in 
Proto-Germanic; the few infixes inherited from Indo-European no longer served any 
recognizable grammatical purpose, and probably for this reason soon began to fade 
away or be levelled out in the various dialects (e. g. -n- in Gothic standan stop, but 
OHG stantan/stuont). It is therefore already improbable that a form *feball would 
have been interpreted as formed with an infix -eb- by a people unaccustomed to 
infixation as a grammatical marker. (LLOYD 1971,712) 
This is a problem which not even D'ALQUEN addresses in his work seventeen years later, but 
perhaps it is one which cannot really be addressed. Typologically, and following LLOYD, 
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infixation would seem to be improbable, especially in such a diffuse way as D'ALQUEN 
envisages it. And yet as a descriptive analysis, and with the refinements to BECH that 
D'ALQUEN makes, the theory appears relatively satisfactory on paper and accounts for a lot 
of the problem forms that dot the seventh classes of the early Germanic dialects. 
5.2.4.9 Concluding Remarks to Class 7 
We have seen exactly how the seventh class of verbs is structured in the various Germanic 
dialects, noting especially the fact that the verbs use reduplication as a means of tense 
distinction in Gothic as opposed to the ablaut relationships which are evidenced in the other 
dialects. The excursus pointed out that despite this opposition between Gothic and North & 
West Germanic, there appears, in fact, to be some evidence to speak in favour of 
reduplication at some point having had a wider circulation than purely in Gothic. In Anglian 
and in Old Norse verb forms occur which can be interpreted as reflexes of reduplicated 
preterites. Even in OHG scholars have seen in some strange forms with r-elements a 
possible derivation in reduplication. If the overwhelming evidence from Gothic did not 
exist, it would be easier to reject these isolated forms from the other dialects as scribal errors. 
Gothic, however, renders impossible all attempts to overlook these. The very fact that 
Gothic only shows reduplication in these few verbs is, of course, problematic. In addition, 
the lack of evidence to show a wider spread of reduplication into other verb classes is 
puzzling. It has been shown that the verbs in Class 7 are those which on the whole have 
weaker etymologies than the verbs in the other classes, and yet even so they retain a tense 
morpheme from earlier periods in the IE stratum rather than true innovation or analogy to the 
other classes. The process of morphological adaptation and analogy is, however, seen in the 
other Germanic dialects where an ablaut relationship does develop in which preterite 
formations exhibit e-vocalism. 
In attempting to draw conclusions and make suggestions about the innovativeness and 
conservatism of the Germanic verb system in regard to morphonology, it is time to review 
the systematicity of all the classes together. Can we observe trends which transcend the 
arbitrariness of the classification system of the strong verbs and which thereby 
help to clarify 
the systematization in use in Germanic? 
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6. Conclusions 
6.1 The System as a Whole 
If we consider once again Table 2 which depicted an assumed state of play in the early 
Germanic verbal system, we will be able to consider the evidence and discussions from 
chapter 5 in relation to the entire system of verbal ablaut in Germanic. 
Table 2 
Present Preterite 1 Preterite 2 Past Participle 
Class 1: C+e+i+C C+a+i+C C+i+C C+i+C 
Class 2: C+e+u+C C+a+u+C C+u+C C+u+C 
Class 3: C+e+R+C C+a+R+C C+u+R+C C+u+R+C 
Class 4: C+e+R C+a+R C+e+R C+u+R 
Class 5: C+e+C C+a+C C+e+C C+e+C 
Class 6: C+a+C C+ö+C C+ö+C C+a+C 











For a survey of the early stages of the Germanic languages, where postulation of a 
"Germanic" system is still a plausible and accurate undertaking, such a table as the one 
above is useful. If one were to follow the development of ablaut relationships through the 
history of the various dialects, then one would see that the relationships that we have 
discussed and depicted become fragmented. Work by HEMPEN (1988) and BORN (1980) 
show this fragmentation particularly well and use it as the basis for making statements about 
the state of the modern German ablaut system. Our data in the early dialects is relatively 
free from such disintegration in the system, but the greater problem at this stage is the role of 
reduplication and the bipartite nature of the system as a whole. It will have been noted that 
the classes of the Germanic verbal system can be split into those which have an e-element in 
the present tense and those which have an a-element (excepting for the moment the 
difficulties presented by the verba pura and impura with long vocalism in the present tense, 
e. g. slepan, büan, hwöpan). This has been an important factor in recent treatments of the 
Germanic verbal system. Especially important in this respect is the work of VAN 
COETSEM. 
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6.2 VAN COETSEM and Mirror Analogy 
VAN COETSEM's early monograph (1956) on the subject of the systematization of the 
Germanic verbs produced a completely new way of looking at the system. He noticed that 
the various types of vowel alternation evinced by the verbs of Class 7 are a mirror-image of 
those evinced by verbs of Class 1 to 5, the vowel of the preterite of these latter classes being 
that of the present in Class 7, and vice versa, in other words, not 
Present /e/ Preterite /o/ 
but 
Present /o/ Preterite /e/ 
with of course the usual change of IE /o/ to Gmc. /a/. This provides him with what he calls 
an e-group and an a-group, as follows: 
but 
e- ou a- rou 
CeiC - CaiC (Class 1) CaiC - CeiC (Class 7) 
CeuC - CauC (Class 2) CauC - CeuC (Class 7) 
CeRC - CaRC (Class 3) CaRC - CeRC (Class 7) 
I introduced this notion of VAN COETSEM's earlier when talking of class seven verbs in 
Gothic in chapter 4, section 4.2.1, but it is here that this theory deserves its proper and due 
consideration. Having noticed this inverse correlation, VAN COETSEM (1956) develops his 
theory of mirror analogy, claiming that this correlation was a result of the vocalic 
relationship between tense morphemes in the early Germanic languages. He believes that it 
is not so much a question of o-grade in the first five classes being distinctive of the preterite 
tense but that the alternation between e-grade and o-grade is distinctive of tense change. In 
this way e-'o-alternation is in itself the tense morpheme. o-grade is not a tense morpheme, 
but rather the change from one grade to another represents the morpheme for the preterite or 
present tense respectively. He cites (1956,55) Dutch examples in his defence: 
Das Nebeneinander von z. B. ie/oo in ndl. ik schiet "Ich schiesse" (Präsens) und ik 
schoot "Ich schoss" (Präteritum) und ik loop "Ich laufe" (Präsens), ik liep 
(Präteritum) dürfte eine beweisende Parallele dafür bieten. 
However, as BECH (1969,52) rightly points out the "parallel" is in fact no such thing. 
Die angebliche Parallele ist aber keine Parallele, sondern ein Beispiel der 
Verbalflexion, die es zu erklären gilt. 
VAN COETSEM's example does not explain anything, but is an attempt at typologically 
justifying the mirror analogy hypothesis. Unfortunately, because the example is also taken 
from Germanic, its efficacy is questionable. In addition the historical development of the 
Dutch verbs suggests less a mirror analogy as motivation rather than an accidental mirror- 
image as a result of phonological changes. All the examples do is exemplify the 
idea that 
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you can have verbs whose present-preterite vocalism is in inverse ratio to the preterite- 
present vocalism of other verbs. 
Although VAN COETSEM's theory excited a lot of enthusiasm when first proposed, scholars 
were quick with their reasons for throwing it out, if not by criticizing the logic and 
questioning the examples of VAN COETSEM, then by pointing to the difficulty of reverse 
analogy as a linguistic principle. If VAN COETSEM's best example is the phenomenon he is 
trying to explain then the likelihood of mirror analogy as a principle is called into question. 
BECH (1969, ibid. ) objects also to VAN COETSEM's liberal definition of the principle of 
analogy: 
Analogie ist die Übertragung einer auf Ausdruck und Inhalt sich beziehenden 
Opposition auf weitere Fälle, die dadurch dieselbe Verteilung von Elementen des 
Ausdrucks und des Inhalts bekommen wie das Vorbild. 
In the case of VAN COETSEM, the analogy is not complete; there is in fact no analogy. If 
anything it is almost an anti-analogy, where the forms deliberately try to be different from 
the pattern to be copied. D'ALQUEN (1988,103-104) sums up the general feeling on the 
matter: 
Well argued and thought-provoking, it created much discussion, but scarcely a 
following because most found the inverse analogy implausible. 
One who did find the reverse analogy plausible is the Swiss scholar SONDEREGGER. In his 
Grundzüge deutscher Sprachgeschichte (1979,88-89) he explains the strong verb system in 
Germanic purely in terms of COETSEM's theory. He lists the verb classes in a similar way to 
the small table above, setting Class 7 alongside Classes 1-3, and Classes 4 and 5 alongside 6. 
Classes 4 and 5 do share the same consonantal structure with Class 6 but apart from this any 
other similarity is complicated. They do both use lengthening as a tense morpheme, but not 
in comparable ways. Class 6 has lengthening in both preterite forms, Classes 4 and 5 only 
in 
the preterite plural form. 
Of course, whether one accepts the theory or not, the argumentation does appear to work 
for 
the first three classes of strong verbs and for most of the verbs of class seven. But this 
does, 
unfortunately, leave a good deal of strong verbs in Germanic out of account. 
Classes 4 and 
5 find no reverse analogy partners in the rest of the system and neither 
do Class 6 or the 
verba pura and impura of class 7. At most the reverse analogy solution would appear 
to be a 
solution in extremis; if all other classes have a satisfactory ablaut relationship 
then those that 
do not, i. e class 7, need a way of conforming to the ablaut patterns of the other classes. 
Hence reverse analogy. This is poor logic on the part of VAN 
COETSEM. His solution also 
falls foul of being, on the surface, far too neat and tidy. Born out of structuralist 
theorizing. 
2Q:; 
the solution is slave to the notion of universal structures, which the evidence from Gothic 
would seem to refute. Gothic, in its handling of the verbs of Class 7 shows clearly that the 
verbal system was not completely coherent. Its use of reduplication almost forbids us from 
characterizing the entire system in one simple structure. It shows us that the verbal system is 
much more complicated than VAN COETSEM would have us believe. It can, however. be 
argued that the collapse of reduplication in the other Germanic dialects shows that the 
system was correcting itself towards a unified system after an age of uncertainty caused by 
the jostling for position of two competing tense morphemes: reduplication and ablaut. Even 
if this is the case, what we are left with when reduplication is lost is, nevertheless, no unified 
structure because there are too many verb classes which are still unaccounted for (Classes 4. 
5 and 6 and the long vowel verbs of Class 7). The later "decay" of the strong verb system 
and the use of ablaut in it clearly shows that the structures set up by VAN COETSEM (1980. 
1983,1990) can necessarily only be of use in a synchronic study of early Germanic. It does 
not explain the further development of the Germanic strong verb system in later stages of the 
Ian guages; nor does it really explain other problems within the early Germanic strong verb 
system, such as the occurrence of lengthened grade in the preterite plural alternants of 
Classes 4 and 5. All mirror analogy can purport to be is motivation for the restructuring of 
reduplicating forms in the ablaut system. And in order for this to work, VAN COETSENI, as 
we have seen in section 5.2.4.7, must rely on a derivation of the strange vowel /e2/ which 
leaves a lot to be desired in terms of the technicalities in the functioning of his proposed a- 
umlaut versus i-umlaut. That the derivation of /e2/ is in itself questionable and also that the 
logical and typological reasoning of the mirror analogy concept appears faulty both speak 
against VAN COETSEM's conclusions. What does this leave us with in the way of unity for a 
consideration of the strong verb system? 
6.3 Reconciling the System 
Although ingenious, VAN COETSEM's system has been shown to be defective in two respects; 
but this leaves us wondering whether in fact there is any systematicity through the entire 
strong verb system. Can the strong verbs be regarded as a distinct and coherent group? 
As we have seen during the course of this investigation, the traditional classification system 
of the Germanic strong verbs is based on phonological phenomena. The verbs 
have been 
categorized in the way that they have because the verbs that 
have been ascribed to each of 
the classes could be seen to have phonological structures different 
from those in other 
groups. The traditional numbering from 1-6 (or 7 depending on one's view of 
the treatment 
of the reduplicating verbs) does, in fact, retain a certain amount of coherence 
despite the 
apparent arbitrariness of the numbering. Classes 1-3 clearly exhibit resonances of patterns 
seen in some Greek verbs (qualitative gradation), and 
in a different respect to patterns seen 
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in Sanskrit and Greek (reduced grade). Classes 4 and 5 continue this resonance in the 
preterite singular formations, but both utilize lengthening as a tense morpheme in the 
preterite plural. Class 6 extends ths principle of lengthening amongst verbs for which 
qualitative gradation on the IE model was not possible. Class 7 then becomes the problem. 
In effect, the first three classes can be taken as one type. The principle of ablaut in each of 
the these three classes is exactly the same. The single problem is the development of the 
vowel in the reduced grade preterite plural and PP forms of Class 3, which if completely 
parallel with developments in Classes 1 and 2 would merely show vocalic nasals and liquids. 
This development, however, can be regarded, nevertheless, as consistent (see 5.2.1). Classes 
4 and 5 can to a certain extent be included in the unit formed by the first three classes. The 
present - preterite singular alternation is based on the same principle of e-o alternation, and 
the past participle, at least in Class 4, echoes the development in the PP of Class 3. With 
Classes 4 and 5a new ablaut alternation pattern is established: lengthened grade. This can 
be seen in a number of ways, whether as a continuation of IE lengthened grade aorists or as a 
result of reduction from reduplicated forms according to the Sanskrit examples in section 
5.2.3.2. Class 6 also introduces the notion of length into the Germanic ablaut system, and as 
I have pointed out, (5.2.3.1 & 5.2.3.2), the verbs had little choice but to utilize a lengthening 
process if they were still to use vowel alternation as a means of signifying tense differences. 
Class 6 may have provided the model for the lengthening in Classes 4 and 5. As we saw 
modal verbs akin to the strong verbs of classes 4 and 5 exhibit forms which suggest that the 
verbs of Classes 4 and 5 could have originally followed a line of development in keeping 
with Classes 1-3, i. e. e-grade - o-grade - reduction - reduction. Class 6 might have led the 
way to the acceptance of lengthening as a tense distinction morpheme. This then also 
necessarily paves the way for the lengthening we see in Class 7. Class 7 is at a disadvantage, 
because a large number of the verbs ascribed to this group are without clear IE etymologies, 
but must be seen as Germanic innovations. As such it is not surprising that they attach 
themselves to a tense morpheme which is itself an innovation. There may be IE models for 
lengthening as a way of distinguishing tense but not to any systematic extent as we see it in 
Germanic. In this way it can be said that the Germanic strong verbs use patterns in existence 
at an earlier stage, but develop their use to a much greater degree. And as such the strong 




7.1 Sanskrit Verbal Paradigms' 
7.1.1 Present Tense Classes 
Thematic classes 























































































I See BURROW (1955), WHITNEY (1971) and COULSON (1992). 
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Class 9: 'kri- "buy" 
Is krinämi 
2 krincisi 
3 Wind ti 
I du kriniväs 
2 krinithäs 
















































































































I du änäisva 
2 änäistam 
3 änäistam 














































































7.2 The Strong Verbs of Germanic 
7.2.1 Class 1 
Gothic OEn lg ish OSaxon OHG ONorse Meanina' 
beidan bidan bidan bitan bida3 "wait" 
beitan bitan bitan bizan bita "bite" 
blican blikan4 bhchan blikja "glimmer" 
*deigan5 "knead" 
dreiban drifan dr-ib an triban drifa "drive" 




flitan flitan flizan -vie- 
-g-man gina "yawn" 
glidan glidan7 "glide" 
glitang glizan "glisten" 
gnidan gnitan "rub" 
grinan "whimper" 
greipan gripan gripan grifan gripa "grasp" 
-grisan "fear" 
(h)liban hlifa9 "protect" 
-hlidan hlidan "close" 
hneiwan hnigan hnigan (h)nigan hniga "bow" 
*hnipaio "bend" . 
hnitan *hnitan ii hnita "shove" 
hrifa "grip" 
hrinan hrinan rinan hrina12 "touch" 
hrina "scream" 
*hritan 13 "rip" 
2 The meanings are loose and imprecise in regard to specific languages, but are there to try and give a 
general idea of the meaning of the proto-form. 
3 PP is bedinn and not the expected Winn. 
4 Only extant in the present tense. 
5 The actual forms attested are, according to SEEBOLD (1970), a present participle and a strong past 
participle, both with short /i/. Accordingly, I place the verb in Class 1 with the expected vocalism 
for 
this class, namely /ei/, simply because it cannot fit anywhere else with 
i-vocalism. 
6 No extant present forms. 
7 Only extant in the present tense. 
8 Likewise only extant in the present tense. 
9 Normally weak, but a strong PP exists. 
10 Usually a weak verb but there does exist a strong PP hnipenn. 
11 Only one example: the imperative ofnit. 
12 No preterite forms extant. 
13 The only form of this verb is a dat. pl. present participle: hritanthion, although 
both HoLTI-1AtT IN 
(192 1) and GALLEE (1910) list it . There are possible 
links with wreit-a-, according to SEEBOLD, 
especially as the the form is glossed as scribentibtis; however there exists a weak preterite ritta. 
'110 
hwinan hvina "whistle'' 
keinan 14 cinan kinan kinan "grow/bud" 




*-leibanls -lifan -liban 19 -liban blifa "remain" 
leihwan20 lion 1171an lihan ljä21 "lend" 
-leiban lipan lithan22 lidan li6a "go" 
migan miga "piss" 
migan mi6an midan "avoid" 
nipan "darken" 
*neiwan23 "be angry" 
ridan *-ridan24 ritan ri6a '`ride" 
ri fa "tear" 
-richan "conquer" 
rinnan 25 'rain" 
ripan "reap" 
-reisan risan risan risan risa "rise/fall" 
-runan26 "count" 
rista "tear" 
sigan *sigan27 sigan siga ``sink' 




? skeinan scinan skinan skinan skina "shine" 
*-scitan29 *-scizan3Ö skita "shit" 
14 Present tense and strong PP kijans exist. Weak preterite keinoda exists. 
15 Only compound present forms. 
16 Only compound present forms. 
17 Just a participial form ö-kviÖinn "unafraid". 
18 Only a preterite bilaif. 
19 Only extant in the present tense. 
20 Only present tense forms. 
21 Usually weak but for some strong relics: 1st sg. pres. M and PP lener. 
22 No examples of the preterite tense extant. 
23 Only a preterite form naiw, corrected from naiswor, no other Germanic evidence. 
24 Just a PP umbi-ridun extant. 
25 SEEBOLD: secondary formation as a result of /ig/ > Cl, so that the verb had the requisite vocalism 
for this class. 
26 Appears twice in Otfrid in the preterite, gereim. Otherwise weak, SEEBOLD sees it as a secondary 
formation and possibly only for the sake of the rhyme, which often 
in Otfrid's case produces unusual 
forms. 
27 No extant present tense forms. 
28 Not in SEEBOLD, but GALLEE and HOLTHAUSEN list it, HOLTHAUSEN lists the PP from which the 
verb is presumably inferred. SEEBOLD does, in 
fact, list this PP as an irregularity for the normall\ class 
7 ablauting skedan. Whether there is a variant form that 
belongs here is debatable- 
















slitan slitan slizan slita "slice" 
*smeitan35 smitan *-smitan36 smizan "throw" 
*sn1wan37 sniva38 "snow" 
sneiban snipan snioan snidan sni6a "cut" 
speiwan spiwan *spiwan39 spiwan (spyja 2) "spew" 
steigan stigan stigan stigan stiga "climb" 
stridan stritan "fight" 
strican40 strichan "stroke" 
swinan "disappear" 
sweiban "stop" 
swifan svifa "wend" 
swican swfcan swichan svikja "deceive" 
* swidan41 svioa "burn" 
-teihan teon42 -tihan43 zihan tjä44 "accuse" 
peihan peon45 -thilian46 dihan "thrive" 
pinan "become moist" 
brifa "thrive" 
preihan (pringan 3) (dringan 3) (bryngva 3) "press" 
pwinan "dwindle" 
pwitan "cut off' 
30 Only the gloss piscizzano to Lat. oblite which is normally glossed pismizzan. Seebold poses the 
question whether there are here two verbs or a mistake. 
31 Only a plural preterite form scriun. 
32 In the preterite plural and the PP this verb often exhibits an inter-vocalic /r/: scrirun, giscriran. 
Following BRAUNE (1987) the verb also later shows forms with intervocalic /w/; it seems there was 
some confusion, structurally, with this verb and spiwan. 
33 Listed as Class 1 in WRIGHT (1954), but the only forms that exist are present tense. 
34 Only the preterite to-släf. 
35 Only preterite singular, -smait. 
36 Only a PP. 
37 A present and possibly a PP. 
38 Normally weak, but there is a strong PP and a strong present tense. 
39 Only a Pret. pl. spiwun. 
40 Present tense only attested. 
41 One present tense form in Otfrid. 
42 The contracted verbs of OE, originally from different classes (I-I1I), tend to 
be of indeterminate 
conjugation. Pon shows forms acc. to class 2, especially in the preterite. 
43 Only in the present tense. 
44 Only relics of strong conjugation: present to and PP tiginn. 
45 Shows regular forms acc. to Class 3 and some to Class 2. 
46 Shows a PP with Class 3 vocalism and nasal rime. 
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-witan -witan -wizan "go" 
-weitan witan witan52 wizan "reproach" 
wlitan lita "look" 
riban "rub" 
wreon53 -r1han "cover" 
wridan54 *ridan55 "grow" 
wrioan -ridan ri6a "wind" 
writan writan rizan rita "write" 
47 Only a preterite singular wec. 
48 Only present tense. 
49 Only a PP be-wifen meaning "unhappy". 
50 Only a PP wesaner meaning "moist, rotten". 
51 Only a PP visinn meaning "wilted". 
52 Only attested in the present tense. 
53 Like the other contracted forms there is vacillation between classes. This one shows forms acc. to 
Class 2. 
54 Only in the present tense. 
55 Only the PP ga-ridad as a gloss to Lat. ortus "risen, grown". 
ýlý 
7.2.2 Class 2 










*biogan56 biogan *bjüga57 "bend" 













dreopan driopan triofan drjüpa 







fleogan fliogan fljüga `fly" 
fleotan fliotan fliozan fljöta "flow" 
freosan friosan frjösa "freeze" 
69 *geopan "take up" 
gjösa "bubble" 
giutan70 geotan giotan giozan gjöta "pour'" 
gyggva7l "shock" 
greotan72 griotan73 
*gri 74 ozan 




56 Only a preterite sing. and a PP. 
57 Only a preterite pl. and a PP. 
58 Only the present tense form -bliuwid. 
59 Only strong infinitives attested. 
60 Strong infinitive and present forms and a strong PP alongside a weak one attested. Later attested 
preterites are weak. 
61 Only a present tense form briudid. 
62 Only a strong PP. 
63 Only the PP brugenn. 
64 Just a PP dofenn "lame"; the existence of a corresponding strong verb to this participle 
is 
uncertain. 
65 Only present tense forms. 
66 Preterite pl. and PP only. 
67 Only present tense forms. 
68 Only present tense forms. 
69 Just the preterite singular form geap. 
70 No preterite forms attested. 
71 Only extant in the present tense and as a PP. 
72 Only present tense evidence. 
73 Likewise only present tense evidence. 




















*hreodan84 *hrjöoa85 "adorn" 
*hrjüfa86 
hrjösa "quake' 
hreosan *hriosan87 "fall" 
hrjöta "burst" 
hrütan hrütan88 (h)rüzan hrjöta "snore" 
hrjöSa "clear" 
hreowan hreuwan (h)riuwan "hurt" 
kiusan ceosan kiosan kiosan kjösa "choose" 
ceowan kiuwan tyggva "chew" 
cleofan *klioban89 klioban kljüfa "cleave" 
crüdan "crowd" 
kriochan9Ö "crawl" 
creopan krjüpa "creep" 
kriustan9 i "gnash" 
*lyja9' "push" 
liudan93 leodan liodan -liotan *ljö6a94 "grow" 
liugan95 leogan liogan96 liogan ljüga "tell lies" 
lücan97 -liohan98 "uproot" 
75 Only the preterite plural hufun. 
76 Only present tense forms, although höf in OE points to the same in OS. 
77 Only present forms hiufit and hiupit, which SEEBOLD intimates may well be weak. 
78 Normally weak but there is a strong PP hokenn. 
79 No preterite forms. 
80 Only a present participle. 
81 Just a preterite singular: a-hneop and ge-neop which are explained as dialectal for expected forms 
with /e-a/ (the dialect being, perhaps, Northumbrian). 
82 Only present forms. 
83 Only present tense forms pihniutit, phiniudid. 
84 No present tense forms. 
85 Only a PP hrodenn meaning "covered in metal". 
86 There is a PP hrufenn which means "shaggy", so that it is possible that there may have been a 
corresponding strong verb; as to its meaning though, there remains a question mark. 
87 Only the one present tense form hriusu. 
88 Only present tense forms. 
89 No present forms. 
90 Only an infinitive. 
91 Only a strong present tense form. 
92 Merely what appear to be strong PPs Kenn and hiinn. 
93 Only present tense forms. 
94 There is only a PP Winn with the meaning "hairy", there may have been a verb, especially with the 
evidence from the other dialects taken into account. 
95 Only occurs in the present tense. 















, (. f. go/passe 
"shove" 
lütan lüta "bow" 
niutan neotan niotan101 mozan nj öta "enjoy" 
reodan rjöoa "redden" 
*reofan 1Ö2 rjüfa "rip" 
reocan riohhan rjüka "smoke" 
reotanlo3 riozan rjötalo4 "cry" 
*rjötalos "rot" 
sügan sügan lo6 sügan süga "suck" 
siukan107 "be sick" 
sucan "suck" 
süpan süfan süpa "sup" 
seooan siodan sj66a "seethe" 
-skiuban scüfan skioban "shove" 
sceotan skietan108 skiozan skjöta "shoot" 
*scüdanl09 "rush" 
sliupan slüpan sliofan "slip'' 
*sliotan l10 sliozan "close" 
smügan * smioganl ll smjüga "creep" 
smeocan "smoke" 
*snj66a112 "bare? " 
(sniwan 5) sneowan? 113 "hurry" 
(speiwan 1) (spiwan 1) (spiwan 1) (spiwan 1) spyja11`1 "spew" 
97 No preterite forms attested. 
98 No preterite forms attested. 
99 No preterite forms attested. 
100 The verb is weak, but there area few occurences of strong participles. SEEBOLD suggests the 
verb is influenced by the forms for leosan, and thus the strong forms. However this may be, there is 
not enough proof for the conjecture of a strong verb with this root. 
101 Only present tense forms attested. 
102 Only a PP rofen meaning "broken". 
103 No preterite forms attested. 
104 Only a present tense meaning "ring dull". 
105 The PP rotinn "rotten" might suggest a corresponding verb, but this remains uncertain. 
106 Only present tense forms attested. 
107 Only attested in the present tense, a preterite is found but rendered periphrastically with the verb 
wisan "to be". 
108 Just one occurrence, in a gloss, in this form. 
109 Just a present participle, but insufficient to decide whether the verb is strong or not. 
110 Just the PP example ut-bi-slotenun for Lat. seclusis. 
111 Gloss example chismoginiu to Lat. contractos is the only example. 
112 The lone example of a PP? snodenn, "balding", might suggest the existence of a corresponding 
strong verb. 
113 Only appears in the present tense, but where it belongs is a difficult question. 
If it really belongs 
with a type snowan, then one might set it alongside the Class 7 verbs; whatever, the 
link with Gothic 











tiuhan teon tiohan ziohan *tj6ga117 "pull" 
beotan diozan bjöta "sound" 
pliuhan fleon fliohan fliohan fl}rja118 "flee" 
-priutan119 preotan *thriotan12U -driozan brjöta `vex"" 
114 Although all the other dialects have forms acc. to Class 1, ON shows this 
form with strong links 
rather with Class 2. 
115 Just the present tense form flt-sprirtan. 
116 Just an infinitive. 
117 A PP togenn "drawn". 
118 preteriteslö, flugom, perhaps rather to fljüga; otherwiseflyja is weak. 
119 Just a present tense attested. 
120 Just a PP a-throtan. 
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7.2.3 Class 3 
Gothic OEnglish OSaxon OHG ONorse AIeanürg 
belgan belgan belgan *belga121 "be angry" 
-bellan bella meet' 
bellan bellan122 "bark 'roar" 
bindan bindan bindan bintan binda "bind" 
bairgan123 beorgan *bergan 124 bergan bjarga "protect' 
beorcan "bark" 
bliggwan (bliuwan 2) "beat" 
breg6an *breg6an125 brettan breg6a "twist" 
briggan bringan bringan bringan "bring" 1''6 
brinnan127 beoman/birnan brinnan brinnan brenna "burn" 
berstan brestan brestan128 bresta "burst" 
delfan -delban -telpan "delve" 
detta "fall" 
deorfan "labour" 
drigkan drincan drinkan trinkan drekka "drink" 
feohtan fehtan129 fehtan130 "fight" 
filhan feolan -felhan felhan (fela 4) "press" 
finban findan 131 fioan/findan findan finna "find" 
*feortan 132 ferzen133 freta134 "fart" 
*fleohtan135 flehtan136 flehtan137 "weave" 
(fraihnan 5) fregnan138 *fregnan139 (fregna 5) "ask" 
-gildan140 gieldan geldan geltan gjalda "pay" 
121 Just the PP bolgenn "swollen". 
122 Only present forms of the strong verb extant. 
123 Just evidence of the present tense. 
124 Just the preterite form gi-barg. 
125 Just a preterite plural brugdun. 
126 All of these dialects show preterites with the weak dental suffix in addition to the ablauted root 
vowel. OHG also shows expected regular strong forms and OE has a regular strong PP. 
127 Only present tense and a preterite singular form. 
128 Notker shows preterite plural forms with the vocalism of class 4 brästun. 
129 Only examples in the present tense. 
130 Preterite plural forms with expected /u/ vocalism are uncommom; more usual are 
forms with /ä/: 
fähtun. This is also the case with flehtan: lähtun. 
131 As well as forms according to Class 3, also the preterite plural 
fflon, according to Class 4 (cf. ON 
fela). 
132 Just the noun feorting, which might point to a corresponding strong verb. 
133 Only examples from the present tense exist. 
134 Only exists in the preterite singular as well as the present tense. 
As a result it is hard to say which 
class the verb might belong to. In the form listed 
here one would perhaps say Class 5, but the /r/ is 
irritating as so many Class 3 verbs have the liquid or nasal preceding the root vowel. 
135 Only example in the compound flohten fate fugelas, "birds with webbed 
feet". 
136 No forms for the preterite attested. 
137 See note to fehtan. 
138 Preterite plural and PP also according to Class 5: frcegnon, 
fregllell. 
139 No present forms attested. 
140 No preterite forms attested. 
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giellan gellan gjalla "scream'' 
gielpan "boast" 
-ginnan -gmnan -ginnan -ginnan "begin"I 41 
142 *gairdan 




grimnan145 griminan146 Clllllman147 ``rage . 
grindan "rub" - 
*hellan148 hellan149 "sound" 
hilpan helpan helpan helfan hjalpa "help" 
hinkan . `limp" 
-hinbart "catch" 
hlirnman limman15o *hlimma151 "intone" 
*hrempan152 rimpfan "shrink" 
*hrindan153 hrinda "shove" 
hrokkva "withdraw" 
*-hrespan154 respan155 "rip" 
*hvelfal56 "curve" 
hwairban157 hweorfan hwerban werban 158 hverfa "turn'' 
ceorfan `. cut" 
* cerran159 kerran "creak" 
*climbanl6o klimban161 "climb" 
141 OS and OHG also show weak forms with a dental suffix in the preterite alongside the more usual 
strong forms. 
142 Just PP -gaürdans. 
143 Just the preterite plural form gurron. 
144 Just the preterite plural form gnullu; although 01 and OSwed. both show an infinitive. 
145 Really only present forms although a now usually amended preterite grummon might have 
suggested strong conjugation. 
146 Just present forms. 
147 Only present forms, and probably weak; also confusion with krimman. 
148 Only a preterite plural form hullun. 
149 The PP acc. to SEEBOLD is gihellan which is inexplicable and out of character for the class. In this 
form the verb does not belong to any conventional class. It is categorized here on the basis of its 
phonological structure. 
150 Only present forms which cannot confirm strong status. 
151 Only the airs Xyoµcvov hlam, which could, acc. to SEEBOLD, be an unusual strong form for 
the weak hlymja. 
152 Just a PP ge(h)rumpan. 
153 Just a preterite singular rand. 
154 Only occurs in the present tense. 
155 No preterite forms attested. 
156 There is the PP ho f nn, which may suggest a corresponding strong verb; a similar verb exists 
only twice in MHG. 
157 Only occurs in the present tense. 
158 Forms also with /f/ for /b/, SEEBOLD sees this as "zerrütteten grammatischen Wechsel". 
159 Just the preterite plural form Curran. 
160 Only preterite forms, both singular and plural, are attested. 
161 Only present forms attested. 
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crimman 164 * Crimman165 stuff' 
*krlinpfän166 *kreppa167 "shrink" 
cringan "fall" 
kretta "murmer" 
*cwellan168 quellan169 quellan gush" 
-cwolstan? 170 "sýNalloýti - 
-cwincan "fade" 
*-cwerran171 "swallow" 
limpan limpfan "befall" 
*-lingan172 "succeed" 
-linnan173 linnan -linnan "leave" 
leskan174 -leskan "extinguish" 





rinnan iernan rinnan rinnan rinna/renna "run" 
-seolcan178 *selkan179 "languish" 
siggwan singan singan singan syngva ``sing" 
sigqan sincan sinkan sinkan sokkva "sink' 
sinnan sinnan "go" 
seroan 80 1 * serdan 181 ser8a "fuck/bugger" ýxý 
162 Only present forms are attested. 
163 Only present tense forms are attested. 
164 No preterite forms attested. 
165 One present form cachrumman attested. 
166 Just the one glossed example hrimfit, krimfit. 
167 Only a PP kroppenn meaning crippled. 
168 Just the term collen ferhd meaning "proud, bold". 
169 Only evidence from the present tense. 
170 There is only the single example of this verb in the present. Whether it is strong or not is 
uncertain; and what class it might follow is equally uncertain. I put it here as a result of the 
consonantal structure of the root, but perhaps it belongs to Class 7? No cognates make any 
supposition unsafe. 
171 There is just the PP ii-cworran meaning "drunk, full", from which it might be possible to extract a 
verb. EE cognates might suggest this as a possibility. 
172 No present tense form attested. 
173 Only a present tense form. 
174 Only present tense evidence. 
175 No preterite forms attested in OHG. 
176 The unique preterite nand in Otfrid, otherwise no evidence. 
177 No preterite forms found in the evidence. 
178 No preterite forms attested. 




sciellan183 skellan skjalla "sound" 




*skerran185 skerran "scrape" 
* scriininan l s6 "clench" 
skreppa "slip" 
skrintan "gape" ' 
scringan/scrincan "shrink" 
sleppa "slip" 
-slindan187 *slindan188 suntan "swallow" 
*shngan189 slingan slyngva "slide" 
slincan "creep" 
*slinta190 "slide" 
* smeltan 191 smelzan "melt" 
smeortan192 smerzan 193 "smart" 
-snerahan 194 "tie" 
*snerkan195 *snerka196 "shrink" 
snerfan197 "shrink" 
snerta "touch" 
spinnan198 spinnan spinnan spinna "spin" 
spornan -spurnan199 -spurnan200 *sporna201 "tread" 
180 A present tense example obviously borrowed from the Norse. 
181 A couple of Gloss examples in the preterite perhaps point to a strong verb. 
182 Perhaps more accurately the meaning should be "practise (un)natural sex". 
183 Only present tense, so that strong affiliation is uncertain. 
184 Just a PP skorpenn meaning "wrinkled", a possible verb might be inferred. 
185 Just a PP ofgiscorran. 
186 Just evidence from the present tense, so that it is impossible to say with certainty that it was 
strong. 
187 Only extant in the present tense. 
188 Only example the preterite farsland "swallowed". 
189 Only example is a preterite form slang. 
190 Just the preterite slatt, although the verb exists in OSwed. and Modern Swed. 
191 Just a preterite singular form is extant. 
192 Only in the present tense are there examples. 
193 As for OE the examples of this verb in OHG are all present tense forms. 
194 There are no examples from the preterite tense. 
195 Just a preterite singular gesnerc although it would seem that the vocalism is unusual for the 
preterite of this class. 
196 Just the PP snorkinn meaning "wrinkled". 
197 Examples only of the present tense. 
198 Appears in this form just once. 
199 Example of the present tense only. 
200 The verb occurs frequently, but usually with a weak preterite, although there are some relict 
examples of the original strong conjugation. 













































swimman swimman svimma "swim 
swindan -swindan211 swintan 'fade" 
swingan *swingan212 swingan "swing" 
swincan "toil" 
-swairban sweorfan213 * swerban214 swerban sverfa "rub" 




*-trimpan219 "tread? " 
-trinnan "escape" 
mdan "swell" 
(peon 1)220 "thrive" 
-pinsan221 *thinsan222 dinsan "pull'" 
*-pairsan223 «dry 
202 Evidence from the preterite tense only. 
203 Just a preterite, gesprant meaning "announced". 
204 One example of this; may be strong. 
205 Only examples from the present tense. 
206 The unique PP kistorchenen suggests a strong verb. 
207 Just the PP bloÖ-storkenn meaning "numb". 
208 Only found in the present tense. 
209 Not found in the preterite tense. 
210 Appears once in the present tense in a gloss. Meaning uncertain, the Latin it glosses points to 
"burn up", but acc. to SEEBOLD this is surely wrong. 










Does not appear in the present tense. 
Does not appear in the preterite tense. 
Only appears in the preterite singular. 
Does not appear in the preterite tense. 
No preterite forms extant. 
Appears once in the preterite singular ge-tang. Acc. to SEEBOLD not an original strong verb. 
Appears just once in the present tense in figurative usage. 
One example in the preterite singular ana-tramp. 
This verb, listed under Class 1 with cognates from the other dialects, in OE shows 
forms 
according to Class 3 pointing to a Gmc. root for this verb with a nasal *benha-. 
221 Only appears in the present tense. 
222 Only appears in the form uerthinse. 
223 Appears only in the PP ga-thaürsans "dried". 
-,  
*thrimnan224 "swell" 
(preihan 1) bringan thringan dringan bryngva "press'. 
brintan225 "swell" 
briskan226 berscan dreskan "thresh" 
thwingan dwingan "force" 
bverra "fade" 




-windan windan windan wintan vinda "wind/wend" 
winnan winnan winnan winnan vinna "labour/win" 
wairpan weorpan werpan werfan verpa "throw" 
werran werran "confuse" 
wairban weorban wer6an werdan ver6a "become" 
wringan *wringan229 ringan '`wring" 
-wrisqan23o *reska231 "grow" 
224 Only occurs in the preterite singular thram. 
75 No forms for the preterite tense attested. 
226 Only occurs in the present tense. 
227 Only occurrence in the compound wollen-tear "streaming tears". 
228 Does not occur in the preterite tense. 
229 The PP ut gi-wrungana alone occurs. 
230 Just the present participle ga-wrisgands "bearing 
fruit". 
231 Just the PP roskenn "grown". 
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brecan brekan brechan 
*breman232 
*dwelan233 *-dwelan234 twelan 
(filhan 3) (feolan 3) 











qiman cuman kuman (queman 5) koma 'come' 
niman niman 
(drepan 5) (drepan 5) treffan (drepa 5) "beat" 
(felhan 3) fela235 
helan helan helan 
*hlecan236 
hwelan237 
cwelan quelan quelan 
scieran 
*slokkva238 "extinguish" 
(sprekan/spekan 5) sprekan sprehhan 
stekan239 stehhan 












-timan244 *-teman24s zeman "befit" 
-tairan teran zeran "tear" 
trudan246 (tredan 5) (tretan 5) tro8a "tread" 24' 
232 There is a single preterite form pram, which one might attribute to a verb *breman, but it could 
quite easily belong to a verb *bremman, which we see in MEG in brimmen which conjugates 
according to the verbs of Class 3. Thus the existence of a verb *breman is doubtful. 
233 Only exists as a PP gedwolen "mistaken". 
234 Only exists as a PP fardwolen "missed". 
235 The PP isfolginn which is as Class 3, but the preterite is acc. to Class 4 fdl, ääu. 
236 A present hleced and a PP tohlocene suggest a corresponding strong verb as here. 
237 Only a present tense example, evidence for strong verb therefore weak. 
238 Just the strong PP slokenn, to an otherwise weak verb. 
239 No PP extant so assigning a class is difficult, especially when the OHG cognate defies its structure 
and has o-vocalism in the PP. 
240 The only extant forms are from the present tense. 
241 There is no extant PP, so this verb could well have belonged to Class 5, which, considering its 
structure, is more likely. The ON verb occurs exclusively with Class 4 PP-vocalism, 
for this reason I 
put the OE verb alongside it; it is possible, even likely, that the OE is a borrowing 
from ON 
242 Only exists in the present tense. 
243 Likewise only occurs in the present tense. 
244 Only occurs in the present tense. 
245 GALLEE lists this verb, but SEEBOLD knows no evidence for it. 
246 There are no examples of this verb in the preterite tense. 
queran 










(weban 5) vefa weave" 
"cr. ath a'' . vvu1ý (wrikan 5) (wrecan 5) (wrekan 5) rehhan (reka 5) Pursue' 
247 It is possible to re-interpret the PP's of both Go, trudan and ON trooa as not containing o- 
vocalism but as copies of the present tense; if this is how we see the formation of the PP for class 5 
verbs then these two forms might belong there instead. 
248 Just the one occurrence of the PP pitrohhanemo. 
249 No forms extant in the preterite tense. 
250 Only occurs in the present tense; the verb is often set alongside Gmc. *HH ellan "surge" in Class 
-) -1 ; 
7.2.5 Class 5 
Gothic OEnglish OSaxon OHG ONorse Meaning 
bidjan biddan biddian bitten bi6ja "bid" 
*diwan251 (deyja 6) "die" 
drepan252 drepan253 (treffan 4) drepa "beat" 
itan etan etan ezzan eta 1. eat"254 
fe- on fehan "rejoice" 
*fetan255 *fezzan 256 feta "fall" 
fitan257 "bear" 
fnehan "breathe" 
fraihnan (fregnan 3) (fregnan 3) *fregnan 258 fregna "ask" 
giban giefan geban geban gefa e" 




gedan26o jetan261 "weed" 
gehan262 jehan *jä263 "assure" 
jesan264 "ferment" 
*klenan265 klenan "smear" 
cnedan *knedan266 knetan "knead" 
kresan "creep" 
(giman 4) (cuman 4) (kuman 4) queman 267 (koma 4) '`come" 
qipan cweoan que6an quedan kve8a "say" 
251 Two participial uses of a form with this root might suggest a verb 
dirlan, perhaps to be conjugated 
in the same way as sniwan. 
252 A PP with /o/ is also found pointing to Class 4. 
253 Only occurs in the present tense, so that assigning to a particular class can only 
be done according 
to structure of the root and not to actual forms. 
254 For all the dialects except OS (a lack of extant preterite 
forms means one cannot be sure) the 
singular preterite form has the same vocalism as the preterite plural, a 
long vowel. For Gothic 
recourse must be made to the verb fra-itan "devour" which 
does have a preterite singular form in 
contrast to itan. OE, OS fretan and OHG 
frezzan are treated as compounds of Gmc. *etan and thus 
not listed separately. 
255 Only occurs once in the preterite singular gefcet. 
256 Not found in the present or PP. 
257 Only appears in the present tense, and it 
is also hard to tell whether this is a strong verb or not. 
258 The Wessobrunner Gebet has the form gafregin, the strong verb 
from which we might postulate 
as Class 5. 
259 The single preterite hvak "swayed" to an otherwise weak verb. 
260 No preterite forms extant. 
261 No preterite forms extant. 
262 Only extant in the present tense. 
263 Just one PP jäenn. 
264 Only found in the present tense in OHG. 
265 Just the PP biklenan, showing class 5 vocalism 
despite the Class 4 structure. 
266 Just a PP giknedan, and a possible present 
form knedon. 
267 The PP found most often and which can be described as 
the 
verb as a Class 4 type 
ocalism ! e, 
rather than /o/ which would be suggested 
by the structure of the ve 
226 
ligan licgan liggian liggen liggja 
lechan268 leka "'leak" lisan lesan lesan lesan lesa "collect" 
mitan metan meta-n269 mezzan meta "measure" 
-msan nesan -nesan -nesan '`survive 
*niýan 27 
" " support 
pleon ple an271 g phlegan "risk/care for" 
rikan272 *rechan27' "rake" 
*repan274 
" chastise 
*repan27' " " 
saihwan se-on sehan sehan sjä 
reap 
"see" 
sitan sittan sittian sizzen sitja "sit" 
-skehan "happen" 
screpan "scrape" 
smwan (sne-owan 2) "hum-" 
sprekan/spekan (sprekan 4) (sprehhan 4) "speak" 
stredan "seethe" 
*swekan276 swehhan277 "smell" 
*swedan278 "smoulder" 
(trudan 4) tredan tretan279 (tro8a 4) "tread" 
tregan280 trega281 "deceive" 
picgan biggja "receive" 
*brekan282 "fear" 
wefan *weban283 weban (vefa 4) "weave" 
-widan wetan "join" 
268 There also exist PP's for this verb with o-vocalism like the verbs of Class 4. In addition there are 
no extant forms for the preterite tense. 
269 Only the present tense form metan. 
270 Only a 2nd singular present subjunctive form niiais, which is hardly enough upon which to base 
proof of a strong verb. 
271 Only a present form plegan, meaning "be responsible for". 
272 Only extant in the present tense. 
273 Two examples of the verb are found, but as PP's only, berechene & pirchhanum (? ). 
274 Only occurs as a PPfor-repen; thus insufficient data for conclusive postulation of strong verb. 
275 As well as the forms given for the strong verb ripan, there exists the preterite form rrnpon which 
would suggest a similar verb in Class 5, or are they merely confused? Acc. to SEEBOLD later forms 
suggest a verb of this class rather than those of Class 1. 
276 Acc. to SEEBOLD this is due to a misreading by HOLTHAUSEN of a form sueuid as s-v ekit. 
277 Only a present form survives, when taken with the previous entry for OS, it might seem 
questionable to postulate a strong verb here at all. 
278 In Otfrid the two forms suidit and siudit occur together, as a result some posit the existence of a 
strong verb *swedan. 
279 Although I can find no reason why this should not be the case, this verb is not listed in SEEBOLD. I 
can only assume this is a mistaken omission on his part. 
280 Only appears in the present tense. 
281 Does not appear in the preterite tense. 
282 There exists the one example onprcec, to an other ise weak verb on 
ßraclall; the preterite can 
really only be secondary and positing a strong verb is unsound. 
283 Listed by GALLEE but denied by SEEBOLD. 
ý 
-wigan284 -wegan 
(weihan 1) -wegan286 
wegan285 vega move 
-wehan287 vega 
-wegan 




wreka n (rehhan 4) reka "pursue" 
284 Just the evidence of a PP. 
285 No preterite forms extant. 
286 No preterite forms extant. 
287 No preterite forms extant. 






7.2.6 Class 6 
Gothic OEnglish OSaxon OHG OA'orse Meaning 
aka Uo 
acan289 'ache" 
alan29o alan ala "nourish" 
*-anan291 "breathe" 
bacan *bakan292 bachan "bake" 
-daban *dafan293 "befit" 
(diwan 5) deyja "die" 
*-draban294 "holloN\ out'' 
dragan295 dragan dragan tragan draga "drag draw" 
faran296 faran faran faran fara "go-'fare" 
flean flä "flay" 
*fragan297 "ask" 
frapjan "understand" 
galan galan gala "sing'" 
geyja' "bark" 
gnagan k(a)nagan298 gnagan gnaga299 "gnaw" 
graban grafan graban graban grafa "dig" 
hafjan hebban heffian heffen hefja "lift" 
*hagan3oo -tend- 
hlahjan hliehhan *hlahhian3ol *hlahhen302 hlaeja "laugh" 
*-hlapan303 hladan hladan304 (h)ladan hla6a "load" 
*hnafa'" "cut off' 
calan kala "freeze" 
kefja306 "suppress" 
289 Only forms from the present tense are extant. 
290 Only extant in the present tense. 
291 Only an isolated preterite form irz-ö1t, is found meaning "breathed his last". 
292 There is possibly a form gibak, although this could very well be a noun in its context. 
293 There is just the form gedafen meaning "appropriate". 
294 There is the singular PP gadraben; which in Otfrid appears as OHG irgrabanaz, which 
SEE. EBOI. DD 
uses to posit that the Go. form is a scribal error. 
295 Only appears in the present tense. 
296 Only appears in the present tense. 
297 The one form fragiji, which in the parallel manuscript appears as 
fi-aisip. One should perhaps bear 
in mind the dialectal use of fragen in moden German and 
Dutch as a strong verb. In this period, 
however, there is not enough evidence for a strong verb. 
298 Appears just once with this very OHG-looking phonology. 
299 No preterite forms extant. 
300 Just one very unclear PP gehain, which 
has a superscripted g. 
301 No present tense forms are extant. 
302 Just one preterite form hioc. 
303 Just one PP af-hlapans "laden". 
304 Extant forms from the present tense only. 
305 The unique form hnof meaning "cut off'. 
306 Preterites , acc. to 
SEEBOLD, are not attested, although NOREEN 
(1884) cites the e\istence of 
preterites kof and köfu. 
? _'9 
(cläwan 7) 
lean lahan lahan 
klä "scratch rub" 
"rebuke" 
laffan "slurp" 
malan307 *ma1an308 malan309 mala 
*-rapjan310 iGcOllilt. 
-seffian -sebben "perceive" 
sakan sacan sakan sahhan .. argue" 
skaban311 scafan skaban31 skaban313 skafa "shave" 
sceacan *skakan314 skaka "ishake" 
-skapjan scieppan skeppian skepfen skepia "create" 
skapjan sciepban "injure 
slahan slean slahan slahan s1ä315 "beat" 
snahhan "slide" 
spanan spanan spanan "tempt" 
standan standan standan stantan standa "stand"316 
staeppan *steppian317 *steppan318 iistep" 
swaran swerian swerian swerien sverja "swear"319 
tacan320 taka "take" 
*pracan321 *praka322 "Gendure? " 
pwahan bwean thwahan dwahan pvä "wash" 
wadan watan va6a "N\ ade" 
*wahan323 *-wahan324 "mention" 
wahsjan (weaxan 7) wahsan wahsan vaxa "grow" 
waecnan *vakna325 ake" 
(wascan 7) *waskan326 waskan "wash" 
307 Only extant in the present tense. 
308 Only appears as a PP gimalan. 
309 No preterite forms are extant. 
310 Just one example of the PP garaßana, thus insufficient data to be sure. 
311 No preterite forms extant. 
312 Only extant in the present tense. 
313 No preterite forms are extant. 
314 There is only the preterite singular skök extant. 
315 As well as the normal preterite formation according to Class 6 there are also 
forms with an -er- 
infix analogously to the verba pura of Class 7: slera, slerum. 
316 The /n/ of the present is also found in the preterite of the OHG verb and 
in the PP of the OHG, 
OS, OE verbs. No PP is extant in Gothic, so one cannot 
be sure whether the PP did, in fact, have the 
nasal infix of the present tense. 
317 Only examples from the preterite tense. 
318 Just a very unclear stoptun in the Hildebrandslied. 
319 All dialects, except Go. for which the forms are not extant, show 
Schwundstufe in the PP, instead 
of the present vocalism as the other verbs of this class 
do. 
320 Borrowed from the Norse. 
321 An adjective/PP ge ßracen, meaning "strong/enduring". 
322 Just a PP/adjectiveßrekinn meaning "enduring". 
323 Just one form giuuegi, and this itself is uncertain. 
324 Not extant in the present tense. 
325 Just a PP vakenn "awake". 
326 Only a preterite form wösk extant. 
2 _: 0 
7.2.7 Class 7 (Reduplicating Class) 
Gothic OEn lish OSaxon OHG ONorse Mearýin. ý 
-aikan eichan327 "deny/vindicate- 
*eika328 "rush" 
-ýpan329 *alýa330 "grow old" 
arjan331 erren "plough" 
*eadan332 *Odan333 *auoa314 "grant'. 
aukan *eacan335 *Okan336 auhhan337 auka "increase.. 
ausa "create" 
bannan bannan338 bannan339 "summon' 
beatan bOzan340 bauta341 "beat" 
bägan "fight" 
blandan342 blandan343 *blandan344 blantan blanda '`mix" 
bläwan *blahan345 "blow" 
-blesan346 bläsan bläsa "blow" 
blöwan "bloom" 
blötan347 blötan bluozan348 blöta '`sacrifice" 
bnauan349 *nL1an350 gnüa351 "rub" 
bauan352 buan353 büan354 buan355 biia "live" 
327 No forms in the preterite tense extant. 
328 There is just the PP eikenn extant which might suggest the corresponding strong verb. 
329 Only found as a present participle us-albans meaning "frail". 
330 Only the PP aldenn meaning "old, out of date". 
331 Only present tense forms are extant. 
332 Just the PP Baden "granted". 
333 Just the PP ödan "given". 
334 Just a PP audenn meaning "bestowed". 
335 Just a PP eacen "broad, mighty". 
336 Only a PP okan meaning "pregnant". 
337 Only found in the present tense. 
338 Only extant in the present tense. 
339 No preterite tense forms are extant. 
340 Only found in the present tense. 
341 No extant forms for the preterite tense. 
342 Only extant in forms from the present tense. 
343 No extant forms from the preterite tense. 
344 The only form extant is a PP giblandan "mixed with something 
bad". 
345 Only occasionally does one find a strong PP to averb that otherwise conjugates weak. 
346 No extant forms from the preterite tense. 
347 No extant forms in the present tense. 
348 No preterite tense forms extant. 
349 Only extant as a present participle bnauandans. 
350 Two forms, noen and kinoen, may point to this verb. 
351 There is the form bnere, but otherwise the verb has the form gnva. with preterite tense 
forms with 
er like the other verba pura in ON. 
352 Present tense forms only. 
353 Preterite forms are weak. 
354 Just an infinitive. 
355 Generally a weak verb, but in Otfrid there are strange strong 
forms ý6th an r, similar to the verba 
pura preterites of ON. 
:u 
braedan1356 *brädan357 brätan "roast" 
*brökan358 "fashion from Nvood? ýý 
*deagan 359 *tougan 360 "hide" 
dradan361 drädan -trätan "fear" 
faian362 "rebuke" 
*fa1gan363 "bend? " 
feallan Callan fallan falla "fall 
*falzen364 "beat'' 
*falpan365 fealdan faldan falda "fold" 
f`ýhan fön %han f-ahan fä "catch" 
*ffia366 "rot" 
flöwan "flow" 
*-flökan367 flöcan368 flökan369 -fluohhan370 *floka37l "beat" 
aisan "tempt" 
gaggan372 gangan373 gangan gangan ganga 
glöwan "gl ow"" 
gretan grxtan375 *grätan376 grata cry" 
gröwan gröa "grow"" 
haitan hätan377 he-tan heizan heita "(be) call(ed)" 
(*hiufan 2) *heafan378 (hioban 2) (*hiofan 2) "i-nourn" 
haldan379 healdan haldan haltan halda "hold" 
356 No preterite forms, and the present forms are perhaps rather weak. 
357 No extant forms for the present tense. 
358 There is a single PP gibruocan which might be taken as coming from an infinitive *hrökan, more 
than this cannot be said. 
359 Just one instance in the preterite tense deog "hid". 
360 Just the PP/adjective tougan "secret". 
361 The preterite -dreord in Angliap may point to reduplication. 
362 Appears only as 3rd. pl. present pass. faianda. 
363 There is the unique, but uncertain, gloss ungafalgan to Lat. inflexa. 
364 The gloss falcit, falzit to the lat. fulcit. MHG also has twice a corresponding strong PP. 
365 Only appears as a preterite singular. 
366 There is the form füinn "rotten", which one might assume has a verb which follows the other 
verba pura with a preterite with er. 
367 Only appears in the preterite plural. 
368 Only appears in the present tense. 
369 No forms from the preterite tense are extant. 
370 No forms from the preterite tense are extant. 
371 Just the PPflokenn "confused". 
372 With a suppletive preterite iddja. 
373 As well as the preterite geong, also suppletive 
forms Bode. 
374 There also exist the forms gän, gen in OE, OS and 
OHG. Corresponding preterites are not found, 
just present tenses and PP's. 
375 Just present forms, cf. Class 2 greotan; there must clearly 
be a relationship bet\ý een grmtan and 
greotan, but exactly of what nature is unclear and the 
lack of preterite forms makes classification 
difficult. Comparison with OS is also barely conclusive. 
376 One preterite form griat, cf. Class 2. 
377 The preterite form heht is found in the dialect of 
Anglian which might suggest original 
reduplication. See Excursus. 
378 Preterites behave like this class, although a höf also implies 
Class 2 here it Ný ould seem the 




hähan ho-n hähan380 hähan hanga "hang" 
heawan *hauwan 381 houwan heggva -he« 
-hlaupan382 hleapan *hlöpan383 loufan hlaupa "run; 'leap- 
*hlOwan384 *lowan385 "low" 
hröpan hr-opan ruofan "call" 
*-hwätan386 _hwätan387 (h)wäzan hväta388 "push" 
hwöpan hwopan "threaten" 
hwösan -cough" 
cläwan (klä 6) "scratch" 
cnäwan -knegan389 knä390 "know" 
cräwan "crow" 
laikan läcan391 leika "play" 
*laian(lauan)392 "revile" 
-letan lx-tan lätan lä. zan läta "let" 
maitan meizan "cut off' 
mäwan '. inow" 
393 *neapan "overwhelm" 
*-praggan394 "press" 
*räwan39s "put in rows" 
-redan rxdan396 rädan rätan 68a "counsel" 
*rächan397 '`devote o. s. " 
rowan röa "row" 
saltan 398 sealtan399 " salzan season- 
saian säwan salan400 Saan401 sä 
SOW" 
379 No preterite forms are extant. 
380 No preterite forms are extant. 
381 No present tense form is extant. 
382 Extant forms from the present tense only. 
383 Just the preterite plural form -hliopun. 
384 No sure strong form, just hlewO. 
385 No certain strong forms, perhaps louu from a gloss to 
lat. mugio. 
386 Just a preterite singular form ähwet. 
387 Only present forms extant. 
388 No extant forms for the preterite tense. 
389 A difficult case, appears only as bi-knegan "be a part of', 
SEEBOLD advises against it. 
390 Affected analogically by preterite presents and 
has a weak preterite. Inflects like the pret-pres. mä 
"can". 
391 Preterites regularly have an extra / suggesting original reduplication. 
leolc, leolcun. 
392 Just a preterite form lailoun. From this 
it is impossible to tell whether the vocalism of the present 
root is /ai/ or /au/, for both of which vocalisms 
there are examples in other verbs of this class. 
393 Just a preterite geneop; too uncertain to 
be sure of the existence of a strong verb. 
394 Just a PP ana praggans "pressured". 
395 One present participle gerawende, gloss to 
lat. infindens. There is the possibility of a PP 
gercenwen, but Seebold treats this as a 
denominative adjective. 
396 Preterite forms with an extra r suggest original reduplication, cf. 
läcan, drcedan, hntcni. 
397 One PP ferrächen, which might suggest a strong verb. 
398 No preterite forms are extant. 
399 Likewise, no preterite forms are extant. 
400 Generally weak but a strong preterite obar-sell exists. 
from which one might assume the present 
tense is also strong. 
-, 
33 
skaidan scädan skedan skeidan ' separate 





slepan4°s släepan sldpan 406 släfan "sleep'. 
snüa "« ind" 
söa4o7 'sacrifice" 
408 spä. tan .. speýti 
spaltan "divide" 
spannan *spannan409 spannah "stretch" 
spowan "succeed" 
staggan410 "stab" 
-staldan *stealdan4ll " '" own 
stautan412 stotan stozan413 "push'. 
swapan *swepan414 sweiffan415 sveipa416 "swing" 
swögan swögan417 "overwhelm'. 
zeisan "pluck" 
tekan "touch" 
-plaihan41 s "cherish" 
präwan "throw" 
*ýröwan419 "thrive" 
(wahsjan 6) weaxan (wahsan 6) (vaxa 6) "grow" 
waldan420 wealdan waldan waltan valda "wield" 
wealcan *walkan421 "roll" 
weallan wallan wallan "welUroll" 
401 Weak but for a strong PP. 
402 Only extant in the present tense. 
403 There is the single occurrence of a preterite an-sciann "roared". 
404 Also relict, possibly reduplicated forms kiscerot. 
405 Exhibits a reduplicated form which possibly shows effects of VERNER's Law: saizlep versus 
salslep. 
406 No preterite forms are extant. 
407 No extant forms from the preterite tense. 
408 There exists the present and in addition preterites with f: speoft, . speoftun. Whether this represents 
a relic reduplicating form is debatable. 
409 Just a PP un-spannene. 
410 One example of an imperative us-stagg; often corrected to -stigg and ordered alongside stingan, 
q. v. above. 
411 Just a preterite singular form steold. 
412 The only extant examples are from the present tense. 
413 Possible relic reduplicated form: steroz. 
414 Just a preterite singular form for-sr. nuep. 
415 No preterite forms are extant. 
416 A mixed inflection; the Present and PP according to the red. class, the preterite according to class 
1. 
417 Only extant in the present tense. 
418 Just a present ga ßlaihan "cherish". 
419 Just one instance of a PP geßruen. 
420 Only present forms are extant. 




wascan424 (*waskan 6) (waskan 6) 
*_Wazan425 








422 Acc. to SEEBOLD originally weak, so that the strong forms found in the Wiener Genesis are 
secondary formations. 
423 Only one present form extant, witweo, and a PP biwalnie. 
424 There are also pretertie forms with /ö/ suggesting that the verb may belong to class 6. 
425 Two preterite forms, verwiez and ferwiezot, might suggest this strong verb. 
426 Only extant in the present tense. 
427 The one gloss ruozzit for Lat. movit. 
ýýý 
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